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CHAPTER - 1 

IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN  

The importance of the ecosystem may be understood better by trying to 

imagine the earth without ecosystems (World Resource Institute, 2002). The earth’s 

ecosystem is regarded as a repository of rich biological diversity.  The essence of 

ecosystem largely lie s in its unique productive and assimilative services. It is obvious 

that the sustainability of economies of the world is based on various goods and 

services derived from ecosystem. It is also obvious that human survival itself depends 

on the sustainable ca pacity of ecosystems to provide their multitude benefits. 

Degradation of environmental resource base beyond its carrying capacity in 

recent decades is a cause for concern because of its adverse consequences. For 

instance, deforestation influences the climate and contributes to a loss of biodiversity. 

Moreover, the environmental problems that countries of the world are facing today 

have posed the greatest challenge in the way of achieving inter-generational and intra-

generational equity in development. Biodiversity conservation is therefore, a sine qua 

non for human well-being.  However, concern is rising, all over the world about the 

adverse consequences of environmental degradation and a considerable institutional 

effort both in research and policy circles has been undertaken in recent years towards 

environmental stewardship. 

 The World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), also 

known as the Brundtland Commission, in its report entitled ‘Our Common Future’ 

(1987), has earnestly called the world community for making development 

sustainable one by “meeting the needs of present generation without compromising 

the needs of future generations”. The Earth Summit held at Rio-de-Janeiro in 1992 

has further made a fervent message to the world community tha t “without better 

environmental stewardship development will be undermined and without accelerated 

development in poor countries, environmental polices will fail”. The Earth Summit 

also made forest conservation and management a major focus (Roba, 2000). These 

major international level efforts are indeed, recognized to be the world’s collective 

move and to be the most important milestone in bringing out the state of the world 

reports in awakening the people on the persuasion of unsustainable development and 
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its catastrophic effects on environment and the need for managing the earth’s 

biological assets sustainably for the well-being of the present as well as the future 

generations. 

 Forests are the vital segment of earth’s ecosystems and they harbour about 

two-thirds of the known world’s biological diversity. Senseless destruction of forests 

at an unprecedented rate both in quality and quantity has resulted not only in 

environmental degradation but also threatened the livelihood security of millions of 

people particularly in developing countries. The root and proximate causes of 

deforestation are however, traced to the market failure, policy failure, institutional 

failure, population pressure, agricultural expansion, grazing, timber logging, forest 

fires, exploitation of timber and non-timber products and other socio -economic 

reasons (Pearce and Moran, 1994, Dasgupta, 1997 and Perrings, 2000). However, 

most prominently, governments’ policy interventions, in recent decades in creation of  

national parks, sanctuarie s and reserve forests in order to protect biodiversity and 

wildlife, have excluded local communities without giving them a stake in 

conservation and management of forests so as to meet their bonafide usufructs. 

Inappropriate conservation efforts are leading to depletion of forests. However, local 

communities are squarely blamed for the same. 

 Although, the issues like deforestation, environmental degradation and forest 

versus people have been in discussion at various fora, the serious academic research 

pursuits have received a momentum recently mainly due to heightened conflicts in 

developing countries. Despite an increasing amount of research on these issues they 

continue to exist. Therefore, a thorough research is required to comprehend whether 

government policies are grossly neglecting the traditional environmental knowledge 

of local communities in conserving and managing forest resources or local 

communities are responsible for deforestation by exploiting forest resources 

unsustainably. Therefore, new policy initiatives for conservation of forests need to be 

undertaken to address deforestation and environmental degradation. These emerging 

issues have necessitated a careful research for clear understanding and articulation 

and to find some suitable measures. Therefore, the present study examines the 

interface between forests, environment and local community in the context of Kodagu 

district of Western Ghats region in southern India. 
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11..11  TTHHEE  IIMMPPOORRTTAANNCCEE  OOFF  FFOORREESSTTSS::  

Forest ecosystem is an integral part of globa l biodiversity.  Forest resources 

have been playing a predominant role in supplying a wide range of goods and services 

to mankind throughout the recorded history. They have been an integral part of human 

ecosystem in providing an important source of income and employment since time 

immemorial. Forests are the vital natural resources and they hold key to prosperity 

and environmentally sustainable development.  In recent decades, the importance of 

forests is increasingly felt all over the world because of the unique and non-

substitutable environmental role they play.  Attention obviously, has focused on 

tropical forests because the threat to their existence is accelerating immensely in 

developing countries, not to speak of developed countries. 

11..11..11  DDee ffiinniittiioonn  ooff  FFoorreessttss::    

According to World Resources Report (WRP) (2000-01) there are more than 

90 different definitions of “Forests” in use throughout the world and they are 

complicating the effort to measure and evaluate global forest ecosystems. 

 Forest ecosystems may be defined as “the area dominated by trees forming a 

closed or partially closed canopy” (WRI, 2000-01) 

  Another definition by Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) (1993) 

states forest and woodlands area as “land under natural or planted stands of trees, 

whether productive or not, that includes land from which the forests have been cleared 

but that will be reforested in the foreseeable future. This also includes the forest clear-

cut land that is still under the jurisdiction of forest authority and has not yet been 

converted to agriculture or other plantation” (Bhattarai and Hammig, 2001). 

 According to Allen (1950) “A forest is a community of living trees, and 

associated organisms covering a considerable area; utilizing sunshine, air water and 

earthly materials to attain maturity and to reproduce itself; and capable of furnishing 

mankind with indispensable products and services”. 

 The definition of forests may be succinctly summarized, as the forest is a 

biological constituent having a vast social organization of living communities at work.  
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11..11..22  AArreeaa  uunnddeerr  FFoorreessttss::  

 Forest resources, that occupy 27 per cent or 34.5 million km. or more than a 

quarter of the world’s land surface, are of the three broad types; Tropical moist (1.5 

billion ha) and Dry forests (1.5 billion ha), Temperate forests (1.6 billion ha) and 

Degraded forest land (WB, 1992). 

 India’s forests are of four types. They are: Tropical forests, Sub-tropical 

forests, Temperate forests, and Alpine forests. According to Compendium of 

Environmental Statistics (CES) (1999) India has 76.52 million ha of recorded forest 

area and this accounts for 23.28 per cent of total geographical area. However, 

according to Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE) report (2002) the area 

under forest cover is accounted for 19 per cent or 68 million ha of geographical area 

of India, whereas the satellite data from National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA) 

(1993) has revealed that the area covered by forest is about 64.01 million ha  

(Varshney, 1997). India shares two per cent of world’s land area that is under forest 

cover (Brown, 2001) and approximately one fifth of India’s land surface is under 

forest cover. Per capita availability of forest in India is 0.08 ha, which is lower than 

the world average of 0.8 ha. 

11..11..33  FFuunnccttiioonnss  ooff  FFoorreessttss::  

 Forests perform so many diverse tangible and intangible functions. They are 

the productive engines of a variety of goods and services. The benefits that human 

beings derive from forest ecosystem can be direct or indirect and millions of human 

souls are squarely depending on them to sustain their livelihood needs. A wide range 

of functions offered by forests is indispensable as they provide the underpinning 

environmental services in sustaining life on the earth.  

 The fundamental and also tangible functions of forests are innumerable. 

Forests are the homelands of many indigenous forest dwellers and other local 

communities, who are mainly leading subsistence economies living off forest 

products, game and practice shifting cultivation (Dasgupta and Maler, 1997).  Forests 

supply food, fiber, fruits, nuts, honey, meat, oil, medicinal plants, and they harbour 

extensive flora and fauna or biodiversity. They provide timber and minor forests 
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produce (MFP) such as fuel wood, fodder, small timber for house construction, 

manure for agricultural land. Forests are grazing places for animals, recreational spots 

(eco-tourism) for nature lovers, open lab for researchers. They are the sources of 

pharmaceuticals and reservoirs of genetic pool. Forest ecosystem is an ideal place for 

spiritual harmony, religious expression, psychological integrity, aesthetic enjoyment 

and recreational backdrop of many people (Dasgupta and Maler, 1997). 

Apart from direct functions of forests, human welfare in fact, depends  also on 

many non-market (environmental) goods and services of forests. Forests play a central 

role in the global carbon sequestration and they store 39 per cent of terrestrial carbon 

(WRI, 2000-01). Forests protect watershed, recharge underground water ta ble, check 

soil erosion, prevent landslides, enrich soil nutrients, affect local and regional 

microclimate and stabilize global climate. These intangible environmental services of 

forests are indispensable for the survival of the human being on the earth. Table 1.1 

highlights goods and services rendered by forest ecosystem. 

Table 1.1 Goods and Services of Forest Ecosystem 

Goods Services 
- Timber 
- Fuel wood 
- Drinking and irrigation water 
- Fodder 
- Non-timber forest products, (vines, 

bamboos, leaves etc.) 
- Food (honey, mushrooms, fruit, and other 

edible plants; game)  
- Genetic resources 

- Remove air pollutants, emit oxygen  
- Cycle nutrients 
- Maintain array of watershed functions 

(infiltration, purification, flow control, 
soil stabilization) 

- Maintain biodiversity 
- Sequester atmospheric carbon 
- Moderate weather extremes and impacts 
- Generate soil 
- Provide employment 
- Provide human and wild life habitat 
- Provide for aesthetic enjoyment and 

recreation.   

Source: WRI- (2000 -01) 

11..11..44  TThhee  IImmppoorrttaannccee  ooff  FFoorreessttss  iinn  EEccoonnoommiicc  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt::  

The focus of worldwide attention on tropical forests has received momentum 

owing to their diversity of functions, which they serve. Forests are the world’s most 

extensive terrestrial ecosystems on the earth and they play a multidimensional role for 

a variety of reasons. Forests are the integral part of the natural resources and 

environmental systems. They perform however, three important functions viz., 
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productive, protective and regulative functions. The productive role of forests is also 

well known as ‘direct benefits of forests’. Forests are essentially valuable economic 

resources, which provide livelihood to the local communities, who are indeed, the 

multiple users of forests such as food, fodder, fuel wood and many minor forest 

products  (Nadkarni, 1996).  According to the World Bank Report (WBR) (1991) 

forests support the livelihood needs of nearly 500 million people. WBR (1992) states 

that local communities draw a large part of their livelihood from unmarketed 

environmental resources such as forests.  Forests, apart from providing direct 

economic benefits, foster social, cultural and sustainable economic and human 

development to benefit local community (Batisse, 1997). The social value of a forest 

typically exceeds the value of its direct products, and on occasion exceeds it greatly 

(Dasgupta and Maler, 1997). Forests also meet the needs of larger economy for 

instance, forests are cleared mainly for agricultural, industrial purposes, extraction of 

mineral ore, construction of dams and settlement of displaced people and so on. 

The protective and regulative functions of forests are also regarded as 

“environmental services of forests”; these functions are predominantly related to soil 

conservation, flood control, recharging underground water, carbon uptake and 

sequestration. These functions are highly valuable as the very survival of mankind 

relies on them. Forest ecosystem is the library of vast genetic diversity of plants, 

animals, insects, and microorganisms taken together and they determine agro-

ecosyste ms productivity, resistance to pests and disease and ultimately food security 

for human being (WRI, 2000-01). Moreover, economic productivity of any agro 

pastoral system ultimately depends on photosynthesis activity or carrying capacity of 

forest biodivers ity. Human health and well-being depend fundamentally on forest’s 

genetic diversity. In developing countries 75 per cent of population directly rely on 

traditional medicines, which are extracted from forests, for primary health care. In 

developed world perhaps, 25 per cent medical drugs are based on forest ecosystems. 

The global market value of pharmaceuticals derived from genetic resources is 

estimated at $75 - $150 billion (WRI, 2000-01). 

 India is endowed with fairly good forest resources and immensely rich 

biodiversity. India’s forests are the storehouse of rich and diversified biodiversity and 

India is recognized as one of the 12 “mega diversity”  countries in the world for its 
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valuable ecosystem. These biodiversity rich countries are accounting for 60-70 per 

cent of world’s biodiversity (Singh, 1999). And India preserves 6 per cent of world’s 

flowering plant species, 14 per cent of world’s birds, one-third of the world’s 

identified plant species numbering over 45,000 and over 5 per cent of the 81,000 

species of wild animals (WB, 1996). Forest resources immensely contribute to 

agriculture; at least 166 species of crop plants and 320 species of wild relatives of 

cultivated crops originate in India. According to some studies 90 per cent of all 

medicines in India come from plant species, many of which are harvested in the wild 

(Singh, 1999).  Forests, apart from above benefits, are significantly contributing to 

India’s national income, employment generation, and foreign exchange earnings.  The 

study by Lal (1992) estimates the contribution of India’s forest produce-timber and 

MFP amounted to 1.2 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP). 

11..11..55..  TThhee  EEccoonnoommiicc  VVaalluuee  ooff  FFoorreessttss::  

 Forests provide multiple benefits to multiple users and some uses are 

incompatible with others therefore, economic valuation of forest is essential for the 

efficient and rational allocation of forest to its various uses.  The total economic value 

of forest resources is often not captured by market mechanism because most forest 

products do not enter market. Some uses of forests are marketed but others are not as 

with tropical rain forests, where timber is marketed but watershed protection or 

carbon uptake is not. The non-market benefits for instance, environmental benefits of 

forests are frequently ignored while other uses of the forests are over exploited (WB, 

1992). The central problem is that many environmental services of forests are 

provided “free” and they have a ‘zero’ price simply because no market place exists in 

which their true value can be expressed through the acts of buying and selling (Pearce 

and Markandya, 2000). 

 Pearce and Moran (1994) present some valuation methods for estimating total 

economic value of forests. The Total Economic Value (TEV) of forests consists of 

Use Value (UV) and Non-Use Value (NUV).  Use values are further divided into 

Direct Use Value (DUV), Indirect Use Value (IUV) and Option Value (OV). Direct 

Use Value (DUV) which refers to actual uses such as timber extraction, recreation etc. 

Indirect Use Value (IUV), which refers to the benefits deriving from ecosystem 

functions such as protecting watershed and soil enrichment.  Option Value (OV) is 
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concerned with option of using both direct and indirect uses of forests where people 

express their willingness to pay if forest has to be conserved for its utilization in 

future date.  This is like an insurance value. 

 Non-Use Value (NUV) is subdivided as Bequest Value (BV) and an Existence 

Value (XV) or Passive Value. Bequest Value (BV) measures the benefit accruing to 

individual from the knowledge that others might benefit from forest resources in 

future.  The Existence Value (XV) refers to non-use value, which is concerned with 

viewing forests as objects of inherent value, which needs to be conserved. The total 

economic value of forests can be summarized as follows: 

TTEE VV  ==   UUVV   ++   NNUUVV  ==   ((DDUU VV  ++   IIUUVV  ++   OOVV))  ++   ((BB VV   ++   XXVV))  

  The following Figure 1.1 depicts the Total Economic Values (Use and Non-

Use Values) of Forests: 
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Figure 1.1: Economic Values Attributed to Environmental Assets (Forests) 
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Economic valuation of forests and their environmental services is hindered by 

gap in knowledge and data. Valuation of forests and other natural resources is in its 

infancy and it is posing many challenges to environmental economists 

(Chandrakantha, 2002). In recent ye ars, environmental economists have nevertheless, 

evolved a number of valuation methods such as Contingent Valuation Method 

(CVM), Travel Cost Method (TCM), and Hedonic Price Method (HPM). The 

application of these methods is recent one in developing countries and the limiting 

factor of these methods is strategic behaviour of the respondents (Pearce and Moran, 

1994). Economic valuation of forests however, helps move in the direction of finding 

the solution to the choice problem of the forests (Nadkarni, 1996). It also provides the 

way for governments to solve the conflicts arisen due to the creation of Protected 

Areas (PA) such as National Parks, and Sanctuaries and helps for conserving forests 

by foregoing unsustainable development options. Some studies have estimated the 

total economic value of tropical forests. Peters and Others (1989) have estimated the 

TEV of Brazilian Amazon rain forests, the estimated values in US dollar are as 

follows; the direct use value 15 billion, indirect use value 46 billion, existence value 

30 billion, and total economic value 91 billion (Pearce and Moran, 1994). 

11..22  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN  AANNDD  TTHHEE  NNEEEEDD  FFOORR  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN::  

 Deforestation in tropical forest ecosystem has been accelerated all over the 

world at an incredible rate of some 15 million ha per year (Batisse, 1997).  FAO 

estimates that the annual conversion of tropical forest to other land use was about nine 

million ha during 1980-90 (Bhattarai et al, 2001). Annual loss of forest ecosystem 

however, is estimated around one per cent of total forest area in South Asia. 

“According to the FAO deforestation has been concentrated in the developing world, 

which lost nearly 200 million ha between 1980 and 1995” (WB, 2003). 

  The India’s forest ecosystem is under severe depletion and degradation and it 

is therefore, viewed as one of the most “critical ecosystems ” or “hot spots” of 

biodiversity.  During the last two decades India has lost annually 235 sq km forest 

cover (Nayak, 2001). About 23.7 per cent of mammals and 7.7 per cent of flowering 

pla nts are threatened as a result of continued destruction of forests. 
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 Deforestation may be defined as “a disinvestment in the stock of forest”, this 

occurs mainly because of the gap between the extraction and regeneration of forest, 

where the carrying capacity of the forest is overstrained due to unsustainable 

exploitation.  Deforestation can be viewed from two angles i.e., quantitative and 

qualitative (Reddy, 2001). For instance, in India although the depletion of forest cover 

on the one hand is halted to a large extent and forest cover is quantitatively increased 

in recent years, on the other, natural forest stock is qualitatively under severe 

degradation. This paradoxical change in qualities of natural forest can seriously affect 

the direct and indirect benefits rendered by the tropical virgin forests.   

 Forest degradation is closely linked to various factors and this can be 

specified as follows: FD = f (Economic, Demographic, Technological, Climate, 

Institutional, Social and Market factors) (Reddy et al, 2001). 

 The main causes of deforestation have been associated with underlying and 

proximate factors (Perrings, 2000 and Dasgupta, 1997). The underlying or root causes 

of deforestation have been attributed to market failure, policy failure and institutiona l 

failure and population pressure, (Pearce et al, 2000). Market failure occurs mainly due 

to the reason that market mechanism fails to absorb and reflect the true or total 

economic value of the forest (both direct and indirect benefits) and this results in 

deforestation.  People in reality, prefer to place their value on direct benefits of forests 

(use value) and they do not place their value on indirect benefits of forests (non-use 

value) mainly on account of missing markets. Unassigned or ill-defined property 

rights and information asymmetry are the main causes of market failure. Market 

failure ultimately leads to the divergence between private and social cost and this in 

turn results in inefficient allocation of forestland among different uses. 

 Governments have a habit of intervening in markets through policy decisions 

in order to internalize externalities caused by missing markets for environmental 

goods. Government policies such as agricultural policy, market intervention policy, 

land use policy, forest and wildlife policies, subsidies to agriculture and export 

promotion are the fundamental causes of forest destruction. Government policy 

intervention in internalizing externalities or correcting market failure may not always 

be the panacea to the problem of deforestation and instead, it results in deforestation 

as it fails to address the inter-linkage between forests and people. For instance, 
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Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972 in India has allowed creation of National Parks and 

sanctuaries and it has in fact, produced more insidious effects rather than conservation 

of biodiversity. The extension of area under plantation crops occurred over forestland 

as a result of government policies that encouraged plantation crops for export 

especially coffee, tea, etc. Institutional failure arises due to lack of existence of 

appropriate social institutions or where existing institutions are inadequate or 

ineffective to solve ill-defined property rights over various natural resources  (Pearce 

et al, 2000).  Deforestation and consequent soil degradation has been linked to 

increase in population density (Reddy, 2001). 

  The proximate causes associated with deforestation are expansion of 

agriculture and mining, timber logging, encroachment, forest fire, socio -economic 

forces, poverty and others. The direct linkage between poverty and environmental 

degradation has been prominently highlighted by many studies. However, on the 

contrary, this nexus has been disproved in the recent literature on the ground that the 

local people although, depend heavily on forest resources for their livelihood needs, 

they have greater motivation towards forest conservation by the way of exploiting 

resources sustainably.  The forest ecosystems are therefore, degraded mainly because 

of economic activities like agricultural expansion, timber logging relatively than 

exploitation of MFP.  

An accelerated deforestation and associated degradation of environmental 

resources base has a serious implication not only for the production of ecosystem but 

also for the resilience of the ecosystem (Dasgupta, 1997). The loss of forest cover is 

considered as a serious threat to sustainable development and environment and the 

lives and livelihood needs of millions of people, (Agrawal, 2002). It is observed that 

deforestation at an unprecedented rate could block the future development options in 

most of the developing countries including India. The direct and indirect impact of 

deforestation in terms of real cost is increasingly observed by many studies in respect 

of declining agricultural productivity, soil erosion, limited availability of food, fodder, 

fuel wood, depletion of underground water table, global warming, ozone depletion, at 

the regional as well as global level. Some research studies (Perrings, 2000) have 

found that there is a positive relationship between tropical deforestation and decline in 

agricultural productivity and vice versa. 
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 It is evident that the total economic value of forest i.e. direct use value and 

indirect use value is not taken into account while exploiting forests for various 

purposes and only direct use values are increasingly considered. It is said that if the 

total economic costs of deforestation were not taken into consideration in policy 

decisions, this would be a stumbling block in the way of achieving environmentally 

sustainable development.  Therefore, environmental costs of deforestation need to be 

considered in every policy decision.  

Deforestation and associated loss of biodiversity are widely recognized as the 

main stumbling blocks in the process of achieving sustainable economic development. 

Conservation of forests is therefore, obvious and it needs to be given high priority in 

the policy decision. As observed by Pearce and Moran (1994) the main reason for the 

erosion of biodiversity is that there is an underlying disparity between the private and 

social costs and benefits of biodiversity use and conservation. The benefits of forest 

conservation at the local level in fact, accrue to global community but, if the local 

communities who sacrifice their benefits will have no incentive to look after the forest 

resources, then certainly it leads to appropriation of forests for various alternative 

economic uses. Therefore, the conservation policy should allow sustainable use of 

forests for exploitation of non-timber forest products (NTFPs), medicinal plants, agro-

forestry, and eco-tourism etc. The success of conservation policies depends on how 

local community perceives the alternative choices of forest use for instance, the forest 

resources for meeting their bonafide usufructs sustainably by foregoing the benefits of 

alternative forestland uses for agriculture, animal grazing, exploitation of timber and 

non-timber and vice versa. It is inevitable that conservation policies should be 

prudently designe d in a way to achieve twin objectives simultaneously. They are, 

protection of environment by halting deforestation through involvement of local 

community in conservation of forests and to realize sustainable development by 

giving a stake on forests for improvement of their welfare. Economic incentives seem 

to be required to stimulate the involvement of all affected local community in the 

process of conservation of forests. Therefore, new participatory style of conservation 

approach is the need of the hour.   
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11..33..  TTHHEE  TTHHEEOORRIITTIICCAALL  UUNNDDEERRPPIINNNNIINNGGSS::  

11..33 ..11 ..  FFOORREESSTT  RREESSOOUURRCCEESS  AANNDD  SSUUSSTTAAIIAANNBBLLEE    
DDEEVVEELLOOPPMMEENNTT::  

The concept, sustainable development became popular in the late 1980s. A 

paradigm shift in the notion of economic development all over the world has been 

viewed as a very significant step after the publication of the report by WCED “Our 

Common Future” in 1987. Countries of the world have been asked to stay away 

from destructive paths of economic development and persuaded to embrace upon 

environmentally sustainable development. The message was very clear that 

“development will be undermined without environmental stewardship” (WCED, 

1987).  

 Sustainable use of forest means the use of forest resources at a rate that does 

not lead to the long term decline of forest ecosystem, thereby maintaining its potential 

to meet the needs and aspirations of present and future generations. Forest resources 

play an important role as a source of achieving environmentally sustainable 

development. They generate income and employment because of their multiple 

benefits they provide.  Conservation of forests from degradation and sustainable 

exploitation of these resources for meeting bonafide needs of millions of local 

community are therefore, the two faces of the same coin.  However, forest resources 

may not be treated as renewable resources any more and it is more appropriate to 

construe as “conditionally renewable resources”. If these resources are over exploited 

they may be irreversible and their renewable capacity is challenged. Forests lose not 

only their tangible and intangible services but also their resilience or carrying capacity 

if they are exploited beyond their regeneration rate (Markandya and Dale, 2001). 

Forests, therefore, need to be exploited strictly on the basis of their carrying capacity 

and sustained yield principle. Environment and development are inextricably linked to 

each other and they have to go hand in hand harmoniously without succumbing to any 

distortions. Environmentally sustainable development may be realized only when 

economic development is backed up by environmental stability. Sustainable 

development is possible when consumption of forest involves not only sustainable use 

but also reinvestment of rents from the exploitation of forest resources (Pearce, 1998). 
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 Forests cover 1/5 of India’s land area and they are considered as lifeblood of 

2/3 of masses who are leading biomass based subsistence existence since time 

immemorial.  Conservation programmes implemented by government institutions to 

conserve forest resources must involve local community because they are the victims 

of both deforestation and alienation. The realization of sustainable development 

would require a careful policy implementation in economic decision taken by 

assessing cost-benefit of the project, not only economic cost but also social cost. 

There should not be any divergence between social and private cost. It is therefore, 

more evident that a participatory style of management rather than a top-down 

management would be needed in forest conservation. 

 Therefore, it is not rational on the part of the government to expect from the 

local community to shape their behaviour on the onerous task of forest conservation 

while they do not have any rights and benefits from forest resources either directly or 

indirectly. Consequently, the achievement of environmentally sustainable 

development remains impossible if the stakeholders, historical users and culturally 

dependents are not given adequate stake in forest use and chance to participate in 

forest conservation and management programmes. 

 Pearce and Markandya  (1992) opine that “fundamental to an understanding of 

sustainable development is the fact that the economy is not separate from the 

environment in which we live. There is interdependence both because the way we 

manage the economy impacts on the environment and because environmental quality 

impacts on the performance of the economy”. Sustainable development places 

emphasis on providing for the needs of the least advantaged in society (intra-

generational equity) and on a fair treatment of future generations (intergenerational 

equity). 

 Sustainable development therefore, needs to achieve three integrated 

objectives simultaneously which are as follows;  

q Economic Objectives: [Growth, Equity and Efficiency]  

q Social Objectives: [Local Communities’ Empowerment, Participation, Social  

      Mobility, Social Cohesion, Cultural Identity, and Institutional Development] and  

q Environmental Objectives: [Ecosystem Integrity, Carrying Capacity, 

Biodiversity Conservation and Natural Resources Management] (Serageldin, 
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1993).  Conservation of forest resources, along with meeting indispensable human 

needs sustainably is therefore, considered the feasible approach of realizing 

environmentally sustainable development. 

11..33..22..  WWHHYY  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN??  

 Forest ecosystem loss is a global phenomenon and in fact it is accelerating in 

scale and scope and its impacts pose far reaching global environmental consequences 

(Wood, 2000). “Forest embody important environmental attributes and deforestation 

is viewed as a major environmental problems due to its impact on carbon 

sequestration and reduction of green house gas emissions and the enormous amount of 

biodiversity resources found in tropical forest ecosystems” (Brown and Pearce, 1994 

and Bhattarai and Hammig, 2001). The loss of forest cover is viewed as the indicator 

of environmental degradation. “The rate of deforestation - annual percentage change 

in forest wood land -area is used as the measure of environmental degradation” 

(Bhattarai and Hammig, 2001). Deforestation is a negative externality because it 

poses serious environmental problem such as soil erosion, siltation of rivers, global 

warming and green house effect. These negative effects however, may be internalized 

by the chance of forest conservation. The environmental values of forests have been 

underestimated for too long and destructive developmental activities are carried out 

inside the forest area. “The most obvious case is one of extending cultivation into 

forests thereby directly reducing the environmental functions of forests” (Nadkarni, 

1996). 

 Forest ecosystem is the vital factor for the existence of life on the earth, as it is 

involved in a number of environmental functions. The important environmental 

functions of forests, like carbon sequestration, watershed protection, soil formation, 

pollination, nutrient cycling and climate regulation are considered as very crucial for 

the survival of mankind.  Loss of forest area will have severe environmental 

implications at regional and global level. Environmental services of forests are the 

greatest “gifts of nature” to mankind. Environmental services possess some inherent 

productive, regulative and assimilative functions. Forests are viewed as “natural 

capital and working assets”.     
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      Deforestation affects the economy and environment all over the world. In fact 

forest degradation could become a major constraint on future growth and 

development in most of the developing countries like India (Reddy et al, 2001). Slow 

down of economic activities is conceivable when dramatic change in supply of natural 

resources like forests takes place owing to deforestation, consequently, environmental 

degradation in turn may cause serious economic and demographic dislocation.  

According to World Bank Report (2003) “Nearly two million ha of land world wide 

(23 per cent of all crop land, pasture, forest and wood land) have been degraded since 

the 1950s”. According to World Watch Institute (WWI) (1993) in India, forests have 

provided water regulation and flood control valued at US$ 72 billion per year. This is 

around 20 per cent of the current gross domestic product (GDP) of India (Sukdev, 

2000).  The forest area of India covers 11 per cent of total geographical area and the 

rate of destruction is 4 per cent or 1.45 million ha of existing forest cover per annum. 

India is loosing the natural forests whose flood prevention and water regulation is 

valued at least around 16 per cent of its GDP (Repetto, 1997). Loss of forest cover 

affects those who live in forest regions and local communities largely depend on the 

forest resources for their subsistence. Local communities, apart from collecting basic 

forest products, are relying on forest for the support of agricultural activities such as 

supplying green manure, fodder, and preventing soil erosion, maintaining ground 

water recharge, pollination of agricultural crops (Nadkarni, 1989). Local economy is 

therefore, influenced not only by productive functions of forests (quantity) but also 

environmental functions of forests (quality) that sustain larger economy.  

 Loss of tropical forests is rapidly eliminating medicinal plants and other 

genetic resources.  Medicinal plants support local communities in maintaining their 

health since time immemorial and they are not accessed to adequate modern health 

care facilities for both preventive and treatment of disease even today. They rely 

heavily on traditional health curative system such as aurveda. The genetic diversity is 

fundamental to human health. The degradation of biological diversity of tropical 

forests carries a high and increasing price tag, if it is not conserved (Dasgupta, 1997). 

Nadkarni (1996) aptly observed, “Environmental role of forests is so important that 

the very survival - not to speak of welfare - of mankind may depend on it. This 

essential service of forests does not presently enter into the market and is not valued 

in conventional economic terms”.  Deforestation and the consequent release of carbon 
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to the atmosphere pose serious environmental risks. A study carried out by the NRSA 

has estimated an increase in deforestation rate in India during the early 1980’s to 1.3 

million ha.  Forest cover loss at this rate contributes to 15 to 20 per cent of annual 

global carbon emission and a substantial contribution to the build up of greenhouse 

gases (Dasgupta, 1997). Environment influences many of the key determinants of 

health for instance, the clearing of forest for cattle grazing in parts of Shimoga 

District, South India had caused and an upsurge in the local tick population and an 

outbreak of “Kysanur forest disease” in the 1980s. It is believed that it is the product 

of rare virus from the forest (WRI 1998-99). 

 The environmental value of forests has been miscalculated resulting in 

damage to human health, reduced agricultural productivity and undermining of further 

development prospects. To over come the environmental challenges posed by 

deforestation, that will in turn limit the realization of environmentally sustainable 

development hence, new policy approach is indispensable. The importance of forests 

in providing environmental services to mankind can be understood from Table 1.2, 

which illustrates values of ecosystem services of forests for the world.  

      Table 1.2: The Value of Ecosystem Services (Forests) (World) 

Ecosystem Services Values 
(Trillion US$)  

Soil formation 
Recreation 
Nutrient cycling 
Water regulation and supply 
Climate regulation (temperature and precipitation) 
Habitat 
Flood and storm protection 
Food and raw materials production 
Genetic resources 
Atmospheric gas balance 
Pollination  
All other services 

            17.1 
3.0 
2.3 
2.3 
1.8 
1.4 
1.1 
0.8 
0.8 
0.7 
0.4 
1.6 

Total value of ecosystem services             33.3 

      Source: WRI- (1998-99) 

Therefore, environmental services of forests are regarded as important both as 

direct sources of human welfare and as an input to economic activity designed to raise 

human welfare. Environmental degradation involves not just direct losses of welfare 
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but also indirect losses through its effects on health and productivity (Dasgupta, 

1997).   

11..33..33..  FFOORREESSTT  RREESSOOUURRCCEESS  AANNDD  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTYY::  

 Local communities are those indigenous forest dwellers or group of 

stakeholders or a single homogenous entity and they have historical rights over forest 

resource use in a particular area. They possess traditional environmental knowledge 

and experience, which are highly invaluable in managing and conserving both forests 

and wildlife (Kothari et al, 1998). Local communities are dwelling in forest areas in 

many developing countries, and they have been managing and conserving resources 

for generations. They are leading subsistence livelihood by extracting various forest 

products sustainably for ages.  

 India’s forests are not only inhabited by wilderness but also by indigenous 

forest dwellers for centuries. “Today, in India there are about 100 million forest 

dwellers in the country living in and around forest areas and another 275 million for 

whom forests have continued to be an important source of their livelihood and means 

of survival” (Lynch, 1992 and Saxena, 2000). Local communities in India besides, 

getting fuel wood, fodder, wood for house construction, also earn about one -third of 

their income from the sale of MFP (Raymond, 1997). These evidences have validated 

the importance of forests  for meeting livelihood needs of local communities all over 

India.  

   Depletion of environmental resource base in recent decades owing to various 

factors has affected local communities' essential livelihood needs and they have to 

spend invariably more time in collecting forest produce. In a number of regions in 

India as much as 40-50 per cent of working hours of villagers are devoted to fodder 

and fuel wood collection, animal care and grazing (Raymond, 1997). “Commercial 

cutting of Indian’s forests and conversion of forests to agriculture have left the 

traditional system of management of local forests in shambles. This has brought 

shortage of fuel wood and building materials to many of the 275 million rural Indians 

who draw on local forest resources” (Gadgil and Guha, 1992). 

Appropriation of forestlands by the government for in situ conservation has 

further deprived local communities’ dependence on forests. “The number and area of 
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protected areas throughout the world have been growing quite rapidly in recent years, 

by more than a factor of five since 1950. Presently, more than 400 million ha are 

under protection, more than one half of the areas are in National Parks and a bit under 

50 per cent are located in developing economies” (Brown, 1997). Government of 

India has enacted and implemented Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972 to protect 

biodiversity and has established protected areas throughout India, their number are 

rising from 131 in 1975 to 496 at present. National Parks and Sanctuaries now cover 

some 4.3 per cent of the country’s geographical area. The protected area notification 

to create National Parks and Sanctuaries has the harshest impact on local communities 

especially where these policy initiatives have made no provisions to incorporate those 

living within the forest. Local communities are systematically excluded from forest 

management and use of forest resources. These policy decisions have completely 

ignored the social cost incurred by the local communities. Obviously, the success of 

the conservation programs is hindered by growing conflicts between people and law 

enforcers. 

  As noted by Raymond (1997) there is no need to fear about local 

communities’ exploitation of forests beyond their carrying capacity because, “most of 

traditional societies use some form of control to prolong the use of needed resources, 

and they have intimate knowledge of their physical environment and resources in 

which they live - flora and fauna. The life of these forest dwellers is adapted to their 

respective environment. The traditional environmental knowledge of these societies 

engenders care for the forest resources and this care results in economic systems that 

are sustainable”. Gadgil (2000) points out that the non-sustainable, centralized and 

bureaucratic approach to the management of forests, parks, sanctuaries and protected 

areas that excludes the local communities is at the root of widespread deforestation in 

the country. 

  The governments need to understand the fact that “individuals who do not 

benefit directly or indirectly from the continued viability of wildlife cannot be 

expected to shape their behaviour in a manner that preserves wildlife, particularly 

when the preservation options have private opportunity costs” (Brown, 1997).  The 

present wildlife and forest policies have failed to achieve twin objectives viz., 

protection of environment through conservation of forests and ensuring livelihood 
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security of local community therefore, new institutional arrangements are needed to 

encourage local communities’ participation in conserving forests.  

 International Convention on Biological Diversity (ICBD) is legally binding 

signatory countries to adopt the required policy and legal changes in realizing local 

communities’ participation in biodiversity conservation. The convention decisively 

states that “each signatory country will, subject to its national legislation, respect, 

preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local 

communities embodying traditional life styles relevant for the conser vation and 

sustainable use of biological diversity and promote their wider application with the 

approval and involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and 

practices and encourage the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the 

utilization of such knowledge, innovations and practices” (Kothari et al, 1996).  

However, the role of local communities in forest conservation and 

environmental protection is increasingly recognized worldwide. Therefore, livelihood 

needs of local community must to be integrated with forest conservation. However, 

search for alternative and sustainable strategies to protect forests and thereby the 

environment through active involvement of local community is the feasible solution. 

11..44..  TTHHEEOORRIITTIICCAALL  FFRRAAMMEEWWOORRKK  OOFF  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY::                          

Many research studies (Pearce and Moran, 1994, Perrings, 2000, Dasgupta, 

1997 and Repetto, 1997) have established the fact that the extent of forest degradation 

in a region is influenced by the underlying and proximate factors. Deforestation is 

however, closely associated with human behaviour and activities hence, it can be 

checked to a large extent provided, these interfaces are clearly comprehended. In fact, 

local communities would make decisions about use and abuse of forestlands and 

forest resources by taking into account the underlying causes. For instance, wrong 

forest policies, which distance or disregard the role of local communities in forest 

conservation are accountable for fast depletion of forests in most of the developing 

countries.  

 In fact, there are strong linkages among the root and proximate causes, the 

state of forests and environment and the local communities’ behavior towards forest 
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appropriation and conservation in the three property right regimes in the case study 

area of Coorg district. The study uses analytical framework to examine the various 

factors such as underlying and proximate causes that affect the state of forests and 

environment. And how they are influencing local communities’ behaviour or attitude 

towards use and abuse of forest resources in the three different property right regimes 

viz., State property (National Park), Community property (Sacred Groves) and Private 

property (Plantation area) in the context of Kodagu distinct (Figure 1.2). 

Figure 1.2: Theoretical Framework of the Study Depicting the Interface among 
Forests, Environment and Local Community in the Study Area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The theoretical framework is designed in a way by linking the important issues 

related to forests for the detailed ana lysis. It illustrates the interrelationships among 

forests, environment and local community and how the root and proximate causes 

influence local communities’ behaviour towards forest resource use and abuse or 

sustainability or un-sustainability.  

 

IInnfflluueennccee  tthhee  
bbeehhaavviioorr  ooff  
llooccaall  
ccoommmmuunniittiieess  
ttoowwaarrddss  uussee  
aanndd  aabbuussee  ooff  
ffoorreessttss  uunnddeerr  
ddiiffffeerreenntt  
pprrooppeerrttyy  rriigghhtt  
rreeggiimmeess  ssuucchh  aass  
NNPP,,  SSGG  aanndd  PPAA**      
 

Sustainability 
Forest Conservation - 

Meeting livelihood needs 

Un-sustainability 
Deforestation - 

Loss of livelihood needs 

  
PPrraaccttiicceess  
ooff  llooccaall  
ccoommmmuunnii
ttiieess  aanndd  
tthhee  ssttaattee  
ooff  FFoorreesstt  PPrroo xxiimmaattee  SS oouurrcceess  

q Cropping Pattern  
q Agriculture and 

Plantation crops 
q Requirement of NTFPs 
q Demand for Timber 
q Forest Fire and grazing 
 

UUnnddeerrllyy iinngg  
SSoouurrcceess  
qq  EExxiissttiinngg  MMaarrkkeett    
qq  PPoolliiccyy  DDeecciissiioonnss    
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rriigghhttss     

*NP: National Park (State Property) SG: Sacred Groves (Community Property), and PA:  Plantation 
Area (Private Property) 
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 The framework further depicts that how forest policies and deforestation 

undermine and affect different social groups and how local communities respond 

when their livelihoods are affected by environmental change. The crucial emphasis of 

the study is on how forests are integrated in the livelihood system of local community, 

and how the process of deresponsibilisation or disempowerment of local community 

by the centralized decision leads to loss of control over resources. The study further 

analyses how the present decision making process can lead to the breakdown of forest 

resource management system and environmental degradation and how the new 

emerging conditions affect the local communities' access to forest resources, how 

local communities' perception differs with the new situation, what solutions can 

motivate local communities' willingness to participate in the process of conservation 

and what are the costs and benefits associated with the conservation of forests? These 

and other important interfaces are analyzed in the study. 

11..55  RREEVVIIEEWW  OOFF  LLIITTEERRAATTUURREE::  

 Prior to the genesis of environmental economics in the developing countries in 

the last decade, common literature on forests, biodiversity, environment and other 

natural resources and their problems was undeniably plenty but wanting empirical and 

scientific research, particularly in India. But in recent years the growth of research 

works in these fields is impressive. The World Bank through Ministry of Forests and 

Environment (MoFE), Government of India (GoI) is popularizing environmental 

economics, through its various grants. Indian institutions affiliated to Indian Council 

for Social Science Research (ICSSR) viz., Institute of Economic Growth (IEG), Indira 

Gandhi Institute of Development Research (IGIDR) and Institute for Social and 

Economic Change (ISEC), have been involved in academic research in this new and 

emerging field of economics. Besides, committed Non-governmental Organizations 

(NGOs) like Center for Science and Environment (CSE) have been involved in this 

area through action and research.  

 While there is no dearth of literature on forests, biodiversity, environment, 

national parks, sanctuaries, and conservation of forests through Joint Forest 

Management (JFM) etc, studies focusing on linking deforestation, causes for 

deforestation, it effects on environment and local communities’ livelihood needs, the 
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importance of environmental services of forests, conservation of forests with local 

communities’ participation, elicitation of people's perception, attitude and interest 

towards, conservation and management of forest, documentation of traditional 

environmental knowledge of local community, institutional aspects of forest 

conservation, impact of forest policies on forest conservation are really inadequate. 

Many studies have been carried out on JFM, but the Coorg district is not considered 

or recommended for JMF on account of high crown density of forest. Nevertheless, 

local communities are practicing forest conservation through the application of their 

age -old traditional environmental knowledge especially in SGs and in other forest 

areas by tribal people. The research studies on peoples’ involvement in JPAM for 

conservation of national parks and sanctuaries are in fact, insufficient in India. 

Forests, environment and local community of the Coorg district and their close 

interface are least studied by the academicians in spite of rapid deforestation, 

environmental degradation and their detrimental effects on local communities’ well-

being and sustenance, in recent decades owing to various factors. Therefore, the 

present study aims at examining the research gaps in the contemporary research works 

and incorporates the research issues that require necessary attention.  

A brief review of literature is presented under the following subtitles: Studies 

on the theoretical issues of forests and environment, Deforestation and environmental 

degradation, Local communities’ dependence on forest resources, Forest policies and 

role of local communities in forest conservation, Conse rvation and management of 

National Parks and Sanctuaries, Conservation of Sacred Groves and TEK of local 

community. 

1.5.1 Studies on the Theoretical Issues of Forests and Environment: 

• World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) has called the 

world community to accomplish environmentally sustainable development by 

meeting the needs of present without compromising the needs of the future 

generations. The report has formulated some policy measures to overcome 

environmental problems and ensure susta ined human well-being. It further calls 

for inter-generational and intra-generational equity to be achieved.  
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• World Bank (1992) The WB in its report on environment and development has 

emphasized the need for harmonizing environment and development to make 

world environmentally sustainable one by adopting appropriate strategies. The 

report emphatically recognizes the importance of involvement of local community 

in managing and conserving the natural resources. The report has identified the 

major causes for environmental degradation and suggested policy actions to solve 

them. 

• Sharma (1992) This edited book consists of collections of articles on various 

facets of forest. The authors address why the forests are important and how should 

problems of forests be addressed. The study highlights the role of forest in natural 

system and in economic development. The dimensions of deforestation problems 

and the role of forest in environmental protection are analyzed. The study has also 

focused on forest policies, institutional issues, forest valuation and social 

dimensions of forests. 

• Pearce et al (1993) Prof. Pearce, a pioneer in Environmental Economics, analyses 

the complete framework to deal with environmental problems by applying 

economic approaches with empirical evid ences for supporting sustainable 

development. He examines the concept of sustainable development and ways to 

achieve it by meeting inter and intra-generational needs. Further the study 

discusses the importance of ‘discount rate’ in environmental economics and cost 

benefit analysis and measurement of sustainable development. The study points 

out causes of resource degradation such as market failure, policy failure, 

institutional failure, population, poverty etc.  It also gives an account of global 

environmental problems. 

• Pearce and Moran (1994) in their study on the economic value of biodiversity 

have identified the economic forces that drive the depletion of biodiversity. They 

observe that biodiversity has economic value and its total economic value needs to 

be taken into account for the rational use. The study has identified the causes of 

biodiversity loss and methodologies for economic valuation of biodiversity. The 

direct valuation and indirect valuation methods are discussed with lucid empirical 

evidences. Finally, the authors call for conservation of biodiversity by considering 

total economic value. 
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• Nadkarni (1996) in his presidential address to the Indian Society of Agricultural 

Economics (ISAE) has comprehended Forests, People and Economics. He 

distinguishes economics of forests and forestry economics and their application in 

developing world and developed world. The problem of choice between 

alternative uses of forests is dealt in a context where each type of use is valued 

differently by different sets of interest groups. He calls for the maintenance of 

forest productivity and argues that the present generation should not deprive the 

future generation for the access to the quality of forest resources that are enjoyed 

by the present generation. Evolving a proper institutional framework to conserve 

forest resources is emphasized. 
• Dasgupta and Maler (1997) in their edited volumes emphasize and analyze the 

role and extent of environmental base in providing the underpinnings for the 

human well-being. They explore the underlying causes of deforestation and 

environmental degradation. They deal with various theoretical issues of 

deforestation, local communities’ role in natural resource extraction and 

environmental problems. 

• Chopra and Kadekodi (1999) in their study on operationalizing sustainable 

development have explored the interactions of economy and environment. They 

have studied pressure indicators, impact indicators and sustainability indicators on 

environment for the Palamau district of Bihar state. The authors have explored 

forest resources modeling for their sustainable use. 

• Perrings (2000) in his study on the economics of biodiversity conservation in 

Sub-Saharan Africa has analyzed the role of biodiversity in supporting agro-

pastoral system and economic productivity. The study argues that photosynthesis 

activity of agricultural crops depends on the environmental conditions. The study 

identifies the underlying and proximate causes for deforestation and 

environmental degradation.  

• Nathan (2001) deals with the importance of forests as a provider of 

environmental services along with direct benefits. The need for taking into 

account environmental services in forest management decisions has been 

highlighted. The establishment of communities’ property rights over forests 

resources is recognized as the best solution to solve deforestation problem. The 
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author favoures the need to consider environmental aspects in forest conservation 

and policy decisions. 

• WRI (2000 -2001) in its comprehensive report on “People and Ecosystem” has 

dealt in depth the link of people and ecosystem, the role of bioresearches in 

realizing well-being. The report has highlighted the importance of forests for 

providing direct and indirect benefits. It has revealed the rare success story of 

forest conservation in India. 

1.5.2 Studies on Deforestation and Environmental Degradation: 

• Agarwal (1992) in his edited volume deals with the extremely difficult and 

complex issues of forest resource use and management in India. He opines that 

project evaluation should take into account the tangible and intangible services of 

forests. 

• Sunder and Reddy (1986) have revealed disturbance of ecological balance of 

Western Ghat region of Karnataka and further pointed out various reasons for 

deforestation such as transfer of forest land for coffee cardamom and rubber 

cultivation, encroachment, unauthorized cultivation and granting permission for 

industrial exploitation. The study has also revealed that huge tracts of the best 

forests of Coorg were converted into coffee plantations. 

• Lal et al (1990) have carried out study on extent of deforestation in Coorg district 

between 1980-1986. The study had used satellite images to analyze the 

deforestation. The results showed that during the period forest loss amounted to 

186.37 km. 
• Gadgil (1992) warns that state subsidies have only benefited the haves at the cost 

of have nots and he blames that forest based industries are benefited from the 

subsidies and they have been in turn over exploiting forest resources. 

• Repetto (1997) has studied the role of macro economic polices in influencing 

deforestation in tropical forests. He has made an attempt to study how forest 

policies affect forest management and conservation in developing countries. 
• Ramakrishnan et al (2000) have studied forest depletion by using satellite 

imagery and they analyze the extent of deforestation in Coorg distinct between 

1977-1997. Coorg district had lost 10 per cent of forest cover during the above 
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said period. The study has examined various causes of deforestation including 

population dynamics, land use change and extension of coffee cultivation. The 

study has also made an investigation of SGs and their historical existence, practice 

of tree worshiping and environmental traditional knowledge in forest 

conservation. 

• Wood et al (2000) have analyzed the root causes of biodiversity loss in a number 

of countries including India. In their case studies, different authors have found out 

the main causes for deforestation. The authors have also proposed solutions to be 

undertaken for checking deforestation and environmental degradation and further 

suggested new conservation approaches.  

• Markandya and Dale (2001) in their edited book have measured environmental 

degradation through developing pressure indicators for Europe. The main 

biodiversity pressures are agricultural intensity, fragmentation of forests by roads 

& fertilizer use. 

• Reddy et al (2001) have dealt with deforestation in India and the study points out 

that the deforestation costs are mounting. Further, they argue that degradation and 

depletion of forests affects the economy and environment locally as well as 

globally. The authors observe that deforestation could turn out to be a major 

limitation on future growth and development in most of the developing countries 

including India. 

1.5.3 Studies on Local communities’ Dependence on Forest Resources 

• Shiva (1992) has pointed out the importance of minor forest products in the 

tribal's economy and he has stated that India earns revenue of about Rs.300 crores 

from MFP out of total revenue of about Rs 900 crores from forests. 

• Gakou and Force (1996) have studied the local communities’ dependence on 

forest resources for meeting usufructs needs in Sub-Saharan Africa. The forest 

products are important to villagers for direct consumption and income generation. 

The study has showed that the forest products used by households ranged from 3 

to 15 types and NTFPs have generated 68 per cent of total income of the 

households. 
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• Fernandes et al (1988) has dealt with deforestation, environment  and tribal 

economy of Orissa State. The study based on primary data has found that there is 

high degree of dependence of tribals on forest for shifting cultivation and 

collection of NTFPs. The causes and effects of deforestation, commercialization 

of forest produce and its effects on tribal’s economy, traditions and forest 

conservation have been dealt with.  

• Prakash (1999) in his study on an economic analysis of Non-timber forest 

products in the tribal economy in the western ghat region of Karnataka has 

explored the dependence of tribals on forest resources for meeting livelihood 

needs, employment and earning income. The study has shown that 50 per cent of 

employment is from the NTFPs of the total employment of 490 man-days per 

household. Tribals received 51 per cent of their income from NTFPs out of their 

total household income in a year. The study has also dealt with the mechanism of 

marketing of NTFP in the study area.  

• Mallik (2000) has explored the critical role of NTFPs in sustaining livelihoods of 

millions of tribals and also of other forest dependent communities in the state 

Orissa. NTFPs are a vital livelihood source for the poor and under-privileged 

tribal people and about 17 per cent of the landless depend on it to secure daily 

wage work and 39 per cent are involved in collection of NTFPs. The study also 

highlights that forests provided about 57.6 per cent of total man-days of 

employment and 38.8 per cent of total income to forest dwelling households.  The 

study suggested for resource rights and security of tenure for sustainability and 

regulating institutions and community organizations for ensuring equitable share 

of forest resources. 

• Beck and Ghosh (2000) in their study on CPRs in West Bengal state have 

revealed that CPRs contribute about 12 per cent of poor households’ income. The 

study also dealt with how poor people have been systematically excluded from 

customary access to CPRs, a key element in their livelihoods.  

• Roba (2000) in his study on Marsabit Forest Reserve in Kenya explored the main 

forest products and services provided by the reserve to local communities for 

various economic needs. The study assessed the market prices of forest products 

used by the local communities. The study evaluated the public polices in 

influencing patter of forest resource use and assessed the impact of the existing 
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resource use pattern in the area on biodiversity. The study in its policy implication 

has advised the natural resource managers be sensitive to the socio -economic 

needs of the people.  

• Nayak (2001) has dealt with economic and ecological values of forest in India. 

The total economic value of forests of Paralakhemundi forest division of Orissa 

(including direct use and indirect use value) has been assessed. The study has 

assessed direct use value from NTFPs and TFPs. The forests have provided an 

annual average of 18,740.01 thousand person-days and the total employment 

value of Rs. 5,62,200.3. The indirect use value per ha/year was Rs 26,622. The 

total economic and ecological value was estimated at about Rs. 1,56,823.19 lakh 

and per hectare at Rs.64,132. The study found that forests are the victims of policy 

failure and market failure. 

• Nadkarni (2001) has analyzed the interface among poverty, environment and 

development in an Indian perspective. The study underscores the importance of 

forests in meeting necessary needs of local community and the fundamental shift 

in forest policy from the earlier orientation of meeting industrial needs to 

environmental protection. It draws attention to the debate on “vicious circle” of 

poverty, environmental degradation and institutional aspects such as property 

rights and management of forests.  The study disproves the vicious circle thesis 

and deals with how destructive development is converting natural forests used by 

the poor into other uses.  The study argues that, “environment is protected today 

because of the poverty of the poor”. A case study on Nagarahole National Park to 

examine the destructive versus constructive development, argues that local 

communities in the park should not be treated as destroyers of the forests instead 

they may be given employment opportunities. The study alarms that there cannot 

be much scope for the joint forest management of protected areas.  

• Dang (1991) in his book on Human conflict in Conservation-in Protected Areas 

has thrown light on the conflict between conservation priorities on the one hand 

and livelihood needs of the human population on the other. The study also dealt 

with various demands for forest products especially national and local demands 

for forest products. The conservation conflicts in Rajaji National Park (RNP) in 

UP have been discussed in the study.  
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1.5.4 Studies on Forests and Forest Policies: 

• Ghate (1992) studies the role of forest policies on the economic conditions of the 

tribals in Maharastra. The study analyses the reactions of tribals to the changes in 

forest policies. The study envisages for harmonious relationship between forest 

policy and the tribals’ economic interests. 

• Proffenberger and Mcgean (1996) point out the destruction of natural forest and 

its profound impact on the lives of million of rural communities.  The study 

explores India’s experience with community forest management and the role of 

local community institutions in protecting and conserving forests.  The study 

observes that centralized control over forests by government through 

inappropriate forest policies hinders indigenous forest management. The study 

calls for sustainable forest management through active community participation. 

• Saxena (2000) ana lyses various issues in forestry in India and he argues that for 

almost a century and until 1998, forest management strategies were decided 

almost exclusively by the foresters and were markedly biased in favor of 

commercial and industrial exploitation, wit h little attention paid to sustainable 

development.  He argues that the new forest policy of 1998 is radically different 

from the previous policies and the new policy aims at conserving environment and 

meeting the subsistence requirement of the local community. The policy has given 

more importance to environmental stability rather than commercial interest. 

• Shrinidhi and Lele (2001) present the prevailing forest tenure regimes in 

Western Ghat districts of Karnataka. A detailed description of the different forest 

regimes pertaining to their extent, legal status, controlling authority, security 

tenure, products harvestable and de facto situation etc. The study makes an 

attempt to throw light on how these forest tenures are theoretically influencing the 

social and environmental outcome of the regimes. 

1.5.5 Studies on the Role of Local Community in Forest  
         Conservation: 

• Nadkarni (1989) has explored the relationship between environment and 

sustainable use of forest resources in the course of economic development.  The 

case study was carried out in Uttara Kannada and Shimoga districts of Western 
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Ghat region to study the forest appropriation by larger economy and its effects on 

local economy.   The extent of dependence on forest by local community was 

studied. The study reveals that local communities have made better use of the 

forests by taking into consideration regeneration and conservation. 

• Chopra et al (1990) investigate participatory development in the context of 

common property resource management. The authors discover the success story of 

local communities participation in forest conservation in Sukhomajri village. The 

study observes that the creation of non-market and non-governmental institutions 

is crucial to the success of environmental preservatio n programmes involving 

CPRs. 
• Jeffery and Sundar (1999) in their edited book, which comprises articles by 

eminent scholars, throw light on lack of access by local community to forest 

resources which results in poverty and marginalization.  The study emphasizes 

that the idea of community forest management is more efficient than the state 

control since, communities are the best judges of their own interest.  

• Dhanagere (2000) in his study on JFM in Uttara Pradesh (UP) calls for 

democratic decentralization in forest conservation with community participation. 

The study highlighted the main reasons for inadequacy of participation as wood 

shortage, no plantation of trees, decision taken by the forest officials, delayed 

formation of village forest committee, people’s fear that government may grab the 

land after afforestation, lack of clarity in government order about distribution of 

benefits etc. 

• Conroy et al (2000) in their article on self -initiated community management in 

Orissa State investigate the factors affecting the sustainability of forest resources.  

They also study how benefits of forest conservation are distributed among various 

sub-groups of a community. The study finds two types of benefit sharing 

mechanisms. They are ‘need-based’ and ‘equal’ sharing. 

• D’Silva and Nagnath (2002) in their study on JFM in Andhra Pradesh (AP) draw 

important lessons from the success of joint forest management.  The tribes of 

Gonda and Naikpod formed themselves into a forest protection group and they 

derived their usufructs bene fits from forest. The study documents the efforts of the 

villagers, the costs they have borne and the benefits they have derived from 

protecting the degraded forest allotted to them as part of the JFM. 
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1.5.6 Studies on Conservation of National Parks and their           
         Management: 

• Kothari et al (1996) The study comprises the papers of well-known authors.  It 

focuses on exploring the possibilities of joint management of protected areas in 

India.  The study points out that there is an increasing conf lict between people and 

protected areas and resulting in loss of forest and wildlife. It emphasizes the need 

for reconciliation and moving forward for the participatory conservation.  Many 

authors in this edited volume suggest that people may be allowed to buffer zone of 

PA for resource extraction and core zone should not be violated.   

• World Bank (1997) India Eco-Development Project aimed at conservation of 

biodiversity in seven globally significant PAs. The strategy of EDP aims at 

conservation of biodiver sity by addressing both the impact of local people on the 

PAs and the impact of the PAs areas on local people. NNP is one of the PAs 

where the EDP is implemented to conserve biodiversity with the formation of 

EDCs. 

• Batisse (1997) deals with the establishment of protected areas without including 

local communities in decision making in conserving and managing the forest and 

how local community can easily become hostile. The study suggests that ensuring 

the harmonious co-existence of local community and the forest ecosystem from 

which they derive their subsistence and income. 

• Guha (1997) criticizes wildlife conservation programmes in the developing 

countries for their antipathy to human beings. He blames the authoritarian 

biologists for eviction of historical forest dependents. He further questions the 

idea of National Parks and sanctuaries.  

• Raymond (1997) has delved on forest resources and their management in 

traditional societies. The study states that forest dwellers used forest resources for 

generations without formal legal title to the forestlands and it further argues that 

the creation of wildlife parks has serious implications for tribal’s livelihoods 

• Chopra (1998) examines the economic interventions required for biodiversity 

conservation in her case study in four sites including Karnataka. The study argues 

that the strategy for conservation needs to be built into the pattern of development 

and perceived development aspirations of the people. The study suggests the yield 

strategies for biodiversity conservation in National Parks. 
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• Kothari et al (1998) examines community-based conservation approach in 

protected area's management in India.  The role of local communities' knowledge 

in conserving forests for ages is highlighted.  The study explores the need for 

change in the institutional structure to ensure people's participation.  

• Stolton and Dudley (1999) in their edited volume emphasize the partnership for 

the protection of protected areas and they call for linking more effectively to 

sustainable development of protected areas through involvement of people 

responsible for protection. They observe that there is a growing understanding that 

conservation objectives have to be addressed alongside human needs if either is to 

make significant progress. 

• Karlsson (1999) explores the implementation of Eco-Development Projects in 

Buxa Tiger Reserve (BTR) and problems associated with local community in 

conservation. The author argues that the project curtails the employment and 

access to the forest and that the Eco-development program in its concept of 

conservation has failed to harmonize between conservation and meeting 

livelihood needs of local community. 

• Mahanty (2000) the study deals with the livelihood needs of tribals in Nagarahole 

National Park and management issues pertaining to EDP. Cultural constructions in 

forest conservation are explored. Different actors and stakeholders of NP and their 

role in park management are dealt with. The study reveals that relationships 

between forest officials and tribals are worsened as a result of forest officials' 

apathy towards peoples' participation in EDP. 

1.5.7 Studies on Conservation of Sacred Grove and Local  
        Communities’  Traditional Environmental Knowledge: 
 

• Gadgil and Vartak (1975) explore the practice of nature conservation as ancient 

cultural beliefs, which are deep rooted in Indians. How these SGs are depleted 

over the years owing to the weakening of religious beliefs is described and the 

authors call for conserving these sacred forests for their considerable economic 

value. 

• Center for Science and Environment (CSE) (1994) brings out the status of SGs 

across India and it emphasizes that these forests are treasure trove of biodiversity 
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and they play a diversified role in protecting the environment. The local 

communities through imposition of social fencing are preserving these forests. 

• Ramakrishnan (1996) gives an account on traditional resource management in 

India and describes how people value the importance of SGs  in their way of life 

especially religious and cultural values. The perceptions of people for 

participation in conserving and maintaining SGs are recognized as integral part of 

the functioning of ecosystem rather than outside manipulation. 

• Chandrakantha and Nagaraja (1997) in their study on existence value of SGs in 

Coorg district, argue that SGs provide values that are not associated with the 

actual use and these forests are treated with spiritual motives. The study explores 

the traditional environmental knowledge of local community in conservation of 

these forests since time immemorial. The study draws the comparison between 

SGs in 1900 and 1992 and shows that the number of forests has reduced from 755 

to 356. The study warns that deforestation of these sacred forests may lead to 

environmental degradation in the district. 

11..66..  RREESSEEAARRCCHH  GGAAPPSS  AANNDD  DDEEFFIICCIIEENNCCIIEESS::  

      The following research gaps and deficiencies are identified for a detailed 

examination in the present study. They are as follows: 

1.  Most studies were impressionistic on issues like forest, environment and local 

community.  

2.  Many studies were carried out on Western Ghat on purely scientific grounds. 

It seems there was lack of research works, which were linking importance of 

forests for both protecting environment and meeting multitude needs of local 

community for their very survival. 

3.  There was a lack of empirical works encompassing the extent of dependence 

on forest by local community for both direct use and indirect use of forests.  

The researchers did not study people's perception towards environment and 

forests and their interest for protection of forest conservation and 

management. 

4.  There was least study on institutional aspects of forest conservation and 

management and how and why forest policies fail to achieve their goals and 
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how they in fact, affect forest, environment and local communities' 

livelihoods.  

5.  Although a paradigm shift in forest policy (1998) towards involvement of 

local community in forest conservation and management and protection of 

environment has been taken place, there was no systematic research works to 

assess the new conservation approach and its strengths and weaknesses. 

6.  There were limited studies on identifying the causes of deforestation such as 

root as well as proximate causes.   

7.  The studies were scanty in throwing light on theoretical aspects of economic 

valuation of forests and harmonizing between conservation of forests for 

meeting essential needs of local community and for environmental protection. 

         As quoted by the Utting (1993) “there has been little systematic and 

comparative analysis of the interactions of deforestation process at local levels with 

the associated changes in livelihoods of different social groups”. Therefore, the 

present research work aims to fill the gap in the existing body of knowledge on the 

interface between forests, environment and local community. 

11..77..  OOBBJJEECCTTIIVVEESS::  

The main objectives of the study are:  
1. To study the importance of forests for meeting bonafide needs of local community 

and sustaining environment.  

2. To estimate the extent of dependence of the local community on forests for their 

livelihood 

3. To evaluate the status of livelihood of local community on account of 

deforestation and environmental degradation 

4. To explore the perception and attitude of local community under three different 

property right regimes towards their participation and conservation of forest 

resources. 

5. To review the existing forest policies in conservation of forests 

6. Finally, to prepare a blueprint for forest conservation with peoples’ involvement 

in the study area.  
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11..88..  HHYYPPOOTTHHEESSEESS::  

The study has identified the following hypotheses. They are: 

1. Expansion of area under plantation crops is causing extensive deforestation 

2. Wrong forest policies are responsible for the fast depletion of forest resources 

3. There is a positive  linkage between people’s willingness to participate in forest 

conservation and access to forest resources for meeting their livelihood needs. 

11..99..  MMEETTHHOODDOOLLOOGGIICCAALL  FFRRAAMMEEWWOORRKK::  

           To answer the questions identified in the research proposal, two sorts of data 

viz., secondary and primary were collected through various sources.  

11..99 ..11   SSeeccoonnddaarryy  DDaattaa::  
A) Baseline Socio-economic and Demographic Data:  To give a general 

profile about the study area, Coorg district, the following data was gathered: socio -

economic data, geographical area, land utilization pattern, cropping pattern, major 

economic activities, dependence of people on various sectors of economy, gross 

district income, agricultural production, per capita income, population size, livestock 

population etc. 

B) Biological Data:  The data pertaining to the state of biodiversity, including 

forest resources, wildlife, environment, the type and structure of forests and their 

change over time, the extent of deforestation, extent of agro-ecosystem, 

environmenta l problems, soil erosion, land degradation, landslides etc. 

C) Data on Government Programmes and Policies: Forest Policies, 

Wildlife (Protection) Act, management of National Park, forest policy for 

conservation of SGs, land use policy, timber logging policy, eco-tourism, Eco-

Development Project, forest policy on encroachment, timber logging, forest fire, 

livestock grazing etc. 

D) Data on Change in Land Utilization: Extension of plantation & 

agricultural crops on forestlands, encroachment and government regularization of 

forestlands. 

  The above secondary data were collected from government records and 

publications such as the Gazetteer of India (Coorg district), District Census Handbook 
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(DCH), District Statistical Bulletins (DSB), various Forest Department Reports, 

Revenue Department Reports, Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE) 

Reports, Human Development Report (HDR), Economic Surveys, National Remote 

Sensing Agency (NRSA) Report, Forest Survey of India (FSI) Reports, various 

project reports and others. 

 The primary sources of data were collected by carrying out field surveys 

through questionnaires administered to village population. Village level data were 

collected from the records of Revenue Department and records of Forest Department.  

11..99 ..22   PPrriimmaarryy  DDaattaa::  

          The following information was collected from the three case study areas. 

11..  NNAATTIIOONNAALL  PPAARRKK  AARREEAA::  
The following detailed information was collected from Nagarhole National 

Park. 

A). The basic socio-economic data. 

B). The data on local communities’ dependence on a wide range of NTFPs and TFPs  

      For meeting livelihood needs and employment and income generation. 

C). The perceptions of local communities on importance of forests, causes for  

      deforestation, environmental implications and declaration of NP and its effects on  

       livelihood needs of local communities. 

D). Peoples' perceptions and their willingness to participate in conservation and    

      management of forests and their reactions towards forest and wildlife policies.  

E). The role of local communities in conservation and management of the National  

      Park. 

F). Local communities’ participation in Eco-Development Project. 

22..  SSAACCRREEDD  GGRROOVVEE  AARREEAA::  
A). The basic socio-economic data. 

B). The dependence of local community on forest resources for meeting usufructs  

      needs, employment and income generation. 

C). Traditional Environmental knowledge of local community in SGs conservation. 

D). Peoples' attitude and interest towards conservation and management of SGs. 

E). Peoples' reactions about encroachment, deforestation and forest policies. 

F). Deforestation and its effect on livelihood and environment. 
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33..  PPLLAANNTTAATTIIOONN  AARREEAA::  

A). The basic socio-economic data. 

B). The data on land holding, cropping pattern, animal grazing. 

C). The extent of dependence of local communities on forest products for supporting  

      their livelihood needs, employment and income generation. 

D). Peoples' reactions for deforestation, environmental degradation. 

E). Peoples' willingness to participate in forest conservation and management of  

      Forests.  

F). Local communities reactions towards forest policies. 

11..99 ..33   SSAAMMPPLLEE  DDEESSIIGGNN::  

          The selection of the sample households is carried out based on the geographical 

regions of the district. The Coorg district comprises three taluks viz., Madikeri, 

Virajpet and Somvarpet. The district has 291 inhabitant villages. In order to give 

equal representation, the survey was carried out in selected villages and hadis of all 

the three taluks. The survey was carr ied out by giving equal representation to people 

living in and around the three-forest tenure regimes viz., National Park (State 

Property), Scared Grove (Community Property) and Plantation Area (Private 

Property), which are under State, Community and Private Management respectively. 

Further 25 displaced households from NNP, in Nagpura village near Hunsur taluk 

were also surveyed for the purpose of study. Prior to formal questionnaire was 

developed, a draft questionnaire was tested through a pilot survey. 

 Separate questionnaires were prepared for the different areas. An appropriate 

number of households (400 households) were selected for the survey from three 

different property right regimes. For the study, a random sampling technique is used 

for the selection of households from hadis of NNP, Nagpura village of Tribal 

Rehabilitated Area, Palur village of SG area and Garvale village of Plantation Area.  

            NNP in Virajpet taluk was chosen for carrying out the field survey.  For this 

purpose 4 hadis from inside the NP (INP) - Gadde hadi, Gonigadde hadi, Siddapura 

hadi and Murkal hadi and 3 hadis from outside the NP (ONP) - Bommadu hadi, 

Chandanakere hadi and Karekandi hadi were selected. Further, Nagapura village - a 

tribal’s rehabilitated area was also selected for interview. A total number of 200 
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households were selected from the NP for the purpose of study. The distribution of 

sample households is as follows: 100 households from INP, 75 households from ONP 

and 25 households from Nagpura village. 

          Mahalingeswara Sacred Grove area, which is under Community Management, 

was chosen from Palur village of Madikeri Taluk for the study and a total number of 

100 households were interviewed. 

          Finally, Garvale village - a Plantation Area under Private Management was 

selected from Somvarpet taluk for the interview and the survey was carried out by 

administering questionnaire to 100 households.  

11..99 ..44 ..  TTHHEE  TTOOOOLLSS  FFOORR  AANNAALLYYSSIISS::    

The collected data was computerized in a database program such as Microsoft 

Excel; the results were used to test hypotheses by adopting Chi-square test.  The 

research study is principally descriptive and analytical in nature. In addition, standard 

deviation, co-efficient of variation, percentages and averages were used to analyze  

different issues that emerged in the course of the study. Pictorial illustrations are 

given for clear understanding of the issues raised in the study. 

11..1100..  TTHHEE  SSIIGGNNIIFFIICCAANNCCEE  OOFF  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  

 The study although focuses on specific forest resources of Coorg district of 

Western Ghat region in Karnataka, the outcome of the study may be generalized 

because, biodiversity loss is an international concern.  The significance of the study 

lies in the fact that forest resources play a profound role in protecting the environment 

and in meeting the livelihood needs of 500 million people all over the world. 

Deforestation at an unprecedented rate affects environment and economy locally as 

well as globally. The annual loss of forest cover globally is currently about 1 per cent 

and this exceeds its regeneration rate (Roba, 2000). Despite implementation of several 

forest and wildlife conservation policies in India, deforestation and threat to wildlife 

continue to exist.   

“Forest degradation is critically linked with sustainable development in 

agrarian economies like India” (Reddy et al, 2001). Conservation of forests is 

therefore, indispensable for the accomplishment of environmentally sustainable 
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development. In the context of conservation and management of forest resources, 

market mechanism, government policies, and institutional arrangements do influence 

human actions and thereby, influence the condition of resources such as forests and 

environmental base. As observed by Pearce and Barbier (2000) most of the 

environmental problems have their origins in the misworking of the economic system 

and that their solution therefore, lies in the correction of those misworkings. With this 

theoretical background, the study explores the root and proximate causes for 

deforestation, and its detrimental effects on environment and lives and livelihood 

needs of local community. 

 The study is also very important as conservation of forests with people’s 

participation has received a momentum with the paradigm shift in the forest policy 

towards conservation of forests to fulfill the dual objectives viz., environmental 

protection and meeting the bonafide needs of the local community by involving them 

in forest management rather exploitation of forests with commercial motive. 

 The context of the study is more crucial for the reason that the Coorg district 

has lost 52 per cent of its forest cover between 1920 and 1990 and 28 per cent in the 

last twenty years (1977-1997). The rapid transformation of forest area towards 

plantation at this rate is a cause for concern since the forests of Western Ghat have 

been backbone of the environment and economy of India (Gadgil, 1989). The district 

however, is fortunate enough to retain some virgin forest tracts in spite of unabated 

deforestation.  Conservation of the remaining forest biodiversity is the need of the 

hour by examining the interface between deforestation, environment and the 

stakeholders of the region.  The conservationist school clearly states that in real life, 

local communities living in and around forest have been seriously affected as a result 

of both degradation of forest and their reduced access to forest resources on account 

of strict forest laws.  Degradation of surrounding environment and rigid forest laws 

has adversely affected food accessibility, livelihood options and quality of life of local 

communities. 

The study therefore, makes an attempt to address the causes for deforestation, 

environmental degradation, livelihood problems of local community and lack of 

community participation in forest conservation etc. The study also aims at preparing a 

‘blueprint’, for conservation of forests with people’s involvement that is intended to 
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provide policy suggestions for further consolidation of conservation of forests and 

achieving environmentally sustaina ble development of Coorg district. Finally, the 

study offers a strategy or clear vision about forest conservation for policy makers in 

the future. 

11..1111..  TTHHEE  LLIIMMIITTAATTIIOONNSS  OOFF  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  

The major limitations of the study are primarily:  

1. The study is limited to investigate and analyze the forest resources of Coorg 

district of Western Ghat and their effect on both local communities and 

environment.   

2. The data were obtained from local communities of particular villages in the 

district; hence the findings cannot be generalized to other groups in other forest 

locations. 

3. The case study areas have unique forest and environmental settings i.e. National 

Park, Sacred Grove and Plantation Area and the study may not suit for general 

framework.  

4. The respondents may be biased towards conservation of forest due to over 

dependence on forest resources.  

5. The study is confined only to three forest management regimes.  

6. The study has selected only 400 households to elicit preferences of local 

communities regarding forest conservation and their participation.  

7. The data on collection of NTFPs and TFPs was based on the memory of the 

households. The prices for many forest products are not fixed by the market 

mechanism; hence the substitutes are used to find out prices. 

The significance and limitations of the present study have been taken into 

account in interpreting the findings. The next section deals with the chapter scheme of 

the study. 
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11..1122..  TTHHEE  CCHHAAPPTTEERR  SSCCHHEEMMEE::  

The outline of the chapter scheme is briefly explained below:  

CChhaapptteerr--  11::  IINNTTRROODDUUCCTT IIOONN::  

The introductory chapter sets the ground for the present research initiative by 

analyzing the theoretical issues like forests, environment and local community. It 

gives an account on the objectives, hypotheses, the scope, the framework, review of 

literature and methodological issues involved in this study. 

CChhaapptteerr--  22::  AANN   OOVVEERRVVIIEE WW  OO FF  CCOOOORR GG  ((KKOODDAAGG UU))  DDIISSTTRRIICCTT ::  

A brief profile about the Coorg district's forests, environment and economy is 

given. Further forest tenure regimes and local communities' dependence on 

agriculture, forest and plantation economy are mainly discussed in this chapter. 

CChhaapptteerr--  33::     AANN  AANN AALLYYSSIISS   OO FF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN::  

An analysis of deforestation is dealt in this chapter by exploring how the root 

and proximate causes theoretically influence the deforestation process and 

consequently environmental degradation in the district. 

CChhaapptteerr--  44::   PPAARR TTIICCIIPPAATT OORRYY  AAPPPPRROO AACCHH  TTOO  FFOORREESSTT  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT--    

                                              SSOOMMEE  EEXXPPEERRIIEENNCC EESS  IINN  IINNDDIIAA::  

Participatory forest management experiences in India, such as Joint Forest 

Management (JFM), Forest Resource based Cooperatives and Joint Protected Area 

Management (JPAM) are discussed. The state of participatory forest management in 

Coorg district and importance for involvement of local communities in forest 

conservation are also discussed in this chapter. 

CChhaapptteerr--  55::     NN AAGG AARRHHOOLLEE  NNAATT IIOONNAALL  PP AARRKK ::  

The case study on Nagarhole National Park explores the role of forests in 

meeting the essential livelihood needs of the local communities such as collection of 

NTFPs and TFPs, creation of employment and income.   Further the local communities' 

perceptions about forests and their willingness to participate in forest conservation are 

discussed.  
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CChhaapptteerr--  66::   SSAACC RREEDD  GGRR OOVVEE  AARREEAA::  

  The traditional environmental knowledge of local communities in conserving 

and managing Sacred Groves in the study area is examined in the light of 

participatory style of management of this area in the second case study. 

CChhaapptteerr--  77::  PPLLAANNTTAATTIIOONN  AARR EEAA::  

  The study on Plantation Area analyses the exte nt of dependence of local 

communities on forest resources for various needs and enumerates peoples' 

perceptions towards participation in forest conservation. 

CChhaapptteerr--  88::   SSUUMMMMAARRYY  AANNDD  CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONN::  

The concluding chapter presents a synaptic note of the study in the first 

section. The major findings are discussed in the second section. A comparative 

analysis of findings of local communities' willingness to participate in forest 

conservation in the different case study areas is given. The third section deals with the 

“blueprint” for forest conservation with people’s involvement by reviewing forest 

policies in the context of the present study. Finally, wide policy implications of the 

study are discussed.  
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  --   22  

AANN  OOVVEERRVVIIEEWW  OOFF  KKOODDAAGGUU  DDIISSTTRRIICCTT  

In the preceding introductory chapter, a variety of theoretical issues on forests, 

environment and local community are discussed. The present chapter gives brief 

profile of Coorg district on different aspects of economy, forest resources, land use 

pattern, forest and land tenure regimes, cropping pattern, local communities’ 

dependence on various sectors etc. It also provides backdrop to analyze deforestation 

in the next chapter.  

22..11..  IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN  TTOO  CCOOOORRGG::  

Coorg is located in the southwestern part of the state of Karnataka in the 

Peninsular India. The district is situated in the Western Ghat region, which is 

perceived as one of the two important world’s  biodiversity hotspots located in the 

Indian sub-continent, the other being the great Himalayas.  From an environmental 

viewpoint, Coorg is endowed with highly valuable biodiversity such as flora and 

fauna. It seems this diversified environmental resource base plays a very vital role in 

providing sustainable livelihood needs to local communities if this environmentally 

sensitive biodiversity lasts substantially. Therefore, conservation and sustainable 

management of this precious inheritance is indispensable for the well-being of the 

local community.  

Agriculture, commercial plantations and forest based activities are the 

mainstay of the district’s economy, with 74 per cent of the population engaged in 

farming and 60 per cent of district’s income of Rs. 1,03,599 lakhs originates from 

agricultural and forest products. The district is known for coffee production. The 

district is industrially very poor or almost negligible. Coorg shares only 4106 sq km 

or 2.13 per cent of the total geographical area of the state and it is the third smallest 

district of Karnataka state after Bangalore (Urban) and Udupi districts respectively. 

Coorg is the least populated district in the state and population density is about 133 

per sq km.  It is the least irrigated district (2598 ha) in the state. Coorg represents one 

of the prosperous districts of Karnataka in terms of sharing top position in per capita 
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income of about Rs. 20,120. It is ranked first among the districts of Karnataka State in 

respect of human development index (HDI). 

22..11..11..  OORRIIGGIINN  OOFF  TTHHEE  NNAAMMEE::  

The name of the district “Kodagu” is popularly known as “Coorg”  derived 

from “Kodimalenad” which means a dense forestland on steep hills. Coorg literally 

means in Kannada “the land situated to the west”. Lieutenant O’ Connor in his 

“Memoirs of the Coorg Survey” describes Coorg as the “country of millions of hills” 

to signify its hilly nature. The British, during their colonization regime anglicized 

Kodagu as Coorg for the convenience of their conversation. The district was renamed 

as Kodagu after the reorganization of Karnataka State on 1st November 1956. 

22..11..22..  LLOOCCAATTIIOONN::  

 Coorg district lies in the dense tropical belt of steep of Western Ghat 

mountains between North latitude 120 151 – 120 451 and East longitude 750 251 – 760 

141. The district shares a common border with Cannanore in Kerala State in the south 

and it is surrounded by three other districts of Karnataka state viz., Mysore in the east, 

Hassan in the north and Dakshina Kannada in the west. Figure 2.1 shows the location 

of the Coorg district. 
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FIGURE 2.1: The Location of the Study Area - Coorg (Kodagu) District 
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22..11..33..  TTOOPPOOGGRRAAPPHHYY::  

 Blessed by the Mother Nature, Coorg is endowed with treasure of natural 

resources, lush vegetation, captivating steep mountains, silent and deep valleys, rivers 

and waterfalls. Coorg has mountainous topography of high ridges, with mount ains 

varying between 850 m and 1745 m. The capital town “Madikeri” is located about 

3800 feet above the mean sea level. The main part of the Coorg’s territory is 

composed of mighty ranges of Western Ghat; these ranges are more or less crescent 

shaped and some of them are the loftiest peaks. The largest and highest peaks are 

Brahmagiri and Pushpagiri and the average height of these ranges is 1371 meters 

above the mean sea level.  Bhagamandala is another lofty peak, also known as 

Brahmagiri. Coorg is an enchanting high land, which attracts thousands of tourists 

every year. It is a nature lover’s paradise. Visitors from within India and abroad 

described Coorg as the “Switzerland of India”, “Scotland of India” and “Southern 

Kashmir" for its mountain configuration with diversified physical features. 

22..11..44..  CCLLIIMMAATTEE::  

The climate of the Coorg district is influenced largely by its geographical 

location and monsoon winds. The district has moist rainy monsoon climate since the 

district lies in the Western Ghat region. The air is highly humid, cool and equitably 

pleasant throughout the year. The temperature of the district is largely conducive and 

it generally varies between maximum 250C and minimum 100C.  

  

22..11..55..  RRAAIINNFFAALLLL::  

 Coorg district receives annually a significant amount of rainfall of more than 

5000 mm. The district consists of some high rainfall potential areas such as 

Bhagamandala (6032 mm) Pullingoth (5941 mm) and Makuta (5054 mm), which are 

considered by metrologists as among India’s 14 heavy rainfall stations.  Karnataka 

has four high rainfall stations, of which three are in Coorg district.  The normal 

average annual rainfall of the district during 1901-1970 was 2718 mm. The actual 

rainfall received by the district is given in Table 2.1.  
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     Table 2.1 Total Actual Annual Rainfall (mm) in Coorg District (1991 -2004) 

Year Rainfall Year Rainfall 
1991 2699 1999 2865 
1992 2948 2000 2867 
1993 2263 2001 2275 
1995 2753 2002 2660 
1997 2882 2004 2720 

                                        Source: District at a Glan ce Reports 

The district has experienced drastic variations in the actual annual rainfall 

during 1991-2001. The highest annual rainfall 2948 mm was received in 1992 and the 

lowest annual rainfall was received was 2275 mm in 2001. The normal rainfall days 

were 121 between 1901-1971. The district received actual rainfall for only 108 days 

in 1999, 107 days in 2000 and 111 days in the year 2001, which were less than 

average normal rainfall days. The district's high rainfall potential area i.e. 

Bhagamandala received highest rainfall while Kushalnagar situated in the eastern 

border received only 1100 mm. The high rainfall occurs especially in the months of 

June, July and August. Heavy rainfall in Coorg district results in the genesis of many 

rivers, which serve lives and livelihood needs of millions of people in Southern states 

of India. 

22..11..66..  RRIIVVEERRSS::    

Coorg district’s hilly forest terrain is the birthplace for many important river 

systems in Southern India. The Cauvery is the most revered and a fabled river of 

Coorg. She springs at Talakaveri in the Brahmagiri hill in Coorg district. At 

Talakaveri, the river Cauveri is just like a spring and she flows like a stream up to 

Bhagamandala where she joins with another stream, the Kanaka. Cauvery River has 

historical, cultural and religious associations in Coorg as well as in Karnataka and 

Tamil Nadu. The Kodavas worship the river Cauveri as the family Goddess namely 

Kaverimatha and they owe their welfare and prosperity entirely to the sacred river 

Kaverimatha. On the banks of the river Cauvery including at Bhagamandala there are 

several temples of great antiquity and sanctity. The main tributaries of the river 

Cauvery are the Hemavathi, the Lakshmanthirtha, the Kakabe and the Harangi or 

Suvarnavathi. They flow eastwards and the Barapole is the only river, which flows 

towards the west. These rivers are making Coorg environment more vegetative, fertile 

and wet throughout the year. 
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 The beautiful cascades, islands and holy places that are created by the rivers 

are attracting a number of tourists.  The flow of water is substantial and abundant 

throughout the year because of the heavy rainfall in the ghat region. However, 

Cauvery water dispute erupts frequently between Karnataka and Tamil Nadu over 

sharing of Cauvery water espec ially during scanty rainfall season in the catchment 

areas of Coorg distric t.  

22..11..77..  SSOOIILLSS::  

Coorg possesses good fertile soil mixed with decomposed forest products. In 

the eastern region of the district the soils are clayey, comparatively darker, shallow, 

hard and they become muddy during monsoon and crack in summer period. The 

central region receives modest to heavy rainfall where the vegetation is very dense 

and the soils are of red loamy and lateretic types. In the Western parts around 

Bhagamandala, Madikeri and Napoklu, which receive heavy rainfall, where surface 

soil is washed away and deposited at other places. Around Virajpet, Ponnampet and 

Srimangala regions in South Coorg sand loamy type soils are observed. Along the 

streams and rivers, the soils vary from heavy loamy to black or red clay depending 

upon their origin and humus content. 

22..11..88..  EEAARRLLYY  HHIISSTTOORRYY::  

 Coorg was ruled by the Hoysalas, the Gangas, the Cholas, the Kongalvas, the 

Changalvas and the Odeyars of Mysore. The district was annexed to the British rule in 

1834 and it was ruled by the British Raj up to the independence of India in 1947. The 

Kodavas are known for their courage and adventure, and many of them served the 

nation in various noteworthy positions. Field Marshall K.M. Kariyappa, a native of 

Coorg, served the Indian army as the first respectful Military General of free India. 

General Thimmaiah, hailed from the district, also served Indian army as Military 

General (Suryanath, 1993). 
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22..11..99..  AADDMMIINNIISSTTRRAATTIIVVEE  DDIIVVIISSIIOONNSS  OOFF  CCOOOORRGG  DDIISSTTRRIICCTT::  

 For administrative purpose, the Coorg district is divided into three taluks viz., 

Madikeri, Somvarpet and Virajpet. Among the three taluks Virajpet is the biggest 

taluk having 1646 sq km area followed by Madikeri having 1449 sq km and the 

smallest taluk being Somvarpet having 999 sq km area. 

22..22..  FFOORREESSTT  RREESSOOUURRCCEESS  OOFF  CCOOOORRGG  DDIISSTTRRIICCTT::  

 Forests have profound influence on the economy and environment of the 

Coorg district. Coorg forests are the treasure trove of biodiversity, which laid a sound 

base for realizing sustainable development of the district. The local communities of 

the district have been heavily depending on forest resources in several ways since 

time immemorial in meeting their livelihood needs.  Coorg is one of the key districts 

in Karnataka, which is the reservoir of rich virgin forests. “Some of the richest forests 

of the country are found in the Coorg district (Western Ghat) depending upon the 

rainfall, altitude and soil forms, different types of climatic climax forests - wet-

evergreen, semi-evergreen, moist-deciduous and dry-deciduous - clothed the Ghat and 

created a natural harmony between the land and its environment” (Sunder and Reddy, 

1986).   

Forest vegetation of Coorg can be classified in to three types, viz., wet 

evergreen forests, moist deciduous forests and dry deciduous forests, based on 

gradients of rainfall, length of the dry season and temperature.  

22..22..11..  WWeett  EEvveerrggrreeeenn  FFoorreessttss::     

The evergreen forests are the richest and important types of forest vegetation, 

which are found largely in the Western part of Coorg. They have the highest species, 

richness and diversity and contain a large number of endemic species” (Ramesh and 

Pascal, 1997). As observed by Myers (1988) the species richness is highly endangered 

and this makes the Western Ghat one of the biodiversity hot spots of the planet.  

      The evergreen forests consist of three important floristic types. They are: 

 Low elevation dipetrocarpus indicus, medium elevation mesuaferrea and high 

elevation schefflera spp. The low and medium elevation forests are rich in free growth 

and the high canopy of forests prevents penetration of sunlight to the ground. High 
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elevation forests are characterized by low canopy of forests. Wet evergreen forests 

comprise a total area of 1358.45 sq km representing 33.57 per cent of the total area of 

Coorg and 73 per cent of the total forest area. The dense evergreen forests represent 

29 per cent of the total forest cover and 13 per cent of the total area. 

22..22..22..  MMooiisstt  DDeecciidduuoouuss  FFoorreessttss::   

The moist deciduous forests are characterized by lower species richness, low 

canopy and biomass than the wet evergreen forests. This type of forests is found at the 

higher slopes of mountains in the central eastern part of Coorg with annual rainfall of 

1500-2000 mm. The important forest species are lagerst roemia microcarpa 

(lythraceae) - Tectonagrandis (verbenaceae) - Dillemia pentagyna (Dillenaceae). 

Moist deciduous forest covers total area of 188.11 sq km representing 4.65 per cent of 

the total area of Coorg and 10.22 per cent of the total forested area.  However, the 

dense total forest area is 79.00 sq km representing 1.92 of the total area of Coorg and 

4.29 per cent of the total forested area. 

22..22..33..  DDrryy  DDeecciidduuoouuss  FFoorreessttss::   

Dry deciduous forest is formed gradually from moist dec iduous due to the 

disappearance or rarity of some species. This type of forests is located at the eastern 

extremity of Coorg with an annual rainfall of 750-1500 mm and a dry season varies 

between 5-8 months. The important forest types of dry deciduous are the Anogeissus 

latifolia (combretaceae) - Tectona grandis (Verbenaceae) Terminalia alata 

(Combretaceae). Dry deciduous forests cover total area of 198.12 sq km representing 

4.90 per cent of the total area of Coorg and 10.76 per cent of the total forested area. 

The dense forest cover of this forest type is 48.51 sq km of the Coorg and represents 

1.18 per cent of the total area and 2.63 per cent of the total forested area. Table 2.2 

describes areas covered by forest type and dense forests (parentheses) of Coorg.       
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         Table 2.2: Types of Forests in Coorg District (2000) 

Sl.No.  Forest Type  Area (sq km) %Total Area % Forest Area 

   1. 
 
 
    
 
   2. 
 
   3. 
 
   4. 

Ever Green: 
A. Low Elevation 
B. Medium Elevation 
C. High Elevation 
 
Moist Deciduous: 
 
Dry Deciduous: 
 
Secondary Moist 
Deciduous: 
 
Total Forest Area 

 
 429.95  (296.66) 
 897.03  (226.85) 
   31.47  (7.66) 
 
 188.11  (79.00) 
 
 198.12 (48.51) 
 
    
    96.80    
 
1841.47  (658.65) 

 
 10.62 (7.23) 
 22.17 (5.52) 
   0.78 (0.19) 
 
   4.65 (1.92) 
 
   4.90 (1.18) 
 
   
   2.39 
 
45.50 (16.04) 

 
 23.35 (16.11) 
 48.71 (12.32) 
   1.71 (0.42) 
 
 10.22 (4.29) 
 
 10.76 (2.63) 
 
   
  5.26 
 
100.00 (35.77) 

Note: [Figures in parentheses represent dense forest cover (%)] Source: Ramakrishnan et al, (2000) 

 The forest resources of Coorg are the most valuable asset in the context of 

environmental stability and sustainable development of the region. The forest 

resource base of Coorg contains some of the rich and most valuable forest resource of 

India. In order to achieve environmentally sustainable development and meeting the 

needs of present as well as future generations of Coorg, these forests play a crucial 

role. Coorg possesses invaluable treasure of myriad biodiversity, which needs to be 

conserved.  Economically important timber trees like Sandalwood, Rosewood, 

Teakwood and Bamboo are found in the district. Apart from valuable timber trees, 

there are several MFP. The minor forest products are the main source of livelihood for 

forest dwellers and village community. The important minor forest products are 

honey, wild fruits, cashew nut, cane, fodder, soap nut, wax, valekai, tamarind, resin, 

wild spices, medicinal plants, several flowers and seeds of different types of trees.  

            Biodiversity of Coorg is rich and diversified and some important valuable and 

rare species are present in different type of forest vegetation. As mentioned by Pascal 

and others (1988) “the species richness in Western Ghat forests has been estimated to 

be 100-174 species in low elevation evergreen forests, around 90-126 in medium 

elevation evergreen forests, between 90 and 100 species in high elevation evergreen 

forests, generally less than 50 species in moist deciduous forests and less than 30 in 

dry deciduous forests. The species richness relates to all the forests of Western Ghat. 

The richness of species diminishes from South to North, and Coorg forests are located 
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at an average position in the species richness”. The diversified forest resources of 

Coorg, therefore, play an important environmental role in the stability of microclimate 

as well as global climate.  Environmentalists have cautioned about the depletion and 

degradation of these forests at a steady pace in the last few decades. 

22..33..  MMEEDDIICCIINNAALL  PPLLAANNTTSS::  

 The Coorg district has historical, diverse cultural, traditional, religious and 

environmental knowledge base in preserving and exploiting the treasure trove of 

medicinal plants for several years.  The remarkable example is the maintenance of 

SGs in every village in the name of deity. Medicina l plants are largely found in the 

Coorg district especially in evergreen forests. There are 700 species found in Coorg 

used in Aurveda and Siddha system of medicines. Local communities and forest 

dwellers have the intimate knowledge about bio -resources including medicinal plants.  

Medicinal plants of Coorg are facing depletion and there are 204 medicinal plants in 

the list of endangered species due to deforestation. Talakaveri and Irpu Rameshwara, 

SGs have been selected as medicinal plant conservation areas. Documentation of 

medicinal plants and their utilization in healing various diseases has been taken up by 

World Wide Fund (India) (WWF (I)) in the district. As observed by Kushalappa, a 

retired conservator of forests, medicinal plants and herbs inside the  SGs are illegally 

exported to western countries (CEE, 1997). 

22..44..  SSAACCRREEDD  GGRROOVVEESS  ((SSGGss))  OORR  DDEEVVAARRAAKKAADDUU::  

 Coorg district, apart from preserving the tropical evergreen forests, is also the 

home for many well-preserved SGs (Devara Kadu). Sacred worshiping of trees in the 

name of God is a unique concept of nature conservation with people’s participation 

and management and it prevails in Coorg district even now. 

 Sacred Grove, literally meaning, “Forest protected in the name of God" or 

"God’s forest" is known locally as "Devarakadu". SGs are the tracts of virgin forests, 

vestiges of an ancient practice in which people protected a forest to avoid the wrath of 

its resident god (CSE,–1994).  “The practice of nature (forest) conservation is a very 

ancient tradition in India” (Gadgil and Vartak 1975). This ancient culture of tree 

worshipping roots back to the pre agricultural, hunting, gathering stage of the society.  
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As observed by Chandrakanth and Nagaraja (1997) the people of Coorg are the nature 

worshippers and these religious and cultural practices are said to be practiced in the 

Coorg since Indus valley civilization. The rulers of Coorg used to grant forestland to 

deity or a temple, which was designated as “Devarakadu”. The unique methods of tree 

worshiping and conservation by the local community by applying their age-old 

traditional environmental knowledge are well practiced in Coorg district. 

 SGs of Coorg are reservoirs of rich biodiversity-flora and fauna, and medicinal 

plants and some wild animals. They play a vital role in maintaining the environmental 

balance. Some of the SGs are well preserved even today because of local 

communities’ initiative through an institutional arrangement. They impose taboos on 

encroachment, grazing, cutting of trees, removing of twigs, leaves, fruits and hunting 

of animals. The stringent punishment like societal boycott is meted out to the 

offenders who violated the norms. The status of SGs in Coorg district is given in 

Table 2.3.  

                 Table 2.3: Area under Sacred Groves in Coorg District (1992) 

Name of the 
Taluk 

Number 
of SGs 

Area  
(ha) 

Average  
Size (ha) 

Madikeri 60 567.2 9.45 
Somvarpet 138 247.6 1.79 

Virajpet 148 858.8 5.80 
Total 346 1673.6 4.83 

          Source: Chandrakanth and Nagaraja, (1997) 

 Coorg district has 346 SGs in all the three taluks extending in an area of 

1673.6 ha with an average size of 4.83 ha. The Virajpet taluk has 148 SGs covering 

an area of 858.8 ha. Madikeri has 60 SGs areas covering an area of 567.2 ha. 

Somvarpet has 138 SGs covering an area of 247.6 ha. SGs of Coorg are in the verge 

of depletion and degradation owing to encroachment, breakdown of joint family 

system, dilution of protective norms, erosion of religious beliefs, cultural practices 

and commercial exploitation of forests etc. From 1980 to 1991 more than 3800 ha of 

SGs have been encroached (Kalam, 1996). Therefore, there is a great urgency of 

conservation of these islands of biodiversity for environmental stability and 

sustainable economic development of the district. 
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22..55..  NNAATTIIOONNAALL  PPAARRKK  AANNDD  SSAANNCCTTUURRIIEESS::  

 The Coorg district is known for well preserved National Park and Sanctuaries.  

Nagarahole National Park comprises an area of 643.39 sq km spread over Coorg and 

Mysore districts. The game sanctuary was constituted in July 1955 by the erstwhile 

Coorg state covering an area of 284 sq km of reserve forests of Southeastern forests of 

Coorg.  With the effect of Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972, the Karnataka government 

has declared the sanctuary as a National Park in 1983 for the purpose of wildlife 

protection. In 1988 the area was increased to the present 643.39 sq km and the park 

was renamed as the Rajiv Gandhi National Park in May 1992. Nagarahole National 

Park represents a number of reserve forests, encompassed by Bandipura National Park 

and Kerala in the Southwest, Brahmagiri Sanctuary in the west, Hunsur and 

Thithimathi road in the North and river Kapila in the south boundary of the park. 

Nagarahole was once the favourite hunting ground during the British Rule. The 

Maharajas of Mysore and Coorg as well as British rulers exclusively used the jungles 

of both Nagarhole and Kakanakote as royal game reserves. The park is divided into 

three zones - the core zone covers 192 sq km, the tourism zone 110 sq km and the rest 

of the zone of about 341.39 sq km forms the buffer zone. The park has seven ranges 

viz., Nagarhole, Kakanakote, Metekuppa, Veeranahosahalli, Kalhalla, Mattigod and 

Murkal. The park represents one of the finest biodiversity hot spots among the 

protected areas of India. The park is abound with a wide variety of fauna like large 

mammals including tigers, elephants, leopards, dhols, sloth bears, gaur, sambhar 

chital, munt jac and langurs and about 250 species of birds. Table 2.4 shows 

important biodiversity of the National Park.     

             Table 2.4: Census of Large Mammals at Nagarhole National Park  

Animals  Male  Female Calf Total 
Elephant  368 758 322 1448 
Tiger 16 25 12 53 
Panther  6 8 1 15 
Gaur  46 242 80 368 

Source: Deputy Conservator of Forests (DCF), Nagarhole (1993) 

             The dominant flora is moist, mixed and dry deciduous forest and few pockets 

of semi-evergreen forests are found along the western boundary and scrub forest 

exists in low rain forest regions on the eastern edge. About 15 per cent or 102 sq km 
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of the park is under teak plantation. The park has five rivers viz., Lakshmanathirtha, 

Nagarahole, Kabini, Chikkihole and Kalhalla. Two reservoirs, Kabini and Taraka are 

in the vicinity of the park. The park has housed 7000 adivasis (tribals) and they are 

living in 58 haadies inside the park. About 32,000 adivasis reside in and around the 

National Park. The resident tribes are the Jenukurubas, Bettakurubas, Yeravas and 

Soligas. The park is confronting numerous conflicts centered between conservation 

priorities on the one hand and needs of local people’s livelihood on the other. The 

conflict has led to indiscriminate tree felling, hunting of animals, frequent forest fires 

and encroachment. World Bank aided India Eco-development Project (IEDP) is under 

implementation since 1996 in the park with a view to achieve integrated conservation 

and development (WB, 1996). 

 The district also has other wildlife sanctuaries constituted by the Karnataka 

State Government in 1974. They are viz., Brahmagiri, Pushpagiri and Talakaveri 

sanctuaries. Brahmagiri sanctuary consisting of Brahmagiri and Urty reserve forests 

covers an area of 180 sq km. Pushpagiri sanctuary covers an area of 102 sq km and 

Talakaveri covers an area of 105 sq km. 

22..66..  LLAANNDD  AANNDD  FFOORREESSTT  TTEENNUURREE  RREEGGIIMMEESS::  

 Land and forest tenure regimes of Coorg were very complicated and ill 

defined and they were granted to the natives of Coorg by Rajas and the British during 

their regimes. There was more than 14 types of land tenures granted to various local 

communities. As rightly observed by Surendra (2003) complicated land tenure system 

is in existence in the Coorg district. Several types of tenures existed under Rajas and 

later under the British, which are continued to the present day.  

Land tenure regimes prevailing in Coorg may be classified into two categories viz.,       

1. Land tenures conferred by the state through the “Land Grants”. 

2. Land tenures conferred based on “Lease System”.  

     These land tenures are briefly analyzed below: 

 The first category of land tenures are the many privileged “Service Tenures” 

which were “Granted” to those who rendered their services to military as soldiers 

and palace guards by the princely state and the British.  They are called Jamma, 

Jahgir, Sagu, Umbali, Gaudumbali, Nayimannu, Sarvamanyapa, Jodi and 

Battamanya. 
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22..66..11..  SSEERRVVIICCEE  TTEENNUURREESS::  

AA))  JJaammmmaa  LLaanndd  TTeennuurree::  

 Jamma land constitutes the most important and major privileged system of 

land tenure.  Jamma lands were ‘granted’ to various local communities who served in 

military and other palace services, during the regimes of Rajas and the British 

administration in order to ensure and safeguard the interest of Janma  land holders and 

the latter had to concentrate on the military services. Jamma lands are wetlands under 

rice cultivation and coffee plantation (Arabica). These lands are also attached 

unassessed dry lands called bane, barike and hithal manedala . Bane is high forestland 

(uncultivated) located on the slopes of the valley adjoining to jamma land. Bane is 

attached mainly to supply Jamma  landholder the required timber, firewood and green 

manure for the maintenance of productivity of Jamma land. The barike (Pastures) is a 

low swampy land used mainly for grazing animals. Hithal manedala  is a place where 

the holder of Jamma  land has his dwelling place. The main privileges and rights 

conferred to holders of Jamma  land are, Jamma  land is restricted for sale; it is purely 

hereditary land tenure and the rights over land is declared and bonded slaves were 

attached and forced to cultivate the land by the rulers. Jamma holders were to 

render free services in lieu of land granted to them. They did not have any right to 

partition and mortgage of land without approval of the government as per the Coorg 

Land and Revenue Regulation Act (CLRRA) of 1899. However, an amendment was 

made to the Coorg Land and Revenue Act (CLRA) of 1964. The new Act made 

provisions for holders to claim absolute ownership rights over Jamma lands that 

enable the holder to alienate land without permission of the government. But very 

interestingly, the Jamma  landholders refused this offer by expressing doubts over 

alienation of their property. Another prestigious reason behind the refusal of act was 

that they would lose privileges of exemption from Indian Arms Act (IAA) that 

enables them owning guns without license. Later Jamma holders made a request to 

state government to grant permission to mortgage their Jamma  land to avail loans and 

also claimed the rights on bane lands. The state government has, however, refused to 

consider the request to mortgage land and stated that bane landholders have no right 

over the land except privileges of timber and green manure. The Jamma holders 

challenged the order of the government in the high court of Karnataka in 1988. 

Consequently government declared that the holder would get proprietary rights as and 
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when the land was assessed. But the regulation was changed in 1998 and jamma 

holders are allowed to sell their land and mortgage the same to avail loans. The debate 

on the ownership of jamma  land still continues although, some adhoc changes in the 

system were made from time to time.  Table 2.5 gives details about the status of 

jamma lands. 

                              Table 2.5: The Status of Jamma Lands (ha) in 1992  

Taluk Jamma (Wet) Bane (Dry) Total 
Madikeri 4429.6 22260.0 26690.0 
Somvarpet 2036.0 5087.6 7123.6 
Virajpet 10100.8 21082.8 31183.6 
Total 16564.0 48430.4 64997.0 

                Source: Ramakrishnan et al (2000) 

BB))..   JJaahhggiirr:: Jahgir lands were assessment-free lands mainly granted to persons who 

rendered extraordinary services during the administration of Rajas. 

CC))..   SSaagguu:: Sagu lands belonged to Jamma  holders who had freed themselves from 

the obligation of service to the palace. 

DD))..   UUmmbbaallii:: Umbali lands were granted for extraordinary services rendered in the 

suppression of the insurrection in Dakshina Kannada. 

EE))..   GGaauudduummbbaallii  aanndd  NNaayy iimmaannnnuu:: These lands were service inam lands granted 

respectively to the village headman (Gowda or patel) and Kulvade or  Talavara 

(watchman). 

FF))..   SSaarrvvaammaannyyaa  aanndd  JJooddii:: These lands were granted to religious establishments 

for carrying on religious activities.  Lands held free of all assessment were called 

Sarvamanya and lands held on half the assessment were called jodi. 

GG))..  BBhhaattttaammaannyyaa :: Grants and endowments of land made available to Brahmins for 

the performance of certain religious ceremonies. 

22..66..22..  LLEEAASSEE  TTEENNUURREESS::   

The second category of land tenure regimes prevailing in Coorg is based on 

"Lease System". These include Jamma malais, geni malais, coffee saguvali malais, 

devarakadus and Uruduves. 
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AA))..   JJaammmmaa  MMaallaaiiss: Jamma malais are the forestlands, which were leased to 

tenants to cultivate only cardamom during Rajas period.  These malais are evergreen 

forests situated in the northwest tracts of Coorg districts to a height of about 4000 

feet. The leaseholders of these malais had the hereditary rights over forestland to 

cultivate cardamom by making payment after the assessment of average price of the 

produce. The extent of Jamma malais is around 3460 ha and 50 families own these 

lands. 

BB))..   GGeenniimmaallaaiiss:: Geni malais are the forestlands leased out annually to 

leaseholders. Later ten years lease term was granted from 1846 to 1907. Since 1907 

the lease period is fixed as 21 years. 

CC))..   CCooffffeeee  ssaagguuvvaallii  mmaallaaiiss:: These malais are the private properties consisting of 

coffee estates on which the cultivation of coffee has been abandoned.  

DD))..   DDeevvaarraakkaadduuss:: Devarakadus or SGs are the God’s forest, which are assigned to 

the deity of village. 

EE))..   UUrruudduuvveess:: Uruduves are village forests or community forest, where local 

communities have easy access to free grazing, collection of firewood, timber and 

green leaves for agricultural purposes. 

             Forest tenure regimes of Coorg district are inextricably interwoven with land 

tenure. Lands were granted and leased out to the Coorg people along with forest 

vegetation on them and in some cases without forests. Presently there are about 17 

different forest tenure regimes prevailing in Coorg district. They can be grouped into 

four broad categories on the lines of popular and sophisticated classification of 

resource rights regimes that are presented along with sub regimes.  They are as 

follows:            
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11..  LLaa rrggeellyy  SSttaa ttee   CCoonnttrroo lllleedd  ((SSttaattee  PPrrooppeerrttyy))  

A). National Park (NP) 

B). Wild Life Sanctuaries (WLS) 

C). Reserve Forests (RF) 

22..  LLaarrggee llyy  OOppeenn  AAccccee ssss  ((OOppee nn  AAcccceessss))  

D). Protected Forests (PF) 

E). Paisari (Wasteland) 

F). Hullugavalu (Pasture) 

33..  LLaarrggee llyy  CC oommmmuunniittyy  CCoonnttrroolllleedd  ((CCoommmmuunniittyy  FFoorreessttss))  

G). Devarakadu (Sacred Grove) 

H). Uruduve (Village Forests) 

 I).  Ambalas / Uruambale 

J).  Devaramandu / Urumandu 

K). Social Forestry 

44..  LLaarrggee llyy  PP rriivvaa tteellyy  CCoonnttrroo lllleedd  ((PPrriivvaattee  PPrrooppeerrttyy))  

L). Kuruvas / Gerekadu 

M). Sagu bane  

N). Amma bane 

O). Hittal manedala 

P). Jamma malai 

Q). Genimalai 

Table 2.6 gives detailed information about various forest tenure regimes, their 

controlling department, products harvestable for consumption and sale, rights to 

cultivate, other rights over forest, rights to convert to patta, alienability of land, 

responsibilities of assignee, assignment criteria and quantity, land revenue payable, 

de-facto situation, total extent of these tenures etc., in each of the 17 regimes of broad 

four categories of forest land tenures (Shrinidhi and Lele, 2001).  
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Table 2: Forest Tenure Regimes in the Kodagu District: Characteristics and 
Distribution 

 
Largely State Controlled Largely Open Access 

Broad Category National 
Parks  
(NP) 

Wildlife 
Sanctuaries 
(WLS)  

Reserve Forest 
(RF) Excl. NP, 
WLS, & MF  

Protected Forest 
(PF) /District 
Forest / Minor 
Forest 

Paisari Gomaals/ 
Hulugavalu 

Regime numbers 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Controlling 
Department 

Wildlife 
wing of 
Forest Dept. 

Wildlife wing of 
Forest Dept. 

Forest 
Department 

Forest 
Department 
(earlier RD) 

Revenue 
Department 

Revenue 
Department 

Products 
Harvestable for 
self-consumption 

None Regulated 
grazing 

Dead twigs and 
fodder by locals 

Fuel wood & 
fodder 

Fuel wood and 
fodder 

Fuel wood & 
fodder 

Products 
Harvestable for sale 

None MFP by FD or 
contractors/lessee
s 

MFP, timber 
and dead and 
fallen by FD or 
contractors/ 
lessees 

MFP, timber 
and dead and 
fallen by FD or 
contractors / 
lessees 

MFP by RD or 
contractors / 
lessees 

MFP by RD 
or 
contractors / 
lessees 

Right to cultivate No No No No No No 
Other rights/notes 
on rights 

Entry, for 
study 
research, 
tourism, 
photography 
at discretion 
of wildlife 
warden 

Entry for study, 
research, tourism, 
photography and 
MFP harvesting 
at the discretion 
of the WL 
warden 

Felling of 
natural trees 
suspended since 
1983; some 
usufruct to 
neighboring 
villages 

Ban on green 
felling since 
1983 

-- -- 

Right to convert to 
patta (Pvt. Holding) 

No No No No After Darkhast No 

Alienability of Land 
to which rights 
assigned 

NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Responsibilities of 
assignee 

Ecosystem/
wildlife/biod
iversity 
conservation 

Ecosystem/wildli
fe/biodiversity 
conservation 

Production and 
conservation; 
local people 
must help put 
out fires, report 
offences 

FD; to protect 
trees; RD; to 
protect land 
ownership; 
local people; 
fire control, 
report offences 

RD: to protect 
the land 
ownership of 
Govt. 

RD: to 
protect the 
land 
ownership of 
Govt. 

Assignment criteria 
and quantity 

Any land 
considered 
essential for 
wildlife 
conservation 

Any land 
considered 
essential for 
wildlife 
conservation 

Land with 
dense natural 
tree growth, or 
historically 
declared as RF 

Assignment 
criteria not 
clear 

Waste or 
unassigned 
lan ds left after 
settlement 

Assigned to 
all villages at 
approx. 30 
acres per 100 
cattle in the 
village 

Land revenue 
payable 

NA NA NA NA NA NA 

De facto situation May contain 
tribal and 
even non-
tribal 
settlements 
within its 
boundaries 

May contain 
tribal and even 
non-tribal 
settlements 
within its 
boundaries 

May be open 
access in certain 
areas, also 
subject to some 
encroachment 
for cultivation 

Rights may be 
curtailed in FD 
plantations; FD 
may fell timber; 
fuel wood is 
harvested by 
head loaders 

Historically, 
Government 
has auctioned 
or granted 
parcels for 
cultivation; 
fuel wood 
head loading 
to town is 
common 

Dense forest; 
open 
savanna, 
degraded 
scrub; now 
many SF or 
MPM 
plantation; 
much illegal 
cultivation 

Extent of forest 
tenure in Kodagu 
(Sq km) 

643 389 41 27 1364 178 
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Table Continued……… 

 

 

 
 

Broad category Largely Community Controlled 

Elements of 
tenure regime Devarakadu Uruduve 

Panchayathi 
mandu / ambalas / 
uruambale 

Devara mandu/ 
Urumandu 

Social Forestry 
(SF)  

Regime number 7 8 9 10 11 
Controlling 
Department 

FD FD FD FD FD 

Products 
Harvestable for 
self-
consumption 

Fuel wood, 
fodder, MFP 
and timber 
for temple in 
the 
Devarakadu 

Fuel wood, 
fodder, MFP 
with prior 
permission 
from the FD 

Fuel wood and 
fodder 

Fuel wood and 
fodder 

Fuel wood, 
fodder, MFP and 
timber 

Products 
Harvestable for 
sale 

MFP and 
timber by FD 

MFP and 
timber by FD 

MFP by RD or 
contractors / 
lessees 

MFP by RD or 
contractors / 
lessees 

Fuel wood, 
fodder, MFP and 
timber 

Right to 
cultivate 

No No No No No 

Other 
rights/notes on 
rights 

Ban on green 
felling since 
1983; 

Ban on green 
felling since 
1983 

Conducting village 
assembly/meeting 

Conducting 
festival for 
goddess 
Bhagavathi 
/Huttari 
festival 

Sharing of profit 
between FD and 
community 

Right to convert 
to Patta   
(Private 
Holdings)  

No No No No No 

Alienability of 
land to which 
rights assigned 

NA NA NA NA NA 

Responsibilities 
of assignee 

FD; to 
protect 
timber 
growth; local 
people must 
help put out 
fires, report 
offences 

FD; to protect 
timber growth; 
local people 
must help put 
out fires, report 
offences 

RD; to protect the 
land ownership of 
Govt. 

RD; to protect 
the land 
ownership of 
Govt. 

Protection and 
sustainable use of 
forest 

Assignment 
criteria and 
quantity 

Assigned to 
village deity 
or temple; 
area is 
determined 
by custom 

Assigned when 
no Baane lands 
in the village; 
no specific 
proportion 

Historical  Historical  In lands like 
Gomaal, C&D, 
canal sides, road 
sides, etc. 

Land revenue 
payable 

No No No No No 

De facto 
situation 

Declared as 
reserved 
forest after 
1985, but 
customary 
use is 
permitted 

Some 
encroachment 
for cultivation 

Some 
encroachment for 
cultivation 

Some 
encroachment 
for cultivation 

Mostly failure due 
to lack of 
coordination 
between FD and 
beneficiaries  

Extent of forest 
tenure in 
Kodagu (Sq Km) 

31 26 1 1 NA 
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Table Continued……… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Broad category Largely Private Controlled 
Elements of tenure regime   Kuruvas  Sagu Bane Jamma Bane 
Regime number 12 13 14 
Controlling Department FD RD RD 
Products Harvestable for self-
consumption 

Fuel wood, fodder, MFP 
and timber 

Fuel wood, fodder, 
MFP and timber 

Fuel wood, fodder, MFP 
and timber 

Products harvestable for sale -- Fuel wood, fodder, 
MFP and timber 

-- 

Right to cultivate Horticultural/ dry crops Horticultural/ dry 
crops & coffee 

Horticultural/ dry crops & 
coffee 

Other rights/notes on rights -- -- -- 
Rights to convert to patta 
(Pvt. Holding) 

No Yes, almost automatic Yes 

Alienability of land to which 
rights assigned 

Goes with 
corresponding 
agricultural land 

Special permission 
required 

Could not be sold prior to 
1997 

Responsibilities of assignee Maintain reserved trees Maintain reserved 
trees 

Maintain reserved trees 

Assignment criteria and 
quantity 

Strip along edge of wet 
land; 16-30' wide  

Assigned to Sagu 
holder in ratio 2ac to 
300ac per acre of Sagu 
(Pvt. Wetland) 

Assigned to Jamma holders 
in ratio 2 ac to 300 ac per 
acre of jamma 

Land revenue payable No Coffee rates if area 
cultivated > 10ac 

Coffee rates if area 
cultivated > 10 ac 

De facto situation Location of these grants 
is unclear 

Most of the Baanes 
have been converted in 
to coffee plantation 

Most of the Baanes 
converted in to coffee 
plantation; clandestine sale 
of land is common 

Extent of forest tenure in 
Kodagu  
(Sq. km) 

NA 894 711 
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Table Continued……… 

Broad category Largely Privately Controlled 

Elements of Tenure Regime  Hittala mane dala Jammamalai Genimalai 

Regime number 15 16 17 

Controlling dept. RD FD FD 
Products harvestable for self 
consumption 

Fuel wood, fodder, MFP 
and timber 

Fuel wood, fodder, 
MFP and timber 

Fuel wood, fodder, MFP 
and timber 

Products harvestable for sale Fuel wood, fodder, MFP 
and timber 

Cardamom  Cardamom 

Right to cultivate Horticultural/dry crops Cardamom Cardamom 
Other rights/notes on rights Same privileges as in 

Bane 
-- Rights as in RF 

Right to convert to patta 
(Pvt. Holdings) 

Yes No No 

Alienability of land to which 
rights assigned 

Goes with corresponding 
agricultural land 

No No 

Responsibilities of assignee Maintain reserved trees Maintain reserved 
trees; help put out fires 

Maintain reserved trees; 
help put out fires 

Assignment criteria and 
quantity 

Portion of bane land 
allotted for dwelling 
places and farm yards 

140 parcels assigned to 
60 persons by the 
Kodagu Rajas 

Short-term lease initially 
given in 1886 for 21 years 
but always renewed 

Land revenue payable Sagu rates, if area 
cultivated > 1AC 

Yes Yes  

De facto situation Mostly converted to 
coffee plantation 

As per Kodagu 
working plan condition 
and composition of tree 
cover in Jammamalai is 
deteriorating very fast 

As per Kodagu working 
plan, these areas are 
damaged severely due to 
bad management 

Extent of forest tenure in 
Kodagu (Sq. km) 

NA 32 14 

Notes: FD -Forest Department, RD- Revenue Department, NA- Not Applicable, MFP-Minor Forest Produce, 
WL-Wildlife  
Source: (Shrinidhi and Lele, 2001) 
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22..77..  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTYY::  

 The Coorg district is a sparsely populated region with average population 

density of 133 per sq km. The total population is about 5,45,322 living in 1,07,372 

households. The decennial population growth is 11.65 per cent for the decade 1991-

2001, and this figure is very low in comparison with the growth rate of population in 

Karnataka State, which is 21.12 per cent for the same period. The urban population 

residing in 9 towns comprises 15.95 per cent to total population, where as the 

percentage of rural population to total population is 84.05 per cent. There are 291 

inhabited and 9 uninhabited villages spread over three taluks. The aggregate literacy 

rate for the total population of the district is 75 per cent, which is higher than state 

average of 63 per cent. People living below poverty line are about 20.73 per cent to 

the total population of the district.   

The district comprises various ethnic groups; the major socio-religious groups 

are Kodavas, Ammakodavas, Gowdas, Brahmins, Lingyats, Kurubas, Bants, Dalits 

and A divasis. Of these ethnic groups, Kodavas form the single largest community in 

the Coorg district. The dalits of Coorg district, who were attached to jamma land as 

forced bonded labourers represents 12.1 per cent to the total population of the district. 

Coorg district is considered as one of the districts having relatively high concentration 

of the adivasis. However, Virajpet taluk in particular (Nagarhole and adjoining areas) 

has a high inhabitation of tribals and their proportion to total population comes to 8.2 

per cent. The Coorg district appears to be the best example for the existence of 

relatively high degree of social, economic and technological dualism. 

22..77..11..  PPeeoopplleess’’  DDeeppeennddeennccee  oonn  AAggrriiccuullttuurree  aanndd  FFoorreessttss::  

 The local communities of the Coorg distric t live in isolation amidst forests, 

hills, valleys, coffee estates and farm lands by looking after their economic assets. 

They depend in substantial way on a variety of natural resources directly or indirectly. 

The dependence on forests for their livelihood needs is relatively high and especially 

for tribals, forest is their way of life. The principal reason for the excessive 

dependence on forest is that land and forestlands were granted and leased out to 

Coorg people by the successive Rajas and the British. The villages of Coorg are 

sparsely scattered all over the region and dwelling houses are isolated depending upon 

the availability of suitable land for cultivation and plantation as well as the 
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availability of water. Rural people accounting for 84.05 per cent are living in and 

adjacent to the forests. Both major and minor forest products play a significant role in 

providing livelihood to a large number of local communities of the district. According 

to District Census Handbook (DCH) (1991) about 74 per cent of the people are 

presently engaged directly or indirectly in agriculture, forestry (afforestation, 

extraction of timber, non-timber produce, forest based and agro based industries like 

bee keeping, mushroom, cottage industries - basket making etc) plantations (coffee, 

tea, rubber, cardamom, ginger, fruits) livestock, fishing, hunting, orchards and allied 

activities. The dependence of work force on other sector like secondary and tertiary is 

about 6.5 per cent and 19.7 per cent respectively.  The per capita farmland availability 

is 0.30 hectare. The share of primary sector in total income of the district is 64.5 per 

cent. The per capita income of the district is Rs. 20,120, which is higher than the per 

capita income of other districts of the Karnataka, whe reas the states average per capita 

income is Rs. 9,384.   

22..88..  LLAANNDD  UUTTIILLIIZZAATTIIOONN::  

 Land use pattern of Coorg has dramatically changed with the advance of 

plantation crops in the last five decades. The advance of plantation and new 

agricultural economy has appropriated large areas of forestland.  Shift in land use 

pattern towards plantation crops has been dictated by agricultural polices, credit 

policies and trade liberalization policies. Plantation economy reached its heyday 

during 1980-1990 owing to increase in prices of coffee in the international markets. 

The details of the land use pattern for the Coorg district during 2004-2005 is shown in 

Table 2.7.   
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                Table 2.7: Land Utilization (ha) in Kodagu District (2004-2005) 

Classification Area (ha) % of the area 

Total geographical area 410775 100 
Forests 134597 32.76 
Land not available for cultivation 

a).  Non agricultural uses 
b).  Barren and unculturable 

54701 
23691 
31010 

13.31 
5.76 
7.54 

Other culturable land 
a).  Permanent pasture and other grazing land 
b).  Land under miscellaneous tree crops and grove  
       not included in net area sown  
c).  Culturable waste land 

61867 
17804 
32148 
11915 

15.06 
4.33 
7.82 
2.90 

Fallow land 
a).  Fallow land other than current fallow 
b).  Current fallow  

12677 
3981 
8696 

3.08 
0.96 
2.11 

Net area sown 146933 35.76 
Gross cropped area 148736 36.20 
Area sown more than once 1803 0.43 

Source: Coorg District Statistical Handbook (2004-2005) 

It is estimated that on an average, some 1,34,597 ha or 32.76 per cent of 

geographical area is under forest cover. The proportion of net sown area to 

geographical area accounts for 1,46,933 ha or 35.76 per cent. Another 54,701 ha or 

13.31 per cent falls in the category of land not available for cultivation, which 

constitutes land under non-agricultural uses and barren and uncultivable land. A total 

of 61,867 ha or about 15.06 per cent of geographical area are classified as permanent 

pastures and grazing land, land under miscellaneous tree crops and culturable 

wasteland. Fallow land both current fallow and other than current fallow, accounts for 

3.08 per cent of the geographical area or 12,677 ha. The gross cropped area is around 

1,48,736 ha or 36.20 per cent where as area sown more than once accounts for 1803 

ha. 

22..99..  LLAANNDD  HHOOLLDDIINNGG::  

Land holding distribution in Coorg district is extremely skewed and it can be 

seen from Table 2.8. A large proportion of farmland is in the hands of a few 

landlords, who account for only 3.21 per cent of total land holdings and they 

command 24.10 per cent of total agricultural land at an average land size of 18.57 ha.  
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At the other extreme, 39.13 per cent of the holdings is less than one ha in size and 

small farmers own only 8.36 per cent of total agricultural land at an average land size 

of 0.52 ha. The average holding of land in the district is 2.47 ha. 

                                 Table 2.8: Land Holdings (1995-96) 

Size of Holdings  Area 
(ha) 

% of 
Area 

No. of 
Holdings 

% of 
Holdings 

Average 
Holdings 

< 1 ha (Marginal Farmers) 12,188 8.36 23,013 39.13 0.52 
1 to 2 ha (Small Farmers) 20,766 14.24 14,627 24.87 1.41 
2 to 4 ha (Semi Medium Farmers) 32,352 22.19 11,627 19.77 2.78 
4 to 10 ha (Medium Farmers) 44,994 30.87 7,648 13.00 5.88 
10 ha (Large Farmers) 35,137 24.10 1,892 3.21 18.57 
                 Total 1,45,737 100.00 58,807 100.00 2.47 
Source: District Statistical Handbook (2001 -2002). 

22..1100..  CCRROOPPPPIINNGG  PPAATTTTEERRNN::  

 Coorg is predominantly agricultural with 74 per cent of the population in 

farming and 36 per cent of the total geographical area is under agriculture. Of the total 

cropped area, food crops occupy 41.85 per cent and commercial crops occupy 58.15 

per cent of the area. The district has derived 60 per cent of income from agriculture 

and forestry sector out of total income of Rs. 1,03,599 during 1996-97. 

22..1100..11..  FFoooodd  CCrrooppss::  

 Before the advent of Coffee and other commercial crops in the district, paddy 

was the main crop. Paddy is the main staple food crop for the people of Coorg and it 

is grown in valley plains and other heavy rainfall areas. Earlier jamma  wet lands were 

granted along with the patch of bane - high forest land located on the slopes above the 

valley, where paddy was cultivated. People even today rely on near by forests and 

bane forestland for green manure and humus for up keeping the productivity of 

paddy.  Paddy is grown on extensive areas in Coorg and it is the major crop among 

the food grains grown in the district, which is accounting for more than one-fourth of 

gross area sown.  During 1996-97 the total area of paddy cultivation was 39,221 ha, 

however, the area under paddy has been reduced to 36,106 ha during 2003-04. The 

other food crops of the district are ragi and maize. 
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22..1100..22..  PPllaannttaattiioonn  CCrrooppss::  

 Plantation crops have occupied a prominent place in the Coorg district. The  

ghat region with high humidity throughout the year is most favourable for these crops. 

The major plantation crops of the district are coffee, tea, cardamom, pepper, orange, 

rubber, cashew nut, areca nut, coconut, ginger, banana, tobacco etc. 

           Coffee is the major plantation crop of the district. A muslim saint by name 

Bababudan from Yemen first introduced coffee plant in the Bababudan hills in 

Chikamagalur district. Afterwards it spread to Coorg where the soil and climate 

conditions are suitable for coffee plantations. 

 There are two prominent species of coffee viz., Arabica and Robusta. Two 

methods of coffee cultivation are adopted in Coorg district. First, clear and burn the 

entire forest and then plant suitable trees, which provide shades along with the coffee 

plant. Second, clear and burn the under wood and a certain portion of forest trees 

leaving the remainder for shade. Exotic species like silver oak are specially 

introduced as the most suitable and fast growing tree in order to obtain shade in the 

coffee plantation.  

The area under coffee plantation has increased considerably in recent years. 

According to Ramakrishna et al (2000) “Coffee plantations have increased by 14 per 

cent over the last 20 years, thus covering one-third of the total area of the district”.  

Table 2.9:  Area under Coffee in Coorg, Karnataka and India 

Area Area in (ha) 
(1999-2000) 

Percentage of Total 
Cropped Area 

Production (in tones) 
2000-01 

Coorg    82,619 20.11   72,851 
Karnataka   1,92,100 15.60 2,09,100 
India   3,40,300  01.76 3,01,000 

                 Source: Compiled from Various Sources 

Table 2.9 shows the area, percentage of total cropped area and production of 

coffee in Coorg, Karnataka and India respectively. The Coorg district shares 43 per 

cent of the coffee plantation area of Karnataka and 24 per cent of the coffee plantation 

area of India during 1999-2000. Another distinction of the Coorg district is that, it 

alone produces 23.20 per cent or one-fourth of coffee produced in India and 34.84 per 

cent of the coffee produced by Karnataka. 
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Other important plantation crops of the district are cardamom, pepper, orange, 

rubber, areca nut, ginger, cashew nut, tea etc. Table 2.10 shows the extent of 

cultivation of plantation crops in ha in the district between 1996-2005.  

                  Table 2.10:Cultivation of Plantation Crops (ha) in Coorg District 

 Crops 1996-97 1999-00 2000-01 2004-05 
Coffee  77,043 80,938 82,619 83205 
Cardamom 12,460 8,950 8,943 11957 
Pepper 1,415 3,547 3,752 15975 
Orange 3,100 1,490 1,080 1085 
Cashew nut 1,736 1,741 1,769 2198 
Rubber 2,114 2,119 1,900 1926 
Ginger - 3,672 4,200 4550 
Areca nut - 1,171 1,198 1505 
Tea  - 470 470 490 

                            Source: The District Statistical Handbooks 

  It is evident from the foregoing brief account on an overview of the Coorg 

district in respect of forest resources, environment and local community that forests 

are valuable resources for supporting livelihood needs of local communities and 

preserving environment for achieving environmenta lly sustainable development. A 

unique forest conservation method practiced by local communities through their IEK 

can be viewed as par excellence traditional institutional mechanism for preserving not 

only SGs but also other sort of forests in the district. The complicated and ill-defined 

property rights including forest tenures have however, resulted in encroachment and 

extension of plantation crops on forestlands. Therefore, the forthcoming chapter deals 

with the main causes for deforestation in the district. 
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    CCHHAAPPTTEERR  ––  33  

AANN  AANNAAYYSSIISS  OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN  IINN  KKOODDAAGGUU  DDIISSTTRRIICCTT  

33..11..  IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN::  

           The Coorg district is an integral part of the Western Ghat region of Karnataka 

State.  The Western Ghat is recognized as one of the important biodiversity “hotspots” 

in the Indian subcontinent. This district is situated in this environmentally sensitive 

area. Coorg is endowed with rich and unique biodiversity and it is referred to, as an 

“environmentally high potential area”. The unique biodiversity therefore, needs to be 

conserved to foster environmentally sustainable development. The unique and 

diversified biodiversity however, has been to some extent retained in spite of fast 

degradation and depletion of forest cover owing to various socio-economic factors. 

 The forest ecosystem in the district is under profound pressure in recent 

decades. Loss of forest cover in the district is a serious threat not only to economy and 

livelihoods of local community, who are relying on forest resources for meeting their 

bonafide needs, but also environmental stability of the region. Deforestation due to 

unsustainable resource extraction may pose formidable and detrimental effects on 

economy and environment of this region. 

In order to conserve the significant mountain biodiversity it is indispensable to 

identify and understand the underlying and proximate, other socio-economic forces 

that drive such destructive resources and lead to fragile resource condition and 

environment. Generally the destruction of forests is attributed to underlying and 

proximate causes as observed by the many environmental economists in their studies 

(Pearce and Moran, 1994, Perrings, 2000, Dasgupta, 1997 and Repetto 1997). The 

underlying or fundamental causes are on the one hand rooted in the distortion of 

market, institutional failure, policy intervention and growth of population. Expansion 

of agriculture and plantation crops, change in cropping pattern, logging and timber 

exploitation, animal grazing, forest fires and introduction of exotic species are some 

of the important proximate causes of deforestation. Therefore, the framework, for 

analyzing deforestation in Coorg district, is designed for clear understanding of the 

problem and these causal relationships are highlighted in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure  3.1: The Conceptual Model of Root and Proximate Causes of 
Deforestation and Their Effects on Forest Resource Use Pattern, Deforestation 
and Environmental Effects in Coorg District: 
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 Figure 3.1 depicts the conceptual model of the root causes and proximate 

causes of deforestation and environmental degradation in the context of Coorg 

District. The underlying or root causes and proximate causes are symbolized by the  

solid arrows and dotted arrows respectively. The local economies are heavily forest 

resource dependent as the forestland is used for agriculture, raising plantation crops, 

harvesting timber, collection of various minor forest products as well as non-timber 

forest products (NTFPs). These proximate causes have been theoretically influenced 

by fundamental or root causes such as market failure, institutional failure, policy 

failure, and property rights failure and population pressure. For instance, market fails 

to assess the total economic value (use and non-use value) of forest resources and this 

under-valuation and missing market leads to exploitation of resources for direct 

benefits. Deforestation is caused by these two important root and proximate causes 

and makes irreversible impact on regional and global environment. At the regional 

level soil erosion, reduced soil nutrients, loss of productivity, increased run off and 

siltation of rivers, reduced pollination, depletion of ground water, loss of watershed, 

landslide and fresh flood etc., pose grave environmental degradation. A lso 

deforestation leads to regional and global environmental problems; they are release of 

carbon dioxide, air pollution, and climate change such as global warming, ozone layer 

depletion, acid rain and El Nino effect. Therefore, forest resources of Coorg district 

are certainly under the influence of root and proximate causes. These causal 

relationships ultimately influence the behavior of local community towards 

appropriation of forestlands by taking into account the alternative uses of forestland in 

terms of opportunity cost.  

 33..22..  TTHHEE  HHIISSTTOORRYY  OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN  IINN  TTHHEE  KKOODDAAGGUU      
                  DDIISSTTRRIICCTT::  

The genesis of deforestation in Coorg district was attributed to the British 

colonization that began in 1854 in erstwhile Coorg state. The history shows that 

commercialization of forests received a major thrust with occupation of the district by 

the British. The British interest was mainly in teak, which was needed by the Royal 

Navy as English oak was almost entirely depleted before 1800 (Nadkarni, 1989). The 

rampant forest clearing was started in central part of the Coorg district and coffee 

plantations began to replace the virgin forest cover. Deforestation was also closely 
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associated with timber exploitation such as teak, rosewood and other important tree 

species in evergreen forests. These forests were cut down and used chiefly for laying 

railway sleepers and construction of ships and ports.  Railways exerted more demand 

for sleepers and planks for coach building, and they also facilitated transport of huge 

forest products to the larger economy. As observed by Gadgil and Guha (1995) “The 

tremendous diverse tree growth of India’s forests was liquidated to build British ships 

and lay extensive railway lines.  Mixed forests were replaced by single species stands 

of a handful of commercially valued trees such as teak, sal and deodar”. With the 

advent of the British, the status of forestland had undergone remarkable change as the 

coffee plantation had received importance within two years of the establishment of the 

first plantation near Madikeri in 1854. Later the coffee plantations had a very deep 

impact on the forest area. More than 11,000 ha of forest area was cleared and by the 

end of the century the coffee area had spread to almost 30,000 ha (Suryanath, 1993).  

 The exploitation of forests in India during the British regime was however, not 

on scientific basis and it was hardly supervised as a whole. According to Stebbing 

“the first decade of the British occupation of India witnessed no check, but rather an 

enhanced rate in the destruction of fine timber forests” [cited in Nadkarni, (1989)]. 

The senseless destruction of forests by the British and Indian contractors beyond the 

actual requirement was evident by the fact that the “British were unacquainted with 

the princip les of forestry science” and they had no absolute consideration or vision for 

the long-term interests.  Later a senseless and wasteful exploitation of forests paved 

the way for the supervision through the establishment of the FD with German Dietrich 

Brandis as the first Inspector General of Forest (IGF) (Nadkarni, 1989). 

Another important factor that contributed to degradation of forests in the 

district was the introduction of exotic species such as coffee and teak. Gadgil and 

Guha (1995) aptly remark “the British wanted tropical forest land to produce teak and 

little else”.  Timber exploitation backed up by introduction of coffee paved the way 

for forest degradation and rapid transformation of forest cover. Coffee was planted 

even on environmentally sensitive areas such as hilly areas by clearing the dense 

forest cover.  

 Ramakrishnan et al (2000) rightly remark, “Timber exploitation transformed 

the floristic composition and structure of the forests. Evergreen forests were rapidly 
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degraded and in some areas, they irreversibly changed into moist deciduous forests as 

evergreen species were replaced by highly light tolerant deciduous species. In other 

areas most deciduous forests were changed into dry deciduous forests”. Another 

important cause for deforestation was that the land tenure system practiced during the 

regime of Rajas led to misappropriation of forestland. The Coorg State during the pre-

colonial and colonial period distributed forestlands to various communities, joint 

families and individuals.  These insecure and ill-defined property rights regimes had 

resulted in appropriation, overexploitation and illegal encroachment of forestland. 

 From the above analyses, it is proved that the genesis of deforestation in the 

district is not a recent process but it was started long back. Several policy decisions 

taken during the colonial period in granting forestlands have several implications on 

the state of forestland and environment in the district even to date.  

33..33..  TTHHEE   RROOOOTT  CCAAUUSSEESS  OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN::    

    The root or fundamental causes of deforestation theoretically or indirectly 

influence the state of forests and environment in a region. The prevailing markets, the 

government policy, institutional arrangement, property rights and population pressure 

however, influence local communities’ behaviour towards use and abuse of land and 

forests. Indeed, the root causes influence the proximate causes, which in turn cause 

deforestation and environmental degradation. Deforestation in the Coorg district is not 

separate from influence of these fundamental causes. These interrelationships are 

analyzed in the following sections.    

33..33..11..  MMaarrkkeett  FFaaiilluurree::      

 The fundamental cause for deforestation is “missing market” for 

environmental resources such as forests. The market failure is caused by inability of 

existing markets to capture the ‘true’ value or total economic value of forests and 

other natural resources.  “Markets frequently do not accurately reflect the social value 

of the environment. Some uses for a resource are marketed but others are not, as with 

tropical rain forests, where timber is marketed but watershed protection is not. The 

non-marketed benefits are frequently ignored, while other uses of the resource are 

over exploited” (WB, 1992). The market for forest resources therefore, is either 
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distorted or missing and this has in fact resulted in emergence of negative externalities 

such as deforestation, loss of flora and fauna, soil erosion, depletion of underground 

water table, climate change, etc.  Externalities cause the  divergence between social 

cost and private cost and equitable distribution of welfare among the people is 

impossible except some body worse off due to the presence of negative externality. 

Therefore, prices for forest products need to reflect their true value (WCED, 1987). 

 Pearce and Moran (1994) clearly distinguished market failure as local market 

failure and global market failure. Local market failure pertains to the inability of 

markets to capture some of the local and national benefits of biodiversity 

conservation. “Local market failure in relation to land conversion refers to the failure 

of markets to account for the external costs of biodiversity loss because of land 

conversion”. Global market failure relates to the fact that biodiversity conservation 

yields external benefits to people outside the boundaries of the nation faced with the 

development versus conservation choice. 

 Further, in addition to market failure or missing markets, many existing 

markets have been prevented from operating efficiently by the government 

interventions through its policies such as agricultural policy, forest policy etc. 

Especially in the era of liberalization, the world is relying more on markets and less 

on government to achieve economic development. The achievement of 

environmentally sustainable development remains the distant dream if markets are 

inefficient and government intervention fails to achieve the goal of conservation of 

forests. Forest resources of Coorg district are the victims of market failure and they 

are not exceptional to the underlying cause of local market failure since timber 

exploitation, land conversion and encroachment are mainly due to the prevalence of 

distorted market. 

 Pearce and Moran (1994) have suggested in support of economic valuation of 

forests for solving the problem of market failure that is the main cause for 

deforestation. As rightly remarked by them “economic valuation can, however, help 

in the direction of an economically efficient or ‘first best’ outcome”. Valuing forests 

by conside ring both use and non-use value, proper assignment of property rights over 

forest resources, peoples’ participation in conserving local resources, careful 

implementation of forest policies pertaining to natural resource use and management 
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by taking into account the benefit and cost of proposed project may be some of the 

best solutions for the market failure problem.  

33..33..22..  PPoolliiccyy  FFaaiilluurree::   

 Another fundamental force behind influencing deforestation is intervention 

failure or government policy failure. Pearce and Warford (1993) have observed that 

“government policy that deliberately or indirectly encourages deforestation”.   

Two types of policy failures are identified viz., (Wood, 2000) 

 1). Perverse government policies provide incentives for environmental 

degradation. For example, experience in many countries shows that agricultural 

incentive policies, resettlement, taxation and trade policies are frequently more 

influential in determining land use than forest sector policy. 

 2). Government policies, which interfere in the operations of market 

institutions, fail to incorporate environmental values of biodiversity, into decision-

making.  Government deliberately intervenes in the workings of market to internalize 

externalities caused by market failure. 

  Pearce (1998) opines, “Governments have habit of intervening in markets. 

They may do this with the best of intentions.  Indeed, they often intervene to remove 

the main elements of the externality caused by market behavior. This is exactly what 

environmental regulation does. But unfortunately, great many other interventions are 

contrary to the interests of the environment, even where those interventions appear to 

serve some social purpose. Notable examples include activities to give financial 

incentives for deforestation, the under pricing of water resources, agricultural 

protection and so on.  This is therefore, intervention failure”. Government policies 

seldom provide adequate incentives for sustainable management of forests.  By 

distorting the true value or price of forest resources, perverse government policies 

have encouraged short-term exploitation of forest (Sharma et al, 1996). 

 “The most serious mistake that government make in seeking to eliminate open 

access is to nationalize resources in the name of conservation.  Nationalization has 

often reflected the failure of policy makers and aid agencies to distinguish between 

traditional common property systems which promote sound management of natural 

resources, and open access systems that result in excessive exploitation” (WB, 1992). 
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In recent decades especially from 1970 to 1990 more National Parks and reserves 

were created than had previously existed. However, this protective approach or in-situ 

conservation has ignored long standing human interactions with the forest ecosystem 

interweaved in these areas (Wood et al, 2000).  Government policy interventions have 

shown disregard to traditional rights of local community and other indigenous tribal 

people over forest resources. This makes forests more vulnerable since local people 

place high discount rate in exploiting forests for the present use rather the future use. 

“More than 80 per cent of tropical forestlands are publicly owned and their uses are 

subject to diverse, multi-sectoral and often conflicting policy objectives” (Sharma et 

a l, 1996). Management failure is another factor that leads to deforestation i.e. 

inefficiency arising from poor government policy in forest management that bars 

involvement of local and indigenous community in forest conservation and 

management. 

 Forest resource use condition at the local or regional level is affected by the 

prevailing structure and behavior of international and national markets. The role of 

national and international markets in shaping production pattern and resource use 

pattern is enormous (Wood et al, 2000). In many countries agricultural policies 

encourage conversion of tropical forests to other uses such as plantation crops and 

monoculture crops.  Agricultural policies in support of enhancing productivity and 

production either through intensive or extensive cultivation also have created 

incentive for deforestation.  The development policies persuaded by the government 

encourage inefficiencies that in turn cause deforestation; examples are subsidies for 

agricultural, logging, cattle ranching activities and non-accountability of public sector 

polluters and ineffective management of forests (WB, 1992). In developing countries 

many economic activities are highly subsidized and agricultural land conversion has 

tilted economic balance against conservation.  Many empirical studies show that 

subsidies in developing countries tend to encourage extension of agriculture into 

forestland. Subsidies in Brazil for instance, lead to forest conversion for rearing 

livestock. Deforestation due to concession of government policy is evident from the 

fact that government extends tax incentive for logging companies. The logging 

companies exploit forest commercially by taking into account only use value of 

forests rather non-use value. This tax concession helps logging companies to make 

huge profits and attracts more loggers.  
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  Government policies in India have extended concession and subsidy to paper 

and other wood based industries. In fact these concessions have made fuel wood 

scares in many areas, leading to depletion of forests (Gadgil and Guha, 1995). India’s 

forest resources are over exploited beyond their regeneration by the forest -based 

industries owing to government soft concessional policy, which has allowed these 

industries to plunde r forest resources senselessly. In order to accelerate 

industrialization the unsustainable exploitation of forest has occurred not only at the 

cost of direct forest benefits accrued to local community but also those broader 

environmental functions of the forests.  Local communities who directly depend on 

forest usufructs were deprived of their livelihood needs, employment opportunities 

and collection of MFP as a result of depletion of forest cover. Forests were even 

cleared even on ecologically sensitive re gions such as on steep hills and deep valleys.  

Such unscientific and wanton destruction of forests and lack of afforestation led to 

soil erosion, landslides, siltation of rivers and reservoir and downstream tanks 

(Nadkarni, 1996). 

A dynamic change in land utilization pattern, expansion of plantation crops 

and timber exploitation in the Coorg district are the clear evidence of deforestation 

and they are caused mainly due to shortsighted government policies such as export 

promotion for plantations crops like coffee, subsidized agricultural policy and market 

intervention. These inappropriate policy decisions have in fact, had far reaching 

implications on the forest resource condition and environment of the district. 

33..33..33..  IInnssttiittuuttiioonnaall  FFaaiilluurree::  

 Institutional failure is indeed, another important underlying cause of 

deforestation and environmental degradation. Dasgupta and Maler (1997) have 

observed that environmental resource degradation has been traced to inappropriate 

government policies and market failure. Taken together they reflect institutional 

failure.  

 Institutions are defined as follows: John. R. Commons defined an institution as 

“collective action in restraint, liberation and expansion of individual action” 

(Bromeley, 1989). Another definition by Schmid (1989) is that “Institutions are sets 

of ordered relationship among people which define their rights, exposures to the rights 
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of others, privileges and responsibilities”. “Institutions play a central role in defining 

the economy as a set of ordered relationships.  Institutional arrangements define who 

must bear which costs and who may reap which benefits. Institutional structures 

significantly affect the tropical deforestation process and many case studies have 

shown that institutions have important impacts on the success of environmental 

protection programmes and halting deforestation” (Bhattarai and Hammig, 2001). 

 In India, traditional institutions have been conserving and managing India’s 

green wealth for ages based on traditional environmental knowledge. The break down 

of these traditional institutions has in fact, enhanced deforestation. The paradigm shift 

in the ownership of forest has changed hands from local community to the colonial 

regime and later government of independent Indian state. “The traditional de-facto 

ownership of local community was now replaced by the de -jure ownership of the 

state, which ultimately led to the exploitation of forests with total disregard for the 

needs of the local economy” (Fernandes, 1988). 

 Institutional failure arises mainly owing to the lack of appropriate social 

institutions or where existing institutions are inadequate or ineffective. Often in 

environmental management, institution and market failures will overlap.  For 

example, the failure to establish and enf orce clearly defined rights of access, tenure 

and control over productive resources is clearly related to the market failure of open 

access resource management.  Institutional failures contributing to environmental 

damage can be wide ranging, and include political failings such as lack of 

participating mechanisms and public accountability, or public servants seeking to 

exploit commercial opportunities for their own financial gain. Inefficient bureaucratic 

procedures and conflicting or mismatched responsibilities can also have important 

effects on the use of natural resources. A major structural failure in existing 

institutions is the definition of institutional authority along sectoral or geographic 

lines that do not correspond to the range and types of environmental problems.  Many 

countries distribute responsibility for environmental affairs among a number of public 

agencies, creating serious problems of coordination (Pearce and Barbier, 2000). The 

break down of traditional institutions in Coorg district in protecting forest and 

environment through application of the traditional environmental knowledge is 

mainly owing to the failure of government to recognize these institutions. New 
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institutional approach in the form of involvement of local community in forest 

conservation, design of incentives and local governance needs to be strengthened to 

safeguard the forest resources, which are backbone of India’s economy. 

33..33..44..  PPrrooppeerrttyy   RRiigghhtt  FFaaiilluurree::  

 Property right failure is another root cause of resource degradation and which 

is a severe problem in the developing countries.  Pearce and Barbier (2000) rightly 

point out that “Institutional failure such as lack of property rights, inefficient and 

corrupt governance, political instability and the absence of public authority or 

institutions compound to environmental degradation.  The result is economic 

development that produces excessive environmental degradation and increasing 

ecological scarcity”.  

 Property rights, which are ill defined therefore, provide perverse dis incentives 

against forest conservation (Sharma, 1996).  Property right regime may be defined as 

a set of institutions and rules governing ownership and access to the natural resources 

(Pearce 1998). “Property rights are entitlement defining the owner’s rig hts privileges 

and limitations to use of a resource” (Pearce and Barbier, 2000). 
Broadly four types of property rights regimes exist and they are defined as follows: 

§ PPrriivvaattee  PPrroopp eerrttyy:: Resource rights and ownership are conferred on an individual, 

group of individuals or a corporation, so that the owner has the right to exclude 

others from use of the resource and to regulate its use. 

§ SSttaattee  PP rroo ppeerrttyy::  Resource ownership is vested exclusively in the government, 

which determines and controls access and regulates use. 

§ CCoommmmoonn  PPrroopp eerrttyy:: Resource ownership and management are in the hands of an 

identifiable community of individual, who can exclude others and regulate use of 

the resource 

§ OOppeenn  AAcccceessss:: Access for resource use is effectively unrestricted; it is free and 

open to all (Pearce and Barbier, 2000). 

 Property right failure arises mainly because of the prevalence of ill defined or 

unassigned property right regimes where rights of ownership over resources are not 

clarified.  Hardin observes that “The tragedy of commons” mainly arises when 

property rights over natural resources are non-existent or unenforced by any authority. 

When there are no clearly defined property rights, resources are termed as “open 
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access” where no individual bears the full cost of resource degradation. However, 

there is no institutional mechanism for regulating the use of resources. This has 

resulted in over exploitation and further it leads to deforestation. 

 Forest resources are prudently conserved and managed by the local 

community in India.  In recent decades government has nationalized forestlands with 

an aim of in-situ conservation by undermining the local communities’ dependence on 

forest and importance of these communities in conserving forests.  The 

deresponsibilisation of local community has resulted in over exploitation of 

government forestland and consequent deforestation. Public ownership and 

management have often led to over exploitation of forests by local community has 

been proved (WB, 1992).  Economic incentives such as clarifying property rights 

therefore, play an important role in resource use and abuse.  Clarifying rights of 

ownership over forests and natural resources would certainly encourage local 

community to adopt some strategies to utilize and mange these resource in a 

sustainable way. 

 Property rights must therefore be “well defined, exclusive, secure, enforceable 

and transferable” and all these are prerequisites to conserve forest in a sustainable 

way. The lack of one or more of these characteristics in local land markets is probably 

the single most important cause of deforestation (Sharma, 1996). Pearce and Barbier 

(2000) aptly remark that the structure of property rights will strongly influence the 

success or failure of natural resource management, which will vary from one 

institutional design to another. Ciracy and Wantrop point out that traditional common 

property systems have been used successfully through history to manage resources on 

a sustainable basis (Sharma, 1996) 

 Property right systems are therefore, to be designed in a way that reward those 

who control and manage forest resources including National Park in a sustainable 

way.  If forest resources are well managed communally, there is little scope for 

government intervention and local communities must be given stake over resources as 

well as income generated out of conservation including eco-tourism. Insecure land 

tenure allows farmers to clear forests because clearance is the evidence of tenure. 
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 The property rights in Coorg district are highly complicated and ill defined 

due to historical, political, economic and other reasons. Paucity of well-defined 

property rights has influenced landlords and other richer agents for appropriation and 

encroachment of forestland. The frequent regularization of forestlands through 

political influence has been a cause for concern, as a result the Supreme Court in its 

recent verdict asked the state governments to evacuate encroachers from the 

forestlands in Western Ghat. This has opened a Pandora box in political milieu due to 

political economy of forest use and politicians are making use of this situation for 

their political end.  

33..33..44..11..  FFoorreesstt  TTeennuurree  iinn  CCoooorrgg  DDiissttrriicctt::  

 Forest tenure regimes prevailing in Coorg district seem more complex, ill 

defined, and non-enforceable in nature. Coorg people inherited various rights and 

privileges of land and forest tenures from the Coorg State of pre-colonial and colonial 

period. Today there are more than 17 types of land tenure regimes in the district 

(Srinidhi and Lele, 2001). Even to date  the administrative authority is in the grip of 

lack of information about the prevailing complex forest tenures and their evolution, 

tenurial security, constitutional provision, geographical distribution and extent. The 

information asymmetry about forest tenure regimes has resulted in failure of 

government in imposing rules and regulations over misappropriation of land by 

encroachers. “Land policies in the Coorg district seem to have been ineffective in 

checking encroachment” (Ramakrishnan et al, 2000). The  insecure land tenure regime 

however, has contributed to illegal encroachment and land appropriation by 

encroaches, logging and timber extraction by timber Mafia, forest fire lit by 

smugglers, overall loss of biodiversity in the district. Forest tenures of Coorg district 

such as redeemed land and unredeemed land are the clear case of property right 

failure. For instance, redeem lands, which are assigned in coffee plantation area, have 

virtually given right to exploit forest by planters. However, unredeemed lands are 

found in evergreen forests in which planters do not have any right to exploit trees. 

Secure ownership of land therefore, encourages farmers to make investment on land 

and land value in fact, will be higher and vice versa. The details of forest tenure 

regime of Coorg district are given in the second chapter. 
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33..33..55..  PPooppuullaattiioonn  aanndd  DDee ffoorreessttaattiioonn::  

 Population pressure is widely recognized as the dominant cause of forest 

resource depletion. Population growth undoubtedly imposes more pressure on natural 

resources and threatens sustainable development because more population needs more 

agricultural land for food, rangeland for grazing and more forest resources to meet the 

needs of fuel wood, timber and other forest products. The rate of deforestation 

especially in developing countries may increase because the population in these 

countries is growing at an annual average of 2 per cent. 

 India’s population is burgeoning over the years and it has reached one billion 

mark in May 2000. The rate of population growth however, has declined from 2.2 per 

cent between 1950-70 to 1.8 per cent in the 1990s.  “India’s population density was 

330 per sq. km in 1998 and any further increase in population density would pose 

monumental problems in environmental fronts” (Nadkarni, 2001).  Population may be 

viewed as either positive externality or negative externality. Population as a positive 

externality argument is based on the view that rapid population is a spur to 

technological change (Boserup, 1965). On the contrary, population as a negative 

externality imposes pressure on environmental resource base and people exploit forest 

for short-term benefits rather long-term benefits (Dasgupta et al, 1994). 

 Researchers have divergent views on the interface between poverty and 

environmental degradation.  “Poverty according to one view may degrade 

environment because poor have greater reliance on the natural resources and also due 

to their higher discount rate of future return consequent upon the absence of 

alternative income sources” (Reddy, 2001).  Opposite to the above, many researchers 

challenge the argument of a high discount rate by the poor, “since poor depend 

heavily on a limited natural resource base they have greater motivation to conserve it” 

(Jodha, 1986). Nadkarni (2001) in support of the above case, aptly observes, “in the 

past when poverty levels were much higher in developing countries there was no 

much environmental degradation”. Not-with-standing, different views on poverty and 

environmental degradation, population growth in a region certainly depletes natural 

resources.  Deforestation however, may be estimated by the annual change in forest 

area in relation to annual population growth or density of population, annual change 

in cultivated area and man-land ratio. 
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                   Table 3.1: Population Growth in Coorg (1901-2001) 

Year Total Population Population Density Decennial Growth 
1901 1,80,607 43 - 
1911 1,74,976 42 -3.1 
1921 1,63,838 39 -6.4 
1931 1,63,327 39 -0.3 
1941 1,68,726 41   3.3 
1951 2,29,405 55 36.0 
1961 3,22,829 78 40.7 
1971 3,78,291 92 17.2 
1981 4,61,888             112 22.1 
1991 4,85,229             118   5.1 
2001 5,45,322             133 11.65 

     Source: District Statistical Handbook, Madikeri (2001) 

             Figure 3.2 Growth of Population in Coorg District (1901 -2001) 
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 Table 3.1 gives the decennial growth of population in the district between 

1901-2001. Population growth substantially declined during 1901-1941; the dramatic 

decline had been attributed to relative break down of coffee economy, which was 

mainly due to pest attack and steep fall in coffee prices. And the other reasons were 

unfavorable geographical conditions for habitation such as hills, deep valleys and 

rough weather during rainy season. Between 1941 and 1991 however, the district 

experienced rapid increase in population from 1,68,726 to 4,85,229.  The fastest 
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growth of population in the history of Coorg district took place during the decades 

1941-1951. 

       The exceptional growth rate was 36 per cent during the decade 1941-1951 and 

this was due to surge in migration to the district and reduction in death rate. From 

1941 to 1981, the population growth of the district was almost thrice times. The 

district however, with population of 4,85,229 in 1991 occupies the last place among 

all the districts of Karnataka State. Population of the district has been further 

increased to 5,45,322 during 1991-2001. The density of population has increased from 

92 per sq km in 1971 to 118 in 1991 and further increased to 133 per sq km in 2001. 

However, population density of more than 100 per sq km is found along the coffee 

plantation belt and along the state high ways adjoining to towns of the district.The 

expansion of area under coffee plantation has lured people from Kerala State and 

from other districts of Karnataka to migrate into the district in search of jobs in the 

estates. In the last 20 years the migrated people have settled down permanently in the 

district.  The migrated population is also responsible for the change in the forestland 

cover and consequent deforestation process over the last two decades. Despite the 

population growth in the Coorg district, it is difficult to say whether the population 

has reached the mark of carrying capacity of resource base (Ramakrishnan et al, 

2000). Although it is very difficult to establish whether population growth in the 

district is the real culprit for the forest resource degradation, population is observed as 

one of the root causes of resource depletion. 

33..44..  PPRROOXXIIMMAATTEE  CCAAUUSSEESS  OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN::  

33..44..11..  AAggrriiccuullttuurraall  EExxppaannssiioonn::   

 The denudation of forests and fragmentation of biodiversity have been mainly 

associated with agricultural expansion on forestland.  Agricultural extension is the 

major proximate cause of deforestation in many developing countries including India.  

“Clearing for agriculture is the single most important proximate cause of deforestation 

as observed by Pearce and Warford (1993). Deforestation generally refers to 

forestland conversion to non-forest use, principally agriculture. Forest degradation 

however, involves significant degrading of forest ecosystem without eliminating all of 

the forest cover out right (Downton, 1995). Forestlands are converted as permanent 

agriculture lands as a result of several factors such as high agricultural prices, 
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subsidized agriculture, support price policy, cheap agricultural credit, land 

appropriation and political interference, access roads, lack of tenure security, export 

promotion, technological progress in agriculture, timber prices and population 

pressure and so on (Kooten and Balte, 2000, Angelson and Kaimowitz, 1999, and 

Pearce and Warford, 1993). The World Bank estimates suggest that approximately 

40,000-50,000 acres of forest lands are cleared globally every ye ar for agriculture, 

logging, cattle grazing, fuel wood, infrastructure and urban purposes (Lopez and 

Carmen, 1996). 

              According to Forest Survey of India (FSI) (1987) over 26.20 lakh ha (26.200 

sq km) of forest was cleared for agricultural purposes all over India between 1951 and 

1980 (Kothari, 1993).  The loss of forestland due to extension of cultivation amounted 

to 8,66,770 ha (867.7 sq km) between 1956 and 1998 in Karnataka (Ecological 

Economics Unit, 1999). Coorg district has lost 2,14,721 ha (2147.21 sq km) of 

forestland for the purposes of agriculture, coffee and tea plantations between 1920 

and 1990 (EEU, 1999). Commercialization of agriculture and excessive economic 

activities have contributed to conversion of forestland to economic use. Uncontrolled 

introduction of exotic species such as coffee, tea, rubber, cardamom into Coorg’s 

alien agro-ecosystem has made adverse impact on biodiversity of the region in many 

ways such as destruction and genetic alteration of indigenous species, alteration of 

ecosystem cycles including hydrological nutrient cycles, erosion of soil etc. Broad 

land use pattern in India, Karnataka and Coorg District as percentage of total 

reporting area is given in Table 3.2.  

                        Table 3.2: Broad Land U se Pattern (Percentages) 

India Karnataka  Coorg (Kodagu) Classification 
1960-61 1998-99 1960-61 1998-99 1960-61 2000-01 

Forests 18.7 22.54 14.4 16.8 33.1 32.7 
Land not available 
for cultivation 

16.9 13.84 9.4 11.0 12.5 13.3 

Other uncultivated 
land 

12.4 9.37 14.4 9.11 29.0 15.0 

Fallow land 7.3 7.66 6.9 8.76 1.5 3.0 
Net area sown  44.9 46.59 55.0 55.06 16.8 35.2 
Gross cropped area 51.6 60.6 56.6 63.7 24.3 35.7 

Source: Compiled from Various Sources 
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 Table 3.2 presents a change in land utilization pattern for India, Karnataka and 

the study area, Coorg district between 1960-61 and 1999-2000. Agriculture 

constitutes the major use of land both in Coorg and Karnataka and country as a whole.  

Forest area in the district has declined from 33.1 per cent to 32.7 per cent. However, 

forest area both in India and Karnataka has increased substantially from 18.7 per cent 

to 22.54 per cent and from 14.4 per cent to 16.8 both in the country and the state 

respectively for the reference period.  Land put to agriculture use has considerably 

increased in the district from 16.8 per cent to 35.2 per cent between 1960-61 and 

2000-2001. 

 The net sown area occupies one-third of the reporting area of the district. 

However, both in the country and the state, land put to agriculture has increased 

marginally. CPRs , comprise permanent pastures, land under miscellaneous tree crops 

and groves and cultural waste land mainly used for grazing fall under the land use 

classification of uncultivated land, have declined from 29 per cent to 15 per cent in 

the district between 1960-2001. 

 The Coorg district has seen dynamic change in land use over the years 

principally for cultivation. Forestland conversion for the purposes of agriculture and 

plantation crops is the paramount cause of deforestation in the district. The shift from 

subsistence agriculture to commercial or cash cropping such as coffee, rubber, 

cardamom, ginger etc has caused demise for the district’s green wealth. Local 

communities have been influenced by opportunity cost of converting forestland to 

agriculture to reap high profits.  As a result, rich forest ecosystem has been lost in the 

last five decades due to ever increasing demand for agricultural land. 

Table 3.3: Change in Land Use Pattern (ha) for Coorg District (1910–1982) 

1910 1982 Variations Coorg 
District Area Per cent Area Per cent Area Per cent 

Cultivated 
Area 

86,911 21 1,43,437 35 56,526 65 

Uncultivated 
Area 

1,91,136 47 1,32,681 32 -58,455 -31 

Reserved 
Forest Area 

1,31,695 32 1,34,657 33 2,962 02 

    Total 4,09,741 100 4,10,775 100 1,034 0.3 

Source: Ramakrishnan et al, (2000) 
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 Table 3.3 shows the conversion of uncultivated area towards cultivated land 

during 1910 and 1982 in the district. The district had covered only 21 per cent or 

86,911 ha of land area in 1910 as a cultivated area. By 1982 the proportion of 

cultivated area to the total reporting area has been increased to 35 per cent or 1,43,437 

ha, whereas, uncultivated area has declined from 47 per cent to 32 per cent between 

1910-1982. 

 Figure 3.3: Change in Lan d Use Pattern in Coorg District (1910-1982) 
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 The land utilization data for the 2000-2001 shows that the cultivated area has 

further increased from 35 per cent in 1982 to 35.76 in 2001 however, forest area has 

marginally declined from 33 per cent to 32.76 per cent and uncultivated area has 

declined from 33 per cent in 1982 to 31.46 in 2001. Figure 3.3 highlights the change 

in land use pattern in the district during 1910-1982. The change clearly shows that the 

large scale conversion of permanent pastures, land under miscellaneous tree crops, 

groves and cultural wasteland and other village and grazing forest tracts to agriculture 

and plantation purposes. Frequent regularization and private appropriation of 

encroached CPRs are the main reasons for the decline of forestland.  

33..44..22..  CChhaannggee  iinn  CCrrooppppiinngg  PPaatttteerrnn::   

          The unique natural topography and ecosystem of the district characterize the 

cropping pattern of the Coorg district. The district has undergone considerable shift in 

the cropping pattern due to the fast advance of plantation crops in recent decades. 

Table 3.4 summarizes change in cropping pattern in the district between 1960-61 and 

2000-2001.  
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Table 3.4: Change in Cropping Pattern in Coorg District  
(Percentage to Total Cropped Area)  (1960 to 2001) 

Crops  1960-61 1970-71 1980-81 1990-91 2000-2001 
Rice 44.6 37.1 30.3 29.9 25.1 
Coffee 30.0 34.8 44.9 49.7 56.2 
Cardamom 7.1 8.7 10.8 8.8 6.0 
Cashew nut 0.3 0.3 0.8 1.1 1.2 
Orange - - - - 0.4 
Coconut  - - 0.4 0.4 0.7 
Rubber  - - 1.8 1.3 1.2 
Banana 0.7 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.2 
Pepper 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.6 2.5 
Tea 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 
Ginger - - - 0.16 2.8 
Areca nut  0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 
Total Food Crops  66.3 62.6 53.2 46.8 42.2 
Total Non-Food Crops  33.7 37.4 46.8 53.2 58.8 

       Source: Coorg District Statistical Compendium (2001 -2002) 

  The area under rice cultivation, which was about 44.6 per cent of the total 

cropped area, has declined significantly to 25.1 per cent during the above said period.  

However, in spite of the rapid advance of plantation crops, rice has retained the 

second place after coffee with respect to total cropped area. During 1960-61 only 30 

per cent of total cropped area was under coffee plantation; by 2000-2001 it increased 

to 56.2 per cent.  The area under other plantation crops like cashew nut, areca nut, 

pepper, and ginger has increased substantially in recent years owing to steep fall in 

coffee prices in international markets. The data show that a considerable shift in 

cropping pattern from subsistence cropping to commercial cropping has taken place. 

The shift in cropping pattern towards ginger and areca nut has affected the 

environment of the district, as these crops require the complete clearance of 

undergrowth in order to accommodate the growth of these crops. Cultivation of 

plantation crops by denuding heavily the evergreen forests is unsuitable for the area. 

33..44..33..  EExxppaannssiioonn  ooff  AArreeaa  uunnddeerr  PPllaannttaattiioonn  CCrrooppss  aanndd  
                    DDeeffoorreessttaattiioonn::   

 The dwindling forest cover in Coorg district is due to the dominance of  

plantation crops over the years. The natural composition of rich forest biodiversity has 

been disturbed beyond its carrying capacity. The forest ecosystem of Coorg district 
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has become environmentally sensitive and it is perceived as one of the biodiversit y 

‘hotspots’ of the world (Myers, 1988 and Ramakrishnan et al, 2000). The spread of 

plantation crops and timber logging by settlers are the obvious reasons for the present 

state of environment in the district. Defective agricultural policies sponsored by the 

state have played a catalyst role in accelerating the expansion of area under plantation 

crops. Vast tracts of evergreen forests have been heavily denuded to make way for 

plantation crops, which are unsuitable for the area after the surge of coffee pric es in 

international markets. 

 In recent years, high-density forest canopy has been displaced by the 

introduction of fast growing exotic species such as silver oak, eucalyptus, areca nut 

etc into the region.  Forest clearance for plantation crops such as coffee, tea, 

cardamom and timber logging, unauthorized cultivation by encroachers, state 

patronage and regularization of forest land have caused loss of forest ecosystem and 

this process has indeed had a profound effect on the present economic and ecological 

status of the Coorg district. 

 Pascal, (French Institute of Pondichery) has carried out ‘vegetation map’ study 

of the Coorg region by using satellite images (Land Sat in 1977 and IRS-IC 1997). 

Further forest types are described based on ‘bio -climatic parameters through carrying 

out field work to verify the satellite imageries’. The maps of satellite imagery, 

enclosed in the following pages describe the loss of forest cover and spread of 

plantation crops in the district between 1977-1997 (Ramakrishnan et al, 2000). Figure 

3.4 describes (next page) the state of forest in Coorg district in 1977 and Figure 3.5 

reveals the depletion of forest cover in the district due to expansion of forest cover 

between during 1977-1997.  
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Table 3.5: Expansion of Area Under Plantation Crops and Deforestation in  
Coorg District (1977 -1997) 

Area 
1977  

(Sq km) 

Total 
Area % 

Area 
1997  

(Sq km) 

Total 
Area % % Change Forest Type 

A B C D E (B-D)  
Wet ever green:  

Low elevation 
Medium elevation 
High elevation 

 
451 

1275 
37 

 
11 
31 
1 

 
430 
897 
31 

 
10 
22 
1 

 
-1 
-9 
0 

Moist deciduous  304 7 188 5 -2 
Dry deciduous 272 7 198 5 -2 
Secondary moist deciduous  227 6 97 2 -4 
Coffee plantations 615 15 1197 29 14 
Tea plantations 2 0 4 0 0 
Miscellaneous plantations (teak, 
rubber, softwood, cardamom, 
eucalyptus, sandal)  

218 5 239 6 1 

Water bodies 1 0 19 0 0 
Non-forested agricultural areas 705 17 806 20 3 

Total 4106 100 4106 100 0 
Source:  Ramakrishnan et al, (2000) 
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FIGURE 3.4: Forest Cover in Coorg District in 1977 
Source: Ramakrishanan et al. 2000 
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FIGURE 3.5: Decline of Forest Cover due to Extension of Plantation Crops in 1997 
Source: Ramakrishanan et al. 2000 
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 Table 3.5 gives details about the landscape change due to expansion of area 

under plantation crops and consequent deforestation. The area under coffee plantation 

crop was 15 per cent to total area in 1977 and it almost doubled in two decades i.e. it 

expanded to 29 per cent in 1997. Other plantation crops constituted 5 per cent in 

1977; they increased marginally to 6 per cent in 1997. However, non-forested 

agricultural lands have experienced 3 per cent surge from 17 per cent in 1977 to 20 

per cent in 1997. The forest cover during the two decades (1977-1997) has witnessed 

about 18 per cent reduction to the total area. Loss of area under forest cover occurred 

in the medium elevation forest type, which decreased by 9 per cent of the total area. 

Low elevation evergreen forest shrinked by 1 per cent of the total area and moist 

deciduous forests by 2 per cent of the total area. The loss of forest cover in the 

secondary moist deciduous forests and dry deciduous forests accounts for 4 per cent 

and 2 per cent of the total area respectively. It is evident from the above data that 

forest cover has decreased by 18 per cent to the total area during 1977-1997, from 

62.50 per cent to 44.84 per cent. The data clearly shows the extension of plantation 

crops has led to the destruction of forest ecosystem in the district. 

Table 3.6: Loss of Forests in Coorg and Other Districts of Western Ghat, 
Karnataka 

Extent of Forests and Scrub  Loss of Forest for the Purpose of 
(Per cent to total loss) 

1920 1990 
Name of the 

District Area 

Area Per cent 
to Total Area Per cent 

to Total 
Agriculture  

Coffee 
and 
Tea 

Reservoirs 

Chikamagalur  7184 5068 71 2500 35 (36)* 55.8 42.0 2.2 
Hassan 6818 2205 32 721 11 (21) 81.0 18.3 0.7 
Coorg (Kodagu) 4098 3622 88 1464 36 (52) 28.0 71.5 0.5 
Shimoga 10556 6330 60 4637 44 (16) 93.1 0.0 6.9 
Uttar Kannada 10251 9134 89 7806 76 (13) 92.6 0.0 7.4 
Source :  Menon and Bawa, (1998) and EEU, (1999) 
*(Figures in parentheses indicate loss of forest in percentage between 1920 and 1990) 

  Table 3.6 shows the loss of forest cover for various purposes especially for 

agriculture and plantation crops such as coffee and tea in the Coorg and other districts 

of Western Ghat region of Karnataka between 1920 and 1990. The Coorg district has 

lost 52 per cent of forest cover during the last 70 years. The forest lost was mainly 

ascribed to plantation crops and agriculture. However, 71.5 per cent of forest was lost 

to plantation crops while 28 per cent and 0.5 per cent of forest cover has been lost to 

agriculture and reservoirs respectively. On the contrary, other districts of Western 

Ghat region viz., Chikamagalur, Hassan, Shimoga and Uttara Kannada have lost 36, 
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21, 16 and 13 per cent of forest cover respectively during the same period. The data 

clearly reveal that expansion of area under plantation leads to deforestation in Coorg 

district. 

         Fisher and Hanemann (1997) state, “One example of the more intense form of 

forest destruction, might be commercial agriculture, which involves presumably 

irreversible conversion of forests. Commercial agriculture includes both plantation 

farming and livestock production”. This observation is found true for Coorg as well. 

The FSI in 1988 had undertaken a study for assessing deforestation in Coorg district 

in the period of 1980-1986 the study used Land Sat data from NRSA to assess the 

extent of deforestation. The study reveals that dur ing the period 1980-86 the loss of 

vegetation cover has been significant. About 5.6 per cent of the permanent vegetation 

cover has been lost.  In absolute term the loss amounted to 186.37 km (Lal et al, 

1990). 

 Sunder and Reddy (1986) have assessed the environmental implications of 

deforestation and they observed, “In Coorg district, vast extents of evergreen forests 

have been leased out for cardamom cultivation under different conditions. The 

cultivators have removed the regenerating saplings and poles of the natural forest 

species. Even the few trees left out are being girdled under the pretext of removal of 

shade. The impact of these operations on the ecology of the tract may be imagined”.  

 The FSI (2003) in its state of forest report has revealed that forests of Coorg 

district have been depleted by 331 sq km from 3339 sq km to 3008 sq km (The Hindu, 

Dated 16th July, 2003). According to the report on the encroachment of forestland in 

Western Ghat of Karnataka around 1,505 sq km of forestlands have been under 

encroachment and the state government has ordered to evict the encroachers due to 

recent Supreme Court’s verdict (The Hindu, Dated 10th December, 2002).   

  From the above analysis, it is clear that there is a positive association between 

expansion of plantation area and deforestation. 
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 33..44..44..  EEnnccrrooaacchhmmeenntt::   

          Unauthorized encroachment of forestland and the government’s policy of 

frequent regularization, owing to the political lobby by planters, agriculturists, 

landless and local politicians, have led to indiscriminate deforestation. These 

regularization policies of government indeed, are highly influenced by private 

interests. Large -scale appropriation of forestland has taken place due to (when 

Government of India (GoI) has made) the policy tha t “tiller will be made the owners 

of land” (Suryanath, 1993). A study by Ramakrishnan et al (2000) indicates that 

“uncultivated public lands (UPLs) in Coorg include reserved and protected forests, 

wildlife and game sanctuaries, government waste lands (Paisari), SGs (Devarakadus) 

and village forests (Uruduves). Although these lands are not homogenous, they all 

have been encroached by various sections of the population (Planters and 

agriculturists, timber contractors, stone quarrying and mining industries, landless or 

homeless families), leading to a progressive reduction in the availability of such 

lands”. Nadkarni (2000) states that more powerful sections of society are found to 

encroach on CPRs to a greater extent rather than the underprivileged community in 

the Western Ghat. 

 Devarakadus have been under the widespread encroachment by the adjoining 

coffee planters, as the demarcation of boundaries is not yet carried in several 

devarakadu areas by the FD. Paisari lands are government wastelands, under the 

control of Revenue Department since 1905. About 1580.1 ha of these lands are 

already under encroachment.  The state government has sent another proposal for 

central government to regularize encroachment prior to April 1992 and these 

encroached forestlands acc ount for 40,000 ha (Ramakrishnan et al, 2000). ‘Bane’ 

lands in the district are under privatized access and they have all been converted to 

coffee plantations in the district (EEU, 1999). 

 Immigration of population on a large scale to the Coorg district from the 

adjoining Kerala state is considered to be one of the important threats to forest 

resources. Timber mafia is said to be engaged in timber exploitation, land grabbing, 

illegal poaching, litting forest fire and other illegal activities. The immigration of 

Keralites in large scale in search of jobs in Coorg may be linked to high population 

density in Kerala compared to the rest of India. 
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33..44..55..  TTiimmbbeerr  LLooggggiinngg::   

 Timber logging is the obvious proximate cause of depletion of vast virgin 

forest tracts in the district. Repetto (1997) remarks that “destructive logging practices 

result in severely depleted timber stands. Moreover, production forests in most 

countries are left virtually unprotected after the harvest from encroachment by 

shifting cultivators, and are thus exposed to burning and clearing. This is additional 

evidence of loggers’ high discount rates”. Commercial exploitation of forests to 

increase gross national product (GNP) was rampant by the Government before 1990s. 

Several old trees were cut down and new teak plantation came up in vast tracts in 

Nagarhole and other areas. The FD supported commercial logging in order to meet the 

requirements of forest-based industries such as paper industry. Transformation of 

forests is unhindered in the district and it is taking place even today as a result of 

logging, encroachment, illegal felling, forest fire and heavy anthropogenic pressures 

such as collection of fuel wood, secondary forest products, green manure and grazing 

(Pascal, 1986 and Ramakrisnan et al, 2000).  Most of the wood based industries, 

although situated outside the district, depend on the Coorg forest for the supply of raw 

materials. Industries such as paper, plywood, rayon, matches, furniture, small-scale 

industries like bricks and tiles are depending on Coorg forest for their raw materials 

(Shah, 1987). Logging activities in the district are greatly influenced by the property 

right failure or insecurity of tenures and government policy of export promotion, and 

rise in coffee prices. 

 Gadgil and Guha (1995) aptly observe that the ownership of the land and the 

trees of Coorg have remained influx with large tracts being neither under clear cut 

private ownership nor under full control of the FD as reserved forest. This has created 

a situation of uncertainty, where constant shifts in government policy have ensured 

that the estate owners are tempted to dispose off the trees illegally and smuggle them 

across the state border into Kerala. The most important reason for deforestation is 

higher prices for timber due to great demand in the markets. Higher prices for timber 

are likely to promote deforestation by making logging more profitable (Angelson and 

Kaimowitz, 1999). From the above it is clear that an unregulated timber logging in the 

district is considered as one of the proximate causes of deforestation.  
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33..44..66..  LLiivveessttoocckk  aanndd  DDeeggrraaddaattiioonn  ooff  FFoorreessttss::   

            Livestock population is another important factor contributing to degradation of 

forests in the district. Rural people mainly depend on pastoral economy directly or 

indirectly as draught power, organic manure for agriculture and milk for human 

consumption. There exists strong correlation between livestock and crop husbandry. 

However, forests, range lands, croplands play an important role in suppor ting and 

subsidizing the livestock economy. Livestock puts high pressure on forests and other 

CPRs, which in turn leads to degradation of such resources. Overgrazing due to high 

livestock density has accelerated the degradation of commons beyond their carrying 

capacity leading to the tragedy of commons in Coorg and many regions of India. A 

study in Hilliyal division of Uttara Kannada in Karnataka has brought out that 

livestock pressure has an adverse effect on regeneration capacity and composition of 

forest s (Pai, 1985 and EEU, 1999). Overgrazing leads to reduction in productivity of 

forests, plants, fodder and undesirable alteration of biomass and the diversity of micro 

fauna and flora and it further accelerate soil erosion.  

 The contribution of livestock in terms of value to national and state domestic 

product is about 8 per cent. However, its contribution to agricultural sector in terms of 

input supply has declined as the use of chemical fertilizers has increased. The 

livestock population has increased by 32.3 per cent in India and by 12.2 per cent in 

Karnataka between 1961 and 1990. Livestock rearing promoted under poverty 

alleviation programme by the Government may push livestock population high in the 

state. The livestock population data of the Coorg district is given in Table 3.7.  

      Table 3.7: The Status of Livestock Population in Coorg District (1956-2004) 

Year Cows Buffaloes Sheep Goats        Pigs              
1956 170531 30914 155 3340 35860 
1966 153766 27399 1258 4950 30809 
1977 201758 43797 805 7080 69118 
1990 158154 48838 382 8422 43692 
1997 137510 43299 830 6940 42194 
2004 116247 31612 440 4463 24788 

         Source: Coorg District Statistical Handbook (2001 -2002) 

The table shows the livestock population in the Coorg district between 1956-

2004. The cow population shows the declining trend except in the year 1977. The 

buffalo, sheep, goats and pigs population has increased between 1956 and 1997.   
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Although the livestock population is low relative to the forest area in the district 

compared to other districts and the state, the district’s forests are under severe 

degradation as domestic animals population is rising and they are the mainstay of the 

local community. The livestock pressure on forests is clearly shown as the death rate 

of livestock due to wildlife in the district is rising over the years as domestic animals 

enter the forest for grazing.  The man-animal conflict discussed below gives more 

details.       

33..44..77..  MMaann--AAnniimmaall  CCoonnfflliicctt::  

 The Coorg district is beset with ever increasing man-wildlife conflict in recent 

years. Expanding agricultural and plantation crops and human settlement are causing 

displacement of wildlife from their aboriginal forest tracts.  Depletion of forest 

ecosystem accompanied by degradation of undergrowth ve getative cover due to 

frequent forest fire and dried up tanks has aggravated man-wildlife conflicts. The 

proximity of human settlement and cultivation of crops to the National Parks, 

sanctuaries, reserved forests and other forest areas has attracted wild a nimals to go on 

rampage in searching of greenery and it has therefore, resulted in colossal loss of 

human life, livestock, agricultural crops in the district. Another important reason for 

man-animal conflict is that “large parts of the previous elephant corridors have been 

encroached upon” by planters (Chinnappa, 2003).    

         Table 3.8 gives the details about the loss of human life and agricultural property 

due to animal menace between 1997-2003 in the Coorg Forest Circle (CFC) that 

constitutes Hunsur , Virajpet and Madikeri wildlife divisions. 

Table 3.8: Loss of Life & Properties Due to Animal Menace in Coorg Forest 
Circle: 

Loss of Crop Death of Livestock Human Wound Loss of Human Life Total 

Year 
Incidents 

Value in 
Rs. Incidents Value in 

Rs. Incidents Value in 
Rs. Incidents Value in 

Rs. Incidents Value in 
Rs. 

1997-98 894 14,00,100 101 1,52,250 7 20,200 8 3,49,000 1,070 19,21,550 
1998-99 1,105 9,96,230 77 67,150 8 96,000 9 5,85,000 1,199 17,44,380 
1999-00 1,803 12,55,840 184 1,65,550 8 32,000 7 5,10,000 2,002 19,63,390 
2000-01 1,939 22,73,940 46 49,000 5 45,000 16 14,80,000 2,006 38,47,940 
2001-02 879 14,43,210 49 46,150 6 46,777 1 - 935 15,36,137 
2002-03 - - - - - - 3 3,00,000 3 3,00,000 
Total  6,620 73,69,320 457 4,80,100 34 2,39,977 44 32,24,000 8,015 1,13,13,397 

  Source : Forest Department, Madikeri, (2003) 

          The data illustrate the incidents of crop loss, death of livestock, loss of human 

life and people wounded during 1997-2003. The loss of human life and property are 
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on the rise in  all these forest divisions of Coorg forest circle as wild animals strayed 

into the agricultural lands. Between 1997-2003, 42 deaths have been reported and the 

state government has paid compensation of about Rs. 99,30,897. Farmers have 

incurred loss of agricultural crops worth Rs. 73,69,320 and loss of livestock worth Rs. 

4,80,100 due to wildlife menace between 1997-2003. The colossal loss of human life 

and property is the direct result of high rate of deforestation in the district. 

Deforestation seems to pose serious threats and aggravates man-wildlife conflict in 

the district in the years to come. The forthcoming section deals with deforestation in 

SGs in the district. 

33..55..  EEnnccrrooaacchhmmeenntt  oonn  SSaaccrreedd  GGrroovveess::  

            SGs are the par-excellent practice of conservation of forest resources by the 

local community through the application of their age -old traditional environmental 

knowledge in India. This unique system of biodiversity conservation has prevailed in 

Coorg district since time immemorial. The district has the unique distinction of 

maintaining and conserving at least one SG in every village in India (Chandrakanth 

and Nagaraja, 1997). Devarakadu or pavitra vana, literally meaning forests devoted 

and protected in the name of God, is an institutional mechanism of indigenous people 

embodying traditional lifestyle to conserve forest resources. Indigenous 

Environmental Knowledge (IEK) also known as ‘people’s science’ relates to 

community based nature conservation practices.  They may include religious and 

cultural appreciation and historical attachment to forest ecosystem. “SGs-tracts of 

virgin forests are vestiges of an ancient practice in which people protected forests to 

avoid the wrath of its resident god”(CSE, 1994). Devarakadus have been an integral 

part of the socio-cultural ethos of Coorg people (Reddy, 1994).  They range in size 

from a few trees or small patches to dense, virgin forests of hundreds of ha 

(Ramakrishnan, 1996). A mention was made long back by Richter about the SG of 

Coorg. To quote him: (Gazetteer of Coorg, 1870) “Besides, the many groves set apart 

in each Nad, for some objects of worship but chiefly for Ayappadevaru, there are 

some extensive forests called devarakadu which are un-trodden by human foot and 

superstitiously reserved for the abodes or hunting grounds of deified heroic 

ancestries” (Chandrakanth and Nagaraja, 1997). Devarakadus of Coorg district are 

regarded as islands of biodiversity to indicate that these forest tracts are repositories to 
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many endangered flora and fauna. In recent decades these SGs have turned out to be 

“the hotspots of biodiversity”, as a result of encroachment for cultivation of coffee 

and other plantation crops. These ancient forest reservoirs are continuing to shrink at a 

threatening rate with the weakening of religious beliefs. Local communities are now 

in danger of losing this monumental tradition of forest conservation.  

Table 3.9: Status of Devarakadus (ha) in Coorg District (1900-1992) 

Source: Chandrakanth and Nagaraja (1997) 

 Table 3.9 reveals the status of the Devarakadus between 1900 and 1992. The 

area under SGs was about 4137.2 ha in 1900 and it has shrinked to1673.6 in 1992 in 

the district. The number of Devarakadus has declined from 755 to 346 and the area of 

SGs has reduced in all the three taluks. About 59.5 per cent of the area has been 

reduced over the last century. The largest reduction in the area is about 77 per cent in 

Madikeri taluk. At present there are 346 Devarakadus in the district covering an area 

of 1673.6 ha with an average size of 669.44 ha.   

Table 3.10: The Status of Sacred Groves (ha) (1905-1991) 

   Taluk 1905  1980  1991  Percentage Change  
(1980-1991) 

Virajpet - 861.66 791.26 8 
Madikeri - 527.81 489.28 7 
Somvarpet - 1130.36 1098.34 2.8 

Total 6202.4 2519.83 2378.88 5.5 
Source: Forest Department, Madikeri (2003) 

But the survey carried out by the FD in 1991 gives a slightly different data as 

shown in Table 3.10. The area of SGs in 1905 was about 6202.4 ha which declined to 

2519.83 ha in 1980 and further to 2378.88 ha 1991. From the above tables it is clear 

that gradual conversion of the SGs for other economic activities has taken place in the 

district over in the last one century.  

 

Before 1900 After 1992 
Name of 
the Taluk Number Area Average 

Size Number Area Average 
Size 

Percentage 
Change 

 
Somvarpet 143 405.2 2.83 138 247.6 1.79 39 
Madikeri 230 2502.4 10.88 60 567.2 9.45 77 
Virajpet 382 1229.6 3.21 148 858.8 5.80 30 

Total 755 4137.2 5.47 346 1673.6 669.44 59.5 
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33..66..  EEnnvv iirroonnmmeennttaall  PPrreessssuurreess  oonn  NNaaggaarraahhoollee  ((RRaajjiivv   GGaannddhhii))    
              NNaattiioonnaall  PPaarrkk::       

The genesis of in-situ conservation of biodiversity originated with the creation 

of the world’s first National Park “Yellow Stone” in 1872 in the United States of 

America (USA) (Kothari et al, 1995). Later many countries of the world subscribed to 

the idea of National Park model. The purpose of a National Park is to “to protect 

relatively large natural and scenic areas of national or international significance for 

scientific, educational and recreational use, under management by the highest 

competent authority of a nation” (Brown, 1997). However, attempts to conserve 

India’s myriad, unique and rich biodiversity - both forest ecosystem and wildlife 

habitat - have been made by setting up of National Parks and Sanctuaries in India in 

recent decades. India has established a wide network of 75 protected National Parks 

and 421 sanctuaries covering over 14 million ha or 4.5 per cent of its geographical 

area. The creation of National Parks has in fact, triggered debate and controversy over 

local communities’ traditional rights over forests and other important issues relating 

to management and conservation of protected areas in India. As rightly observed by 

Agarwal (1999) twenty years after the Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972 was first 

promulgated, a disaster looms on the horizon and the flagship of Indian wildlife, the 

tiger, is threatened with extinction.  The cost of protecting wildlife is also increasing 

because of the growing people -park conflicts. 

 The study area - Nagarhole National Park (NNP) - was christened as Rajiv 

Gandhi National Park (RGNP) in 1992. It is situated in Coorg and Mysore districts of 

Southern Karnataka. The park covering an area of 643 sq km, is a part of the 

Bandipura Tiger Reserve (BTR) and it falls in Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve (NBR) 

comprising adjoining forests of Kerala and Tamil Nadu. Conservation of this 

biodiversity ‘hotspot’ has received a world wide attention including the World Bank’s 

Global Environmental Facility (GEF) to launch India Eco-Development Project in 

1996, by recognizing its rich and unique biodiversity such as (fauna) large carnivores 

like tiger, panther, herbivores like wild Asian elephants and (flora) dense moist 

deciduous forests. 

 NNP has also housed aboriginal tribal people since time immemorial. There 

are over 1550 tribal families and 6145 persons living in 54 tribal settlements or 
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haadies inside the park and 25,855 tribals are living on the periphery of the park. 

Since its inception NNP has been afflicted with many significant pressures on its 

biodiversity. The important pressures on the park area are identified as frequent forest 

fires, illegal poaching and logging by timber mafia, encroachment on peripheries of 

the park, livestock grazing, collection of NTFPs, man-animal conflicts, conflicts 

between local stakeholders and park authorities etc. 

Frequent forest fires are the major threats to biodiversity of the NNP. “Forest 

fires are set intentionally for timber harvesting, land conversion, or shifting 

agriculture and also in the course of disputes over property and land rights” (WRI, 

2000-01).  Forest fires in NNP have become a regular feature during summer period 

and the following major forest fires have caused catastrophe to both flora and fauna. 

The controversy over the killing of a tribal youth led to destruction of over 35 sq km 

of forests in 1990.  But Indian Remote Sensing (IRS) satellite picture has revealed 

that about 18,000 ha or 180 sq km of forests, shrubs, herbs, undergrowth grass and 

unknown number of animals and birds were worst affected in 1990 (The Hindu 

Survey on Environment, 1992). In 1992, 2000 ha or 20 sq. km. of the forest area was 

burnt to ashes. Relentlessly in 1996 forest fires once again destroyed almost 1000 ha 

or 100 sq km of forests. In 1997, 250 ha or 2.5 sq km. forest went up in flames. In 

1999 according to the IRS picture, an area of 9008 ha or 90.08 sq. km. of forest area 

was affected due to the forest fire (Madhav, The New Indian Express, Dated 5th 

August, 1999 and Sharma, Frontline, 4th June, 1999). 

 Apart from wildfire, timber smuggling by timber Mafia and illegal poaching 

by wildlife traders are on the rise in recent years. Recently wildlife group has 

discovered large -scale tree felling inside the National Park in which over 500 stumps 

of sandalwood and teak have been found (Jayasri, 2002). Poaching of wild animals is 

however, flourishing in National Park. ‘Jaw trap’ poaching of tiger and other wild 

animals by inter-state poachers was unearthed in May 2002. This incident shows that 

the park is amenable to poaching activity in spite of Rs.2 crore spent every year by 

FD for the protection and management of the park. Wild Life First (WLF), a 

voluntary organization reported deaths of 77 elephants in Nagarhole National Park. 

The report further stated that around 44 tuskers were killed by poachers (The New 

Indian Express, Dated 21st February, 2003). 
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Planters have encroached forest areas around the National Park to grow 

agricultural and plantation crops. Planters are given the right to own guns to protect 

themselves from animal menace and other risks and animals become victims if they 

stray into the plantation areas.  Major irrigation dams like Kabini and Taraka were 

constructed and large tracts of forestlands were submerged around Nagarahole and as 

many as 500 tribal families were displaced.  

Animal grazing within and around the park is said to be another threat to the 

biodiversity of the park. According to the World Bank’s Eco-Development Report 

(1996) agriculture inside the park has threatened wildlife as swamps are drained and 

converted into fields. About 5000 heads of cattle graze inside the park, mostly in outer 

buffers zone, leading to habitat degradation (WB, 1996). The collection of food, fuel 

wood, MFP and other NTFPs by the local community is viewed as another important 

pressure on the peaceful existence of wild animals and also on biodiversity at large 

(WB, 1996). 

Local communities are strongly opposing eco-development project and they 

are agitating to protect themselves from displacement. They have been denied the 

basic rights over forests for eking out their livelihood. This has however, resulted in 

deteriorating relationship between the park managers and local community. All these 

cases have spurred uncontrolled destruction of biodiversity.  From the above analysis 

it is empirically observed that NNP is besieged with environmental degradation owing 

to the above said pressures and lack of local communities’ participation in forest 

conservation. 

33..77..  EENNVVIIRROONNMMEENNTTAALL  EEFFFFEECCTTSS  OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN::  

Forests of Coorg district embody significant proportion of environmental and 

economic value of biodiversity. The environmental functions of forests significantly 

contribute to overall economic development of the district. Deforestation in recent 

years appears to be the most important source of environmental degradation in this 

region.  Environmental functions of forest are therefore, ignored by the agents of 

deforestation and forest are irreversibly destroyed for the direct benefits. The stress of 

environmental degradation on economy and well-being of the local community is not 

disputed and it is ubiquitous. According to Daly (Kooten, 2000) environmental 
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problem is defined as a “degradation of natural capital (forests) and consequent 

decrease or loss of its service flows due to abuse and reduction of either the 

assimilative capacity or the regenerative capacity of the environment”. The 

environmental effects of deforestation are termed as negative externalities and they 

impose external costs to the society.  

 The pressing environmental effects of deforestation at the regional level are 

soil erosion, depletion of soil nutrients, loss of biodiversity, the decline in pollination 

and agricultural productivity, loss of crops, large scale flooding and sedimentation, 

depletion of underground water table, degradation of regional micro climate, pollution 

of rivers, silting of hydroelectric and irrigation facilities such as dams, reduced 

rainfall. All these drastically reduce the productive capacity of the region. 

Deforestation in the Coorg district obviously causes regional as well as global 

environmental problems. They are generally loss of carbon sequestration, green house 

effect, global warming, ozone depletion, acid rain etc. 

 “Deforestation at the regional level can lead directly to degradation of soil 

structure and change the chemical and biological properties of the soil, decrease of the 

porosity of the surface layer, increase soil compaction, and decrease in infiltration 

rate” (Lal, 1992). Deforestation indeed, accounts for around 40 per cent of erosion in 

both Asia and South America (Pearce and Barbier, 2000). Loss of forest hastens loss 

of nutrients and soil erosion and consequently loss of agricultural productivity and 

loss of crops.  Forests are main repository of world’s biodiversity, about one -half of 

the 1.4 million named species are found in this ecosystem. Therefore, loss of 

biodiversity, followed by loss of nutrient cycling, lack of soil formation and most 

prominently loss of pollination activity can affect acutely the agricultural 

productivity.  Many countries have experienced the loss of nutrient cycling, soil 

formation functions of forests and local communities have been increasingly forced to 

incur external cost of soil enrichment by substituting chemical fertilizer to green 

manure. The destruction of even small forest area therefore, can eliminate entire 

species depended upon it. At present, an estimated 10,000 species are extinguished 

each year because of tropical deforestation. “Nearly 2 million ha of land world wide 

(23 per cent of all crop land, pasture, forest and wood land) have been degraded since 

the 1950’s (WB, 2003). Deforestation in hilly areas and in high rainfall areas of Coorg 
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district causes large scale flooding and sedimentation and pollution of rivers. Forests 

play a vital role in the normalization of global carbon cycle by absorbing carbon 

dioxide from the atmosphere through photosynthesis and emit oxygen.  Deforestation 

according to current estimates releases 1 to 3 billion tones of carbon annually. 

Depletion of forest drives climate change and the global temperature has increased by 

0.40 to 0.80 Celsius and sea levels rose by 10 to 20 centimeters and ice sheets shrunk 

by 10 per cent or more. As observed by the WB (2003) “deforestation is a major 

contributor to global climate change”.  

Environmental services of forests are crucial for the well-being of the world 

community as well as the local community.  However, local communities heavily pay 

the price of deforestation due to its immediate effect on them. As aptly remarked by 

Nathan and Kelkar (2001) carbon sequestration services by forests benefit largely the 

non-forest communities; it is the local communities who foregone opportunity costs in 

terms of freezing of land use.  

Table 3.11: Value of Annual Local Ecosystem Services of Tropical Forests  
(USD per ha)  

Erosion control 245 
Soil formation 10 
Nutrient cycling 922 
Waste treatment 87 
Food production 32 
Raw materials 315 
Genetic resources 41 
Recreation 112 
Cultural 2 

Total 1765 

       Source: Costnaza et al 1998, Nathan and Kelkar 2001) 

 As estimated by Costanza (1998) tropical forests provide a variety of 

environmental services to the local community.  Table 3.11 highlights the importance 

of environmental services of forests along with direct benefits of forests in supporting 

the economy of local community. Therefore, there is an urgency in taking into 

account the environmental services of forests not only in exploiting forests for other 

uses but also in forest management decisions.  
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 Forests and environment are interrelated and co-exist. The forest resources 

have a wider scope to maintain the environmental balance of the earth. The 

destruction of the forests will affect most seriously the fertility of the soil, rainfall 

pattern, soil erosion and ground water resources. As warned by Nadkarni (1989) the 

degraded fragile environment will threaten the whole process and create a crisis in 

both regional and larger ecosystem.   The studies, especially by Ramakrishnan et al, 

(2000), Yallappa Reddy, (1996) Chandrakantha and Nagaraja, (1997) and Kalam, 

(1996) carried out on forest ecosystem of Coorg district have revealed that there is a 

great pressure on forests for agricultural and plantation crops and the fertility of the 

soil has become the victim of deforestation. It is ve ry evident that man’s excessive 

interference on forestlands has brought about the drastic environmental changes in the 

Coorg Distract. According to the state of forest report published by the FSI, the 

forests of Coorg district have been depleted by 331 sq km from 3339 sq km to 3008 

sq km (The Hindu, Dated 16th July, 2003). The recent revelation is an eye -opener to 

the problems of deforestation and environmental degradation of the Coorg district at 

an alarming rate. 

 To sum up, forests of the Coorg district have undergone dramatic changes in 

the last several years owing to root and proximate causes. These causes have further 

influenced local communities’ behaviour towards use and abuse of forests in one way 

or the other. The expansion of area under plantation crops is considered as one of the 

leading proximate causes for unabated deforestation. An illegitimate encroachment on 

forestlands accompanied by government’s regularization is requiem for the death of 

forests of the district. Therefore, corrective steps need be urgently initiated to reverse 

the fast depletion of forests. 
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  --   44  

PPAARRTTIICCIIPPAATTOORRYY  AAPPPPRROOAACCHH  TTOO  FFOORREESSTT  
MANAGEMENT - SOME EXPERIENCES IN INDIA 

4.1. INTRODUCTION: 

The failure of market mechanism in conservation and management of forest 

resources is well established by many researchers (Pearce and Moran, 1994, 

Dasgupta, 1997, Perrings, 2000, Nadkarni, 1996 and Chopra et al. 1990). As a 

consequence, the forest resource ownership and management is vested with the state. 

Governments have assumed the responsibility for internalizing negative externality in 

forest management without taking into account the role of forest resources as an 

essential means of livelihood for local communities. On the one hand, the positive 

externality i.e. traditional environmental knowledge (traditional institutional 

structures) in forest conservation by the local community has broken down owing to 

the disregard by the government. On the other hand, the government however, has 

failed to conserve forests due to the press ure from the larger economy. As Nadkarni 

(1989) states, “the problem in the economics of forest use transforms itself into a 

problem in the political economy of forest use when the ordering ends in terms of 

their importance is done not by a given decision maker, but through a struggle 

between vested interest groups”. The exploitation of forest resources has merely 

benefited the economic development of the larger economy, but the cost incurred by 

the local communities towards preservation has resulted in unsolved conflict and 

deforestation (Gadgil, 1996, Nadkarni, 1996 and Kothari, 1996).  

Apart from the market and government failure, the conservation and 

management of forest resources is afflicted with another problem of free riding as 

forests are construed as public goods. Forest resources are regarded as CPRs because 

of their public good nature and their management has become highly intricate and 

onerous task due to the free riding problem or non-excludability of potential users of 

an identifiable group of local community from obtaining benefits from the use of 

forest (Ostrom, 1990 and Singh, 1996). As observed by Hardin (1968) in his most 

renowned work ‘The Tragedy of Commons’ an independent decision by an individual 

affects resource condition as well as other individuals from obtaining benefits from 

the use of resources. This has resulted in the “tragedy of commons”. Therefore, 
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Ostrom (1990) appropriately points out that unless there is coercion or some other 

special device to make individuals act in their common interest rational and self-

interested individuals will not act to achieve their common or group interests. 

  However, nationalization of resources on account of the ‘market failure’ and 

‘tragedy of commons’ will not yield good results. As warned by the WB (1992), “the 

most serious mistake that governments make in seeking to eliminate open access is to 

nationalize resources in the name of conservation. Nationalization has often reflected 

the failure of policymakers and aid agencies to distinguish betw een traditional 

common-property systems, which promote sound management of natural resources, 

and open-access systems that result in excessive exploitation”. Therefore, clarifying 

the property rights over forest resources is one of the best solutions to forest 

conservation. However, assignment of the property right is not the only practical 

panacea, but situation-specific policies are necessary to induce resource users towards 

conservation. Therefore, the most vital task of conservationists is to identify what set 

of incentives are essential to motivate the participation of all affected local 

community in the course of forest conservation.  

The participatory approach to forest management and conservation is the best 

alternative method to market mechanism and government (Chopra et al, 1990). 

Poffenberger et al (1996) aptly observe that the successful management of natural 

resources does not happen unless the people associated with the resource actively 

participate in designing and executing the various ventures intended to improve their 

welfare. Further, people’s participation in management of forest can minimize 

conflict, utilize natural ecosystems on a sustainable basis to maximize the flow of 

important products to communities, and generate income and employment 

opportunities. It is well acknowledged in recent time that people’s participation plays 

an effective role in development process rather than command and control policies 

followed by the government in the past. 

  The role of local community in forest management has been well recognized 

all over the world. The academicians, policy makers, and practitioners all over the 

world have proposed many alternative systems of forest management (Singh, 1996). 

They include privatization, nationalization or centralized public management, and 

cooperative or collective management by local communities etc. As observed by 
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Katar Singh et al (1996) “there is no single best system of management that could be 

commended for all situations and for all times to come. The management of forest in a 

particular region is influenced by a variety of factors such as the characteristics of the 

resource, attributes of the resource users, the decision-making environment and the 

goals of resource management. For improving the management of natural resources it 

is therefore, very important for resource managers to understand the conditions under 

which each of the three alternative systems of resource management is likely to 

succeed as well as the conditions under which a system is likely to fail”. From the 

foregoing analysis it is observed that the role of local communities in conserving and 

managing forest is vital.   

Therefore, a brief account of the experiences of peoples’ participation under 

different forest management mechanisms viz., Joint Forest Management (JFM), Co-

operative based Forest Management (CFM) and Joint Protected Area Management 

(JPAM) in different regions of India is given below. 

44..22..  PPAARRTTIICCIIPPAATTOORRYY  FFOORREESSTT  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT    
                EEXXPPEERRIIEENNCCEESS  IINN  DDIIFFFFEERREENNTT  AARREEAASS::  

AA..  JJooiinntt  FFoorreesstt  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  ((JJFFMM)) 

44..22 ..11   CCAASSEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  11..    

World Resources Report (2000-2001) “Up From the Roots: Regenerating 
Dhani Forest Through Community Action”:  

v Introduction: World Resources Report (2000-2001)  has brought out the rare 

success story of the community forest management in Dhani forest of Orissa state 

in India. According to the report, a decade ago, the Dhani forests were stubbled, 

degraded and they have been regenerated by the people’s initiative of forest 

conservation and management. The livelihoods of local community have 

flourished along with regeneration of forests. However, Government of Orissa has 

entered into a JFM agreement with Dhani villages in 1993.  

v Village Forest Committee: Local communities of the five villages 

surrounding the forest area took an initiative to form a Forest Protection 
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Committee (FPC) called the Dhani Panch Mauza Jungle Surakhya committee in 

1987.  

v Plan for Forest Protection: Local communities crafted a detailed plan to 

regulate forest use, foster and enhance the remaining forest and fair distribution of 

forest benefits, educate their children in forest conservation and resolve disputes 

arising from their plan. 

v Structural Organization: The elders of all households in each of the villages 

are in the general body of FPC, which makes policy and budgetary decisions. A 

smaller executive committee consists of two members from each village to help 

the implementation of the general committee’s decisions. 

v Policy to Protect Forest: FPC is enabled to impose penalty or fine up to Rs. 

1001 if the valuable timber species like teak is cut down. The committee has 

banned anyone entering the forest from carrying an axe or other sharp implement 

that could be used to cut woody material. Forest resources were protected from 

uncontrolled grazing and harvest and other various pressures during the rainy 

season to encourage undergrowth. Patrol squad comprising 25 persons keeps vigil 

at the forest to prevent and restrict public access to forest. In 1992 a professional 

watchman has been appointed and he is paid out of the revenues from the sales of 

bamboo.  

v Sharing of Benefits: Local communities are allowed to harvest various 

traditional forest resources both timber and non-timber at a sustainable level by 

taking into consideration long-term need and the regeneration rate. Firewood from 

an annual cleaning and thinning operation is shared equally among the five 

villages, and local communities are allowed to gather fallen branches leaves, 

fruits, berries, and tubers at no cost. They can also obtain green wood for 

cremations. With a permit villagers can purchase bamboo and poles up to 100 by 

fixing the amount they require.  The FD has donated two leaf-plate stitching 

machines and trained local women’s groups in siali leaf processing. Under the 

State Dairy program 40 forest dependent communities have received one cow 

each. After the establishment of JFM villagers co-manage forest by sharing forest 

products with the state. Local communities are allowed to harvest 100 per cent of 

minor forest commodities like fuel wood, and non-timber produce like leaves, 

grass, and fruits and 50 per cent of major harvests of timber.  
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vv  Recognition: The work of Dhani forest committee has been well appreciated by 

several institutions. Orissa state government has bestowed Prakriti Mitra (Nature’s 

Friend) award in 1997 for restoring and protecting the forest wealth and it is also 

well recognized by the World Bank and World Resource Institute. The JFM in 

Dhani forest in the state of Orissa is an important instance of successful 

management of forest resources with the local communities’ participation.   

 44..22..22..  CCAASSEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  22..   

Kanchan Chopra et al. (1990). “Participatory Development: 
People and Common Property Resources”. 

v Introduction: A Participatory Development Approach (PDA) was launched 

with the purpose of maintaining harmony between environment and development 

in Sukhomajri village, which is located in lower Sivalik range of the Himalayas.  

v Problems: People living in and around the catchments of Sukhana Lake of the 

city of Chandigarh have been afflicted with problems of severe environmental 

degradations such as soil erosion, forest denudation. However, these negative 

effects have direct bearing on the livelihood needs of the local community and 

lead to rise in poverty level. The Sukhana Lake was frequently deposited with 

sediment and this lead to loss of 60 per cent storage capacity within the period of 

five years. The Central Soil and Water Conservation Research and Training 

Institute had observed that 90 per cent of the total sediment in the lake was 

coming from 20 per cent of the lake catchments falling in the Haryana segment of 

the lower Sivalik. However, an enormous expenditure was borne by Chandigarh 

every year for dredging and de-silting of the lake. Although the sedimentation was 

due to natural soil runoff, several other factors such as free grazing, open access to 

fuel wood cutting, poor maintenance of forest by the FD etc. aggravated the 

problem. Despite spending money on forest protection by erecting fencing and 

guarding etc. success was not realized because of the externality caused by the 

peoples’ attitude towards conservation. As a consequence the Sukhomajri village 

was facing low agricultural productivity. People depended on animal husbandry 

for their survival and as a result over grazing on hills had resulted in soil erosion. 

The efforts of FD were all in vain as peoples’ individualistic and selfish behaviour 

lead to the tragedy of commons.  
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v Sukhomajri Model of Participatory Development (SMPD):  

In order to overcome the above predicament, SMPD was launched around 1981. 

The model is designed to ensure peoples’ participation in the management of 

CPRs including forests in the region with the main objective of conservation and 

self-sustaining development. In the beginning people with low standard of living 

were persuaded by offering incentives to discontinue grazing. People started their 

participatory process of development by constructing two small dams, one with an 

afforested catchment area and the other without one.  

v Contract of Fodder Grass: The Sukhomajri society got the contract for 

fodder grass from the FD. Earlier the FD was auctioning the grass. Selling of 

fodder grass has become the main source of income for the society. The society 

has framed some norms for the harvesting of fodder, which households had to 

follow strictly. An agreement was reached that from each household only one 

member would go to collect fodder for which household needs to pay an amount 

varying from Rs. 150 to Rs. 200. 

v Village Development: The villagers involved themselves in various 

diversified collective activities such as fishing in the reservoir, bhabbar grass 

contract, construction of school buildings, roads and augmenting dirking water 

supply.  

v Financial Support: The Ford Foundation (FF) has helped the Sukhomajri 

Society with financial and organizational support. The FD has granted fodder as 

well as bhabbar grass contract, which has helped the society to earn more income. 

v Afforestation and Soil Conservation: Local communities were 

overwhelmed and they proclaimed that forests belong to them. After imposition of 

social fencing, plantation was undertaken and as a result the sediment runoff rates 

have declined to 1.76 ha meters from the initial level of 40 ha meters per year. 

Soil erosion has been prevented because of the increased forest vegetation 

including fodder and bhabbar grass growth. The availability of fuel wood has 

increased and the introduction of Chula fuel wood requirement has drastically 

declined.  

v Benefits of SMPD: Villagers have started nursery and saplings are fostered for 

replanting of trees. Two persons were employed to look after the nursery. As 
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mentioned by Agarwal (1997) “ The village of Sukhomajri today has a forest that 

can earn Rs 50 lakh from harvesting its trees every year. The earnings from the 

grass harvested have already turned the village society into an income tax payer, 

the first of its kind in the country”. 

44..22 ..33 ..  CCAASSEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  33..   

SS..  RRaajjaakkuuttttyy   aanndd  SS..SS..  GGaauurr  ((11999977))..  ““TTrraannssffoorrmmaattiioonn  ooff  AA  
VViillllaaggee  SSoocciieettyy,,  TThhee  CCaassee  ooff  VViillllaaggee  FFoorreesstt  PPrrootteeccttiioonn  
CCoommmmiitttteeee::   JJaaggaannnnaatthhaappuurr,,  MMaaddhhyyaa  PPrraaddeesshh””..  

v Introduction: Jagannathapur and Gundrai villages in the Madhya Pradesh have 

formed Village Forest Committees (VFC) in 1993. More than 90 per cent of the 

village households were depending on the forest resources for their livelihood. 

Cutting trees and selling, collection of fuel wood, encroachment on forestland and 

grazing were common. Despite the initiative of the FD to afforest the area through 

plantation, the scheme did not succeed because of the non-participation of the 

local community. However, the formation of VFC has changed both the state of 

forest and lifestyle of villagers. 

v Structural Organization: The VFC comprises one male and one female 

member from every household of the village. Three sub-committees, in addition to 

a 23 members executive committee, have been formed with specific tasks. The 10 

members’ group carries out patrolling of the forest area and 4 members’ group is 

assigned to keep watch on tendu patha pilferage and the third committee is 

charge d with development works. 

v Financial Assistance: The VFC received Rs. 45,000 from the FD as forest 

protection fund. The money was used to make payment to guards appointed to 

protect forest. Besides, the FD had received funds from the World Bank under the 

World Food Programme. 

v Employment Generation: Two thirds of the families got employment in 

forestry plantation works, infrastructure development and the daily wage was paid 

under this service was Rs. 40. This has provided sizeable income to the poor 

families. 
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v Cattle Grazing and Encroachment: Some influential members of the 

village, who encroached forestland, have voluntarily vacated and cattle grazing 

was restricted to only 10 ha as assigned by the FD.  

v Afforestation: The villagers through their shramdan work have dug 5000 pits 

along the road to village and planted ornamental and fruit trees. Farm forestry 

programme was undertaken on the private farmland and over 1000 saplings have 

been planted. Check dams were built and soil conservation work was carried out. 

The canopy cover of the degraded forest area was 0.2 before the formation of 

VFC and it has gone up to 0.45 within two years. The survival of the trees was 

almost 100 per cent against 30-40 per cent in the FD plantations. 

44..22 ..44 ..  CCAASSEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  44..   

EEmmmmaannuueell,,  DD’’SSiillvvaa,,  aanndd  NNaaggnnaatthh,,  BB..  ((22000022))..  ““BBeehhrroooonngguuddaa::   AA  
RRaarree  SSuucccceessss  SSttoorryy  iinn  JJooiinntt  FFoorreesstt  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt””::  

v Introduction: Behroonguda, a tiny village of Andhra Pradesh comprises only 

97 families belonging to the Gond and Naikpod tribes, who have formed Forest 

Protection Group with self-motivation in 1990. The government has recognized 

the committee in 1993 for its rare success in forest protection in 500 ha of 

degraded forestland allotted to them as part of the Joint Forest Management 

(JFM). 

v Formation of Vana Samarakshana Samithi (VSS): The VSS was 

formed in 1990. The FD granted the official recognition to the village committee 

in 1993. The villagers along with the FD have carried out a Participatory Rural 

Appraisal (PRA) that includes social mapping, matrix ranking of trees, forest 

transects and seasonality charts. Finally a micro plan was prepared for the village 

to afforest the degraded forest area. 

v Benefits from the Protection of Forest: The VSS has earned Rs 3,59,500 

income from the sale of teak poles. The benefit of forest protection per hectare is 

Rs 1,273. The cost for forest protection is estimated at about Rs 497 per hectare. 

The village committee earned the total benefit of Rs 6,36,432 in 1998.  

v Afforestation and Forest Protection: The villagers along with the FD 

launched the silviculture programme in 250 ha of forestland. The night patrol by 
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the group of five villagers has checked the encroachment of forestland and 

stealing of timber. Soil was conserved by the construction of bunds across the 

streams and this has lead to augment water percolation and underground water 

recharge. Tanks were rejuvenated and soil and moisture were conserved. 

v Employment Generation: The villagers were involved in various forest 

related activities throughout the year. The total employment generated in the 

village during 1994-1998 in soil and moisture conservation, silviculture 

operations, and support activities was 14,181 man-days. The wage offered by the 

FD is higher than the agricultural wages. The migration to the near by towns in 

seeking of job has been stopped. 

v Utilization of NTFPs: Each year Rs 1,45,000 worth of NTFPs are harvested. 

Each household, as per the micro plan, is given 5 cubic metres per year. The 

villagers are allowed to harvest the NTFPs at a sustainable rate. The use of 

chullas, technologically improved stove, has helped to reduce the consumption of 

fuel wood by 25 per cent. Some families received biogas and some families were 

given kerosene and petroleum gas.  

B. Forest Resource Based Cooperatives in India: 

44..22 ..55 ..  CCAASSEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  55..       

RRaakkeesshh  SSaaxxeennaa  ((11999966))..  ““TThhee  VVaattrraa  TTrreeee  GGrroowweerrss’’  CCooooppeerraattiivvee  
SSoocciieettyy””  

v Introduction: The National Tree Growers’ Cooperative Federation (NTGCF) 

is a multi-state cooperative society registered under the Multi-state Cooperative 

Societies Act, 1984. The Vatra Tree Growers’ Cooperative Society (VTGCS), 

which is based on the Anand Model Promoted by the NTGCF, is located in Vatra 

village of Kheda district in Gujarat. The VTGCS was registered in1987. The 

society was given 40 ha of the revenue wasteland for tree plantation on lease basis 

by the village panchayat. The society consists of 620 members. 

v Aims: The important aim of the VTGCS was motivating members and village 

communities to grow trees and grasses of suitable species on marginal agricultural 

land, wasteland, common grazing land, revenue land and degraded forestlands.  
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v Objectives: The main objective of the society was to meet the local needs of the 

fuel wood, fodder and small timber, to improve the socio -economic state of the 

villagers in general and members in particular, and to restore the local 

environment. Activities: The society has undertaken the following activities: 

Ø Plantation of trees and production of fodder on the leased in land.  

Ø Sale of fodder and firewood. 

Ø Marketing of the tree produce of the members. 

Ø Promotion of nurseries and plantation on private lands.  

Ø Installation of smokeless chulhas in village households. 

v Organizational Structure: The general body of the society is vested with 

more power and it comprises of all the members of the society. The general body 

meeting is held once in a year. The members elect nine representatives from the 

general body to the management committee (MC) who, in turn, elect a chairman 

from among themselves. The tenure of the chairman is one year whereas the  

tenure of the each member of the MC is three years.  The MC in its monthly 

meeting reviews the work of the society and takes all the decision about future 

works to be carried out. The chairman executes the resolution passed by the 

management committee. 

v Membership: Membership has been given to any person who fulfills the 

following condition as per the byelaws of the society:  

1)  A person having completed 18 years of age and be a resident of Vatra.  

2)  A person should be involved in growing and raising trees or gr ass or he should 

have been assigned tree pattas.  

3)  A person should agree in writing to sell the trees grown and its produce, 

grasses, etc. only to the society. 

4)  The majority of the management committee should approve his written 

application.  

5)  He should purchase one share, i.e. Rs 10 and pay entrance fees of Re 1. 

6)  He should not be involved in business related to trees or tree produce, grasses 

and allied activities, that is detrimental to the objectives of the society.  

v Land Acquisition: The VTGCS applied to the  Revenue Department of Gujarat 

to acquire 40 ha of revenue wasteland on a lease of 15 years for plantation of 
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trees. Government of Gujarat Resolution (GR) of 1987 allows take over of 

wasteland.  

v Tree Plantation on Wastelands: 1.1 lakh trees comprising 21 species 

including neem were planted on the wasteland. The plantation area was fenced 

and three watchmen were appointed to protect trees and grass grown on the 

wasteland. Of the 40 ha of land 2 ha of land was allocated to fodder cultivation 

and tree branches are used as fuel wood. 

v Marketing of Produce: The grass was cut and made bundles of 

approximately 20 kgs each and it was sold at Rs.4.50 per bundle and the fodder 

was sold at Rs. 7 per 20 kgs. The MC of the society on the basis of the costs 

involved has fixed the prices of both grass and fodder. In 1988 the procedure of 

marketing grass was changed to auction system. The society started buying of 

neem seeds and babul pods from both members and non-members who were 

mostly landless labourers. 

v Employment Genera tion: Employment opportunities such as land 

preparation, digging of pits, planting of saplings, watering, etc., were created. In 

four years (1987-1991) the society has created 11,886 man-days of employment in 

various activities. About 80 man-days of employment opportunities were provided 

per ha per annum. The society has made an important achievement in improving 

the sustainable level of income along with greening the wasteland. The sustainable 

use of fodder, grass and fuel wood has improved the productivity of the 

wasteland. The local communities were given an opportunity to become self-

sufficient in requirement of fodder, grass and fuel wood. They were accessed to 

education, training and to manage their own resources.  

44..22..66..  CCAASSEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  66..  

Chetan Agarwal and Katar Singh (1996). “The Village 
Cooperative Forest Societies in Himachal Pradesh”: 

v Introduction: Village Cooperative Forest Society (VCFS) in Kangra district of 

Himachal Pradesh was historically pioneered in common management of natural 

forests in India. The VCFS are statutory bodies established under the Kangra 

Forest Society Rules 1941. Local communities of Kangra district traditionally 
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were managing forest resources by well-established rights on the forest in their 

jurisdiction. The Bahnala village VCFS was the first society formed in 1941.  

v Kangra Forest Society Rules: The FD laid down rules to help execution of 

the government decision to manage the state forest through the VCFS. The rules 

are: 

Ø All type of forestlands - reserved, protected, demarcated, un-demarcated, 

unclassified- could be transferred to the VCFS. 

Ø The management was provisional to the acceptance of the Working Plan.  

Ø All Kangra VCFS fall under the Cooperatives Act II of 1912. 

Ø The FO would assist the society to manage the forest as per the working plan.  

v Objectives of the Society: The society was managing over 58,000 acres of 

forestland, 47.3 per cent of which was un-demarcated protected forest. Villagers 

had formed more than 70 VCFS by 1953.  The objectives of the society were as 

follows: 

1. To protect, improve and regenerate the forest. 

2. To meet village requirements of timber, fuel wood and fodder. 

3. To increase grazing and fodder resources by rotational closure and by 

planting fodder and economic crops (forest products). 

4. To prevent erosion and denudation of the forest areas. 

TThhee  BBaahhnnaallaa  CCooooppeerraattiivvee  FFoorreesstt  SSoocciieettyy::  

v Introduction: The Bahnala village is located in the Kangra district of Himachal 

Pradesh. The village comprised 500 households and 3230 people in 1991. The 

Bahnala VCFS was managing about 337 ha of forestland. The Bahnala VCFS was 

registered in1941 under the Cooperative Societies Act. 

v Membership:  The eligibility criteria to become a member of the VCFS are:  

1. The person should be an owner of land in the village and paying land 

revenue.  

2. The person should be a permanent resident of the village.  

The membership fee was Rs. 5. The general body comprised about 360 

households as its members out of 500 households in the village. The scheduled caste 

comprised of 85 members, which was about 31 per cent of the village population. 
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v Management Committee (MC): The secret ballot method was used to elect 

seven representatives from the seven wards of the village and each ward votes 

separately for electing its members. The office bearers are elected among the 

seven members by themselves. MC appoints one secretary, one forest officer, and 

three forest guards (rakhas) and it has the right of dismissal. The MC holds 

meeting twice a month to discuss the workings of the VCFS. The Forest officer 

manages the forest guards and implements all forest protection and improvement 

schemes. The secretary handles all the books of accounts and records. The forest 

guards patrol the forest and catch the offenders and offenders are charge -sheeted 

on the spot and fines are collected.  

v Functions and Management:  
     The main functions of Bahnala VCFS are as follows:  

1. Protection of forest and damage collection. 

2. Enforcement of rotational closure of plots. 

3. Managing grass auctions, ratifying timber and fuel wood distribution.  

4. Effecting improvements in the forest by building boundary pillars, paths,  

      and plantation;   

5. Prevention of encroachment and putting out forest fire. 

v Rotational Closure, Auction of Grass, Timber and Fuel wood 

distribution: FD advises and recommends the members of the society for the 

rotational closure of forest for regeneration of grass and trees. Newly planted plots 

were closed for two years to help the growth of the plants. Cattle are not allowed 

to the closed areas and the right to cut the grass in the closed plot is auctioned by 

the society. The range officer as the sanctioning authority makes the distribution 

of timber and fuel wood. 

v Forest Improvements:  Earlier the forest protection schemes were 

implemented and check dams, paths and boundary pillars were built with the FD 

grant-in-aid. Gradually the grants driedup and the forest improvement activities 

received set back. Extensive plantation work was carried out by the VCFS. Over 

2500 saplings of 18 species were planted in Bahnala village. 

v Prevention of Fo rest Fire: The forest fires were effectively prevented as the 

share from the sale of timber and resin reached the villagers, but earlier they were 

apathetic towards the same. The MC has passed a resolution in 1989 that those 
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who do not participate in fores t fire prevention will not be given fuel wood in 

future.  

v Encroachment:   There were encroachments on the un-demarcated forestland 

by the adjoining farmers. But the members of the society evacuated the 

encroachers and planted saplings on the encroached lands. The Bahnala VCFS has 

been functioning well in spite of the curtailment of the grants and the society 

earned a profit of Rs. 4,147 during 1990-91 by auctioning of trees, grass, and by 

imposing penalty, and receiving small grant. Despite several external pressures, 

the society has survived and the forest resources of the village are well conserved.  

44..22 ..77 ..  CCAASSEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  77..   

Dinesh K. Marothia (1996). “Cooperative Management of Minor 
Forest Products in Madhya Pradesh (MP)”: 

v Introduction: The Madhya Pradesh government by recognizing the drawbacks 

of the nationalized management system of Minor Forest Products (MFPs) in 1988 

took a historical decision to bring the collection and management of MFPs such as 

tendu leaves, harra, sal seeds, gums and mahua under cooperative management. 

The historical users were given proper wages and the government aimed at 

removing the malpractices of MFPs collectors and of middlemen who were 

involved in collection, storing, processing, grading and trading of MFPs.  

v The Structure of the Federation: The government launched a three-tier 

Madhya Pradesh State Minor Forest Produce Trade and Development Federation 

Ltd. for the cooperative management of MFPs in 1989. The structure of the 

federation is as follows: At the State or Apex Level: M.P. State MFP Trade and 

Development Federation Ltd. At the District or Secondary Level: The District 

MFP Unions. At the Primary Level: The Primary MFP Cooperative Societies 

(PCS). 

v Objectives: 
1. Complete elimination of middlemen or intermediaries to secure for the 

forest dwellers benefits commensurate with their hard work. 

2. To ensure fair prices of MFPs to forest dwellers and to make payments 

well in time at the collection centers. 
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3. To train forest dwellers in scientific techniques of collection, grading and 

proc essing of MFPs. 

4. To strengthen the rural economy base in the tribal areas by creating 

employment opportunities and involving them in process of 

cooperativisation.  

5. To integrate other welfare programmes with the collection of MFPs. 

v Financial Structure of the  Federation: MP State MFP Trade and 

Development Federation Ltd. had mobilized Rs.11.39 crore as share capital, 

margin money, loan and cash credit from the MP government, NCDC, private and 

public institutions in 1984-85. The Apex Federation arranged the working capital 

for the District Unions and PCS in similar way. The federation has also paid 

members’ share money of Rs.10 by taking into consideration their poverty. The 

amount however, was later on collected from the members when their wages were 

paid. 

v Membership: The PCS comprises at least one member from each dwelling 

house and the PCS must comprise at least 20 forest dwellers as registered 

members. Women were given priority to become the members of the society.  

v Collection of MFPs and Marketing:  Members bring the collected MFPs 

to the phad munshi and who in turn makes entries every day in the collection card 

of each member who delivers his collection at the center. The phad munshi is 

assigned the duty of supervising, storing, watering, dying, bagging of MFPs. The 

tendu leaves are collected during the months of May and June for 45 days; sal 

seeds are collected during June and July and harra collection is done in January 

and March. Members are happy with marketing of their collected forest produce. 

The fores t dwellers have in-depth knowledge about many of MFP available in the 

forest. 
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CC..  JJOOIINNTT  PPTTOOTTEECCTTEEDD  AARREEAA  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT  

44..22 ..88 ..  CCAASSEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  88..   

SShhaarraacchhcchhaannddrraa  LLeellee  eett  aall..  ((11999988))..  ““CCoommmmuunniittyy   EEnntteerrpprriissee  ffoorr  
CCoonnsseerrvvaattiioonn  iinn  IInnddiiaa::   BBiilliiggiirrii  RRaannggaasswwaammyy  TTeemmppllee   
SSaannccttuuaarryy””..  SSeeeemmaa  BBhhaatttt  ((11999988))..  ““CCoonnsseerrvvaattiioonn  tthhrroouugghh  
CCoommmmuunniittyy   PPaarrttiicciippaattiioonn””:: 

v Background: The Biodiversity Conservation Network (BCN) is a programme, 

which is attempted to integrate environmental and social issues in the promotion 

of biodiversity-based conservation programme. The BCN, which is operational in 

Asia and the Pacific, is a part of the United States -Asia Environmental Partnership 

(US-AEP) funded by the Asia Bureau of the US Agency for International 

Development (USAID). The Biodiversity Support Programme (BSP), which is a 

consortium of the World Wide Fund, the Nature Conservancy and World 

Resource Institute, administers BCN. The aims of the BCN are;  

Ø To pursue enterprise-based strategies to conserve biological diversity in 

Asia and Pacifica regions.  

Ø  To evaluate the effectiveness of these enterprise-oriented approaches for 

community-based biodiversity conservation.  

The BCN has set aside grants of  $20 million for this programme and it is making    

grants approximately 63 per cent in support of NTFPs enterprise. The BCN 

funded project is launched in The Biligiri Rangaswamy Temple Wildlife 

Sanctuary (BRTWS). 

v Introduction: The BRT Wildlife Sanctuary is situated in the Western Ghat 

region of Chamarajanagar district in Karnataka State. The Sanctuary is rich in 

biodiversity. The total extent of the forest area is about 540 sq km. Soligas - tribal 

communities are the historical inhabitants of the sanctuary and their population 

size is about 4,500, living in 25 settlements. The forest dwellers were practicing 

shifting cultivation and eking out their livelihood by gathering NTFPs. The 

shifting agriculture and hunting of wild animals were prohibited in 1974 since the 

area was declared as BRT Wildlife Sanctuary. Nevertheless, the collection of 

NTFPs was continued in  support of the tribal cooperatives like Large -scale 

Adivasi (tribal) Multipurpose Societies (LAMPS).  
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v Dependence on NTFPs: The Soligas are the customary harvesters of NTFPs 

from BRTWS. The genesis of LAMPS-a tribal controlled tribal trust cooperatives- 

is aimed at achieving social welfare of tribals by ensuring maximum prices for 

forest produce through pooled marketing facilities. Tribals earn more than 50 per 

cent of their income from collection of NTFPs. 

v Problems:  The tribals were lacking in managing ha rvest of forest produce with 

respect to amount, location and timing of collection. The harvest rate was not   

sustainable one i.e. harvest rate exceeds the regeneration capacity of the forest. 

v The Enterprise-based Conservation: A project for enterprise-based 

conservation was launched in consultation with a local Non-Governmental 

Organization (NGO), The Vivekananda Girijana Kalyana Kendra (VGKK), 

working with the Soligas since 1981 in health care. The conservation approach 

aimed at “increasing the Soligas’ economic stake in the sanctuary’s biotic 

resources by generating additional income by processing the extracted NTFPs on 

site and marketing them directly, so as to capture a greater share of the final value. 

Simultaneously, the project seeks to ensure the ecological sustainability of these 

resources and the larger ecosystem by establishing a community-based biological 

monitoring and feedback system that will regulate NTFP extraction and ecosystem 

health” (Lele et al. 1998). 

v Aims of the Project: The project was launched in 1995 and it aims at creating 

an enterprise owned and operated by the Soligas that will consist of:  

Ø A processing-cum-marketing unit for income generation 

Ø A biological unit to ensure sustainable utilization of the biotic resources. 

Ø A community outreach unit to ensure broad-based participation of the local 

communities and an equitable flow of benefits from the enterprise. 

 

v Working of the Enterprise:  

v The Processing and Marketing Unit:  The work of this unit is to procure 

at least four NTFPs in unprocessed form from the LAMPS and processing them. 

The forest products purchased are: honey, amla, soap nut, and shikakai. The unit 

later processes them in different ways: 1). Honey Processing Unit (HPU): Honey 

would be filtered, pasteurized and bottled. 2). Food Processing Unit (FPU): Amla 

would be used to make pickles, jam and medicine. Shikakai or soap nut and amla 
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would be used to make shampoo powder. The final products are marketed to 

capture highest possible price in the open market. The HPU started in 1995 and 

the unit has the capacity to process 30 tonnes of honey a year. The HPU has 

obtained ‘Agmark’ certificate of quality from the Indian Standard Institute (ISI) 

and this has helped the society to boost its marketing. The FPU has processed 

2,000 kg of amla to make equally pickle and shampoo powder. The FPU also 

received Food Products Order (FPO) from the central FPO Licensing Authority. 

Both the units are marketing their products under the registered trademark of 

‘Prakruti’. The honey is marketed through the state owned Khadi and Village 

industry commission Bangalore. 

v Biological Unit: The main function of this unit is collecting, analyzing and 

disseminating information on NTFPs. It helps in guiding Soligas pertaining to 

harvesting of forest products, modifications of harvest, and resource management 

measures. This is done in at two levels - one at the community level and another at 

the level of enterprise especially by the trained scientific staff. 

v Community Outreach: The objective of this unit is to ensure participation in 

training for and ultimate handover of the food-processing unit to the Soligas and 

to facilitate the setting up of community-based biological monitoring.  

v Profit and employment generation: 
During 1995-96 both the units have earned a net profit of about 1,40,000 and    

generated about 2,400 person-days of wage-labour employment for Soligas.  

v Financial Support: The BCN has funded various activities; it covers all 

capital costs, operational costs for the first two years, and salaries for specially 

hired professionals for three years. 

44..22 ..99 ..  CCAASSEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  99..   

Priya Das and Christopher (1998). “Self-initiated Conservation 
in India’s Protected Areas: The Cases of Kailadevi and Dalma 
Sanctuaries”: 

v Introduction: The study, which was carried out under the aegis of Indian 

Institute of Public Administration (IIPA), focused on the self-initiated 

conservation efforts undertaken by the local communities in the two Protected 
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Areas (PA) viz. Kailadevi Wildlife Sanctuary (KWS), Rajasthan and Dalma 

Wildlife Sanctuary (DWS) Bihar. 

v Background: KWS forms the buffer zone of the Ranthambor Tiger Reserve 

(RTR) and it covers an area of 674 sq. km in the district Sawai Madhopur in 

Rajasthan state.  The Sanctuary nurtures rich fauna and flora including tiger, 

leopard, blue bull, sloth bear etc.  The sanctuary also has several settlements of 

indigenous people like Gujjar and Meena communities. The KWS is in intense 

outside pressure such as hunting, forest coups, illegal felling, and mining 

activities, migratory grazing etc.   

v Community Initiated Forest Protection Committee (FPC): The main 

factor behind the formation of community initiated FPC is to check degradation of 

forest resources that in turn poses harms to the livelihood needs of the local 

people. 

v Constitution of FPC: FPC was constituted entirely by the villagers and it 

operates at two levels they are. 1). Individual Villages level: the village members 

constitute the FPC and this comprises a small decision making body whose 

members represent the respective village  at the apex level. 2). The Apex Level:  

the number of villages included under a single panchayat constitutes FPC. 

‘Baragaon ki Panchayat’ was the first apex body formed in 1986 and included 12 

villages of the Lohra Panchayat. The apex level committee meets if intra village 

dispute arises among the member villages with respect to resource use violations 

by member villagers. The village elders or the panch patels have imposed rules, 

norms and regulations on the use of resources. The decision making power is 

vested with patels. In case of offence, meeting is called at the village level to take 

up the matter for discussion. If the case is not settled there, it is taken up at the 

apex level. 

v Functions and Rules:  Rules for the use of forest resources are framed by the 

FPC. They are: 

1.  No individual is allowed to carry an axe into the forest. 

2.  Villagers are permitted to collect only dead and dry wood and twigs for own 

use         and not for marketing. 

3.  The timber is brought with consent of FPC. 

4.  Members need to be watchful, dutiful in forest protection. 
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5.  The committee has the power to punish the offenders by imposing fines, 

which varies from Rs11 to Rs 11,000.  

6.  The money collected is used for community services, viz., construction of 

pond.  

v Conservation: The FD and FPC are jointly cooperating in forest conservation. 

Every family member keeps vigil on each other’s activities. Consequently illegal 

felling by local community has gone down drastically. The forest regeneration has 

resulted in the enhancement of forest cover. The FPCs are not only effectively 

checking themselves; sometimes they caught some FD officials while they were 

committing offences and they were tried by giving punishment. 

From the foregoing discussion on participatory forest management under 

different institutional mechanisms with people’s participation has provided useful 

insights to set a ground for participatory forest management in Coorg district. By 

examining participatory approaches of forest management in different regions of 

India, it is therefore, very significant to explore under which institutional 

arrangements the local communities are interested to conserve forest resources. An 

attempt is made in the next section to throw a light on the state of participatory forest 

management mechanism of the Coorg district. 

44..22..  TTHHEE  SSTTAATTUUSS  OOFF  PPAARRTTIICCIIPPAATTOORRYY  FFOORREESSTT          
                MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT  IINN  CCOOOORRGG  ((KKOODDAAGGUU))  DDIISSTTRRIICCTT::    

Conservation of forest resources by the local communities with the application 

of their traditional environmental knowledge under the aegis of traditional 

institutional arrangements has been in place in Coorg district since time immemorial. 

However, with the appropriation of forest as the state resource by the British regime 

and later by the Indian government through implementation of various authoritarian 

Forest Policies and Wildlife (Protection) Acts, the long-established institutional 

arrangement in forest conservation has been weakened. Even to date the Coorg 

district has the unique distinction for conserving and maintaining SGs in a sustainable 

way in every village by the local community through self -imposed environmental, 

cultural, social and religious norms (Chandrakanth and Nagaraja, 1997). 
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 The aboriginal tribal communities, who largely live in and around Nagarahole 

National Park of Virajpet taluk, have been primarily depending on environmental 

resource base for leading their livelihood for centuries. The lifestyles of indigenous 

tribal communities are fine tuned with forest environment. Yet they are not involved 

in the forest conservation (Kothari, 1996). The WB sponsored IEDP, which was 

launched in 1996, seeks to involve local community in forest conservation in order to 

realize two goals simultaneously by mitigating the pressure on NP from local 

community and by providing substitute incentives to local community to reduce their 

dependence on the forest for meeting their livelihood needs. Tribal communities are 

also permitted to opt for rehabilitation from the park area to outside the park (WB, 

1996). 

The National Forest Policy (NFP)(1988) empowers local community to meet 

their necessary needs from forest products in a sustainable way along with 

conservation of forests. The policy envisages participation of local community in the 

management of forest resources as a means of achieving the above objective. The 

Government of India, Ministry of Forests and Environment (MoFE) on 1 June 1990 

issued policy instructions to all State Forest Departments for operationalising the new 

policy through the institutional framework (GOI circular N.6-21/89-FP, 1990) . In 

view of that, the Government of Karnataka has made provisions in its order 1993 

(amended in 1996) for Joint Forest Planning and Management (JFPM). According to 

the order, the JFPM enables the formation of independent and democratic Village 

Forest Committees (VFCs) for the protection of degraded forestland with 25 per cent 

canopy density or less (KFD 1996 and Ananthpur and Potter, 1997). India has over 

30,000 forest protection committees. The JFM in Karnataka state is under 

implementation in 128 sq km out of the total forest area of 32,403 sq km and 

comprises 1,212 VFCs (Saxena, 2000). 

 Despite stringent forest policies under implementation, the process of 

deforestation in the district is accelerating over the years with little or no indication of 

halting. However, the FD has not undertaken the process of forest conservation by 

involving local community although, the provisions are made in Forest Laws to 

ensure forest dependent community to participate in forest conservation process. 
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 The FD has not formed any VFC, as the density of forest cover is high in the 

Coorg district. Srivastav, Deputy Conservator of Forest (DCF), Virajpet Forest 

Division, points out that the ‘VFCs do not exist in Coorg district, because of the high 

forest canopy’. However, in recent times, the Union Government, MoEF has 

approved and granted Rs 2.54 lakh under National Afforestation Programme (NAP) 

for afforestation of both SG areas and certain degraded forest areas of Virajpet taluk. 

This afforestation programme is however, implemented through the registered Forest 

Development Agency (FDA) because of the non-existence of VFCs in Coorg District. 

In view of this, the FD has chosen the Devarakadu Thakkamukhyastara Vedike, 

constituted by the Devarakadu Thakkamukhyastara Federation (DTF) at the revenue 

village level. Under this programme the Vedikes (Societies) will receive fund for 

afforestation work from the FDA. The NAP will be implemented in the district during 

the period 2003-2007 (Chinnappa, 2003). 

According to the national forest policy drawn up by the central government for 

mountainous areas like Coorg, the minimum forest cover should be 60 per cent of the 

total area. However, the forest cover is just 32.76 per cent, which is short of this limit 

(GOI, 1995). In view of the large -scale deforestation and degradation of environment, 

an urgent step towards participatory style of forest conservation or co-management is 

crucial in the district.  

It is evident from the above discussion that participatory forest management 

with local communities participation is conspicuously non-existent in the district due 

to lack of interest showed by the forest department. Therefore, for better conservation 

of forests of the district, the policy makers urgently need to recognize the experiences 

of partic ipatory approaches executed in India.  
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  --   55  

  NNAAGGAARRAAHHOOLLEE  NNAATTIIOONNAALL  PPAARRKK  ((SSTTAATTEE  
MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT))  

55..11..  IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN::  

 Forests, besides providing bonafide livelihood to communities dependent on 

forest products, act as a facilitator of economic and environmental development and 

have played a vital role in socio-economic and cultural fabric of forest dependent 

communities since time immemorial (Gadgil and Guha, 1992). Undoubtedly, the 

environmental, economic, historical, and socio-cultural ethoses of local communities 

have been nurtured by the forest ecosystem for ages. Simultaneously, local 

communities take interest in protecting and managing the forest resources. But 

appropriation of community managed forest resources by the authoritarian state as a 

state property resulted in the end of traditional management of forests. Local 

communities have lived in harmony with nature by eking out sustainable livelihood. 

However, accelerated deforestation and the consequent environmental degradation led 

to the formulation of forest conservation and wildlife protection policies, which 

however, offer little or scant attention to forest dwellers’ livelihood needs and their 

stake over forest resources. The core objective of these policies designed for 

conserving forest resources is counterproductive following non-participation of local 

communities. In reality, both deforestation and forest laws have posed a major 

problem for their very existence not to speak of their livelihood needs. 

It is evident that increasing denudation of forest resources has posed 

challenges to environmental stability as well as sustaining economic well-being of the 

local communities. The sustainability of forest resources appears to be conditional on 

the harmonization of forest policy with end users and managers. Therefore, the end 

users’ perceptions on forest resources and their conservation and management 

priorities need to be taken into account in order to realize twin objectives 

simultaneously viz., forest conservation and meeting livelihood needs in a sustainable 

way (Kothari et al, 1996). 
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In this chapter, therefore, an attempt has been made to examine the extent of 

dependence of local communities on a variety of forest resources for their livelihood. 

An analysis of the tribal economy is made by linking inter-sectorol economy like 

agriculture and the degree of dependence on forest resources with regard to collection 

of NTFPs and TFPs, employment creation and income generation. The study also 

captures the attitudes of forest dwellers with respect to importance of forest, 

deforestation, environmental degradation, stake over forest resources, forest 

management regimes and willingness to participate in forest conservation and forest 

management activities. Prior to dealing with these, it is important to take a look at the 

macro picture of the study area.  

55..22..  AA  PPRROOFFIILLEE  OOFF  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY  AARREEAA::    

Nagarahole National Park (NNP) consists of many aboriginal tribal 

settlements or hadis. In order to give due representation to households living inside 

and outside (fringe) the national park, four hadis from inside the national park (INP) 

viz., Gaddehadi, Siddapura, Gonigadde and Murkal were chosen and three hadis viz., 

Chandanakere, Bommadu and Karekandi were selected from out side or periphery of 

the national park (ONP) for the study. The location of the study area, NNP of Virajpet 

taluk in Coorg district is given in Figure 5.1.  
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         FIGURE 5.1: The Location of the Study Area - Nagarhole National Park 
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Table 5.1 A Profile of the Tribal Settlements in Nagarahole National Park 

^ Sq. Km.     ? EDP= Eco-Development Programme. 
*  Percentage  of sample households, 
' Land holding including kitchen garden in INP 
+  Present, - Absent, HP= Hand Pump, Sm= Stream. 
? Thatched houses ?  Tile houses 
Source: Compiled from Various Sources 

 

   Total Geographical Area of the Park                         643.42  ̂                    100 (%)  
                      Core Zone                                                192                     29.86 
                      Buffer Zone                                             110                     17.10 

               Tourism Zone                                          341                     53.03  
   Total Number of Tribal Settlements                          51                           - 

                      Total Population                                      7389                        - 
                      Number of Households                           1974                        - 
                      Average Size of the Household               3.74                         - 
                      Density of Population                             11.49̂                        - 

 INP ONP 
 

 
 Particulars Gadde 

hadi 
Goni 
gadde 

Mur 
kal 

Sidda 
pura 

Total Bom
madu 

Chanda
nakere 

Kare
kandi 

Total 
 

 
Grand 
Total 

Total 
Population 

312 201 86 89 688 326 112 167 605 1293 

Total Number 
of Households 

57 81 24 28 190 86 38 47 171 361 

Average Size 
of Households 

5.47 2.48 3.58 3.17 3.62 3.79 2.94 3.55 3.53 3.52 

No of Sample 
Households 

30 
(52)* 

  30 
(37) 

20 
(83) 

20 
(71) 

100 
(52) 

35 
(40) 

25 
(65) 

15 
(39) 

75 
(43) 

175 
(48) 

Literacy Rate  
(%) 

43 39 47 42 42 51 57 49 42 42 

Total Agricult- 
ural Land (ha) 

17 15  11  17 60 71 60 79 210 270 

Per capita land       
Holding (ha)' 

0.29 0.18 0.45 0.60 0.31 0.82 1.57 1.68 1.22 0.74 

Total livestock No No No No No 28 35 25 88 88 

EDP  ?  Yes  Yes  No No Y-2 Yes Yes Yes Y-3 Yes-5 
Primary health 
Centre (PHC) 

Yes - - - 01 - - -     00 01 

Primary  
School 

+ + + - +03 
  -01 

+ - - +01 
-02 

 + 04 
-02 

Drinking 
Water Source 

HP Sm HP Sm HP-2 
Sm 2 

HP Sm HP HP-2 
Sm 1 

HP-4 
Sm-3 

Electricity 
Supply 

- - - - - 4 + + + + 3 + 3 
 - 4 

Type of House ?  ?  ?  ?  ? =4 ?  ?  ?  ? =3 ? 4? 3 
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The geographic, socio-economic, demographic and basic features of the tribal 

settlements living inside and the periphery of NNP are given in Table 5.1. The study 

area NNP is situated in Virajpet taluk of Coorg district and covers a total area of 

643.42 sq km. Of the total area, Core Zone and Tourism Zone consist of 192 sq km 

(29.86 per cent) and 110 sq. km. (17.09 per cent) respectively and Non-core area or 

buffer zone covers an area of 341 sq km (53.03 per cent). 

 There are 51 tribal settlements within the park comprising about 1974 

households with a total population of 7389. The forest area is sparsely populated with 

a very low density of population. The average size of households is 3.74 and the 

density of population in INP is 11.49 per sq km, which is less than the district’s mean 

density of 118 per sq km. The park provides shelter to diverse ethnic tribal groups 

viz., jenu kurubas, betta kurubas, paniyas, yeravas, soligas, and hakki pikkis etc. 

The study area comprises of four hadis from INP and three hadis from ONP. 

There are 361 households and the total population size is 1293. Of the 361 households 

175 (48 per cent) households were interviewed. The literacy rate in both the 

settlements is 42 per cent. Tribals living inside the park were using the forestland for a 

variety of agro-pastoral production until 1972. The establishment of the national park 

with the implementation of Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972, by the government, 

excludes tribal communities from the land, which traditionally was theirs. 

Consequently, agricultural operations have been prohibited and tribals are forced to 

abandon their agricultural activities as well as livestock rearing inside the park. Once 

the land for traditional cultivation and pastureland for animal grazing has been lost 

they are forced to seek jobs in plantation areas and they are forced into bonded labour 

on coffee estates. Tribal communities have been leading a sustainable livelihood by 

gathering NTFPs and hunting small games. Being a hunter-gatherer, tribals possess a 

rich traditional environmental knowledge (TEK) pertaining to spatial and temporal 

distribution of forest resources. Apart from collection of MFP, they offer their labour 

on coffee estates in order to supplement their livelihood. Only a few households have 

undertaken agricultural operations and kitchen garden activities in spite of 

prohibition. Agricultural operations have been carried out in INP in a restricted way, 

for instance, in Gaddehaadi 17 ha of land is under agricultural activities including 

kitchen garden, Gonigadde has 15 ha, Siddapura 11 ha, and Murkal 17 ha of 
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agricultural land. The tribal settlements on the periphery of the park command a large 

area of agricultural land compared to tribal settlements in INP. For instance, 

Bommadu has 71 ha, Chandanakere 60 ha and Karekandi 79 ha of agricultural land. 

The total land under cultivation constitutes about 270 ha, of which, 60 ha of land area 

is in INP and 210 ha of land area in ONP. The per capita land holding in INP is 0.31 

ha and in ONP it is 1.22 ha. 

Livestock rearing is strictly not put into practice in the park and no household 

owns livestock for the last two decades. However, it is practised in hadis located on 

the periphery of the park. The park is under severe pressure on account of relentless 

encroachment on its periphery. This is particularly due to encroachment for 

alternative uses of forestland for instance, plantation crops, agricultural needs and 

grazing of livestock. Eco-Development Programme (EDP) has been implemented in 

hadis of ONP; however, many hadis of INP have rejected the EDP apprehending of 

displacement.  

Local communities are well versed in hut construction. Hut is usually made up 

of a good quality bamboo with clay paste. Houses in INP are more or less thatched 

with mud walls. Thatching of roof is done with bamboo and local grass. Houses in 

ONP are largely built with bricks and tiles. The basic amenities such as primary 

health centre, primary school, drinking water source and electricity supply are not 

made available even to date in these tribal settlements. However, all hadis of ONP 

have these basic facilities. Primary health centre is a distant dream for the local 

communities except in Nagarahole. Chandanakere, K arekandi and Siddapura hadis do 

not have primary schools. The occupation status of the sample households of NNP is 

dealt with in the next section.  

55..33..  OOCCCCUUPPAATTIIOONNAALL  SSTTAATTUUSS  OOFF  SSAAMMPPLLEE  HHOOUUSSEEHHOOLLDDSS::  

The occupational status of the sample households of NNP indicates that 67 per 

cent and 52 per cent of households from INP and ONP respectively are plantation 

labourers working in coffee estates. It is evident from Table.5.2 that the proportion of 

cultivators is less (4 per cent) in INP compared to ONP (25.33).  
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Table 5. 2. Occupational Status of the Sample Households in NNP 

Agricultural 
Labourers 

Labourers in 
Forest Department 

 
The Study 
Area 

 
Cultivators 

Coffee 
Plantation 

Other 
Crops 

Salaried Daily 
Wagers 

 
Others 

 
Total 

INP 04 
(04) 

67 
(67) 

07 
(07) 

11 
(11) 

07 
(07) 

04 
(04) 

100 
(100) 

ONP 19 
(25.33) 

39 
(52.00) 

04 
(5.33) 

07 
(9.33) 

03 
(4.00) 

03 
(4.00) 

75 
(100) 

Grand Total 23 
(13.14) 

106 
(60.57) 

11 
(6.28) 

18 
(10.28) 

10 
(5.71) 

07 
(4.00) 

175 
(100) 

Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages) 

The proportion of households engaged as agricultural labourers other than plantation 

crops is 7 per cent and 5.33 per cent in INP and ONP accordingly. The majority of 

workers living inside the park are working as salaried class (11 per cent) and daily 

wagers (7 per cent), however, the proportion of labourers engaged in FD is less in 

case of ONP. Barely 7 per cent of households from both areas are engaged in other 

works.  

Figure: 5.2. Occupational Status of Sample Households (%) 

Cultivators

Agri. Labourers 
(Coffee Plantation)

Agri. Laboureres 
(Other Crops)

Labourers in FD 
(Salaried)

Others (General 
Laboureres)

Labourers in FD 
(Daily Wage)

 

It is evident from the foregoing discussion that majority of the households 

from both the settlements are engaged in coffee plantation work. The graphical 

presentation of occupational status of the sample households of NNP is given in 

Figure 5.2. The next section deals with the extent of reliance of households on a 

variety of forest resources. 
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55..44..  DDEEPPEENNDDEENNCCEE  OOFF  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTIIEESS  OONN  FFOORREESSTT    
                RREESSOOUURRCCEESS::  

Local communities inhabited in NNP have depended on forest resources for 

eking out their livelihood for ages. An attempt is made in this section to quantify the 

extent of dependence on forest resources for a variety of direct and indirect benefits. 

NTFPs are defined as “biological materials other than timber that are extracted form 

natural forests for human use”(Gakou et al, 1996). NTFPs play an important role in 

sustaining livelihood of forest dwellers. As rightly pointed out by the FAO, “NTFPs 

contribute significantly to household food security and nutrition, generate additional 

employment and income, offer opportunities for processing enterprises, contribute to 

foreign exchange earnings and support biodiversity conservation and other 

environmental objectives” (Mallik, 2000). The collection of NTFPs and TFPs not 

only creates employment opportunities but also generates income to the tribal 

households. Self-consumption or own use of NTFPs is considered to be more 

significant for fetching non-cash income than for marketing them for cash income 

(Mallik, 2000). However, in recent years, tribals are harvesting a variety of forest 

products for commercial purpose in order to supplement their livelihood. The average 

money value derived from the collection of a range of NTFPs is estimated in the next 

section. Since many of the NTFPs do not have any market value, the prices of close 

substitutes are taken for estimating the money value of NTFPs. 

55..44..11..  CCoolllleeccttiioonn  ooff  NNTTFFPPss::      

The tribal households living in and around the NP collect an array of NTFPs 

and TFPs. According to Large-scale Adivasis Minor Forest Produce Society 

(LAMPS) based at Thithimathi, about 41 NTFPs are gathered in the park. However, 

prohibition of collection of NTFPs and absence of an appropriate organization to 

procure NTFPs have resulted in many of them being uncollected and utilized. The 

extent of dependence on a variety of NTFPs for self -consumption and for earning 

cash income by the local communities per annum from NNP is presented in Table 5.3. 

The important NTFPs are grouped into 10 categories based on their nature and utility. 

They are; 1) Food, 2) Honey, 3) Wild fruits, 4) Medicinal plants, 5) Fuel wood, 6) 

Wild spices, 7) Wild nuts and seeds, 8) Bee wax and gum, 9) Wild meat and fish, and 

10) Green fodder.  
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Table 5.3: The Extent of Annual Dependence of Households on Forests for Collection of NTFPs in NNP 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: *(Fuel wood in quintals) ** (Bundle comprising 25 to 30 kgs of Green fodder)

INP ONP  
Sl. 
No 

 
 

NTFPs 
% of 

families 
collectin

g the 
product 

(1) 

Quantit
y per 

house-
hold 
(Kg) 
(2) 

Cash 
income 
(From 
sale) 

 
(3) 

Non-cash 
Income 
(from 

Self-con 
sumption) 

(4) 

Total 
value 
(Rs) 
(3+4) 

 
(5) 

% of 
families 
collectin

g the 
product 

(1) 

Quantit
y per 

house-
hold 
(Kg) 
(2) 

Cash 
Income 
(From 
sale) 

 
(3) 

Non-cash 
income 

(Self-con 
sumption) 

 
(4) 

Total 
value  (Rs) 

(3+4) 
 
 

(5) 
1 Food:  

Roots & Tubers 
91 103.66 - 518.30 

(8.34) 
518.30 
(4.28) 

93.33 42.10 - 210.01 
(4.65) 

210.01 
(1.91) 

2 Honey  
 

93 43.09 1677.27 
(28.51) 

261.77 
(4.21) 

1939.05 
(16.03) 

92 42.97 1618.66 
(25.03) 

314.99 
(6.98) 

1933.65 
(17.62) 

3 Wild fruits 
 

76 72.56 203.74 
(3.46) 

884.65 
(14.21) 

1088.40 
(9.00) 

88 52.71 245.10 
(3.79) 

545.54 
(12.09) 

790.65 
(7.20) 

4 Medicinal Plants 
 

62 13.77 - 96.39 
(1.55) 

96.39 
(0.79) 

30.66 9.45 - 66.15 
(1.46) 

66.15 
(0.60) 

5 Fuel wood 
 

100 43.19* - 3671.15 
(59.12) 

3671.15 
(30.36) 

100 27.40 486.52 
(7.52) 

1842.47 
(40.86) 

2329.00 
(21.22) 

6 Wild Spices  
 

67 37.23 1294.41 
(22.00) 

194.78 
(3.13) 

1489.20 
(12.31) 

73.33 23.47 818.91 
(12.66) 

119.88 
(2.65) 

938.80 
(8.55) 

7 Wild Nuts and 
Seeds  

84 167.77 1405.90 
(23.90) 

104.03 
(1.67) 

1509.93 
(12.48) 

64 197.66 1668.82 
(25.81) 

110.11 
(2.44) 

1778.94 
(16.21) 

8 Bees Wax and 
Gum 

87 17.33 1299.75 
(22.10) 

- 1299.75 
(10.75) 

72 21.69 1626.75 
(25.16) 

- 1626.75 
(14.82) 

9 Wild Meat and 
Fish 

33 4.78 - 478.00 
(7.69) 

478.00 
(3.95) 

37.33 5.53 - 553.00 
(12.26) 

553.00 
(5.03) 

10 Green fodder  
 

00 - - - - 48 149.33 
** 

- 746.65 
(16.55) 

746.65 
(6.80) 

 Grand Total 
 

77 
(100) 

- 5881.07 
(100.00) 

6209.07 
(100.00) 

12090.14 
(100.00) 

69 
(100) 

- 6464.76 
(100.00) 

4508.80 
(100.00) 

10973.56 
(100.00) 
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11))..  FFoooodd:: The most important source of food for the tribals right through the year 

is a variety of roots and tubers, which are gathered from the deep forest. The locals 

gather seven to eight different varieties of roots viz., akki genasu, noore genasu, 

naarae genasu, utthari genasu, pulla genasu, young bamboo shoots and greens. Some 

roots are eaten raw, while others are boiled or roasted and used with sweet honey. The 

peak time for collection of food products is during April and June. Majority of the 

households gather food from forest. Out of 100 sample households, 91 per cent of 

households from INP and (out of 75 households), 93.33 per cent of households from 

ONP rely on food gathering activity. The average quantity of food gathered per 

annum works out to 103.66 kgs in INP and 42.10 kgs in ONP. The composition of 

annual non-cash income of the food products per household is placed at Rs. 518.30 

(8.34 per cent) in INP and Rs. 210.01 (4.65 per cent) in ONP. The average market 

price of food is fixed at Rs. 5 per kg. It accounts for 4.28 and 1.91 per cent of total 

non-cash income derived from the collection of a variety of NTFPs both in INP and in 

ONP respectively.  

22))..  HHoonneeyy:: Honey is another important NTFPs gathered by tribals. It is 

collected from great heights of trees and rocks and jenu kurubas are skilled in 

climbing big trees for collecting honey. Honey is collected for both self-consumption 

and sale and is considered as medicine for curing some ailments. The peak period for 

collecting honey is during the months of April and May and September and October. 

About 93 per cent of households collect honey per annum on an average of 43.09 kgs 

in INP and 92 per cent of households collect the same on an average of 42.97 kgs in 

ONP. While the total income derived from the collection of honey is Rs.1939.05 in 

INP and it is Rs.1933.65 in ONP.  Of the total income derived from the collection of 

all NTFPs, income from honey constitutes about 16.03 and 17.62 per cent in INP and 

ONP respectively. The market price of one kg of honey is Rs. 45. Honey fetches 

28.51 per cent of cash income and 4.21 per cent of non-cash income to the tribals of 

INP. Tribals of ONP reap 25.03 per cent of cash and 6.98 per cent of non-cash income 

from sale and self -consumption of honey respectively. Tribals sell honey generally to 

LAMPS at Thithimathi and to the local shops in near by towns. 

33))..  WWiilldd  FFrruuiittss:: Another important category of forest product, collected by 

the local communities of NNP, is wild fruit. A variety of wild fruits are collected in 
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the forest area and these provide essential nutrition to tribals. The most important wild 

fruits collected are; tamarind, jackfruit, wood apple, gooseberry (nelli), legi, mango, 

nerale. The average price for all these fruits is fixed at Rs.15 per kg. More than 76 per 

cent of tribals in INP gather a variety of wild fruits available seasonally with an 

average of 72.56 kgs per family per annum. In case of ONP about 88 per cent of 

households collect with an average of 52.71 kgs per households per annum. The 

composition of annual total income from wild fruits stands at 9.00 per cent in INP and 

7.20 in ONP.  Both cash and non-cash income derived from fruits has been estimated 

at Rs.203.74 (3.46 per cent) and Rs.884.65 (14.24 per cent) representing households 

of INP and Rs.245.10 (3.79) and Rs. 545.54 (12.09 per cent ) representing households 

of ONP.  

44))..  MMeeddiicciinnaall  PPllaannttss :: The extent of dependence on medicinal plants, roots, 

tubers and herbs clearly demonstrates that, local communities even today cure 

common ailments themselves in the village itself and rarely demand the services of 

professional doctors. In INP more than 62 per cent of households depend on 

medicinal plants and each household earns Rs 96.39 (1.55 per cent) per annum from 

medicinal plants in the way of self-consumption. The dependence of local 

communities on medicinal plants for marketing or earning cash income is not found in 

the study area. In case of ONP only 30.66 per cent of households collect medicinal 

plants for own use and earn Rs 66.15 (1.46 per cent) income per year. The share of 

income from medicinal plants accounts for 0.79 and 0.60 per cent in INP and ONP 

respectively.  

55))..  FFuuee ll  WWoooodd::  Fuel wood is another most important NTFP, collected from 

the park. Although the collection of fuel wood from NP is prohibited as per the 

Wildlife Act 1972, local communities have limited access to fuel wood collection for 

meeting the essential needs. All sample households from INP and ONP frequently 

collect fuel wood. Per head, on an average, 25 to 30 kg of fuel wood is collected in 

one trip. Local communities make  two trips to forest per week for gathering fuel 

wood. Local communities divulge that they collect usually fallen and dead or dry 

wood and opine that it would not affect the forest ecosystem. The dependence of local 

communities of INP on fuel wood is only for domestic use. However, local 

communities of ONP even collect fuel wood for sale apart from domestic use. The 
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collection of fuel wood brings in Rs 3671.15 non-cash income to households of INP. 

The estimated value of fuel wood collected stands at Rs 2329 from the households of 

ONP for both purposes. All households living in INP and ONP collect fuel wood with 

an average of 43.19 and 27.40 quintals per annum respectively. The households of 

INP earn 59.12 per cent of non-cash income from collection of fuel wood whereas 

households of ONP earn 40.86 per cent of non-cash income and 7.52 per cent of cash 

income from the collection of fuel wood. Of the total income from the collection of 

NTFPs, households of INP earn about 30.36 percent of income and households of  

ONP earn 21.22 per cent of income. These figures clearly show the extent of 

dependence of local communities on collection of fuel wood. 

66))  WWiilldd   SSppiiccee ss:: Local communities collect a variety of wild spices such as 

wild pepper, marati moggu and chakke, etc, from forest area. About 67 per cent of 

households from INP and 73.33 per cent from ONP collect these products on an 

average quantity of 37.23 and 23.47 kgs respectively per year for both self-

consumption and for sale. The cash income earned from wild spices has been 

estimated at Rs 1294.41 (22.00 per cent) and Rs 818.91 (12.66) per annum 

respectively in INP and ONP. The non-cash income earned stands at Rs 194.78 (3.13 

per cent) and Rs 818.91 (12.66 per cent) for INP and ONP respectively. Of the total 

income from the collection of NTFPs, the share of income from wild spices accounts 

for 12.31 per cent and 8.55 per cent for INP and ONP respectively. 

77))..  WWiilldd  NNuuttss  aanndd  SSeeeeddss:: Extraction of a variety of wild nuts and seeds 

from the park for own use as well as for sale has prevailed for years. Households of 

NNP gather soap nut, jai kai, vate huli, alale kai, medichilad beeja, wild castor seed, 

gul nut, lin seed etc and harvesting of these items is seasonal and occasional. The 

knowledge of extraction of NTFPs is passed on to the younger generation by the 

experienced and old generation. The percentage of households extracting these 

products is estimated at 84 and 64 per cent in INP and ONP respectively. An average 

quantity collected per annum per household is 167.77 kgs and 197.66 kgs 

respectively. The share of cash income and non-cash income for own use and 

marketing accounts for Rs 1405.90 (23.90 per cent) and Rs.1668.82 (25.81 per cent) 

and Rs. 104.03 (1.67 per cent) and Rs110.11 (2.44) in both areas respectively. The 

share of income from the wild nuts and seeds, compared to total income derived from 
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other NTFPs, accounts for 12.48 percent in case of INP and 16.21 per cent in case of 

ONP.   

88))..  BBeeee   WWaaxx  aanndd  GGuumm:: Households of NNP gather bee wax and gum 

mainly for sale and they are mainly sold to middlemen or private traders. The extent 

of dependence on these products by the households of NNP stands at 87 per cent and 

72 per cent in INP and ONP respectively. The composition of cash income from these 

products is Rs 1299.75 (22.10 per cent) and Rs 1626.75 (25.16 per cent) in INP and 

ONP. The total money value derived by the households of INP and ONP from the sale 

of bee wax and gum is estimated at 10.75 per cent and 14.82 per cent respectively of 

the total value of all NTFPs.  

99))..  WWiilldd  MMee aatt  aanndd  FFiisshh:: Hunting of wild animals in NNP invites severe 

punishment to poachers and it is strictly prohibited, however, occasionally local 

communities admit to hunting of small games and collection of meat of dead wild 

animals. They catch fish seasonally from streams and ponds. Both the items are 

gathered mainly for own consumption. Only 33 and 36 per cent of households of INP 

and ONP admit that they collect 4.78 and 5.53 kgs of these items respectively. The 

non-cash income derived from the  collection of wild meat and fish from the both 

settlements is estimated at Rs 478.00 (7.69 per cent) and Rs 553.00 (12.26 per cent) 

respectively.  

1100))..  GGrreeeenn  FFooddddeerr:: Livestock rearing in INP is prohibited and only the 

households of ONP collect green fodder. Locally, the value of a bundle of green 

fodder is fixed at Rs 5. About 48 per cent of households of ONP gather 

annually149.33 bundles of green fodder for stall-feeding. The non-cash income 

derived from the gathering of green fodder accounts for Rs 746.65 (16.55 per cent). 

Households of ONP derive about 6.80 per cent of total income from the collection of 

green fodder. 

The households of INP and ONP derive income worth Rs.12090.14 and Rs 

10973.56 per annum from the collection of a variety of NTFPs respectively. Of the 

total income, the share of cash income in the two settlements from the sale of NTFPs 

accounts for 48.64 per cent and 58.91 per cent respectively. The composition of non-
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cash income for self -consumption of forest products is estimated at 51.35 per cent in 

INP and 41.08 per cent in ONP accordingly.   

Of the nine important categories of NTFPs collected from households of INP, 

four are gathered exclusively for self-consumption or domestic use and one product is 

solely for sale. The rest of the four products are collected for both self-consumption as 

well as for sale. Of the total income derived from the collection of NTFPs, fuel wood 

alone fetches more than 30.36 per cent of income, followed by honey (16.03 per 

cent); both products fetch about 46.39 per cent of income and rest of the NTFPs bring 

about 53.61 per cent of income to the households of INP. 

By and large all tribals including women are involved in collection of forest 

products. The households of ONP collect 10 categories of NTFPs, of which, four are 

gathered for domestic or self-consumption and five are collected for both sale and 

own use and the remaining one item is collected solely for sale. Of the total income 

generated from the collection of NTFPs, fuel wood, honey, wild nuts and seeds fetch 

55.05 per cent of income and rest of NTFPs bring about 44.05 per cent of income. 

The dependence on NTFPs by the households of INP is largely for self-consumption 

(51.35 per cent) while the dependence of the ONP households is largely for earning 

cash income from sale (58.91 %). The extent of dependence of tribals on various 

NTFPs is shown in Figure 5.3.  

Figure 5.3: Extent of Households’ Dependence on Various NTFPs Per Annum 
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Thus, from the foregoing analysis, it is evident that, the households’ 

dependency levels are varied depending upon the availability, requirement, 

marketability and more importantly free access to various NTFPs in the study area. 

The next section deals with the collection of TFPs 

55..44..22..  CCoolllleeccttiioonn  ooff  TTiimmbbeerr  FFoorreesstt  PPrroodduuccttss::   

Local communities collect TFPs with the permission of FD for meeting their 

basic requirements and not for sale. The households living in the study area of INP 

gather only three categories of TFPs while households of ONP collect four categories 

of TFPs for the purpose of domestic use. The dependence of local communities for 

the collection of a variety of TFPs is given in Table 5.4.  
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Table. 2.4: Extent of Annual Dependence of Households on Timber Forest Products in NNP 

 
 
 

Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages to the column total)  
* Quantity (Poles) in numbers  

   ** Quantity (Mulch and Green manure) in bundles average 25 -30 kgs, 
 

 
 
 

 

INP ONP  
Sl. 
No 

 
 

Timber 
Forest 
Products 
(TFPs) 

% of 
families 

collecting 
the 

product 
(1) 

Quantity 
per 

annum 
(Poles) 

 
(2) 

Non-cash 
Income 
(from 
Self-con 
sumption) 
    (3) 

Total 
value 
(Rs) 
(3+4) 

 
(4) 

% of 
families 

collecting 
the 

product 
(1) 

Quantity 
per 

annum 
(Kg) 

 
(2) 

Non-cash 
income 
(from 
Self-con 
sumption) 
     (3) 

Total 
value  
(Rs) 

(3+4) 
 

(4) 
1 Timber 

 
87 
 

10.71* 535.50 
(23.49) 

535.50 
(23.49) 

64 23.50 1175.00 
(47.92) 

1175.00 
(47.92) 

2 Bamboos  91 
 

18.50* 925.00 
(40.57) 

925.00 
(40.57) 

50.66 14.22 711.00 
(29.00) 

711.00 
(29.00) 

3 Cane and 
Fiber 

73 
 

32.77* 819.25 
(35.94) 

819.25 
(35.94) 

36 18.63 465.75 
(19.00) 

465.75 
(19.00) 

4 Mulch and 
Green 
manure 

 
00 

- - - 45.33 01** 100 
(4.08) 

100 
(4.08) 

       
Total 

 

83 
(100) 

- 2279.75 
(100.00) 

2279.75 
(100.00) 

49 
(100) 

- 2451.75 
(100.00) 

2451.75 
(100.00) 
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The dependence of households on TFPs of INP and ONP is about 87 per cent 

and 64 per cent respectively and they collect, on an average, 10.71 and 23.50 poles 

per annum. Timber used for domestic requirements alone fetches about 23.49 and 

47.92 percentages of non-cash income to the households of INP and ONP 

respectively. The dependence of households on bamboo accounts for 91 per cent 

(INP) and 50.66 per cent (ONP) annually. Incomes earned from bamboo are estimated 

at 40.57 per cent and 29 per cent of the total income from TFPs. Collection of cane 

and fiber is accounted for 73 per cent in case of INP and 36 per cent in case of ONP. 

The income generated from cane and fiber is estimated at 35.94 per cent and 19 per 

cent respectively in INP and ONP. Only the households of ONP collect mulch and 

manure. About 45.33 per cent of households depend on mulch and green manure and 

they earn an income of 4.08 per cent to the total income from TFPs. The dependence 

on TFPs is high in case of ONP households (Rs 2451.75) as compared to INP 

households (Rs 2279.75).  

Table: 5.5: Households’ Dependence on TFPs by Purpose  

Nagarhole National Park  Purpose 
INP ONP 

Grand Total 

Agricultural tools  04  (04.00) 29  (38.66) 33  (18.85) 
Fencing material 23  (23.00) 09  (12.00) 32  (18.28) 
House construction 61  (63.00) 18  (24.00) 79  (45.14) 
Wooden utensils 10  (10.00) 04  (05.33) 14  (08.00) 
Green manure 02  (02.00) 15  (20.00) 17  (09.71) 
          Total 100 (100.00) 75  (100.00) 175  (100) 

            Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages to their representative totals) 

Local communities gather TFPs for various purposes like agricultural 

implements, house construction, wooden utensils, green manure, and fencing 

materials (Table 5.5). Households were requested to give their first priority for 

collection of TFPs. Accordingly only their first choice is taken for analysis. Out of the 

total collection of TFPs, 63 per cent of INP households collect mainly for house 

construction and 23 per cent for fencing of houses and backyards to protect them from 

the menace of wild animals and 10 per cent of households collect timber for wooden 

utensils and only 2 per cent households for preparing agricultural implements.  

The demand for TFPs largely comes from households living in ONP. About 

38.66 per cent of households collect TFPs mainly for making agricultural tools. The 

percentage of households collecting TFPs for the construction of houses, green 
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manure and fencing material accounts for 24 per cent, 20 per cent and 12 per cent 

respectively. The graphical illustration of collection of TFPs for various purposes by 

the households of INP and ONP is given in Figure 5.4. 

Figure 5.4 : Collection of TFPs by Households for Various Purposes (%) 

 

From the foregoing analysis, it is evident that majority of the households from 

INP and ONP gather a variety of TFPs principally for house construction compared to 

other purposes. The next section deals with the employment generation from forest 

resources in the study area. 

55..55..  EEMMPPLLOOYYMMEENNTT  GGEENNEERRAATTIIOONN  FFRROOMM  FFOORREESSTT    
                RREESSOOUURRCCEESS::  

Forest activities like collection of NTFPs and TFPs generate direct, indirect 

and self-employment opportunities for the forest dependent communities right 

through the year (Nayak, 2001). Collection of forest products is considered a major 

economic activity for local communities of NNP since they spend most of their time 

in extracting forest products as detailed in the preceding sections. The employment 

generated by forest resources has been estimated by evaluating the working days 

(man-days) spent by a household in collection of a range of forest products with 

respect to other economic activities (Table 5.6).  
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Table 5.6. Composition of Annual Employment of Households in Man-Days  

INP ONP Sl. 
No. 

   
       Activities  Mean 

Man-days 
S.D.1 C.V.2 

(%) 
Mean 

Man-days 
S.D. C.V. 

(%) 
1 Collection of NTFPs 

and TFPs 
294.78 
(52.78) 

273.87 92.90 233.44 
(40.19) 

230.23 98.62 

2 Agriculture and 
allied activities 

61.32 
(10.97) 

156.26 254.84 90.67 
(15.61) 

189.37 208.87 

3 Forest Department 
work 

73.65 
(13.18) 

41.75 56.69 47.33 
(8.14) 

61.21 129.32 

4 Plantation work 120.51 
(21.57) 

117.14 97.20 187.87 
(32.34) 

261.47 139.16 

5 Others  8.23 
(1.47) 

22.95 278.89 21.45 
(3.69) 

42.94 200.16 

         Total 558.49 
(100.00) 

100.63 82.22 580.76 
(100.00) 

99.38 63.28 

Note: [1 S.D.= Standard deviation.  2 C.V.= Co-efficient of variation (%)] 
            [Figures in parentheses are percentages to the total] 
 

It is found that annually about 294.78 (52.78 per cent) of mean man-days of 

employment are generated for each household of INP from collection of NTFPs and 

TFPs, out of the total annual employment of 558.49 man-days per household. The 

collection of NTFPs and TFPs generate 233.44 (40.19 per cent) of mean man-days of 

employment for the households of ONP, out of the total annual employment of 580.76 

man-days per household. This indicates the importance of forest economy in 

providing employment opportunities to forest dwellers. The generation of 

employment from forest-based activities is around 57.6 per cent of total man-days in 

other parts of the country as per the evidence of some studies (Mallik, 2000 and 

Prakash, 1999). Employment generated by agriculture and allied activities amounts 

for only 61.32 (10.97 per cent) mean man-days in INP and 90.17 (15.61 per cent) 

mean man-days in ONP. FD has provided seasonal and occasional employment 

opportunities to the households of INP and ONP. Employment generated from FD is 

estimated around 73.65 (13.18 per cent) and 47.33 (8.14 per cent) man-days per 

annum respectively. Another main source of employment is plantation work, which 

provides 120.51 (21.57 per cent) and 187.87 (32.34 per cent) man-days annually for 

households of INP and ONP respectively.   
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Figure: 5.5. Annual Employment Generation Per Household (%) 

 

The graphical presentation of annual employment generation is presented in 

Figure 5.5.  It is apparent from the foregoing analysis that employment generation 

from both NTFPs and TFPs is more stable (with variability of 92.90 in INP and 98.62 

in ONP) than from other activities. Therefore, collection of NTFPs and TFPs is the 

major source of economic activity not only in generating employment opportunities 

but also income to the forest dwellers of NNP. The next section deals with the 

composition of income from forest resources.  
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Local communities of NNP are largely dependent on forest products for their 

livelihood and they derive annual income to the tune of Rs 26,601.29 (INP) and 

28,901.36 (ONP) per household from various sources (Table 5.7).  
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Table 5.7. Composition of Annual Income of Sample Households 

INP ONP  
Sl. 
No 

 
Sources Income S.D. 1 C.V. 2 

(%) 
Income S.D. C.V. 

(%) 
1 Collection of 

NTFPs and TFPs 
14,369.89 

(54.02) 
2710.10 18.85 13,425.31 

(46.45) 
6335.17 47.18 

2 Agriculture and 
allied activities 

947. 78 
(3.56) 

1765.18 186.24 3,376.88 
(11.68) 

3335.38 98.77 

3 Forest Department 3,682.50 
(13.84) 

3799.14 103.16 2,366.50 
(8.18) 

1548.66 65.44 

4 Plantation  6,025.50 
(22.65) 

4475.41 74.27 7,272.22 
(25.16) 

4016.27 55.22 

5 Others 1,575.62 
(5.92) 

1745.98 110.81 2,460.45 
(8.51) 

2279.46 92.64 

6 All sources 26,601.29 
(100.00) 

1219.22 42.05 28,901.36 
(100.00) 

1845.88 52.69 

Note: [1 S.D.= Standard Deviation.  2 C.V.= Co-efficient of Variation (%)] 
            (Figures in parentheses signify percentages to the total) 

Out of the total annual income per household, income generated from 

collection of NTFPs and TFPs (for both own use and sale) in both the settlements of 

INP and ONP comprises of Rs.14369.89 (54.02 per cent) and Rs.13425.31 (46.45 per 

cent) correspondingly. While agriculture and allied activities contribute to the income 

to the tune of Rs. 947.78 (3.56 per cent) in INP, it is Rs.3376.88 (11.68 per cent) in 

the case of ONP. The income derived by working in the FD constitutes Rs.3682.50 

(13.81 per cent) to the total income for households of INP and Rs.2366.50 (8.18 per 

cent) for households of ONP. The second important contributor to income is 

plantation work and tribals earn income from this activity mainly for meeting the 

household requirements. The income ge nerated from plantation is estimated at 

Rs.6025.50 (22.65 per cent) in INP and Rs 7272.22 (25.16 per cent) in ONP. After the 

income derived from the collection of forest products, the income from plantation is 

considered the second highest source of income for households. Income received from 

other sources stands at Rs.1575.62 (5.92 per cent) and Rs.2460.45 (8.51 per cent) in 

both the settlements of INP and ONP respectively. The significant contribution to 

income from forest products is revealed by many studies also, for example, income 

from the collection of NTFPs in Kalahandi district in Orissa state stands at 52.2 per 

cent (Mallik, 2000) and 51.44 per cent in the study area of Uttara Kannada district in 

Western Ghats region in Karnataka  (Prakash, 1999). The graphical presentation of 

the composition of annual income from NTFPs and TFPs from the both settlements as 

compared to other sources is given in Figure 5.6.  
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         Figure: 5.6. Composition of Annual Income from Various Sources 
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The above analysis clearly reveals that the collection of NTFPs and TFPs 

fetches the largest composition of income compared to other sources of income to the 

households of both INP and ONP. It can also be observed from the interpretation of 

co-efficient of variation analysis that income generated from the collection of forest 

products is more stable compared to plantation and agriculture and allied activities 

with a variability of 18.85 per cent and 47.18 per cent in both the settlements. This 

clearly shows that collection of forest products continues to play a pivotal role in the 

tribal economy by contributing a substantial and steady income.   

55..77..  PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONNSS  OOFF  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTIIEESS  OONN  TTHHEE    
                IIMMPPOORRTTAANNCCEE  OOFF  FFOORREESSTTSS::  

The elicitation of preferences and perceptions of forest dependent 

communities about the importance of forest resources is understood to serve many 

purposes, especially for evolving right policy decisions towards forest conservation 

and management through viable institutional arrangements. The study, therefore, 

makes an attempt in the following sections to elicit the views of local communities on 

a number of issues like importance of forests, deforestation, environmental role of 

forests, conservation and management of forest resources and so on.   

As a first step to explore the views of local communities, they were asked to 

place their value and preference on the importance of forest by assigning ranks in the 

order of importance attached to each of seven different issues highlighted in Table. 

5.8.  
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Table 5.8. Households’ Perceptions on Importance of Forests  

Importance of Forests Rank-1 Rank-2 Rank-3 Rank-4 Rank-5 Rank-6 Rank-7 Total 
Meet livelihood needs of 
local people  

146 
(83.42) 

19 
(10.85) 

05 
(2.85) 

03 
(1.71) 

02 
(1.14) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

175 
(100) 

Environmental protection 
like soil conservation 

09 
(8.18) 

83 
(75.45) 

07 
(6.36) 

11 
(10.00) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

110 
(100) 

Agricultural production 
and medicinal plants  

10 
(9.52) 

08 
(7.61) 

77 
(73.33) 

06 
(5.71) 

02 
(1.90) 

02 
(1.90) 

00 
(00) 

105 
(100) 

Existence, cultural and 
religious values 

06 
(6.45) 

05 
(5.37) 

09 
(9.67) 

63 
(67.74) 

07 
(7.52) 

03 
(3.22) 

00 
(00) 

93 
(100) 

Important for meeting the 
needs of future generation 

12 
(15.00) 

15 
(18.75) 

10 
(12.50) 

03 
(3.75) 

40 
(50.00) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

80 
(100) 

Fostering wild animals 
and other habitats 

02 
(2.66) 

15 
(20.00) 

03 
(4.00) 

15 
(20.00) 

05 
(6.66) 

35 
(46.66) 

00 
(00) 

75 
(100) 

Eco-tourism & generating 
income to the government 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

10 
(27.77) 

03 
(8.33) 

05 
(13.88) 

05 
(13.88) 

13 
(36.11) 

36 
(100) 

 Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages to the total) 

Of the 175 households from both INP and ONP, 146 households opined 

positively and assigned first rank to forests, as an important source of livelihood 

needs. The second most important issue of forests was the environmental role of 

forests, to which 83 households, out of 110, assigned the second rank. Of the 105 

households, 77 households assigned third rank to the issue of forests as being essential 

to agricultural production and medicinal plants. The fourth important issue, forest as 

the store of existence, cultural and religious values, was assigned fourth rank by 63 

households out of 93 households, which responded. The fifth important issue of 

forests related to the needs of future generations. Out of 80 households, 40 assigned 

fifth rank to it. The sixth important issue cited was the role of forests in fostering wild 

animals and other habitats; 35 households out of 75 households assigned sixth rank to 

it. However, the issue of eco-tourism and generating income to the government did 

not impress households and hence, of the 36 households that responded, only 13 of 

them assigned the last rank.  

From the foregoing analysis it is clear that the local communities are aware of 

the direct and indirect benefits of forests. However, they attach more importance to 

forests in terms of meeting their livelihood needs, followed by environmental 

protection. Therefore, the success of forest conservation through peoples’ 

participation is linked to meeting the livelihood needs of households. The next section 
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deals with perceptions of local communities pertaining to the causes of deforestation 

in the study area. 

  55..88..  CCAAUUSSEESS  OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN  IINN  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY  AARREEAA::  

NNP has witnessed fast depletion of forests owing to many reasons; and 

Forest Authorities (FAs) have squarely blamed the local communities for 

deforestation. In order to know down-to-earth causes of deforestation in the study 

area, an attempt is made in this section to unearth the reality. Local communitie s are 

aware of deforestation and hence their perceptions regarding causes of deforestation 

have been explored. Different causes of deforestation were grouped into seven 

categories and households were asked to state their first preference with respect to 

important cause for deforestation and only their first choice is taken for analysis 

(Table 5.9).  

Table 5.9. Households’ Perceptions towards Causes of Deforestation (%) 

Perceptions INP ONP Grand Total 
Non-participation of Local Communities 41 (41) 11 (14.66) 52 (29.71) 
Forest and Wildlife Conservation Policies 25 (25) 15 (20.00) 40 (22.85) 
Expansion of Area under Plantation Crops 03 (03) 29 (38.66) 32 (18.28) 
Conflicts between FA and Local 
Communities 

14 (14) 06 (08.00) 20 (11.42) 

Nexus among Forest Officials, Politicians and 
Smugglers 

13 (13) 04 (05.33) 17 (09.71) 

Insecure Titles/Uncertain Property Rights 
over Land and Forestland 

04 (04) 05 (06.66) 09 (05.14) 

Encroachment and Government 
Regularization 

00 (00) 05 (06.66) 05 (02.85) 

                      Total 100 (100) 75 (100) 175 (100) 
Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages to the total) 

Among seven causes of deforestation, majority of households (41 per cent) 

from INP and just 14.66 per cent of households from ONP perceived that the non-

participation of local communities in forest conservation was the main cause for 

deforestation. However, 38.66 per cent of households living on the periphery of the 

park opined that forest clearance and gradual encroachment of forestland by the 

adjoining landowners was the main cause for deforestation. About 25 per cent and 20 

per cent of households from INP and ONP observed that they were unhappy with the 

forest and wildlife policies imposed on them and these policies were the root cause of 

deforestation. Therefore, they preferred to stay away from conservation efforts of FD 
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unless they were allowed to participate and have access to resources for meeting their 

livelihood needs.  

Collectively, of the total 175 households from the both settlements, 29.71 per 

cent blamed the non-participation of local communities in the process of forest 

conservation as the reason for deforestation. Followed by this, forest and wildlife 

policies were the causes for deforestation as per 22.85 per cent of households. 

Expansion of area under plantation crops and conflict between forest authorities and 

locals were also responsible for deforestation as perceived by 18.28 per cent and 

11.42 per cent of households.     

It is evident from the foregoing analysis that deforestation in NNP is mainly 

attributed to the failure of the state government in taking the initiative to involve local 

communities in forest conservation efforts by bringing a suitable amendment to the 

present forest and wildlife policies. Authoritarian forest polices ha ve not only failed in 

forest conservation by preventing encroachment on the periphery of the park but also 

to ease the conflict between forest authorities and local communities. The next section 

deals with the perceptions of local communities on environmental effects of 

deforestation. 

55..99..  PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONNSS  OONN  EENNVVIIRROONNMMEENNTTAALL  IIMMPPLLIICCAATTIIOONNSS              
                OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN::  

This section captures the perceptions of local communities on environmental 

implications of deforestation. Local communities placed second rank to the 

environmental role of forests and they were aware of deforestation and its 

environmental implications for their livelihood and the local economy of the region. 

Therefore, in order to capture the attitudes of local communities towards 

environmental implications of deforestation for the economy in general and livelihood 

in particular, various issues were posed to assess and assign ranking (Table 5.10).  
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Table 5. 10. Attitudes towards Environmental Implications of Deforestation (%) 

  Implications Rank-1 Rank-2 Rank-3 Rank-4 Rank-5 Rank-6 Total 
Reduced forest 
resources and habitat 

140 
(80.00) 

12 
(6.87) 

09 
(5.14) 

04 
(2.28) 

08 
(4.52) 

02 
(1.14) 

175 
(100) 

Loss of agricultural    
prod. & productivity  

06 
(3.70) 

114 
(70.37) 

19 
(11.72) 

13 
(8.02) 

08 
(4.93) 

02 
(1.23) 

162 
(100) 

Loss of soil fertility 
due to soil erosion 

04 
(2.66) 

14 
(9.33) 

99 
(66.00) 

15 
(10.00) 

10 
(6.66) 

08 
(5.33) 

150 
(100) 

Depletion of water 
table  

13 
(10.56) 

10 
(8.13) 

07 
(5.69) 

75 
(60.97) 

14 
(11.38) 

04 
(3.25) 

123 
(100) 

Erratic weather and   
 Rainfall 

12 
(10.61) 

08 
(7.07) 

10 
(8.84) 

20 
(17.69) 

55 
(48.67) 

08 
(7.07) 

113 
(100) 

Frequent floods  19 
(18.26) 

04 
(3.84) 

10 
(9.61) 

15 
(14.42) 

05 
(4.80) 

51 
(49.03) 

104 
(100) 

Note: (Figures in parentheses are percentages to the total) 
 

Of the 175 households, 80 per cent placed first rank perceiving that 

deforestation reduces the availability of forest resources and habitat. However, of the 

162 households responded, 70.37 per cent assigned second rank for the perceived loss 

of agricultural production and productivity due to deforestation. Of the 150 

households that responded, 66 per cent cited that loss of soil fertility due to soil 

erosion as another implication of deforestation and as such assigned third rank. 

Depletion of water table, erratic rain fall and frequent floods were the other important 

implications of deforestation; and local communities assigned fourth, fifth and sixth 

ranks respectively. From the above analysis it is clear that local communities are 

aware of environmental implications of deforestation and majority of them view that 

deforestation leads to loss of forest and habitat. The succeeding section deals with the 

impact of deforestation on livelihood needs of locals. 

55..1100..  IIMMPPAACCTT  OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN  OONN  LLIIVVEELLIIHHOOOODD  NNEEEEDDSS    
                    OOFF  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTYY::    

Forest resources have direct bearing on the life-support system of local 

communities. Local communities lose significant source of their livelihood (due to 

non-availability of an array of forest products) as a consequence of deforestation. In 

this section an attempt is made to capture local communities’ perceptions in relation 

to the impact of deforestation on livelihood needs. All the households responded that 

deforestation had negative effects in many ways and they are categorized into seven 

issues. The respondents were asked to state their first choice or view on the 
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consequence of deforestation and accordingly only their first choice is taken for 

analysis.  

Table: 5.11. Perceived Consequences of Deforestation on Livelihood Needs (%) 

Issues INP ONP Grand Total 
Households agree that there will be consequences 100 75 175  
Reduction in supply of NTFPs and TFPs 39 (39) 17 (22.66) 56 (32.00) 
Lose environmental services of forests  23 (23) 13 (17.33) 36 (20.57) 
Livelihoods are threatened 14 (14) 15 (20.00) 29 (16.57) 
Cultural and religious knowledge base is threatened  05 (05) 12 (16.00) 17 (09.71) 
Decline of agricultural production & shortage of food 08 (08) 07 (09.33) 15 (08.52) 
Blockade of income from forest resources  07 (07) 08 (10.66) 15 (08.52) 
More time to be spent in collection of NTFPs 04 (04) 03 (04.00) 07 (04.00) 
                                   Total 100(100) 75 (100) 175 (100) 
Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages to the total) 

The responses are summarized in Table 5.11. Of the 100 sample households of 

INP, about 39 per cent perceived that the important out come of deforestation is the 

direct loss of supply of NTFPs and TFPs and further they opined that it would have 

negative consequences on their well-being. Of the 75 households living on the 

periphery of the park, 22.66 per cent perceived that reduction in the availability of 

NTFPs and TFPs in the last few years was due to deforestation. About 23 per cent of 

households of INP and 17.33 per cent of households of ONP expressed their concern 

that deforestation might threaten the loss of environmental services and their 

livelihood needs. However, about 14 and 20 per cent of households expressed that 

livelihood might be threatened. Moreover, 5 per cent and 16 per cent of households 

believed that they would lose cultural and religious ethos and knowledge due to 

deforestation. 

 From the foregoing analysis it is evident that reduction in supply of both 

NTFPs and TFPs due to deforestation has affected their livelihood according to 32 per 

cent of households from both the settlements. The next section deals with perceptions 

about peoples’ participation in forest conservation.   
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55..1111..  PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONNSS  AABBOOUUTT  PPEEOOPPLLEESS’’  PPAARRTTIICCIIPPAATTIIOONN  IINN    
                    FFOORREESSTT  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN::  

55..1111..11..  PPeeoopplleess’’  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  TToo  PPaarrttiicciippaattee  iinn  FFoorreesstt    
                        CCoonnssee rrvvaattiioonn::  

It is evident from the results of earlier sections that local communities of NNP 

draw heavily on forest resources for their subsistence in their daily life. They also 

place high value on forest resources and their environmental role and they are also 

aware of detrimental effects of deforestation. Therefore, there is a vital need to test the 

supposition that there is an association between local communities’ willingness to 

participate in forest conservation and access to forest resources for eking out their 

livelihood. The study makes an attempt in this section to test whether this relationship 

is justifiable or realistic one. An evaluation of this relationship however, helps to 

assess the welfare implications of conservation measures in NNP for local 

communities because they have access to forest resources for years and to draw 

inferences for sustainable forest management. Therefore, households were requested 

to divulge their willingness or unwillingness to participate in forest conservation with 

and without access to forest resources (Table 5.12).  

Table 5.12: Households’ Level of Participation in Forest Conservation 

INP ONP 
Access to Forest Resources Access to Forest Resources 

Willingness 

Access Not 
Access 

Total Chi- 
Value 

Access Not 
Access 

Total Chi- 
Value 

Willing  79 
(94.04) 

05 
(5.96) 

84 
(100) 

 55 
(90.16) 

06 
(9.84) 

61 
(100) 

 

Not willing  05 
(31.25) 

11 
(68.75) 

16 
(100) 

 04 
(28.57) 

10 
(71.42) 

14 
(100) 

 

Total 84 
(84.00) 

16 
(16.00) 

100 
(100) 

 
39.435  

59 
(78.66) 

16 
(23.33) 

75 
(100) 

 
25.739 

Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages to the total) 

In respect of access to forest resources, of the 84 households, which 

responded, 79 households of INP were willing to participate in forest conservation 

and only 5 households were not willing to participate. Of the 16 households, 5 

households were willing to participate although they had no access to forest resources 

and 11 households stated that they were not willing to participate unless they had 

access to forest resources.   However, of the 75 sample households in case of ONP, 55 

households were willing to participate with access to forest resources and only 4 
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households were not interested. However, 6 households were willing to participate in 

spite of not accessing forests products and 10 households were not willing to 

participate without access to forests.  

In this study it is hypothesized that “there is a positive linkage between 

peoples’ willingness to participate in forest conservation and access to forest 

resources for meeting their livelihood needs” . In order to test the validity of the 

above hypothesis, the Chi-square test (X2) is used. The separate Chi-square values for 

both the settlements indicate that calculated values of chi-square are greater than the 

table values (6.63) at 1 per cent level of significance at 1 degree of freedom. Hence, it 

can be inferred that peoples’ willingness to participate in forest conservation depends 

on their access to forest resources for meeting their live lihood needs. Therefore, it 

may be summarized from the above analysis that peoples’ willingness to participate in 

forest conservation measures is backed by economic compulsions or incentives i.e. 

access to forest resources for meeting their livelihood needs. 

55..1111..22..  PPeeooppllee’’ss  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  TToo  PPaarrttiicciippaattee  bbyy  EExxtteennddiinngg            
                        LLaabboouurr::   

The success of conservation programme depends largely on participation of 

local communities as observed by many studies. Therefore, an assessment of the 

extent of willingness to participate either by extending labour or paying money on 

forest conservation is required to evaluate the feasibility of conservation programme 

of the government. Therefore, the mode of participation of local communities in forest 

conservation of their own choice either by extending labour or willing to pay money 

is estimated. The study has identified willingness or unwillingness to participate either 

by willingness to join or willingness to spend money towards forest conservation 

works as the dependent variable and demographic (age group, level of education) and 

economic (land size) variables as the explanatory. The local communities’ willingness 

or unwillingness to participate in conserving forests by extending voluntary labour is 

examined in Table 5.13.  
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Table: 5.13. Households’ Willingness To Participate (WTP) in Conservation of 
Forests by Extending Labour 

Items  INP ONP 
Age Group WTP UWP Total X2 WTP UWP Total X2 

Young age (18-30) 35 
(74.46) 

12 
(25.54) 

47 
(100) 

 27 
(75.00) 

09 
(25.00) 

36 
(100) 

 

Middle age (30-50) 25 
(75.75) 

08 
(24.25) 

33 
(100) 

 19 
(79.16) 

05 
(20.84) 

24 
(100) 

 

Old age (50 above) 13 
(65.00) 

07 
(35.00) 

20 
(100) 

 09 
(60.00) 

06 
(40.00) 

15 
(100) 

 

         Total  73 
(73.00) 

27 
(27.00) 

100 
(100) 

 
0.828  

55 
(73.33) 

20 
(26.66) 

75 
(100) 

 
1.833 

Education Level         
Illiterate  44 

(75.86) 
14 

(24.14) 
58 

(100) 
 33 

(75.00) 
11 

(25.00) 
44 

(100) 
 

Up to 10th Standard  15 
(71.42) 

06 
(28.57) 

21 
(100) 

 14 
(73.68) 

05 
(26.31) 

19 
(100) 

 

PUC and above  13 
(61.90) 

08 
(38.09) 

21 
(100) 

 09 
(75.00) 

03 
(25.00) 

12 
(100) 

 

         Total 72 
(72.00) 

28 
(28.00) 

100 
(100) 

 
1.494  

56 
(74.66) 

19 
(25.33) 

75 
(100) 

 
0.013 

Land Holding         
Landless Class  68 

(73.91) 
24 

(26.08) 
92 

(100) 
 37 

(74.00) 
13 

(26.00) 
50 

(100) 
 

Landholding Class  03 
(37.50) 

05 
(62.50) 

08 
(100) 

 12 
(48.00) 

13 
(52.00) 

25 
(100) 

 

   Total  
 

71 
(71.00) 

29 
(29.00) 

100 
(100) 

 
3.136 

49 
(65.33) 

26 
(34.66) 

75 
(100) 

 
4.974 

Note: (X2- Chi-value), (Values in parentheses are percentages to the row total)  

Local communities of INP were willing to extend labour, on an average, 13.53 

hours per month by joining conservation work if communities were involved. The 

willingness of households to participate by extending labour in hours has been 

calculated by multiplying the duration of time (hours) with the prevailing agricultural 

wage rates of the study area (Rs 75 for 8 hours). This is considered as an opportunity 

cost of extending labour in terms of hours for conserving forest resources. According 

to the estimation, local communities were prepared to make contribution in money 

terms (converted from labour time) about Rs 126.84 per month. This worked out to 

Rs.1522 per annum and it was estimated at 5.72 per cent of total annual income of a 

household. However, local communities of ONP were ready to extend 9.11 hours of 

labour per month and it was estimated in money terms of about Rs 85.40 per month 

and Rs 1025 per annum. The share of contribution towards conservation in money 

terms was 3.54 per cent of the total annual income of a household. The result shows 
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that local communities living in INP were ready to contribute more in terms of labour 

hours towards conservation of forests compared to households of ONP. This 

difference is mainly due to the engagement of local communities of ONP in plantation 

work, agriculture and allied activities. 

The study in this section has explored the association involving the age group 

of respondents and their willingness to participate in forest conservation by extending 

labour. A majority of respondents, about 73 per cent in INP and ONP, 

correspondingly under different age groups, were willing to participate in 

conservation of forests by extending labour; and on the contrary about 27 per cent of 

respondents were unwilling to extend their labour towards forest conservation. 

Among the different age groups, middle aged (30-50) respondents (75.75 and 79.16 

per cent in INP and ONP) were more willing to participate in forest conservation by 

extending labour followed by young age and old age respondents. It is found from the 

above result that middle-aged family units showed impressive involvement in forest 

conservation by offering their labour. 

The variable level of education of respondents and their willingness to 

participate in forest conservation by voluntary labour is examined. The part icipation 

of illiterate households in forest conservation compared to literate households stood at 

75.86 per cent in INP and 75 per cent in ONP. However, from both INP and ONP, 

24.14 and 25 per cent of households were not paying attention to participate through 

extending labour in the study area.  

The study explored the landholding and willingness to participate in forest 

conservation and it was found that among the households of INP and ONP 92 and 50 

households did not possess land out of total sample households in both the 

settlements. Of the total sample households more than 73.91 and 74 per cent of 

households were willing to participate directly in forest conservation in both the 

settlements; however, 26.08 and 26 per cent of households were not interested. 

Among the land holding households 37.50 and 48 per cent of households in both the 

settlements were ready to participate in forest conservation and 62.50 and 52 per cent 

of households were not interested. It is evident from the above analysis that age and 

education are not associated with willingness to participate by extending labour in 

INP and ONP. However, land holding and willingness to extend labour is associated 
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in case of ONP and vice versa in the case of INP. To sum up, it is observed that 

irrespective of education and age group, local communities were willing to participate 

in forest conservation. As rightly remarked by Thimma, a tribal youth, “forests are our 

life and conservation of forests is a way of life for us for ages and our lifestyles show 

the evidence of everything”. 

55..1111..33..  PPeeooppllee’’ss  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  TToo  PPaarrttiicciippaattee  bbyy  PPaayyiinngg  MMoonneeyy::  

An analysis is carried out in order to explore the willingness of the local 

communities of the NNP towards conservation of forest resources. Money is used as 

an indicator of preference in participation. The details in this regard are given in Table 

5.14.  

Table. 5.14. Household’s Willingness To Participate (WTP) in Conservation of 
Forests by Willing to Pay Money 

Items  INP ONP 
Age Group WTP UWP Total X2 WTP UWP Total X2 

Young age (18-30) 19 
(40.42) 

28 
(59.57) 

47 
(100) 

 
 

15 
(41.66) 

21 
(58.33) 

36 
(100) 

 
 

Middle age (30-50) 11 
(33.33) 

22 
(66.66) 

33 
(100) 

 09 
(37.50) 

15 
(62.50) 

24 
(100) 

 

Old age (50 above) 04 
(20.00) 

16 
(80.00) 

20 
(100) 

 02 
(13.33) 

13 
(86.66) 

15 
(100) 

 

         Total  34 
(34.00) 

66 
(66.00) 

100 
(100) 

 
2.618 

26 
(34.66) 

49 
(65.33) 

75 
(100) 

 
3.878  

Education Level         
Illiterate  10 

(17.24) 
48 

(82.75) 
58 

(100) 
 09 

(20.45) 
35 

(79.54) 
44 

(100) 
 

Up to 10th Standard  05 
(23.80) 

16 
(76.19) 

21 
(100) 

 03 
(15.78) 

16 
(84.21) 

19 
(100) 

 

PUC and above  09 
(42.85) 

12 
(57.14) 

21 
(100) 

 06 
(50.00) 

06 
(50.00) 

12 
(100) 

 

         Total 24 
(24.00) 

76 
(76.00) 

100 
(100) 

 
5.547 

18 
(24.00) 

57 
(76.00) 

75 
(100) 

 
5.453  

Land Holding         
Landless Class  12 

(15.00) 
68 

(85.00) 
80 

(100) 
 11 

(35.48) 
20 

(64.51) 
31 

(100) 
 

Landholding Class  10 
(50.00) 

10 
(50.00) 

20 
(100) 

 22 
(50.00) 

22 
(50.00) 

44 
(100) 

 

   Total  22 
(22.00) 

78 
(78.00) 

100 
(100) 

 
11.42 

33 
(44.00) 

42 
(56.00) 

75 
(100) 

 
1.555  

Note: (X2- Chi-value), (Values in parentheses are percentages to the row total)  

 

Local communities of NNP were willing to pay Rs 266.45 (on an average) per 

annum per household towards conservation of forests provided they were allowed to 
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harvest forest products on a sustainable basis for meeting their bonafide needs. 

Among the different age groups, a maximum from young age households (40.42 per 

cent in INP and 41.66 per cent in ONP) were willing to pay money followed by 

middle age (33.33 per cent and 37.50 per cent) and old age group (20 per cent 

and13.33 per cent) households in both the settlements correspondingly.  

Among different educated classes, households having pre-university education 

were willing to pay money in conserving forests in both the settlements as compared 

to illiterate households and households with having completed matriculation. 

However, across land holdings, about 50 per cent of households in both the 

settlements showed considerable interest in making payment for conservation 

programme. Thus, from the above, it is evident that age group, land holding size and 

educational levels do not influence the participation of sample households in forest 

conservation.  

55..1111..44..  HHoouusseehhoollddss’’  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  ttoo  PPaarrttiicciippaattee   iinn  CCoonnsseerrvvaattiioonn    
                        AAccttiivv iittiieess::   

The elicitation of preferences of local communities is carried out in this 

section to examine the practicability of conservation programme by exploring type of 

forest conservation activity, in which the local communities were willing to 

participate.  

Table 5.15. Households’ Willingness to Engage in Forest Conservation Process 

     Forest Conservation Activities INP ONP Grand 
Total 

Prevention and extinguishing of forest fire 28 (28.00) 17 (22.66) 45 (25.71) 
Afforestation and soil conservation 17 (17.00) 12 (16.00) 29 (16.57) 
Night watch in preventing timber smuggling 12 (12.00) 11 (14.66) 23 (13.14) 
Preventing encroachment of forestland  08 (08.00) 14 (18.66) 22 (12.57) 
Stop grazing by domestic animals 07 (07.00) 10 (13.33) 17 (09.71) 
Check poaching of animals 10 (10.00) 05 (06.66) 15 (08.57) 
Assist forest officials in tracing wild animals  11 (11.00) 04 (05.33) 15 (08.57) 
Regulate collection of NTFPs  07 (07.00) 02 (02.66) 09 (05.14) 
           Total 100 (100) 75 (100) 175 (100) 

Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages  to the total) 

Table 5.15 shows that out of 175 households from INP and ONP, 25.71 per 

cent of them expressed their willingness to participate in preventing and extinguishing 

of forest fires that raze forests during summer season. About 16.57 per cent of 
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households expressed their willingness to participate in afforestation and soil 

conservation programme. About 13.14 per cent of households were interested in 

guarding forests in preventing timber smuggling through night watch along with 

forest rangers and guards; and 12.57 per cent of households showed interest in 

preventing encroachment of forestland on the periphery of the park. It is evident from 

the above that local communities were prepared to assist FD in preventing forest fires, 

engage in afforestation programme and to guard forests in preventing timber 

smuggling if they were given such responsibilities. 

55..1111..55..  HHoouusseehhoollddss’’  FFoorreesstt  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  PPrreeffee rreenncceess::  

The forest management preference of local communities in forest conservation 

through different institutional arrangements was examined by asking them to give 

their first priority. Six different institutional management options were given to make 

their choice for forest conservation (Table 5.16).  

        Table 5.16. Households’ Forest Management Prefere nces (%) 

    Forest Management Regimes INP ONP Grand Total 
Joint Protected Area Management (JPAM) 61  (61.00) 34 (45.33) 95 (54.28) 
Village Panchayat Management (VFM)  21  (21.00) 17 (22.66) 38 (21.71) 
Non Governmental Agencies (NGOs) 06  (06.00) 15 (20.00) 21 (12.00) 
Joint Forest Management (JFM) 08  (08.00) 03 (04.00) 11 (06.28) 
Pure Government Management (GM) 03  (03.00) 02 (02.66) 05 (02.85) 
Village Cooperative Society (VCS) 01  (01.00) 04 (05.33) 05 (02.85) 

                          Total 100 (100) 75 (100) 175 (100) 
 Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages to the total) 

Out of 100 households surveyed in INP, 61 per cent of households favoured 

JPAM programme and they were ready to participate in the proposed programme it 

implemented in NNP. However, 21 per cent of households preferred Village 

Panchayat Management (VPM) of forests by declaring self -rule as per the 

constitutional provision of scheduled areas. Similarly, in ONP, out of 75 households 

interviewed, 45.33 per cent of households favoured JPAM. However, another 22.66 

per cent respondents expressed their willingness to participate in forest management 

under VPM. About 20 per cent of households were willing to work with NGOs in 

forest conservation and management. Local communitie s are influenced by the 

ideology of a few NGOs, which have pledged support for the cause of adivasis and 

insisted for implementation of JPAM. It is evident from the above analysis that 
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majority of local communities (54.28 per cent) were willing to work with the FD if 

JPAM was implemented in NNP. The next section deals with forest and wildlife 

policies and conservation of forests.  

55..1122..  FFOORREESSTT  AANNDD  WWIILLDDLLIIFFEE  PPOOLLIICCIIEESS  AANNDD        
                  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN  OOFF  FFOORREESSTT::  

The state ownership of forest resources resulting in the genesis of forest and 

wildlife policies are perceived to be antagonistic and authoritarian. Implementation of 

these policies in forest conservation and management has had a major impact on 

various stakeholders and interest groups (Guha 1994). The implications of such 

policies on the state of forest, environment and forest dwellers’ livelihood have not 

been considered seriously for several decades. However, a paradigm shift from 

authoritarian policies to community-based programmes like JPAM and JFM has taken 

place with the implementation of recent Forest Policy (1988) and the Wildlife 

(Protection) Amendment Act (2002) (Sen, 2004). Therefore an attempt is made in this 

section to know the perceptions of local communities about the hypothesis whether 

“wrong forest policies are responsible for the fast depletion of forest resources”. To 

test the above said hypothesis, local communities were asked to state their views on 

the nature of forest policies and their implications for the state of forest resources 

(Table 5.17).  

Table 5.17: Households’ Level of Participation in Forest Conservation 

INP ONP 
Access to Forest Resources Access to Forest Resources 

Willingness 

Access Not 
Access 

Total Chi- 
Value 

Access Not 
Access 

Total Chi- 
Value 

Willing  79 
(94.04) 

05 
(5.96) 

84 
(100) 

 55 
(90.16) 

06 
(9.84) 

61 
(100) 

 

Not willing  05 
(31.25) 

11 
(68.75) 

16 
(100) 

 04 
(28.57) 

10 
(71.42) 

14 
(100) 

 

Total 84 
(84.00) 

16 
(16.00) 

100 
(100) 

 
39.435  

59 
(78.66) 

16 
(23.33) 

75 
(100) 

 
25.739 

Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages to the total) 

Majority of the households in INP (76 households) and ONP (51 households) 

agreed that forest policies that support local communities’ livelihood needs and 

encourage their participation in forest conservation would contribute to forest 
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conservation, however, only a few households opined that it would lead to 

deforestation. Local communities strongly opined that it would not be possible to 

conserve forests if forest polices were apathetic to livelihood needs and participation 

of local communities.  In the study it is hypothesized that “wrong forest policies are 

responsible for the fast depletion of forest resources. It is assumed that wrong forest 

policies and fast depletion of forest resources are independent. The separate Chi-

values for both the settlements indicate that calculated values of chi-square are greater 

than the table values at 1 degree of freedom and hence, null hypothesis is rejected 

(Ho) at 1 per cent level of significance. Thus, wrong forest policies and fast depletion 

of forest resources are dependent.      

Therefore, it may be summarized from the above analysis that wrong forest 

polices are responsible for fast depletion of forest resources in the study area. Thus, in 

order to involve local communities in forest conservation, provisions have to be made 

in the forest conservation policies for harvesting of NTFPs on a sustainable basis for 

their livelihood. 

55..1133..  PPEERRCCEEIIVVEEDD  CCOONNSSEEQQUUEENNCCEESS  OOFF  CCRREEAATTIIOONN  OOFF  NNNNPP::    

The assessment of the implication of creation of national park for loca l 

communities is important for understanding the plight of local communities. It was 

found during the fieldwork that the creation of the national park in accordance with 

the Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972, had far reaching consequences on their livelihood 

needs as well as their existence in their own aboriginal land (Table 5.18). The 

households of NNP responded that the creation of park had worsened their livelihood 

to a great extent and that they had to rely on plantation work for their survival. The 

creation of park had pushed them from self-sufficient barter economy into the 

uncertain market economy. The customary rights over forest products and lands had 

been curtailed and they were alienated from the forests. Local communities’ 

relationship with forest authorities turned unfriendly and some tribals were arrested 

on false charges. There was widespread agitation for reclaiming their livelihood rights 

in the park. Local communities were not given any chance to participate in forest 

conservation. It is clear that with the creation of the park livelihood rights of local 

communities were threatened. The next section deals with EDP and displacement.  
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Table 5.18: Perceived Consequences of Creation of NNP 

INP ONP      Issues 
Before After Before After 

Availability of NTFPs  High Declined  High Declined 
Agriculture operations Permitted  Ceased  Permitted Permitted 
Employment opportunities Limited  Seasonal  Limited  Seasonal  
Involvement in forest 
conservation 

No 
involvement  

No 
involvement  

No 
involvement 

No 
involvement 

Meeting livelihood needs Good  Difficult Good Difficult 
Access to NTFPs  Permitted  Restricted  Permitted  Restricted 
Recognition of tribal 
rights over forests 

Recognized  Not 
recognized  

Recognized Not 
recognized 

Relationship with Forest 
Authorities 

Normal  Bad  Normal Worst 

Grazing of animals inside 
the national park  

Permitted  Not 
permitted  

Permitted  Not 
permitted 

State of biodiversity in the 
national park 

Good  Deteriorated  Good Deteriorated  

Standard of living Better Worst  Better  Worst  

55..1144..  EECCOO--DDEEVVEELLOOPPMMEENNTT  PPRROOJJEECCTT  AANNDD  DDIISSPPLLAACCEEMMEENNTT::  

The implementation of World Bank sponsored Eco-Development Project 

(EDP) in NNP had evoked controversy due to its ambiguous policy. Although the 

policy aimed at addressing both “the impact of local people on the protected areas 

and the impact of the protected areas on local people” it failed to make known the 

impact on the displacement of local communities from the park area. Therefore, 

efforts were made to capture the views of local communities on EDP (Table 5.19). 

Table: 5.19. Peoples’ Stand on Eco-Development Project and Displacement (%) 

                  INP ONP     Issues 
Accept Reject Total  Accept Reject Total  

Eco-Development   
Project 

09 
(09.00) 

89 
(89.00) 

100 
(100) 

43 
(57.33) 

32 
(42.66) 

75 
(100) 

Displacement from  
 National Park 

08 
(08.00) 

92 
(92.00) 

100 
(100) 

02 
(02.66) 

73 
(97.33) 

75 
(100) 

 

Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages to the row total) 

In INP 89 per cent of households opposed EDP on account of perceived idea 

of displacement and limiting local communities’ access to forest products for meeting 

the livelihood needs. However, large number of households from ONP (57.33) 

accepted EDP and only 42.66 per cent of households rejected EDP. A majority of 

households from both INP and ONP rejected their displacement from the park area. 
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However, a large number of households from INP were ready to accept displacement 

if they were given adequate compensation including land and shelter on the periphery 

of the park in Virajpet taluk and they opposed relocation to Nagpura village in Hunsur 

taluk.  The main justification they gave for their relocation on the periphery of the 

park in Virajpet taluk was that they were not prepared to accept altogether a new 

environment (physical, socio-economic and cultural) that would not suit them and at 

the same time they preferred to retain their traditional livelihood rights by living in the 

vicinity of forest areas. The various reasons for rejecting EDP and disapproving 

displacement have been probed further and the details are given in Table 5.20.  

Table 5.20: Reasons for Rejecting Eco-Development Programme and 
Displacement 

Reasons INP ONP Grand Total 
Life security will be threatened 35 (35.00) 12 (16.00) 47 (26.85) 
Destruction of traditional livelihood 22 (22.00) 20 (26.66) 42 (24.00) 
Do not want to merge with market economy 16 (16.00) 09 (12.00) 25 (14.28) 
Do not want to lose present property 06 (06.00) 15 (20.00) 21 (12.00) 
Destruction of traditional and cultural life  09 (09.00) 11 (14.66) 20 (11.42) 
Do not trust government 12 (12.00) 08 (10.66) 20 (11.42) 
                             Total 100 (100) 75 (100) 175 (100) 
Note: (Figures in parentheses represent percentages to the total) 

About 35 per cent of households from INP acknowledged that the main reason 

for not accepting EDP and displacement was that life security would be threatened. 

However, about 26.66 per cent of households from ONP candidly opined that there 

would be destruction of livelihood. Together, about 26.85 per cent and 24 per cent of 

households divulged that acceptance of displacement and EDP threatened life security 

and would destroy customary livelihood rights. Further, about 25 per cent and 21 per 

cent of households from both the settlements expressed themselves against merging 

with the market economy fearing they might lose the present property. Also 20 per 

cent of households asserted that they could not trust the government and did not want 

to lose their traditional and cultural life. From the foregoing analysis it was observed 

that local communities by-and-large vehemently rejected both government’s proposal 

for displacement and EDP of WB by stating various reasons. 

Local communities have protested against the state government move towards 

their displacement, construction of Taj Resort at Murkal (INP), implementation of 

World Bank sponsored EDP by forming many organizations such as Nagarhole 
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Budakattu Janara Hakku Sthapana Samiti (BJHSS) in Virajpet, Budakattu Krashikara 

Sangha (BKS) in Nagarhole etc. NGO groups such as Coorg Organization for Rural 

Development (CORD), Kushal Nagar, Development through Education (DEED), 

Hunsur and FEDINA- VIKASA, HD Kote are against the displacement of local 

communities. However, local communities are confronted with the dilemma of 

whether to live inside the park or opt for displacement as many NGO groups working 

pro and against displacement of local communities. 

Attitudes of local communities pertaining to various issues are detailed in 

Table 5.22. About 95 and 93.33 per cent of the households from INP and ONP 

respectively wanted regularization of collection of NTFPs from NNP by the 

government. Similarly, 96 and 94 per cent of households expressed their willingness 

to participate in forest conservation if JPAM was initiated. Regarding the ir cultural 

and religious attachment to forest, majority of (95 per cent) households even today 

worship SGs inside the INP, similarly, 58.66 per cent of households from ONP 

worship SGs.   

Table 5.21: Households’ Perceptions on Different Issues (%) 

INP ONP             Issues 
Yes No Yes No 

Do you want regularization of collection of NTFPs 
from National Park 

95.00 05.00 93.33 06.66 

Do you participate in forest conservation if JPAM is    
launched 

96.00 04.00 94.66 5.33 

Do you worship Sacred Grove inside the park 95.00 05.00 58.66 41.33 
Whether your standard of living has improved after 
the implementation of Eco-Development Programme 

06.00 94.00 13.33 86.66 

Are you aware of Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972  30.00 70.00 53.33 46.66 
Are you aware of Eco-tourism 82.00 18.00 86.66 13.33 
 

A majority of households (94 per cent from INP and 86.66 per cent from 

ONP) opined that there was no improvement in their standard of living on account of 

EDP. Many (70 per cent) households in INP were not aware of Wildlife (Protection) 

Act 1972. However, more than 53.33 per cent of households from ONP were familiar 

with the Act. Eco-tourism is getting popularized in the park, even though, majority of 

the local communities of both the settlements were not acquainted with the 
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programme. It is evident from the above observation that local communities insisted 

on regularization of collection of NTFPs and implementation of JPAM in NNP.  

55..1155..  DDIISSPPLLAACCEEMMEENNTT  OOFF  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTYY::  

As observed in the preceding pages, majority of the local communities did not 

prefer to move out from the park area. However, the settlement of local communities 

inside the park defies the Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972 and the park authorities have 

been pressurizing forest dwellers to leave the park, and succeede d to some extent, in 

shifting many households to Nagpura village near Hunsur town. The World Bank 

sponsored EDP seeks to conserve forest resources by involving local communities in 

the national park management. However, it also unambiguously supports voluntary 

relocation of local communities from the park area (WB, 1996). But the local 

communities had objected to this process of rehabilitation and they were not prepared 

to accept the programme by fearing of displacement.  

Therefore, in the above context, an attempt has been made in this section to 

explore the socio-economic and environmental impact of relocation on the displaced 

communities. The relocation of tribals from NNP has been going on on account of 

growing human-wildlife conflict and worsening relationship between FAs and local 

community in recent years. Notwithstanding the opposition from local communities 

and some NGOs, many tribal households have been relocated and it has adversely 

affected the livelihood needs of the displaced communities. Nevertheless, nearly 1398 

tribal families from 30 hadis have been rehabilitated and 50 families from 5 hadis 

between 1993 and 1996 although the plan was to rehabilitate a large number of 

households. 

About 25 households of displaced local communities settled down in Nagpura 

village (Second Block) and were interviewed to evaluate the socio-economic status on 

account of relocation from the NNP. The FD has brought out the relocation package 

of one lakh rupees. Local communities relocated from NNP in 1996 from the 

periphery of NNP were given a constructed house, 2 ha of dry land with title, Rs 1000 

in cash, and 1-quintal rice at the time of relocation. The communities were also 

assured of bore wells for irrigating lands, bullock carts along with one pair of bullocks 

and household gadgets. The FD, in the beginning, cultivated ragi on behalf of the 
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local community. Basic facilities like schools, electricity, and drinking water were 

provided in the village.  

After the relocation from NNP, the local communities were not allowed to 

enter the park for collection of NTFPs and they were alienated from the earlier 

livelihood, culture, tradition, and their aboriginal land. The way of life has been 

transformed from the self -sustaining economy to the market driven economy. Local 

communities were left with no option other than migrating to nearby towns and cities 

in search of jobs and they have become ecological refugees.  

The displaced communities carried out agricultural operations only for three 

months and for the remaining period they were dependent on coffee estates and other 

agricultural activities for earning their livelihood. The total annual average income of 

the households of Nagpura village was about Rs 17, 450, which was less than the 

annual income of the households from INP and ONP. The agriculture sector had 

provided annually 461 man-days of employment per household and the average 

income from agriculture sector was Rs 9850 per annum per family during the year 

2001-2002. 

The perceptions of local communities pertaining to post-relocation and its 

implications for the socio-economic life were analyzed. All households complained 

about inadequacies of relocation packages and the government paid scant attention to 

their livelihood security after the relocation. About 88 per cent of the total households 

complained about the distribution of inferior land and inadequacy of water sources 

and support for agriculture including seeds, fertilizers, agricultural crop loans etc. All 

households complained that the relocation place was not appropriate for them and 

they did not know about the place before they were relocated. About 92 per cent of 

households opined that they were forcefully displaced and they were ready to go back 

to their original places if allowed. All households insisted on more facilities and help 

from the government. They were frustrated with frequent attacks of wild animals on 

their lands. Fuel wood for cocking and fodder for domestic animals were acute 

problems and even today they depend on the park for collecting these pr oducts. All 

households opined that their standard of living had not improved after displacement 

and they had great apprehensions about consumeristic and materialistic lifestyles of 

market economy. Pertaining to their socio-cultural and traditional ethos, 84 per cent of 
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households opined that they lost their own identity due to displacement. However, all 

the households expressed that forest conservation without their involvement was 

counterproductive and they were willing to participate in forest conservation if they 

were involved in JPAM by granting access to NTFPs.  To sum up, the displacement 

had severe negative implications for the local communities and their socio -economic 

and cultural life beyond their expectations. Dasappa, an old man from Nagpura village 

declared that “The present life has made us worse; we lost everything for just one lakh 

rupees and we are marginalized in a money economy”.  

The foregoing analysis of NNP reveals the need for establishment of JPAM 

for conserving and managing forests with the involvement of local communities. 

Being more dependent on forests for survival, it is not rational on the part of FD to 

expect local communities in the process of forest conservation without giving them a 

stake over forests. The local communities’ overwhelming willingness to participate in 

forest conservation clearly indicates the need for new institutional arrangement for 

conservation of NNP. The next chapter deals with the SG area (CM) of Palur village 

in Madikeri taluk.  
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  --   66  

SSAACCRREEDD  GGRROOVVEE  ((CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTYY  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT))  

66..11  IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN::  

Worshiping of God’s forest or SGs is intrinsic to the local communities for 

conserving forests for centuries. The local communities in India have preserved SGs 

in the name of god for centuries and are considered as an integral part of the socio -

cultural ethos of local communities. The practice of conservation and management of 

forest resources is intrinsically shaped by the traditional ecological knowledge (TEK), 

culture and religious beliefs of local communities in this country for ages (Gadgil and 

Vartak, 1975, and Ramakrishnan, 1996). Culture and religious beliefs even today 

influence local communities’ behaviour towards sustainable use and conservation of 

forest resources in their day-to-day life (Arizpe, 1996). Forests, which house the Gods 

of local communities, are recognized as SGs and religious sanctuaries and they are 

strictly kept away from human interference. These virgin forests preserve rich 

biological diversity because of the community-imposed taboos on human interference. 

This traditional forest resource management is the “umbilical linkage binding man to 

nature was passed from one generation to the other. Locally known as ‘Devarakadu’ 

(SGs) is an unique concept in nature conservation with people’s participation and 

management” (Reddy, 1994). Local communities believe that even removal of dead 

wood for fuel is an offence to the deity. The social fencing-enforcing social norms 

and codes -shaped by the socio-cultural values, is one of the best ways of forest 

conservation. This practice of conservation of SGs from elders is a great source of 

inspiration to the future generations for imbibing and attaching importance to 

biodiversity conservation.  

The concept of sustainability is indeed embodied in community-based 

conservation and management of CPRs. Local communities have inherited  

“conservation ethic” which is rooted in the traditional lifestyles embedded in 

indigenous or TEK (Posey, 2000). The lifestyles of local communities are interwoven 

with forests and it is demonstrated that local communities, apart from placing direct 

use value on the forests, they also place indirect use value for securing better 

environment and sustainable human welfare. Biodiversity, in recent decades, is under 

severe threat as a result of the weakening of religious beliefs, erosion of culture and 
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breakdown of traditional community management institutions in protecting SGs. 

However, the SGs have remained as islands of biodiversity or treasure trove of many 

rare and endangered species of flora and fauna and are the important reservoirs of use 

and non-use benefits for human beings even now.  

  The way of life of local communities of the Coorg district is shaped and 

influenced by the environment, climate and natural resources. Worshiping of SGs is 

ubiquitous in Coorg district and every village has SGs and this is manifested in the 

reverence and respect local communities have towards the SGs-God’s forest. In this 

chapter, therefore, an attempt is made to understand the rationale behind local 

communities based traditional forest conservation practices. Although the study 

focuses mainly on SGs, it also deals with other type of forests for meeting livelihood 

needs. It attempts to study however, the perceptions of local communities on 

conserving SGs as well as other types of forests. The next section deals with a brief 

profile of the study area.  

66..22..  AA  PPRROOFFIILLEE  OOFF  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY  AARREEAA::  

The study area, Palur, (village) is situated in Madikeri taluk of Coorg district. 

The village is at a dist ance of 20 km away from the district headquarters. The main 

reason for selecting Palur village is that the village has an historical Mahalingeswara 

temple and SG is attached to the temple for the task of conservation and management. 

The SG is even today worshipped annually despite large extent of encroachment.  The 

remaining island of the Mahalingeswara Sacred Grove is under the management of 

Kodagu District Temple Fund Committee.  

The geographical area of the village extends to about 657.94 ha. The land use 

pattern of the village is such that nearly 53.78 per cent of the total land is put to 

agriculture and plantation crops, and about 3.10 per cent of total land is under forest 

cover. The area under culturable waste; SGs, uncultivable waste, fallows and village 

forests accounts for 43.10 per cent of the village total area. The SGs comprise about 8 

ha or 19 acres. Plantation is the main stay of economic activity in the village and it is 

supplemented by agriculture and allied activities. The major plantation and 

agricultural crops grown in the village are coffee, cardamom, pepper, ginger, orange, 

areca nut, ginger, paddy and pulses. The village comprises about 185 households with 
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a total population of 889. The average number of residents per household is about 4.8. 

The major domesticated animals reared by the local communities are cows, buffalos, 

pigs and dogs. The educated people account for about 61 per cent of total village 

population. Figure 6.1 highlights the location of the study area, (Sacred Grove Area 

under community management) Palur village of Madikeri taluk in Coorg district.  

 

 
FIGURE 6.1: The Location of the  Study Area - Palur Village (Sacred Grove 

Area) in Madikeri Taluk  
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66..33..  SSAACCRREEDD  GGRROOVVEE  OOFF  PPAALLUURR  VVIILLLLAAGGEE::  

Forestlands of Coorg district are largely managed and controlled by the four 

institutional arrangements. First, the FD manages national parks, sanctuaries and 

reserved forests (RF). Secondly, SGs are the community forests (CF) managed by the 

local communities through formation of village committees (VC) or temple fund 

committees (TFC). However, property rights rest with either Revenue Department 

(RD) or FD. Thirdly, the village communities manage village forests (VF) and open 

access forests, but property rights rest with the RD. Lastly, Private Forests (PF) are 

owned and managed by individuals.  

The Palur Mahalingeswara ‘Devarakadu’ or SG is nestled amidst evergreen 

forest of western ghat region of Coorg district. The SG of Palur village abodes 

Mahalingeswara deity, which is situated between Bettegeri and Napoklu villages in 

Madikeri taluk. The area of SG at present has an extent of 19 acres of forestland; 

however, in the past the area comprised 169 acres, of which 150 acres of forestlands 

were encroached by the adjacent coffee planters between 1972 and 1982 according to 

the caretaker of the Mahalingeswara temple. The SGs are paisary lands and in 1985, 

the government notified them as reserved forests. The three different committees 

namely, the Kodagu District TFC, the VCs and Revenue or FD manage SGs of the 

district. Mahalingeswara SG of Palur is under the control and management of the 

Kodagu District TFC or Muzzarai Illakhe. Other SGs in the district are either 

managed by the VCs or are under the jurisdiction of the Revenue or FD. Local 

communities dwelling in the vicinity of SG have attached more importance to 

conserving it on account of its religious significance. The FD does not allow 

removing dead and fallen trees by the local communities; however, dead trees are 

disposed off through auction and the fund realized is shared between FD and VCs. 

The fund is utilized essentially for temple development, conducting festivals and 

religious ceremonies. The major annual religious rituals and festivals celebrated are 

the Nammae, Keilmurtha, Kaveri Sankramana, the Huttari and Maha Shivarathri. The 

next section deals with the occupational status of the sample households in the study 

area.               
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66..44..  OOCCCCUUPPAATTIIOONNAALL  SSTTAATTUUSS  OOFF  SSAAMMPPLLEE  HHOOUUSSEEHHOOLLDDSS::  

    The occupational status of the sample households of Palur village is given in 

Table.6.1.   

Table 6.1: Occupational Status of Sample Households (%) 

Type of 
Households  

Cultivato
rs 

Agricultural 
Labourers 

Non-agri. 
labourers 

Business Salaried 
Class 

Total 

Landless Class 00 
(00) 

07 
(58.33) 

06 
(85.71) 

00 
(00) 

04 
(44.44) 

17 
(17.00) 

Marginal 
Farmers (<1 ha) 

18 
(29.03) 

04 
(33.33) 

01 
(14.28) 

02 
(20.00) 

00 
(00) 

25 
(25.00) 

Small Farmers 
(1 to 2) 

11 
(17.74) 

01 
(8.33) 

00 
(00) 

04 
(40.00) 

02 
(22.22) 

18 
(18.00) 

Semi-medium 
Farmers (2 to 5) 

08 
(12.90) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

01 
(10.00) 

00 
(00) 

09 
(9.00) 

Medium Farmers 
(5 to 10) 

09 
(14.51) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

03 
(30.00) 

00 
(00) 

12 
(12.00) 

Large Farmers  
(> 10 ha) 

16 
(25.80) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

03 
(33.33) 

19 
(19.00) 

Total 62 (100) 12 (100) 07 (100) 10 (100) 09 (100) 100(100) 
Note: (Figures in parentheses are the percentages to the total) 

The data shows that as many as 62 per cent of the sample households are 

cultivators or agriculturists and they are engaged in both cultivation and plantation 

activities. Among cultivators, majority of them are marginal farmers (29.03 per cent). 

Large farmers account for 25.80 per cent of total cultivators and small, semi-medium 

and medium cultivators account for 17.74, 12.90 and 14.51 per cent respectively. 

Large farmers operate land, especially plantation crops by bringing hired labourers 

from other districts and family members’ work is supervisory in nature. Agricultural 

labourers account for 12 per cent and non-agricultural labourers account for 7 per cent 

of the total sample households.  A few households (of labourers) own small patches of 

land; however, they eke out their livelihood mainly by hiring out labour either on a 

casual or attached basis. Business and salaried class account for 10 and 9 per cent of 

the total sample households respectively. Majority of the sample households live in 

isolation in plantations. Of the 100 sample households, landless class consists of 17 

per cent whereas marginal and small farmers consist of 25 and 18 per cent to the total 

sample households respectively. Semi-medium and medium farmers account for 9 and 

12 per cent correspondingly. Large farmers are 19 per cent of the total sample 

households and they are the second largest sample households after the marginal 

farmers (25 per cent). 
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           Figure: 6.2. Composition of Workforce from Sample Households (%) 
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Figure 6.2 illustrates the composition of workforce in agriculture and other 

sectors among the sample households of Palur village. 

66..55..  SSAACCRREEDD  GGRROOVVEESS  AANNDD  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTYY::  

SGs, apart form providing direct economic benefits, offer environmental 

benefits and foster social, cultural and religious values of the local communities. As 

rightly observed by Dasgupta (1997), the social value of a forest typically exceeds the 

value of it s direct products, and on occasion exceeds it greatly. Further, Chandrakanth 

(1997) studied the importance of SGs (“Devarakadus”) located on plains, hill slopes 

or hilltops. They play an important role in soil and water conservation, reduce erosion, 

provide rich humus and are a rich source of medicinal plants. The societal role they 

play in preserving the environmental, religious and social culture is equally 

significant. SGs, however, with the weakening of traditional institutional set up, are 

exploited for commercial purposes. Planters encroached on SGs in the past for various 

alternative uses on account of political patronage and periodic regularization of 

encroachment (the details are given in the third chapter). However, the human 

interference is prohibited in recent years especially for collection of NTFPs and TFPs. 

Both FD and TFC have prohibited encroachment on SGs and the encroachers will be 

given sever punishments like societal ban.  However, FD is allowed to remove old 

and dead trees inside the SGs and money collected through auctioning of timber is 

shared between FD and TFC. 
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 Forest resources in general ensure households’ food security, generate 

additional employment opportunities and income. Local communities’ dependence on 

the NTFPs for meeting their livelihood needs in Palur village as compared to 

Nagarahole national park area is minimal. Only a small number of households depend 

on reserved forests, village forests and private forest for the collection of both NTFPs 

and TFPs. The major source of livelihood of local communities of Palur village is 

agriculture including plantation. However, forest resources play an important role in 

contributing direct and indirect benefits to local communities in their daily life. 

Therefore, the study, in the next section, assesses the extent of dependence of local 

communities on a variety of forest products.  

66..66..  DDEEPPEENNDDEENNCCEE  OOFF  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTEESS''OONN  FFOORREESSTT            
              RREESSOOUURRCCEESS::      

Forest resources supply an array of minor and TFPs for meeting livelihood needs 

of the local communities, generating income and employment. Apart from the above 

benefits, forests also provide space for grazing animals, and off-season cropping. The 

local communities of the study area put pressure on both forest products and 

forestlands in several ways. The demand for both forestland and forest products is 

purely influenced by prevailing root and proximate causes. Predominantly the demand 

for forestland is influenced by various factors like prevailing market prices for coffee 

and other plantation crops, timber market and ill-defined property rights. This has 

resulted in encroachment of forestland for both the permanent settlement and 

cultivation. Encroachment on forestland is carried out systematically in a phased 

manner by excessive cutting of branches of trees, later trees are allowed to die and 

finally forestland is converted for growing plantation crops or cultivation of other 

crops. Encroachment is unofficially privatized in Palur village due to involvement of 

officials. Forestland is also used for grazing animals during the summer season when 

the grass cover is inadequate and sometimes grazing is extended to interior forestland. 

The local communities, to enhance nutrition level of soil on paddy land, collect green 

manure from bane forestlands under exclusive private control. Fuel wood is collected 

to meet domestic needs as well as to sell to households in bigger villages and towns 

outside. Apart from above, local communities also depend on various NTFPs and 

timber for their requirements. Collection of minor forest products, except fuel wood, 

is for domestic use. There are no evidences of marketing of minor forest products in 
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Palur village. Timber is collected from forest area and it is used mainly for house 

construction, agricultural implements, fencing and conducting religious rituals. Apart 

from direct benefits, forest resources benefit local communities indirectly by the way 

of underground water recharge, carbon sequestration, preventing floods and siltation, 

helping agriculture production through pollination. Local communities value forests 

to a great extent for possessing of existence, cultural, religious and bequest values.  

  Local communities’ dependence on reserved forest, private forest and village 

or community forest for collection and use of minor forest products is common. 

However, local communities even today are scared to enter the SG area for extraction 

of minor and timber products. Local communities firmly believe that one who 

trespasses the God’s forest might face the wrath of God.  

66..66..11..  CCoolllleeccttiioonn  ooff  NNTTFFPPss::  

Households of Palur village collected number of minor forest products 

intended for sustaining their livelihood. Of the 100 sample households surveyed, on 

an average, 59.83 per cent of households collected 6 varieties of NTFPs. NTFPs were 

collected only for self-consumption except fuel wood. Fuel wood was collected for 

both domestic use and market for earning cash income. The important NTFPs 

collected by the local communities were fuel wood, medicinal plants, wild spices, 

wild nuts and seeds and green fodder. Table 6.2 illustrates the information about 

collection of a variety of NTFPs and Figure 6.3 highlights the percentage of 

households’ dependence on an array of NTFPs in the study area.  

11))..  FFuueell  WWoooodd:: Fuel wood is the foremost requirement for the local 

communities of Palur village. Local communities of Palur village gathered firewood 

from reserved forests, village forests and private forests as an important source of fuel 

for both domestic use and sale. Majority of the households i.e. 67 per cent, out of the 

100 households surveyed, responded positively for the collection of fuel wood for 

both the purposes. Indian Forest Act (1988) permits local communities to collect 

firewood from reserved forests for meeting their livelihood needs. Annually they 

collected 53.44 quintals of fuel wood. Out of total income from the collection of 

NTFPs, they earned Rs. 2093.55 as cash income and Rs.2448.85 as non-cash income 
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annually. The total annual income from fuel wood collection stood at Rs. 4542.40 or 

47.71 per cent of total collection of various NTFPs. 

22))..  MMeeddiicciinnaall  PPllaannttss::  Local medical practitioners and local communities 

collect different types of medicinal plants and herbs for curing specific illnesses. The 

dependence on medicinal plants, roots, barks, twigs, flowers, fruits, stems, tubers and 

herbs has clearly demonstrated that local communities even today heal common 

ailments themselves in the village itself and rarely demand the services of 

professional doctors. In the study area 54 per cent of households depended on 

medicinal plants for curing normal ailments but they consult physicians for treatment 

in case of severe diseases. Medicinal plants fetch, on an average, an income of 

Rs.36.75 per annum or 0.38 per cent of total income earned from the collection of 

various NTFPs. 

33))..  WWiilldd  FFrruuiittss:: Wild fruits are another major variety of forest products 

which are collected by the local communities of the study area. Local communities 

collect a variety of wild fruits seasonally for self -consumption. Wild fruits supplement 

essential nutrition of local communities. The important wild fruits collected are 

tamarind, jackfruit, wood apple, gooseberry, mango fruit, nerale fruit etc. The average 

price of wild fruits is put at Rs.15 per kg. Annually 67 per cent of households 

gathered a variety of wild fruits available seasonally on an average of 47.54 kgs per 

family. The average annual total income earned per household from wild fruits is 

estimated at Rs.713.10 or 7.49 per cent of the total income gene rated from the 

collection of various NTFPs. 
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Table: 6.2: The Extent of Annual Dependence on NTFPs (Per Household) 

  
Sl. 
No 

NTFPs 

% of HH 
Collecting 

NTFPs 
        
       (1) 

Quantity 
Collected 
Per HH 

(Kg) 
      (2) 

Cash 
Income 
(From 
Sale) 

     (3) 

Non-cash 
Income 

(From Self-
Consumption) 

(4) 

Total 
Value 
(Rs) 

(3+4) 
      (5) 

1 Fuel wood 
 

67 
 

53.44* 2093.55 
(100.00) 

2448.85 
(32.97) 

4542.40 
(47.71) 

2 Medicinal Plants 54 
 

5.25 - 36.75 
(0.49) 

36.75 
(0.38) 

3 Wild  
Fruits 

67 
 

47.54 - 713.10 
(9.60) 

713.10 
(7.49) 

4 Wild Spices  45 
 

59.75 - 2390.00 
(32.18) 

2390.00 
(25.10) 

5 Wild nuts & 
Seeds 

52 
 

25.44 - 228.96 
(3.08) 

228.96 
(2.40) 

6 Green Fodder 74 
 

321.55** - 1607.75 
(21.65) 

1607.75 
(16.88) 

 Grand Total 59.83 
(100) 

 2093.55 
(100.00) 

7425.41 
(100.00) 

9518.96 
(100.00) 

Note: (Figures in parentheses indicate percentage to the total),  (* Quintals, ** Bundle consisting of 25-30 kg 

fodder) 

44))  WWiilldd   SSppiicceess::  Wild spices are among the important forest products 

collected by the local communities and they gather a variety of wild spices such as 

wild pepper, cardamom, marati moggu, chakke, etc, from forest area. About 45 per 

cent of households collect these products at an average quantity of 59.75 kg per 

annum for self -consumption. The non-cash income earned from wild spices is 

estimated at Rs 2390 or 25.10 per cent of income as compared to the total income 

generated from collection of NTFPs. It was found during the field study that many 

local communities illegally cultivated pepper and cardamom inside the reserved 

forest lands in the village. 
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Figure: 6.3: Household’s Dependence for NTFPs Per Annum (%) 

55))..  WWiilldd   NNuuttss  aanndd  SSeeeeddss::  Each household extracts a variety of wild nuts 

and seeds from the reserved forest. The important wild nuts and seeds gathered are 

sege kai and jai kai. About 52 per cent of households extracted these products at an 

average quantity of 25.44 kg per annum. The share of non-cash income from own use 

of wild nuts and seeds amounts to Rs 228.96 or 2.40 per cent of the total income.  

66))..  GGrreeeenn  FFooddddee rr:: Forestlands play an important role in supporting 

livestock for both grazing and stall-feeding in the study area. Decline of grazing lands 

due to encroachment has put higher pressure on forestlands for grazing in the study 

area. Animal herding is a traditional occupation of the local communities and 74 per 

cent of the sample households own animals and they gather annually on an average 

321.55 bundles of green fodder for the purpose of stall-feeding. The average non-cash 

income annually derived from the gathering of green fodder accounts for Rs 1607.75 

or 16.88 per cent of income as compared to the collection of other NTFPs. 

The above analysis reveals that there is a high degree of dependence on forest 

resources for meeting livelihood needs by the local communities. Local communities’ 

dependence on fuel wood requirements is high compared to other five NTFPs.  

Annually on an average 47.71 per cent of both cash and non-cash income is received 

only from fuel wood sale and domestic use alone; 25 per cent of non-cash income is 
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earned from the collection of wild spices and 16.88 per cent of non-cash income 

accrues to households from the collection of green fodder. Annually local 

communities earn about Rs. 9518.96 of cash and non-cash income from gathering of 

six NTFPs. Of the six important categories of NTFPs collected by households of Palur 

village five are gathered exclusively for domestic use and one product is gathered for 

both domestic use and sale. 

Thus from the foregoing discussion, it is evident that the households’ 

dependency levels vary depending upon various NTFPs available in the study area. 

The collection of NTFPs is influenced by various factors such as household, family 

size, education level, requirement of NTFPs, the household income, and landholding. 

The next section deals with the collection of various TFPs by the households.   

66..66..22..  CCoolllleeccttiioonn  ooff  TTiimmbbeerr  FFoorreesstt  PPrroodduuccttss::   

Local communities of the study area rely on various TFPs in several ways. 

The pressure on forestland largely comes from encroachment and t imber exploitation. 

Illegal felling of trees and logging activities have harmed the composition of forest 

biodiversity. Collection of TFPs from reserved forest is banned as per the Indian 

Forest Act 1988. Timber trade of rose wood, teak, red cedar etc. is highly restricted in 

the district on account of illegal timber logging and prior permission is mandatory for 

felling of trees even on the private land. Local communities grow different trees such 

as fruit bearing trees, firewood and green manure. Fibers of palm trees are used for 

brush manufacturing and some tree barks are used for tanning. Local communities 

harvest five important varieties of TFPs for domestic use; however, data on timber 

collection for marketing is not available. The value of timber is estimated based on 

the local market price. Table 6.3 gives details about collection of various TFPs by 

households in the study area. 

Table 6.3: Extent of Annual Dependence of Household’s on TFPs  

Sl. 
No 

Items % of HH 
Collecting TFPs 

Quantity 
Per Annum 

Total Value 
(in Rs) 

1 Timber* 43 21 1050.00 (46.15) 
2 Bamboos* 37 15 750.00   (32.96) 
3 Cane and Fiber* 48 09 225.00   (09.89) 
4 Mulch and Green 

Manure** 
58 2.5 250.00   (10.98) 

 Total 46.50 (100) - 2275.00 (100.00) 
     Note: (Figures in parentheses indicate percentage to the total)  * Quantity (Poles) in numbers  **Quantity in Cart load 
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The dependence of households of the study area on the collection of timber 

accounts for just 43 per cent and they collect, on an average, a quantity of 21 poles 

per annum. Timber alone fetched about Rs.1050 or 46.15 per cent of the total income 

generated from the collection of various TFPs. The dependence of households 

annually on bamboos accounts for 37 per cent. Income earned from bamboo is 

estimated at Rs.750 or 32.96 per cent of the total income. About 48 per cent of 

households are involved in collection of cane and fiber and income generated from 

them is estimated at about Rs.225 or 9.89 per cent of the total income. Mulch and 

manure are collected by 58 per cent of total sample households and income generated 

is about Rs. 250 per annum or 10.98 per cent of the total income from TFPs. From the 

above analysis it can be observed that the dependence on timber and bamboo is high 

as compared to other two TFPs.  

               Table: 6.4: Collection of TFPs for Various Purposes 

Purposes Percentage of Households 

Agricultural Tools 29  
Fencing Materials 17  
House Construction 15   
Wooden Utensils 00   
Green Manure 48   

Total  100  
 

Local communities harvest TFPs for various purposes like agricultural tools, 

fencing, house construction, wooden utensils and green manure (Table 6.4). 

Households were asked to give their first priority for collection of TFPs. Accordingly 

only their first choice is taken for analysis. Of the 100 households surveyed 29 per 

cent collected TFPs for the purpose of agricultural tools. About 17 per cent of 

households collected TFPs mainly for fencing of houses and agricultural lands 

especially to prevent entry of animals and 15 per cent of households accumulated 

these products for house construction. More significantly 48 per cent of households 

assembled TFPs as green manure. The collection of TFPs for various purposes is 

presented in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4: Collection of Timber Forest Products for various purposes (%) 

 

From the foregoing discussion, it is evident that the dependence level of 

sample households on TFPs differs across various items on account of various factors 

including household’s requirements, limited access etc. The subsequent section deals 

with the extent of employment generation by forest economy compared to other 

economic activities.   

66..77..  EEMMPPLLOOYYMMEENNTT  GGEENNEERRAATTIIOONN  FFRROOMM  FFOORREESSTT    
                RREESSOOUURRCCEESS::  

 The main focus of this section is to explore the critical role of NTFPs and 

TFPs in generating employment opportunities for the local communities of the study 

area in comparison to other economic activities for sustaining their livelihood needs. 

Forest resources substantially contribute to household’s income by providing 

employment opportunities right through the year to lead a sustainable livelihood for 

the forest dependent communities. The proximity of human settlements especially on 

plantation gardens to forest area has naturally influenced local communities to harvest 

an array of forest resources to meet their regular needs. 
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Table 6.5: Composition of Annual Employment of Households in Man-Days  

Sl. 
No. Activities Man 

days 
S.D.1 C.V.2 

(%) 
1 Collection of NTFPs 

and TFPs 
90.40 

(17.77) 
119.63 132.34 

2 Agriculture and allied 
activities 

175. 20 
(34.45) 

188.15 107.39 

3 Forest Department 
work 

20.75 
(4.08) 

30.12 145.20 

4 Plantation work 206.50 
(40.60) 

147.23 71.29 

5 Others  15.70 
(3.06) 

26.32 167.66 

 Total 508.55 
(100.00) 

71.89 70.28 

                          Note: 1 S.D.= Standard deviation . 
                                                        2 C.V.= Co-efficient of variation (%) 
                                       Figures in parentheses signify percentages to the total  

However, collection of forest products is not a major economic activity of the 

local communities. Harvesting of both NTFPs and TFPs provides on an average of 

90.40 man-days of employment to per household per annum out of the total 508.55 

man-days of employment in a year (Table 6.5). The most important employment 

generating activities like agriculture and allied activities (34.45 per cent) and 

plantation work  (40.60 per cent) have significantly contributed to the household 

employment. The collection of both NTFPs and TFPs accounts for almost 18 per cent 

of the total employment of the sample households. FD has provided seasonal and 

occasional employment opportunities to the households and it accounts for only 4.08 

per cent of total man-days in a year. Other sources of employment opportunities have 

contributed just 3.06 per cent to the total employment.  
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Figure: 6.5. Annual Employment Generation Per Household in Man-Days  (%) 

 

 Figure 6.5 illustrates the composition of annual employment generation per 

household from various economic activities in terms of man-days.  It is evident from 

the above analysis that local communities of the study area are, to a large extent, 

dependent on plantation and agricultural economy for their stable employment 

opportunities. It can also be observed from the higher variability from the CV value 

that employment generation from the collection of both NTFPs and TFPs is unstable 

as compared to plantation and agricultural activities. The following section dwells 

upon the composition of income derived from various sources of economic activities.  

66..88..  CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTIIOONN  OOFF  IINNCCOOMMEE::  

Forest resources play a prominent role in generating income to local 

communities in the study area apart from agricultural and allied activities and 

plantation economy.  Small and marginal farmers and agricultural and non-

agricultural labourers in the study area depend on forest resources for generating 

additional income for their survival especially during the off-farm season. Both 

NTFPs and TFPs annually contribute as much as 27.59 per cent of income as 

compared to the total income of households, (which was the third highest source of 

income). Whereas plantation activity (38.28 per cent) and agriculture combined with 

its allied activities (29.63 per cent) contribute significantly to household income 
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(Table 6.6). Local communities derive annually, on an average, an income of Rs 

42733.66 per household from all sources of economic activities. The income derived 

from FD towards wage and income from other sources is insignificant and it 

constitutes merely 0.43 per cent and 3.97 per cent of the total income respectively.  

Table: 6.6. The Composition of Annual Household Income from Various 
Economic Activities 

Sl. 
No Sources Income S.D. 1 C.V. 2 

(%) 
1 Collection of 

NTFPs and TFPs 
11793.96 
(27.59) 

12212.49 103.54 

2 Agriculture and 
allied activities 

12690.50 
(29.63) 

10782.22 84.96 

3 Forest Department 186.25 
(0.43) 

225.31 120.97 

4 Plantation  16362.70 
(38.28) 

25815.56 157.77 

5 Other Sources 1700.25 
(3.97) 

1834.17 107.87 

 All Sources 42733.66 
(100.00) 

10219.01 100.44 

                            Note: 1 S.D.= Standard deviation.  2 C.V.= Co-efficient of variation (%) 
                            Figures in parentheses signify percentages to total 

 

The results from the above discussion show that more than one -fourth of 

income is derived from the forest resources. The lower variability of CV indicates that 

agriculture and allied activities as compared to collection of NTFPs and TFPs and 

plantation economy, provide stable income. 

Figure: 6.6. The Composition of Annual Household Income from NTFPs and 
TFPs  
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Figure 6.6 demonstrates the composition of annual income derived from the 

collection of NTFPs and TFPs as compared to other sources of income of sample 

households in the study area. The following section deals with the local communit ies’ 

perceptions and attitude towards the importance of SGs.  

66..99..  PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONNSS  OOFF  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTIIEESS  OONN  SSAACCRREEDD    
              GGRROOVVEESS::  

This section focuses on the elicitation of perceptions of local communities 

about the importance of SGs, environmental role of SGs , deforestation, peoples’ 

participation in conservation and management of SGs as well as general forest 

resources etc. The main focus in this section is to explore the importance of socio -

economic, religious and cultural factors that influence forest condition. Local 

communities of Palur village emulate and practise religious and cultural beliefs, 

which are inherited by their forefathers in preserving forest resources and protection 

of animals. These beliefs and attitudes are very pertinent even today for conserving 

forests in the name of God. Local communities’ perceptions differ in valuing forests 

managed through different institutional arrangements. On the one hand, SGs are 

valued high in terms of culture, religion and their mere existence and, on the other, 

common forests are valued on the basis of their alternative uses like manure for 

increasing agricultural productivity, meeting livelihood needs through harvesting of 

minor and timber forest products etc.  

The purpose behind elicitation of views of local communities is to explore and 

arrive at right policy decisions towards forest conservation and management under 

viable institutional arrangements. The study focuses on how community forest 

management affects peoples’ behaviour regarding forest resource use. Further, for 

sustainable use of forest resources and preventing environmental degradation it is 

important to comprehend the perceptions of local communities on the importance of 

forests because such local communities who live in the vicinity of forestland play a 

central role in forest conservation and management and also influence forest resource 

condition.   
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Table 6.7: Households’ Perceptions towards  Importance of Sacred Groves (%) 

Perceptions Sl. 
No. 

Issues 
Important Unimportant Indifferent Tota l 

1 Religious, cultural and 
existence values, 

92.00 03.00 05.00 100 

2 Environmental protection like 
soil conservation 

90.00 06.00 04.00 100 

3 Meet livelihood needs of local 
communities 

10.00 87.00 03.00 100 

4 Important to meet the needs of 
future generation 

80.00 15.00 05.00 100 

5 Agricultural production and 
medicinal plants  

76.00 15.00 01.00 100 

6 Fostering wild animals and 
other habitats 

71.00 20.00 09.00 100 

7 Eco-tourism & generating 
income to the government 

55.00 36.00 09.00 100 

   

  With the above objectives, local communities were asked to place their value 

and preferences on the importance of SGs by stating in order: SGs are important for 

meeting livelihood needs; environmental protection; agricultural production; SGs 

have cultural and religious values; they play an important role in meeting the needs of 

future generations; fostering wild animals; eco-tourism and income generation. Table 

6.7 provides the details about households’ perceptions towards importance of SGs. 

Local communities placed their values on the importance of SGs in the 

following way. Of the 100 households surveyed, 92 per cent viewed that SGs had 

religious, cultural and existence values, most important in their daily life. Local 

communities epitomized this by worshiping SGs and preserving them in the name of 

God for centuries. SGs embody local communities’ cultural and religious beliefs even 

today as they make visits to SGs on many occasions. They celebrate huttari- harvest 

festival inside the SGs and worship nature for bestow ing plenty of grains. Conversely, 

only a few (3 per cent) households expressed that SGs were unimportant for them and 

just 5 per cent of households were indifferent to this question. Pertaining to the role of 

SGs in protecting the environment like soil conservation as high as 88 per cent of 

households opined that this function was also important, as majority of the households 

were cultivators and they knew that soil erosion would lead to loss of soil fertility and 

increase in input costs; but only 6 per cent of households viewed it was not important 

and 4 per cent of households were indifferent to this issue. Regarding the role of SGs 
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in meeting livelihood needs, only 10 per cent of households revealed it was important; 

87 per cent viewed it unimportant while 3 per cent of households were indifferent to 

this question. Conversely, 80 per cent of households opined that SGs were very 

important for meeting the needs of future generations and 15 per cent of households 

opined negatively. Pertaining to the role of SGs in agricultural production and 

medicinal plants, 76 per cent of households opined positively and 15 per cent of 

households disapproved. A maximum of 71 per cent of households considered that the 

role of SGs in fostering animals and other habitats was also crucial, and on the 

contrary, 20 per cent of households opined this issue was not important for them and 9 

per cent of households were indifferent to this issue. Relating to eco-tourism and 

generating income to government, local communities were found less impressed with 

this issue and 55 per cent perceived this as important; 36 per cent of households 

viewed this issue as unimportant and 9 per cent of households were indifferent to this 

issue.  

From the above analysis it is found that SGs are valued most by the local 

communities for their religious, cultural and existence values and environmental role 

they play as compared to meeting their livelihood needs. The next section deals with 

the views of the local communities in relation to the main causes of de forestation of 

SGs in the study.  

66..1100..  CCAAUUSSEESS  FFOORR  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN  OOFF  SSAACCRREEDD  GGRROOVVEESS::  

The local communities’ perceptions about the main causes of deforestation of 

SGs in the study area are explored in this section. Deforestation of SGs in the district 

is unabated due to a number of causes (details are given in chapter three). The main 

causes of deforestation of SGs in Palur village had been identified through the pilot 

survey and they were grouped into five issues (Table 6.8).  The households were 

requested to give their first priority regarding deforestation of the SGs. Accordingly 

only their first choice is considered for analysis.  
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Table 6.8: Households’ Perceptions towards Causes for Deforestation of SGs (%) 

                        Perceptions  Percentage of households 
Expansion of area under plantation crops 42 
Insecure titles over agricultural and forestland 25 
Encroachment and government regularization 17 
Nexus between forest officials, politicians and smugglers 13 
Non-participation of local communities 03 

                     Total  100 

Majority of the households (42 per cent) had opined that expansion of area 

under plantation crops especially under coffee plantation in the village was the main 

cause for encroachment on SGs. About 25 per cent of  households perceived that the 

deforestation in SGs was mainly influenced by the prevailing ill-defined and insecure 

titles over agricultural and forestlands. However, about 17 per cent of households 

asserted that regular encroachment and regularization of encroached SGs was the 

reason behind deforestation. Another cause for deforestation of SGs, according to 13 

per cent of households, was the nexus between forest officials, politicians and 

smugglers. Around 3 per cent of households believed that non-partic ipation of  local 

communities in the process of forest conservation was the reason behind 

deforestation. As observed above, the district has peculiar type of insecure land titles 

due to historical inheritance of agricultural and forestlands. Even to date the district is 

beset with problems of ill-defined property rights and peculiar land laws and this has 

been viewed as one of the main causes for the deforestation of SGs as well as other 

forestlands in the district. The next section deals with the perceptions of local 

communities on environmental implications of deforestation of SGs. 

66..1111..  PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONNSS  OONN  EENNVVIIRROONNMMEENNTTAALL  IIMMPPLLIICCAATTIIOONNSS      
                    OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN  OOFF  SSGGss::  

In this section an attempt is made to elicit the local communities’ perceptions 

pertaining to environmental implications of deforestation in the study area. Local 

communities considered environmental role of SGs as important and they were aware 

of deforestation of SGs and environmental implications. In this section local 

communities were asked to place their ranks on various issues of environmental 

implications of deforestation on the economy in general and livelihood in particular 

(Table 6.9).  
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Table 6. 9: Attitudes towards Environmental Implications of Deforestation (%) 

  Implications Rank-1 Rank-2 Rank-3 Rank-4 Rank-5 Rank-6 Total 
Loss of soil fertility due 
to soil erosion 

92 04 02 02 00 00 100 

Loss of agricultural     
Production & productivity  

08 75 10 05 02 00 100 

Reduced forest resources 
and habitat 

10 06 69 11 04 00 100 

Depletion of water table  04 09 05 58 14 10 100 
Erratic weather & rainfall 02 11 16 10 52 09 100 
Increasing frequent flood  06 08 12 18 10 46 100 
 

Of the 100 households surveyed, 92 per cent of households had placed first 

rank on loss of soil fertility due to soil erosion. Since majority of the households 

surveyed were cultivators they worried about reduced agricultural production and 

productivity in the recent times therefore, 75 per cent of households had given second 

rank to this issue. About 69 per cent of households had apprehension about reduced 

forest resources and habitat and this issue was assigned third rank. The other 

important environmental implication of deforestation in SGs was depletion of water 

table, and about 58 per cent of households gave fourth rank to this issue. Erratic 

rainfall and frequent floods was another important implication of deforestation of 

SGs, and 52 per cent and 46 per cent of households assigned fifth and sixth rank 

respectively.  It was clear from the above perceptions of the local communities that 

encroachment on SGs and other forestlands had a considerable impact on the land use 

pattern and the expansion of area under plantation crops at an alarming rate had 

disastrous implications on the state of the environment of the region. The following 

section examines the impact of deforestation of SGs on socio -cultural and economic 

life of local communities. 

66..1122..  IIMMPPAACCTT  OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN  OOFF  SSGGss  OONN  LLOOCCAALL    
                  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTYY::    

This section of the study analyzes local communities’ perceptions on the 

impact of deforestation of SGs on the socio -cultural and economic life of local 

communities.  Local communities in the study area accepted that deforestation had 

negative effects on their life in many ways. The households were asked to state their 

views on the consequences of deforestation of SGs and varied consequences are 
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categorized into three most important issues. The views of households are 

summarized in Table 6.10.  

Table 6.10: Consequences of Deforestation of SGs on Households  

                  Consequences Percentage of Households 
Socio-cultural & religious knowledge base is threatened  69 
Decline of agricultural production  20 
Lose environmental services of forests  11 
                   Total 100 

 

Majority of the households (69 per cent) felt that deforestation of SGs had 

weakened religious and cultural knowledge base of the local communities. Young 

generation of the village is left with no legacy of SGs, which is considered as the 

main culture and tradition of Coorg people. With the weakening of cultural and 

religious beliefs, societal relationships, community living and sharing of resources has 

irrevocable implications for TEK as well as conservation of unique biodiversity 

preserved by the ancestors in the district in the name of god. Followed by this, about 

20 per cent of households stated that decline in agricultural production affected their 

livelihood. Further, 11 per cent of households expressed their apprehensions of losing 

of environmental services such as underground water recharge , prevention of soil 

erosion, carbon sequestration, prevention of floods and landslides etc. From the above 

analysis it is authenticated that local communities had lost the socio-cultural fabric of 

the society and TEK due to deforestation of SGs. The subsequent section illustrates 

local communities’ perceptions on conservation of SGs.    

66..1133..  PPEEOOPPLLEESS’’  PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONNSS  OONN  CCOONNSSEERRVVIINNGG  SSGGss::  

66..1133..11..  PPeeooppllee’’ss  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  ttoo  PPaarrttiicc iippaattee  ((WWTTPP))  iinn    
                        CCoonnssee rrvvaattiioonn  ooff  SSaaccrreedd  GGrroovveess  aanndd  FFoorreessttss::  

The focus of the study in this section is to explore the divergent perceptions of 

local communities on conserving SGs under community management and conserving 

reserved forest under the management of FD. Since local communities placed high 

non-use value on SGs, in terms of religious, cultural and existence aspects as 

compared to use value of harvesting an array of forest products. Local communities 

are also acquainted with non-use value of SGs for environmental protection. Even 

though local communities have not relied on SGs for meeting bonafide needs, 

whether there is an association between local communities’ willingness to participate 
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in SGs conservation and access to forest resources of SGs for eking out their 

livelihood is examined systematically to make it very lucid. Further, local 

communities’ willingness to participate in conserving reserved forests (RF) and eking 

out their livelihood is also explored. Studying both forest resource management 

regimes under different institutional setup helps in understanding peoples’ perceptions 

on conserving and managing forest resources. Examination of these relationships, 

however, helps further to assess whether to employ economic incentives for 

conserving and managing forest resources and for evolving viable forest conservation 

policies for sustainable forest management. Therefore, local communities were 

requested to state their preference or willingness to participate independently in 

conserving SGs and RF with or without access to forest resources (Table 6.11).  

Table 6.11: Households’ Level of Participation in Conservation of SGs and RFs 

Sacred Groves  Reserved Forests  
Access to forest resources Access to forest resources Willingness Access Not 

access 
Total Chi-

Value 
Access Not 

access 
Total Chi-

Value 
Willing 15 

(17.64) 
70 

(82.36) 
85 

(100) 
 74 

(92.50) 
6 

(07.50) 
80 

(100) 
 

Not willing 05 
(33.33) 

10 
(66.66) 

15 
(100) 

 05 
(25.00) 

15 
(75.00) 

20 
(100) 

 

Total 20 80 100 1.960  79 21 100 43.94  
  Note: (Figures in parentheses are represent percentages) 

Out of 100 households surveyed, 85 households were willing to participate in 

conserving SGs, however, with respect to RF, 80 households were willing to 

participate in forest conservation.  Whereas in the case of SGs area 15 (17.64 per 

cent) households were willing to participate if they had access to forest products of 

SGs; and as many as 70 (82.36 per cent) households were willing to participate in 

conserving SGs even though they had no access to forest resources. Contrary to the 

above perceptions, in the case of RF, 74 (92.50 per cent) households were willing to 

participate in forest conservation with a provision to access forest resources and just 6 

(7.50 per cent) households were ready to participate without access to forest 

resources. About 14 households were not willing to participate in the conservation of 

SGs and 20 households were not willing to participate in the conservation of RF with 

or without access to forest resources.  
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In the study it is hypothesized that “there is a positive linkage between 

peoples’ willingness to participate in forest conservation and access to forest 

resources for meeting their livelihood needs”. It is assumed that peoples’ willingness 

to participate in forest conservation and their access to forest resources for meeting 

their livelihood needs are independent. The separate Chi-value for SGs indicates that 

calculated value of chi-square is less than the table value (6.63) at 1 degree of 

freedom and hence, null hypothesis is accepted (Ho) at 1 per cent level of 

significance. Thus, access to forest resources and willingness to participate in 

conservation are independent. Therefore, it may be summarized from the above 

analysis that peoples’ willingness to participate in conservation of SGs is not 

conditioned by economic compulsions or incentives i.e. access to forest products for 

meeting their livelihood needs. 

However, regarding people’s participation in conserving RF, peoples’ 

willingness to participate in forest conservation and their access to forest resources for 

meeting their livelihood needs are assumed independent. The Chi-value indicates that 

calculated value of chi-square is greater than the table value (6.63) at 1 degree of 

freedom and hence, null hypothesis is rejected (Ho) at 1 per cent level of significance. 

Thus, access to forest resources and willingness to participate in conservation are 

dependent. Therefore, it may be summarized from the above analysis that peoples’ 

willingness to participate in conservation of RF is conditioned by economic 

compulsions or incentives i.e. access to forest resources for meeting their livelihood 

needs. 

It can be observed from the above analysis that the local communities’ 

willingness to participate in conservation of RF was conditional to economic 

compulsions i.e. access to forest products for meeting their livelihood needs. 

However, in the case of conserving SGs local communities were overwhelmingly 

willing to participate without any economic compulsions or incentives. The next 

section deals with peoples’ preferences towards participation in conservation of SGs. 
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66..1133..22..  PPeeooppllee’’ss  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  ttoo  PPaarrttiicc iippaattee  bbyy  EExxtteennddiinngg    
                        LLaabboouurr::   

An attempt is made in this section to elucidate preferences of local 

communities’ willingness to participate in preserving SGs by extending labour. 

Conservation of SGs is considere d as dependent variable and demographic (age 

group, level of education) and economic (land size) variables are explanatory 

variables. Households in the study area were willing to extend, on an average, about 

7.50 labour hours or almost one man-day per month by joining conservation work. 

The willingness of households to participate by extending labour in hours has been 

calculated by multiplying the duration of time (hours) with the prevailing agricultural 

wage rate in the study area (Rs 75 for 8 hours of labour).  

The extending of labour hours by postponing other works is considered as 

opportunity cost for conserving SGs. Local communities were willing to offer in 

money terms about Rs.75 per month and Rs 900 per annum. This works out to 2.10 

per cent of the total annual income of a household. The local communities’ 

willingness to participate in conserving SGs by extending their labour is explained in 

Table 6.12. 

Table 6.12. Households’ Willingness To Participate (WTP) in Conserving SGs by 
Extending their Labour 

Items 
Willingness To 

Participate 
Unwillingness 
To Participate  

Total Chi-
Value 

Age Group     
Young age (18-30) 07 (24.13) 22 (75.86) 29 (100)  
Middle age (30-50) 31 (79.48) 08 (20.51) 39 (100)  
Old age (50 above) 26 (81.25) 06 (18.75) 32 (100)  
         Total        64 (64.00) 36 (36.00) 100 (100) 28.19 
    Level of Education     
Illiterate  31 (79.48) 08 (20.51) 39 (100)  
Up to 10th Standard  19 (61.29) 12 (38.70) 31 (100)  
PUC and above  21 (70.00) 09 (30.00) 30 (100)  
         Total       71 (71.00) 29 (29.00) 100 (100) 2.79  
   Land Size      
Small (< 2 ha) 37 (86.04) 06 (13.95) 43 (100)  
Marginal (2-5 ha) 04 (44.44) 05 (55.55) 09 (100)  
Large (> 5 ha) 06 (19.35) 25 (80.64) 31(100)  

   Total  47 (56.62) 36 (43.37) 83 (100) 33.23 
Note: (Figures in parentheses indicate percentages to the row total) 

 In this section the interface between two variables involving age of 

respondents and their willingness to take part in conserving SGs by offering their 
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labour is dealt with. The majority of the respondents were in the age group of 30 to 35 

years. Out of 29 respondents in the age group of 18 to 30 (young age), 7 (24.13 per 

cent) were willing to participate in conservation activities whereas 22 (75.86 per cent) 

were unwilling to participate. In the age group of 30 to 50, out of 39 respondents, 31 

(79.48 per cent) volunteered to participate; however, 8 (20.51) respondents were not 

willing to participate in conservation of SGs. Out of 32 respondents from the old age 

group, 26 (81.25 per cent) were willing to participate and only 6 (18.75 per cent) 

respondents were unwilling to participate in conservation of SGs. It is established 

from the above that old age respondents about 50 and above showed greater interest in 

offering labour for conserving SGs.  

 The study in this section explores another variable i.e. the level of education of 

respondents as an indicator in influencing their willingness to participate in 

conserving SGs. Of 39 illiterate respondents, 31 (79.48 per cent) expressed their 

willingness to participate and 8 (20.51 per cent) were not ready to participate by 

extending labour. Of 31 respondents educated up to matriculation, 19 (61.29 per cent) 

preferred to participate and 12 (38.70 per cent) were not readily available to 

participate. Out of 30 respondents who had completed pre -university education and 

other degrees, 21 (70 per cent) were ready to volunteer to participate however, 9 (30 

per cent) were unwilling to offer labour. However, it is significant to note that among 

different educational gr oups illiterates had showed greater keenness in volunteering 

their labour towards conserving SGs.   

 Pertaining to association between land size and peoples’ willingness to 

participate in conserving SGs, out of 43 households having less than 2 ha of land, 37 

(86.04 per cent) said that they were keen to participate, however, 6 (13.95 per cent) 

households perceived that they were not willing to participate. Out of 9 households 

having land between 2 and 5 ha, 4 (44.44 per cent) were interested in participating 

and 5 (55.55 per cent) expressed their unwillingness to participate. About 31 large 

cultivators holding land above 5 ha were interviewed, and 6 (19.35 per cent) 

respondents opined that they were willing to spare some time towards conserving SGs 

while a majority of 25 (80.64 per cent) respondents were not ready to offer labour. 

From the above an inference may be drawn that among land holding class, people 
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having less then 2 ha of land had volunteered to extend labour in large numbers in the 

process of conserving SGs.  

The chi-value shows that the calculated value is higher than the table value for 

age and land size. Therefore age and willingness to participate, and land size and 

willingness to participate by extending labour are associated with each other. 

However, there is no association with the level of education of respondents and 

willingness to participate. Thus from the above, it is evident that age group and land 

size largely influence the sample households to participate in conserving SGs by 

volunteering labour and the level of education does not influence households’ 

participation in SGs conservation. 

66..1133..33..  PPeeooppllee’’ss  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  ttoo  PPaarrttiicc iippaattee  bbyy  PPaayyiinngg  MMoonneeyy::                   

 An analysis is carried out in this section to explore local communities’ 

willingness to participate in conserving SGs by paying money. This method of 

exploring peoples’ participation in the conservation activities is carried out mainly 

because some households face time constraints participating in conservation of SGs. 

However, a majority of households expressed their willingness to participate by 

volunteering labour and paying money towards conservation of SGs. The sample 

households were willing to pay money, on an average, Rs.155 per month and Rs.1860 

per annum towards conservation of SGs. This amounts to 4.35 per cent of the total 

annual income of a household. Households’ participation in conserving SGs by 

willing to pay money is presented in Table 6.13.  

Among different age groups, a majority from old age class (above 50), out of 

32 respondents, 27 (84.37 per cent) expressed their willingness to participate by 

paying money towards conserving SGs. In the case of middle age group, (30 to 50), 

out of 39 respondents, 25 (64.10%) showed interest in participating by paying money. 

However, in the case of young generation between 18 and 30, out of 29 respondents, 

10 (34.48 per cent) were inclined to participate by paying money. Among different 

age groups of respondents, old generation respondents showed a greater interest in 

participating by paying money towards conservation of SGs. 
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Table. 6.13. Households’ Willingness To Participate (WTP) in Conserving SGs 
by Willing To Pay Money 

Items 
Willingness To 

Participate 
Unwillingness 
To Participate  

   Total Chi-
Value 

Age Group     
Young age (18-30) 10 (34.48) 19 (65.51) 29 (100)  
Middle age (30-50) 25 (64.10) 14 (35.89) 39 (100)  
Old age (50 above) 27 (84.37) 05 (15.62) 32 (100)  
         Total  62(62.00) 38 (38.00) 100 (100) 16.19 
 Level of Education     
Illiterate  09 (23.07) 30 (76.92) 39 (100)  
Up to 10th Standard  20 (64.51) 11 (35.48) 31 (100)  
PUC and above  24 (80.00) 06 (20.00) 30 (100)  
         Total 53 (53.00) 47 (47.00) 100 (100) 24.45 
      Land Size      
Small (< 2 ha) 10 (23.25) 33 (76.74) 43(100)  
Marginal (2-5 ha)  05 (55.55) 04 (44.44) 09(100)  
Large (> 5 ha) 25 (80.64) 06 (19.35) 31(100)  

   Total  40 (48.19) 43 (51.80) 83(100) 23.98 
Note: (Figures in parentheses indicate percentages to the row total) 

In order to explore the role of education among sample households in 

influencing their willingness to participate by spending money towards conservation, 

an analysis is carried out in this section. Among different educational level 

respondents surveyed, those who studied pre-university education and above showed 

considerable in terest towards participation by paying money in conserving SGs 

followed by respondents who had studied up to matriculation and illiterates. 

This section deals with the influence of land holdings on willingness to 

participate through paying money towards conservation of SGs.  Among different 

land holding classes, big cultivators showed greater willingness to participate by 

spending money towards conserving SGs followed by medium land holding class. 

However, households having less than 2 ha of land did not show much interest in this 

regard.  

The chi-value shows that the calculated values are higher than the table values 

for all variables. Therefore age group, education level and land size are associated 

with willingness to participate by extending money towards conserving SGs, Thus 

from the above, it is evident that the different variables considered in the study have a 

greater influence on local communities in participating towards conservation of SGs.  
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66..1133..44..  PPeeooppllee’’ss  SSaaccrreedd  GGrroovveess  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  PPrreeffeerreenncceess::   

Local communities have inherited community-based conservation TEK in 

conserving and managing SGs for ages. They preferred their own well-situated SGs 

management preferences under different institutional arrangements based on their 

socio-economic conditions and religious and cultural beliefs in the past. This section 

focuses on the SGs management preferences of local communities under different 

institutional setup. Households were asked give their first preference on conservation 

of SGs under different institutional management options and only their first choice is 

taken for analysis (Table 6.14).  

Table 6.14: Households’ Forest Management Preferences 

 
A majority of households (66 per cent), out of 100 households surveyed, 

overwhelmingly supporte d CM of SGs through Devarakadu Thakkamukhyastara 

Vedike (DTV), constituted by the Devarakadu Thakkamukhyastara Federation (DTF). 

They also further observed that FD had failed to check deforestation of SGs in the 

past.  Recently GoK launched NAP by involving local communities in the 

conservation of SGs in the district. About 12 per cent of households came out with the 

support to VPM, as it would help local communities to claim stake over SGs. 

However, only 10 per cent of households preferred JFM and 7 per cent of households 

favoured declaring SGs as Protected Area and management of SGs under JPAM. A 

small number of households (5 per cent) preferred SGs to be managed under VCS. 

From the above discussion it is evident that households preferred community 

management of SGs in the study area. 

66..1133..55..  PPeeooppllee’’ss  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  ttoo  PPaarrttiicc iippaattee  iinn  CCoonnssee rrvvaattiioonn      
                        AAccttiivv iittiieess::     

The following section examines the practicability of conservation programme 

by exploring in which forest conservation activity the local communities were willing 

to participate (Table 6.15). Local communities were determined to rejuvenate SGs 

    Forest Management Preferences Percentage of respondents 
Community Management (CM) 66 
Village Panchayat Management (VPM)  12 
Joint Forest Management (JFM) 10 
Joint Protected Area Management (JPAM) 07 
Village Cooperative Society (VCS) 05 

             Total 100 
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through afforestation programme and about 56 per cent of households were willing to 

participate in afforestation and soil conservation programmes. Another 20 per cent of 

households were willing to prevent further encroachment on SGs. However, about 11 

and 10 per cent of the households were interested in checking smuggling and 

preventing grazing of animals inside the SGs and only 3 per cent of households were 

willing to prevent forest fire during the summer season and they were also ready to 

assist the FD. 

Table 6.15: Households’ Willingness To Partake in Conservation Activities 
     Forest Conservation Activities Percentage of households 

Assist in afforestation and soil conservation activities 56 
Prevent encroachment of forestlands  20 
Check smuggling of forests resources 11 
Stop grazing on forestlands by domestic animals 10 
Prevention and extinguish of forest fire 03 
                                Total 100 

 

From the above, it is revealed that local communities were mainly interested 

in afforestation and soil conservation programmes for rejuvenating SGs in the village. 

The following section examines communities’ perceptions on forest policies.  

66..1144..  FFOORREESSTT  PPOOLLIICCIIEESS  AANNDD  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN  OOFF                  
                    FFOORREESSTTSS::  

The present section examines the effects of forest policies regarding 

conservation and management of forests (including SGs) on local communities’ 

livelihood needs, their behaviour towards exploitation of forest resources and state of 

forest and environment. Implementation of forest policies has had a major impact on 

various stakeholders and interest groups. Therefore an attempt is made in this section 

to know the perceptions of local communit ies on the proposition whether “wrong 

forest policies are responsible for the fast depletion of forest resources”. To test 

this hypothesis and to obtain their perceptions, local communities were asked to state 

their views on the nature of forest policy and its implication for the state of forest 

resources (that is to say conservation or deforestation) (Table 6.16).  
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Table 6.16: Households’ Perceptions Pertaining to Forest Policy 

Conservation 
Nature of Forest Policy Items 

Yes No* 

    
  Total 

Chi-
Value 

Forest Policy which supports 
local communities’ livelihood 
needs and participation  

 
Right 
 

75 
(93.75) 

05 
(6.25) 

80 
(100) 

 
 
 

Forest Policy which is indifferent 
to local communities’ livelihood 
needs and participation  

 
Wrong 

05 
(25.00) 

15 
(75.00) 

20 
(100) 

 

  Total      80  20  100  47.26  
     Note: Figures in parentheses represent percentages.  *(Deforestation)  

Local communities were asked to state their perceptions towards the nature of 

forest policy (which supports local communities livelihood needs and their 

participation and vice versa) and its implication for forest conservation or 

deforestation. Out of 100 households interviewed, 80 households responded that 

forest policy, which supported livelihood needs and allowed peoples’ participation, 

was considered right policy. Out of 80 households, a maximum of 75 (93.75 per cent) 

households opined that it would lead to conservation of forests. However, 5 (6.25 per 

cent) households disclosed that even though it was right policy that would lead to 

deforestation. On the contrary, 20 households opined that forest policy, which was 

indifferent to local communities’ livelihood needs and discouraged their participation 

in forest conservation, was considered wrong policy. Of the 20 households, 5 (25 per 

cent) households felt that even though it was wrong policy that would lead to forest 

conservation. However, 15 (75 per cent) households felt that it would lead to 

deforestation.  

It is hypothesized that “wrong forest policies are responsible for the fast 

depletion of forest resources”. It is assumed that wrong forest policies and fast 

depletion of forest resources are independent. The Chi-value indicates that calculated 

value of chi-square is greater than the table value (6.63) at 1 degree of freedom hence 

null hypothesis is rejected (Ho) at 1 per cent level of significance. Thus, wrong forest 

policies and fast depletion of forest resources are considered dependent. Therefore, it 

may be summarized from the above analysis that wrong forest polices are responsible 

for fast depletion of forest resources in the study area. It is clear from above that 

provisions need to be made in forest policies to involve local communities in forest 
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conservation or else the forest policy may not serve the purpose for which it is 

imple mented i.e. conservation of forests. 

To sum up, local communities of SGs area in Palur village are dependent on 

forest resources to some extent for meeting their various livelihood needs. However, 

their perceptions about SGs reveal that they place high non-use value on SGs and use 

value on general forests. Further, they are willing to participate in conservation of 

SGs without insisting on any economic incentives but in order to participate in 

conserving general forests they demand access to forests for meeting their various 

livelihood needs. Local communities are willing to contribute towards conservation of 

SGs in terms of labour and money and have expressed that wrong forest policies need 

to be replaced for involving local communities in forest conservation.  

The following chapter examines the local communities’ dependence on forests 

and their perceptions about forest conservation in Plantation Area (Private 

Management) of Garvale village in Somvarpet taluk.  
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  --   77  

PPLLAANNTTAATTIIOONN  AARREEAA  ((PPRRIIVVAATTEE  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT))  

77..11..  IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN::  

Forestlands managed under private ownership of individuals produce most of 

the food, fiber and fuel wood that local communities use especially in developing 

countries. It is attributed that forestlands under private management are less prone to 

deforestation and environmental degradation, if owners had clear legal titles. Pearce 

and Wardford (1993) opine that privatization is a frequent policy prescription for 

solving the problems caused by overusing resources under open access and common 

property resources.  Therefore, forest conservation and management under private 

institutional arrangement is viewed by the governments all over the world as a viable 

alternative strategy to achieve twin goals; conserving environment and economic 

gains. Farm forestry can also satisfy the other necessities of individual households for 

forest products and it also complements the management of forests and conservation 

of natural forests (Roba, 2000).   

 The genesis of private forest management regimes in western ghat region is 

traced to the reason of providing an assured source of biomass to the farmers for 

maintaining productivity of agriculture and livestock. In Coorg district, plantations 

occupy 33 per cent of the total land area. Coffee plantation area in the last forty years 

witnessed a significant growth (Ninan, 2001). Deforestation in the district is attributed 

mainly to prevailing complex and ill-defined land tenure system where local 

communities enjoy different types of tenures such as granted tenures (privileged) and 

leased tenures. Land under plantation crops is continually increasing, almost 

inevitably, as a consequence of increasing per capita income, significant rise in coffee 

and timber prices and population growth. The virgin and high evergreen forests have 

largely degraded and depleted due to encroachment by the planters. Conversion of 

forestlands into plantations and commercial exploitation of timber and various minor 

forest products like firewood, fruits, medicinal plants, gums, resins and other products 

have placed enormous pressure on forestlands. However, plantation based agro-

forestry has retained, to some extent, vegetation of the district despite deforestation. 

The dependence of local communities on reserved forests for collection of firewood 

is, to some extent, mitigated as coffee based agro-forestry meets this requirement. 
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With this backdrop, the present chapter deals with the dependence of local 

communities on various forest resources and it also studies the effects of property 

rights in comparison to other factors that influence the condition of forest resources. 

Perceptions of local communities of plantation area towards their participation in 

forest conservation and management are carried out, as it is important in relation to 

property rights.  

77..22..  PPRROOFFIILLEE  OOFF  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY  AARREEAA::  

Garvale village is situated amidst lush evergreen forest and coffee plantation areas of 

Somvarpet taluk of Coorg district. The village is located at a distance of 20 km away 

from the district hea dquarters Madikeri. The purpose of choosing the village is that 

the village, a predominantly plantation area with large tracts of forestlands (falling 

under bane category) has been illegitimately encroached by local communities and 53 

households had already submitted Form No.53 to the office of Deputy Commissioner 

(DC), Madikeri for seeking regularization of encroached forestlands. The village 

comprises about 205 households with a total population of 886. The average 

population per household is about 4.32 persons and literacy rate of the village 

population stands about 47 per cent. The geographical area of the village extends to 

about 2429.53 ha of which forest comprises 660.69 ha or 27.19 per cent of the total 

area of the village. Forest area under SG accounts for 42.19 or 1.73 per cent of the 

total geographical area of the village. The area under coffee plantation accounts for 

314.53 or 12.94 per cent of the total geogrphical area of the village. Land under paddy 

and cardamom cultivation accounts for 116.03 ha and 108.38 ha respectively. The 

uncultivated bane land and cultivable paisary comprise 707.49 ha and 390.35 ha or 

29.12 per cent and 16.06 per cent of the total geographical area of the village 

respectively. The major agricultural crops grown in the village are coffee, paddy, 

cardamom, pepper, ginger, and oranges etc. The most important livestock reared are 

cows, buffalos, pigs and dogs and their total population is about 181 according to the 

official records of the village accountant (VA). The following section deals with the 

composition of work force of sample households in the study area.    Figure 7.1 

highlights the location of the study area, (Plantation Area under Private Management) 

Garvale village of Somvarpet taluk in Coorg district.                                  
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FIGURE 7.1: The Location of the Study Area - Garvale Village (Plantation 
Area) in Somvarpet Taluk 
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77..33..  OOCCCCUUPPAATTIIOONNAALL  SSTTAATTUUSS  OOFF  SSAAMMPPLLEE  HHOOUUSSEEHHOOLLDDSS::  

The occupational status of the sample households of Garvale village for the 

year 2002 is analyzed in Table.7.1. The composition of workforce as cultivators in 

plantation and agriculture areas stood at 66 per cent of the total sample households. 

Of the 66 cultivators, marginal farmers and large farmers constituted 31.81 per cent 

and 25.75 per cent respectively. Garvale village is predominantly a coffee plantation 

area where majority of the farmers own and manage coffee estates apart from 

agricultural lands. The distribution of agricultural lands is highly skewed and 

inequality of income among respondents is widespread. Agricultural labourers 

comprised just 15 per cent and non-agricultural labourers consisted of merely 7 per 

cent of total sample households. Few households of agricultural labourers owned 

marginal lands, however, they supported their livelihood mainly by hiring out labour 

either on a casual or attached basis to landlords. Business and salaried class 

households comprised 7 and 5 per cent of total sample households respectively. 

Majority of the sample households live on isolation in plantation estates.  

Table: 7.1. Occupational Status of Sample Households (%) 

Class of 
Households  

Cultivato
rs 

Agricultural 
Labourers 

Non-agri. 
Labourers 

Business Salaried 
Class 

Total 

Landless Class 00 
(00) 

11 
(73.33) 

07 
(100) 

03 
(42.85) 

05 
(100) 

26 
(26.00) 

Marginal 
Farmers (<1 ha) 

21 
(31.81) 

04 
(26.66) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

25 
(25.00) 

Small farmers 
(1 to 2) 

08 
(12.12) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

08 
(08.00) 

Semi-Medium 
Farmers (2 to 5) 

10 
(15.15) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

04 
(57.15) 

00 
(00) 

14 
(14.00) 

Medium Farmers 
(5 to 10) 

10 
(15.15) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

10 
(10.00) 

Large Farmers  
(> 10 ha) 

17 
(25.75) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

00 
(00) 

17 
(17.00) 

Total 66 (100) 15 (100) 07 (100) 07 (100) 05 (100) 100(100) 
 

The majority of households of this study belonged to landless and marginal 

farmers. Of the 100 households surveyed landless and marginal farmers consisted of 

26 per cent and 25 per cent respectively, whereas small farmers consisted of just only 

8 per cent. Semi-medium and medium farmers accounted for 14 per cent and 10 per 

cent correspondingly.  Large farmers comprised 17 per cent of total sample 
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households and they were the third largest sample households after the landless and 

marginal farmers. From the above analysis it is clear that cultivators owning land 

more than 2 ha comprised 41 per cent of total sample households.  

  Figure: 7.2. Composition of Workforce from Sample Households (%) 

Business Class

Non-agri. 
Labourers

Agricultural 
Labourers

Cultivators

Salaried Class

 
 

The pictorial illustration of composition of workforce in the study area is  

given in Figure 7.2. Among different classes of workforce cultivators represented 66 

per cent while others represented 33 per cent of the total workforce. The next section 

deals with local communities dependence on forest resources. 

77..44..  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTIIEESS’’  DDEEPPEENNDDEENNCCEE  OONN  FFOORREESSTT    
              RREESSOOUURRCCEESS::      

 Local communities of Garvale village rely on forest resources in many ways 

from basic needs to agricultural needs. Access to forest resources is an important 

factor that is influencing local economy in terms of generation of income and creation 

of employment opportunities. Local communities put pressure on forests in a number 

of ways for their direct and indirect use. The demand for forestland and forest 

products is influenced by the prevailing root and proximate causes at both domestic 

and international level. The pressure on forestland is mainly influenced by root causes 

like market failure, policy failure, prevailing market prices for coffee and other 

plantation crops, timber prices, ill-defined property rights and frequent regularization 

of encroached forestlands etc. Prevailing proximate causes like population pressure, 

livestock grazing, collection of NTFPs, TFPs, agricultural needs etc put further 
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pressure on forest resources in the village. Together, they have been influencing local 

communities’ behaviour towards over exploitation of forest resources. This has led to 

unchecked encroachment of forestlands for plantation as well as other crops inside the 

forestlands and exploitation of forest resources for gra zing animals, collection of 

minor and major forest products and so on. Encroachment on forestland has 

relentlessly increased owing to frequent regularization. Livestock are frequently 

allowed to move freely in the forestlands for grazing and fodder is collected for stall-

feeding. The local communities maintain high-level productivity of paddy by 

enhancing nutrition level of soil through annually applying green manure collected 

from paisary, bane and other forestlands. NTFPs are gathered mainly for the purpose 

of domestic use except fuel wood that is used for both marketing and domestic use. 

Timber is collected from forest areas mainly for the following purposes. They are for 

house construction, agricultural implements, fencing, agricultural manure and 

perfor ming religious ceremonies.  

Local communities benefit in terms of indirect benefits from forests by way of 

underground water recharge, enrichment of soil nutrition, carbon sequestration, 

prevention of floods and siltation, improvement of agricultural production through 

pollination and maintenance of conducive climate. Apart from above benefits local 

communities attach other values to forests to a great extent for possessing of 

existence, cultural, religious and bequest values. The following section deals with the 

collection of NTFPs from local communities of Garvale village. 

77..44..11..  CCoolllleeccttiioonn  ooff  NNTTFFPPss::  

Local communities of Garvale village gather different varieties of NTFPs for 

meeting largely domestic needs from plantation area and nearby bane, paisary, 

devarakadu, village forests and reserved forests. As the market fails to determine 

prices of many forest products, the value of NTFPs is estimated by taking into 

account the prices of close substitutes. The data given below indicates the estimated 

average value derived by the local communities from various NTFPs. About 100 

sample households were interviewed and it was found that, on an average, 47.85 per 

cent of households collect 7 varieties of NTFPs for domestic use and for sale. 

Firewood is collected for both domestic use and marketing for earning cash income; 
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and Gum and Resins are collected mainly for sale. The important NTFPs collected by 

the local communities are fuel wood, medicinal plants, wild spices, wild nuts and 

seeds, gum and resins and green fodder. Table 7.2 gives the details about collection of 

a variety of NTFPs and Figure 7.3 exhibits the percentage of households’ dependence 

on a variety of NTFPs in the study area.  

11))..  FFuuee ll  WWoooodd:: The most important basic need of the local communities 

among different NTFPs is fuel wood for both cooking and warming up their houses 

during winter season. Fuel wood is gathered either from plantation area or from near 

by forestlands. Among 100 sample households 61 per cent of households collect fuel 

wood for both ow n use and sale. Each household collects on an average, 55.54 

quintals of fuel wood per annum. The income generated per household from the 

collection of fuel wood for both purposes is estimated at Rs. 4720.90 per annum, of 

which Rs 2832.54 is earned from domestic use and Rs 1888.36 from the sale of fuel 

wood. The total annual income generated from fuel wood collection alone stands at 

Rs. 4720.90 or 43.64 per cent in comparison to total income generated from the 

collection of other NTFPs. 

22))..  MMeeddiicciinnaall  PPllaannttss:: The dependence on medicinal plants for preparing 

traditional medicine or Ayurveda is still widely found in the village. Traditional 

healers, practitioners and local communities of different socio-economic groups 

gather medicinal plants and they have high commercial value. Of the 100 households 

surveyed, 35 per cent of households rely on medicinal plants for curing common 

ailments. Medicinal plants fetch per household, on an average, a sum of Rs.33.25 per 

annum or 0.30 per cent of total income earned from the collection of various NTFPs. 

33))..  WWiilldd   FFrruuiittss::  Wild fruits are among the most important of forest products 

collected by the local communities of Garvale village. Local communities grow fruit 

bearing trees of different verities (jackfruit, mango, banana, orange, guava etc) on 

their private land apart from collecting wild fruits from forestlands. Wild fruits are 

seasonally available and local communities collect them for own use rather than for 

sale. The important wild fruits collected are tamarind, jackfruit, wood apple, 

gooseberry, mango, nerale (rose apple) etc. The average value of wild fruits is fixed at 

Rs.15 per kg. Annually 55 per cent of households collect a variety of wild fruits, on 

an average, of 35.44 kgs per family. The average annual total income received per 
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household from the collection of wild fruits amounts to Rs.531.60 or 4.91 per cent of 

total income generated form the collection of various other NTFPs. 

44))  WWiilldd   SSppiicceess:: Local communities of Garvale village cultivate spices 

(pepper, cardam om) on their private land and they also plant pepper (creeper) inside 

the reserved forest illegally and earn a sizeable income. They collect a variety of wild 

spices such as wild pepper, cardamom, marati moggu and chakke.  Of the total 

households, only 45 per cent collect wild spices at an average quantity of 62.52 kgs 

per household annually for domestic use. The non-cash income earned from wild 

spices per household is estimated at Rs 2500.08 or 23.11 per cent of income as 

compared to total income generated from the collection of others NTFPs.  

Table: 7.2 . The Extent of Annual Dependence of Households on NTFPs  

  
Sl. 
No 

NTFPs 

% of HH 
Collecting 

NTFPs 
       
      (1) 

Quantity 
Collected 
Per HH 

(Kg) 
      (2) 

Cash 
Income 
(From 
Sale) 

     (3) 

Non-cash 
Income 

(From Self-
Consumption) 

(4) 

Total 
Value 
(Rs) 

(3+4) 
      (5) 

1 Fuel wood 
 

61 
(100) 

55.54* 1888.36 
(65.77) 

2832.54 
(35.64) 

4720.90 
(43.64) 

2 Medicinal Plants 35 
(100) 

     4.75 - 33.25 
(0.41) 

33.25 
(0.30) 

3 Wild Fruits 55 
(100) 

35.44 - 531.60 
(6.68) 

531.60 
(4.91) 

4 Wild Spices  44 
(100) 

62.52 - 2500.08 
(31.46) 

2500.08 
(23.11) 

5 Wild Nuts & 
Seeds 

39 
(100) 

19.15 - 172.35 
(2.16) 

172.35 
(1.59) 

6 Gums & Resins  40 
(100) 

13.10 982.50 
(34.22) 

- 982.50 
(9.08) 

7 Green Fodder 65 
(100) 

375.33 - 1876.65 
(23.61) 

1876.65 
(17.34) 

 Grand Total 47.85 
(100) 

- 2870.86 
(100.00) 

7946.47 
(100.00) 

10817.33 
(100.00) 

Note: (Figures in parentheses indicate percentage to the total)  * in quintals 

55))..  WWiilldd   NN uuttss  aanndd  SSeeeeddss::  Local communities extract a variety of wild nuts 

and seeds available in the forests mainly for domestic use. It is evident that 35 per 

cent of households collect soap nut, cashew nut and jai kai at an average quantity of 

19.15 kgs per household annually. In the district, soap trees -used in soap production-

are planted along with coffee plantation mainly for shading. The indirect or non-cash 
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income derived from these items accounts for Rs 172.35 or 1.59 per cent of total 

income generated from the collection of other NTFPs.   

     Figure: 7.3: The Extent of Depende nce on Various NTFPs Per Annum (%) 

 

66))..  GGuumm  aanndd  RRee ssiinnss:: Gums and resins are commonly extracted from forests 

for making incense sticks and other products. These products are gathered mainly for 

earning cash income and only 40 per cent of households rely on these products. Each 

household collects, on an average, 13.10 kgs of gum and resins per annum. The total 

cash income realized from the sale of these items amounts to Rs 982.50 or 8.36 per 

cent of total income. 

77))..  GGrreeeenn  FFooddddeerr:: Local communities reveal that they depend more on 

forestlands for collecting green fodder. Forests supply green fodder not only for 

grazing livestock but also for stall-feeding them in the village. It is evident that 65 

households in the village collect green fodder in 375.33 bundles per household 

annually. The average annual indirect (non-cash) income derived from the gathering 

of green fodder is estimated at Rs 1876.65 or 15.96 per cent of total income derived 

from other NTFPs. 

 From the above analysis it is clear that that there is a high degree of 

dependence on forest resources for meeting various needs of the local communities. 

Majority of households depend on collection of green fodder and fuel wood, and both 

the items fetch, on an average, 17.34 per cent and 43.64 per cent of the total income 

respectively. Of the total annual household income of Rs.10817.33, the share of direct 
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or cash income from the forest constitutes only Rs 2870. 86 (26.53 per cent); 

however, indirect or non-cash income contributes to the tune of Rs 7946.47 (73.46 per 

cent). Thus from the foregoing discussion, it is obvious that, the households’ reliance 

on forest resources is high on account of non-cash or indirect income they fetch.  The 

following section deals with the extent of reliance of local communitie s on TFPs in 

the village.   

77..44..22..  CCoolllleeccttiioonn  ooff  TTiimmbbeerr  FFoorreesstt  PPrroodduuccttss::   

The present section quantifies the extent of dependence of local communities 

on TFPs for meeting domestic requirements and not for sale. Since timber extraction 

is prohibited, village rs illegally obtain timber from forestlands and many households 

extract timber from their own lands. Timber is used mainly for building houses or 

repairs. Local communities harvest five important varieties of TFPs; however data 

relating to the collection of timber for marketing is not readily available. The value of 

timber is estimated based on the local market price. Table 7.3 gives the details about 

collection of various TFPs in the study area. 

Table: 7.3. Extent of Annual Dependence of Households on TFPs  

Sl. 
No 

  Items % of HH 
Collecting TFPs 

Quantity 
Per Annum 

Total Value  

1 Timber* 55 (100) 17   850.00 (33.66) 
2 Bamboos* 47 (100) 20 1000.00 (39.60) 
3 Cane and Fiber* 38 (100) 15   375.00 (14.85) 
4 Mulch & Green 

Manure** 
65 (100) 03   300.00 (11.88) 

 Total 51.25 (100) - 2525.00 (100) 
    Note: (Figures in parentheses indicate percentages to the total)  * Quantity (Poles) in numbers  **Quantity in Cart load 

It is evident from the above table that local communities depend heavily on 

mulch and green manure followed by timber. Local communities derive annually, on 

an average, a sum of Rs 2525 per household from the collection of (four different 

types of) TFPs in the village.  
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          Table: 7.4: Collection of TFPs for Various Purposes 

Purpose Percentages of 
Households 

Agricultural tools 08 
Fencing material 11  
House construction 16 
Wooden utensils 00   
Green manure 65   

Total (%) 100  
 

Local communities harvest TFPs for four purposes. The households were 

requested to give their first preference for collecting various TFPs. Majority of 

households (65 per cent) opined that they collected TFPs mainly for enriching soil 

and many households in the village preferred green manure to chemical fertilizers for 

obvious reasons. About 16 per cent of households preferred timber mainly for 

construction of houses (Table 7.4). 

Figure: 7.4. Collection of TFPs for Various Purposes (%) 

 

It is evident from the above analysis that local communities’ wide ranges of 

necessities are supported through the collection of both NTFPs and TFPs from 

forestlands. The following section presents the extent of employment generation from 

various economic activities.   
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77..55..  EEMMPPLLOOYYMMEENNTT  GGEENNEERRAATTIIOONN  FFRROOMM  FFOORREESSTT    
                RREESSOOUURRCCEESS::  

In this section an attempt is made to study the critical role of forests resources 

(NTFPs and TFPs) in generating annual employment opportunities for the local 

communities of the study area in comparison to other economic activities in 

supporting livelihood needs. Although local communities’ mainstay of occupation is 

plantation and agricultural economy, their reliance on forest resources for various 

needs is also equally significant. The proximity of human settlements especially in 

plantation estates to forest area has naturally influenced local communities to harvest 

an array of forest resources to meet their regular needs.   

Table 7.5. Per Household Employment Generation in Man-Days (Per Annum) 

Sl. 
No. 

Activities Man 
days 

S.D.1 C.V.2 
(%) 

1 Collection of NTFPs 
and TFPs 

107.25 
(18.57) 

96.42 89.90 

2 Agriculture and allied 
activities 

198.54 
(34.37) 

175.89 88.59 

3 Forest Department 
work 

10.66 
(1.84) 

17.05 159.95 

4 Plantation work 250.75 
(43.41) 

126.81 50.57 

5 Others  10.33 
(1.78) 

20.48 198.29 

 Total 577.53 
(100.00) 

68.72 78.69 

                          Note: 1 S.D.= Standard deviation.   2 C.V.= Co-efficient of variation (%) 
                                     (Figures in parentheses signify percentages to the total) 

 

Although collection of forest products is not a major economic activity of the 

local communities, harvesting of both NTFPs and TFPs generates, on an average, 

107.25 (18.57 per cent) man-days of employment per household in a year out of 

577.53 total man-days of employment generated (Table 7.5). Of the five important 

employment generating activities, plantation and agriculture and allied activities 

contributes significantly to household employment, on an average, of 250.75 (43.41 

per cent) and 198.54 (34.37 per cent) man-days per annum correspondingly. FD 

provides only seasonal and occasional employment opportunities to agricultural and 

non-agricultural labourers and it accounts for only 10.66 (4.08 per cent) man-days per 

annum. Annual employment generated from other sources of employment 

opportunities is just about 10.33 (1.78 per cent) man-days per household. The graphic 
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illustration is given in Figure 7.5 about the percentage of employment generation per 

household from each of the economic activities mentioned above in man-days per 

annum.  

Figure: 7.5. Per Household Employment Generation in Man -Days (Per Annum) (%) 

 
 

From the above analysis, it is evident that local communities of the study area 

are, to a large extent, dependent on plantation and agricultural economy for their 

employment opportunities. It is observed from the lower variability from the CV 

value that employment generation from the plantation work, agriculture and allied 

activities and collection of both NTFPs and TFPs is stable. It can also be observed 

that employment generation from the collection of forest products is unstable 

compared to plantation and agricultural activities. The following section dwells upon 

the sources of income generating economic activities.  

77..66..  CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTIIOONN  OOFF  IINNCCOOMMEE::  

The households of Garvale village depend on NTFPs and TFPs since they live 

adjacent to forest resources. They collect these items not only for household 

consumption but also to earn cash income. Local communities derive, on an average, 

annual income of Rs 47,314.68 per household from all sources. NTFPs and TFPs 

contribute to some extent to household’s total income apart from income earned from 

plantation, agriculture and allied activities and other activities. Small and marginal 

farmers and agricultural and general labourers in the study area depend on forest 
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resources for generating additional income for supplementing their livelihood 

particularly during the summer season. Of the total income, both NTFPs and TFPs 

contribute to the tune of 28.19 per cent of total income to households and this turns 

out to be the third highest source of income.  However, plantation (39.62 per cent) and 

agriculture and allied activities (29.27 per cent) contribute significantly to household 

income in the study area (Table 7.6) The income earned from FD work and others 

sources is insignificant and it was accounts for merely 0.25 per cent and 2.64 per cent 

of the total income of the sample households respectively.  

Table: 7.6. Composition of Annual Income per Household from NTFPs and 
TFPs  

Sl. 
No Source Income S.D. 1 C.V. 2 

(%) 
1 Collection of 

NTFPs and TFPs 
13,342.33 
(28.19) 

10752.79 80.59 

2 Agriculture and 
allied activities 

13850.50 
(29.27) 

9640.38 70.26 

3 Forest Department 120.85 
(0.25) 

151.77 125.58 

4 Plantation  18,750.60 
(39.62) 

28281.52 150.83 

5 Others 1250.40 
(2.64) 

1433.19 114.60 

 All Sources 47314.68 
(100.00) 

11239.15 111.81 

                            Note: 1 S.D.= Standard deviation.  2 C.V.= Co-efficient of variation (%) 
                                     (Figures in parentheses signify percentages to the total) 
 
 

The pictorial illustration of composition of income from various sources is 

given in Figure 7.6. As shown in the figure, plantation activity generates almost 40 

per cent of income whereas agriculture and allied activities contributes nearly 30 per 

cent of total income and NTFPs and TFPs con tribute about 29 per cent of total income 

to the households.  
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Figure: 7.6. Composition of Annual Income Per Household from NTFPs and 
TFPs  

 
 

 

From the above analysis, it is evident that more than one -fourth of income is 

derived from the forest resources, hence, forest resources play a significant role in 

generating income to the households. The lower variability of CV indicates that 

agriculture and allied activities and collection of NTFPs and TFPs provide stable 

household income compared to plantation economy. Therefore, there is scope for 

harvesting of forest products at a sustainable rate to benefit local communities. The 

following section deals with the local communities’ perceptions on the importance of 

forest resources.  

77..77..  PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONNSS  OOFF  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTIIEESS  OONN  FFOORREESSTTSS::    

The study in this section focuses on four important aspects pertaining to 

perceptions of local communities on the importance of forests. They are: First, to 

explore the perceptions of local communities on the role of forests. Sec ond, to explore 

how socio-economic, environmental, religious, cultural and other factors influence the 

behaviour of local communities in valuing forests for direct and indirect benefits. 

Third, to evaluate how different types of institutional regimes lead systematically to 

different forest resource outcomes. Finally the study examines the impact of diverse 

institutional arrangements on peoples’ participation in forest conservation and 

management. 
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 Local communities’ perceptions and attitudes are recognized as very 

important in evolving and implementing forest policies in order to conserve and 

manage forest resources effectively and efficiently in spatial and temporal terms. The 

perceptions are also vital for comprehending the livelihood requirements of local 

communities as well as assessing down-to-earth conditions for evolving viable 

solutions to deforestation. 

Local communities’ perceptions differ in valuing forests managed under 

different institutional arrangements. Therefore, the perceptions of local communities, 

who live and manage plantation areas, have been considered for conservation option. 

The following section deals with the elicitation of preferences and perceptions of 

forest dependent communities on the importance of forests, environmental role of  

forests, deforestation, peoples’ participation in conservation and management of 

forest resources. With the above objectives in view, the local communities of the 

study area were asked to place their value and preference either as important or 

unimportant on the various issues stated in Table 7.7.  

Table 7.7: Households’ Perceptions Towards Importance of Forests (%) 

Perceptions Sl. 
No. 

Issues 
Important Unimportant Indifferent Total 

1 Plantation and Agricultural and 
Allied activities.  

86.00 14.00 00.00 100 

2 Environmental protection like 
soil conservation. 

84.00 09.00 07.00 100 

3 Meeting livelihood needs of 
local communities. 

80.00 15.00 05.00 100 

4 Religious, cultural and 
existence values. 

75.00 16.00 09.00 100 

5 Important to meet the needs of 
future generations. 

75.00 10.00 15.00 100 

6 Fostering wild animals and 
other habitats. 

60.00 29.00 11.00 100 

7 Eco-tourism & generating 
income to the government. 

35.00 55.00 10.00 100 

   

Local communities placed their values on the importance of forests in the 

following way. Of the 100 households surveyed, 86 per cent of households viewed 

that forests were important for plantation and agriculture and allied activities because 

of their high dependence on these activities in their daily life. However, 14 per cent of 

households revealed that forest were not important for them pertaining to this issue. 
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About 84 per cent of households placed second importance of forests for 

environmental protection like soil conservation whereas, 9 per cent of households 

opined it was not important for them. However, regarding the role of forests in 

meeting livelihood needs of local communities, 80 per cent of households responded 

positively and 15 per cent did not consider this as important. About 75 per cent of 

households valued forests for representing cultural and religious beliefs of local 

communities, while 16 per cent of households expressed that this issue was not 

important for them and 9 per cent of households were indifferent to this item. 

Pertaining to the role of forests in meeting the livelihood needs of future generation, 

75 per cent of households opined that this function was important but 10 per cent of 

households viewed it was not important and 15 per cent of households were 

indifferent to this question. On the role of forests in fostering wild animals and other 

habitats 60 per cent of households revealed it was important and 29 per cent viewed it 

was unimportant, while 11 per cent of households were indifferent to this question. 

Local communities’ attitude pertaining to eco-tourism and generating income to 

government, they were less impressive and 55 per cent of households perceived this 

was not important while 35 per cent of households viewed this issue was important 

and 10 per cent of households were indifferent to this issue.  

From the above analysis it is found that forests are valued most by the local 

communities for plantation and agricultural and allied activities. The role of forests in 

environmental protection is also important for them. The following section explores 

the views of the local communities on main causes of deforestation in the study area.  

77..88..  CCAAUUSSEESS  OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN  IINN  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY  AARREEAA::  

An attempt is made in this section to explore the main causes of deforestation 

in the study area and different causes are grouped into seven items (Table 7.8).  

Table 7.8: Local Communities’ Perceptions Towards Causes of Deforestation (%) 

                        Perceptions  Percentage of 
Households 

Encroachment and Government regularization 41 
Insecure titles over agricultural and forestland 24 
Expansion of area under plantation crops 20 
Nexus between forest officials, politicians and smugglers 10 
Non-participation of local communities 05 

                     Total  100 
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Many households view that encroachment has been placing intense pressure 

on sacred groves, village forests and reserved forests. The ill-defined property rights 

have been mainly influencing encroachment, deforestation and misuse of forestlands 

for growing illegal plants like ganja. The local communities were asked to state their 

foremost cause for deforestation. Therefore, their first preference is taken for analysis.  

A majority of households (41 per cent) viewed that encroachment and government 

regularization of forestlands was the main cause for deforestation in the study area. 

Further, (24 per cent) hinted that insecure and ill-defined property rights influenced 

large-scale encroachment. About 20 per cent of households opined that expansion of 

area under plantation crops especially under coffee was the main cause for 

deforestation. However, 10 per cent and 5 per cent of households perceived that 

deforestation was due to the nexus between forest officials, politicians and smugglers 

and non-participation of local communities respectively.  It was also observed during 

the field study that in the absence of secure property rights in the form of title deeds, 

local communities have had difficulty in obtaining agricultural loans, and insuring 

agricultural crops. This has further resulted in the lack of motivation to upgrade land 

and make further investment on their lands. The skewed distribution of land had 

deprived many households and it encouraged encroachment on forestlands.  

It is evident from the above analysis that deforestation is mainly attributed to 

frequent regularization of encroached forestlands and ill defined or insecure land 

titles. These have further influenced local communities’ behaviour towards 

encroachment. The next section deals with the environmental implications of 

deforestation in the study area. 

77..99..  PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONNSS  OONN  EENNVVIIRROONNMMEENNTTAALL  IIMMPPLLIICCAATTIIOONNSS    
              OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN::  

The present section makes an attempt to study the local communities’ 

perceptions pertaining to environmental implications of deforestation in the study 

area. Local communities are aware of environmental role of forests and also 

implications of deforestation for their livelihood and economy of the region. 

Therefore, local communities were asked to place their ranks on various issues of 

environmental implications of deforestation for the economy in general and their 

livelihood in particular (Table 7.9).  
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Table 7. 9 : Attitudes towards  Environmental Implications of Deforestation (%) 

Implications Rank-1 Rank-2 Rank-3 Rank-4 Rank-5 Rank-6 Total 

Loss of agricultural     
Production & productivity  

88 06    04 02 00 00 100 

Loss of soil fertility due to 
soil erosion  

06 80 05 04 03 02 100 

Reduced forest resources 
and habitat 

08 06 76 06 04 00 100 

Depletion of water table  09 05 05 70 05 06 100 
Erratic weather & Rainfall  02 04 16 10 61 07 100 
Increasing frequent flood  02 04 06 13    25 50 100 
 

Of the 100 households surveyed 88 per cent of households had placed first 

rank on the issue of loss of agricultural production and productivity due to 

deforestation. They were aware of loss of productivity owing to non-availability of 

green manure, reduced pollination and loss of humidity in the area. Local 

communities opined that soil erosion had reduced soil fertility. Hence they exploited 

forest resources to enrich soil otherwise they had to incur additional cost by 

purchasing fertilizers from the market. About 80 per cent of households gave second 

rank to environmental implication of reduced soil fertility due to soil erosion. 

Majority of the households surveyed opined that there was drastic fall in agricultural 

production and productivity on account of soil erosion, which was widespread in the 

region due to poor watershed management. About 76 per cent of households assigned 

third rank to the issue of reduced forest resources and habitat. The other important 

environmental implication of deforestation was depletion of water table and about 70 

per cent of households had given the fourth rank to this issue. Erratic weather and 

rainfall and frequent floods were other important implications of deforestation, and 

about 61 per cent and 50 per cent of households assigned fifth and sixth rank 

respectively.  

  It is evident from the above that local communities’ perceptions that 

deforestation leads to a considerable transformation in land use pattern. Expansion of 

area under plantation crops at an alarming rate has had disastrous implications on the 

state of the environment of the region. The next section deals with impact of 

deforestation on livelihood needs of local community.  
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77..1100..  IIMMPPAACCTT  OOFF  DDEEFFOORREESSTTAATTIIOONN  OONN  LLIIVVEELLIIHHOOOODD  NNEEEEDDSS    
                    OOFF  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTYY::    

This section of the study analyzes local communities’ perceptions on the 

impact of deforestation on livelihood needs of local communities. They were 

requested to give their first priority on consequences of deforestation. In view of that, 

their first choice is taken for analysis. Local communities in the study area accepted 

the role of forests in providing income for meeting livelihood needs and were 

conscious of deforestation and its implications for their livelihood. The consequences 

of deforestation have been categorized into six issues in relation to the livelihood 

needs of local communities. The respondents were asked to reveal their views on the 

consequences of deforestation and the responses are given in Table 7.10.  

Table 7.10: Perceived Consequences of Deforestation on Livelihood Needs  

                           Consequences Percentage of 
 Households 

Blockade of income from forest resources  33 
Livelihoods are threatened 20 
Reduction in supply of NTFPs and TFPs 19 
Decline of agricultural production and income 17 
Lose environmental services of forests  06 
Religious and cultural knowledge base is threatened  05 
                                 Total 100 

 

Majority of the households (33 per cent) opined that deforestation obstructed 

income accrued to households from selling of NTFPs and TFPs. About 20 per cent of 

households openly agreed that their livelihood was threatened due to deforestation. 

However, about 19 per cent of households stated that reduction in supply of NTFPs 

and TFPs due to deforestation affected their livelihood in recent times. And 17 per 

cent opined that deforestation led to decline in agricultural production and 

consequently annual income.  

From the above analysis it is obvious that local communities experienced 

negative implications of deforestation. The next section deals with the local 

communities’ perceptions on conserving forest resources. 
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77..1111..  LLOOCCAALL  CCOOMMMMUUNNIITTIIEESS’’  PPEERRCCEEPPTTIIOONNSS  OONN    
                    CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN  OOFF  FFOORREESSTTSS::  

77..1111..11..  PPeeoopplleess’’  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  TToo  PPaarrttiicciippaattee  iinn  FFoorreesstt    
                        CCoonnssee rrvvaattiioonn::  

The study in this section explores the diverse perceptions of local communities 

in conserving forests. Local communities depend on forests in various ways and they 

placed high value on forests for their direct and indirect benefits; and they are also 

aware of deforestation and its detrimental effects. Therefore, the study examines 

whether local communities’ willingness to participate in conserving forest resources is 

influenced by access to forest resources for eking out their livelihood or not. 

Examination of this relationship helps in employing economic incentives for 

conserving and managing forest resources and to evolve viable forest conservation 

policies for sustainable forest management.  Therefore, respondents were asked to 

state their preferences or willingness to participate in forest conservation with or 

without access to forest resources (Table 7.11).  

Table 7.11. Households’ Level of Participation in Forest Conservation 

Access/Not Access to Forest Resources Items 
Access Not Access Total Chi-Value 

Willing 58 
(82.85) 

12 
(17.15) 

70 
     (100) 

 

Not willing 05 
(16.66) 

25 
(83.33) 

30 
(100) 

 

Total 63  37  100 39.47 
                Note: (Figures in parentheses are represent percentages to the row total) 
 

Of the 100 households surveyed, 70 households were willing to participate in 

forest conservation with or without access to forest resources. Out of the 70 

households, 58 (82.85 per cent) households were willing to participate in forest 

conservation, provided they were allowed to have access to forests products for 

meeting their bonafide needs whereas, 12 (17.15 per cent) households were ready to 

participate even without access to forest resources. Conversely, 30 households 

expressed their unwillingness to participate in forest conservation with or without 

access to forest resources. Out of the 30 households, 5 (16.66 per cent) households 

expressed unwilling to participate even with access to forest resources, while 25 

(83.33 per cent) households opined that they were not interested in participating 

without access to forest resources. It may be summarized from the above analysis that 
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about 70 households expressed their willingness to participate in forest conservation 

with or without access to forests, while 30 households expressed their unwillingness 

to participate in forest conservation with or without access to forest resources. 

In the study it is hypothesized that “there is a positive linkage between 

peoples’ willingness to participate in forest conservation and access to forest 

resources for meeting their livelihood needs”. It is assumed that peoples’ willingness 

to participate in forest conservation and their access to forest resources for meeting 

their livelihood needs are independent. The Chi-value indicates that calculated value 

of chi-square is greater than the table value (6.63) at 1 degree of freedom hence null 

hypothesis is rejected (Ho) at 1 per cent level of significance. Thus, access to forest 

resources and willingness to participate are dependent. Therefore, it may be 

summarized from the above analysis that peoples’ willingness to participate in forest 

conservation is conditional to economic incentives i.e. access to forests for meeting 

their livelihood needs.  

It was evident during the survey that local communities, due to sharp decline 

in coffee prices after the liberalization of coffee market, were forced to sell off trees 

on their private lands in order to maintain the same standard of living and to 

overcome debt burden. They demanded remunerative or scientific prices for coffee. 

Conservation of trees on their lands was linked mainly to remunerative coffee prices 

and vice versa. The next section deals with peoples’ preferences of participation in 

forest conservation. 

77..1111..22..  PPeeoopplleess’’  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  TToo  PPaarrttiicciippaattee  bbyy  EExxtteennddiinngg    
                          LLaabboouurr::  

An attempt is made in this section to elicit the preferences of local 

communities’ willingness to participate in conserving forests by extending labour. 

The study has explored local communities’ preferences as willingness or 

unwillingness to participate in conserving forests by extending labour. Conservation 

of forests is considered as dependent variable and demographic (age group, level of 

education) and economic (land size) variables as explanatory variables. The results 

show that households of the study area were willing to extend, on an average, about 

6.15 labour hours per month by joining conservation work. The willingness of 
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households to participate by exte nding labour in hours has been calculated by 

multiplying the duration of time (hours) with the prevailing agricultural wage rate of 

the study area (Rs 75 for 6.15 hours of labour). Local communities’ willingness to 

extend their labour for conserving forests is considered as opportunity cost of time 

foregone in other income earning occupations. By converting labour hours into money 

terms, local communities were willing to offer (converted from labour time) about 

Rs.59 per month and Rs.708 per annum. This was estimated at 1.49 per cent of total 

annual income of a household. The local communities’ willingness or unwillingness 

to participate in conserving forests by extending their labour is presented in Table 

7.12.  

Table 7.12: Households’ Willingness To Participate (WTP) in Conserving 
Forests by Extending Their Labour 

 
 This section deals with the interface between two variables involving Age 

Group of respondents and their willingness/unwillingness to take part in conserving 

forests by offering their labour. Among the different age groups of respondents, 

middle age group respondents were willing to participate in forest conservation by 

extending labour. However, young age and old age respondents were less interested in 

offering labour for conserving forests.  

 The study in this section explores another variable namely level of Education 

as an indicator of influencing willingness to participate in conserving forests. Among 

the different levels of education groups, illiterates expressed willingness to participate  

Items 
Willingness To 

Participate 
Unwillingness 
To Participate  

Total Chi-
Value 

Age Group     
Young age (18-30) 10 (40.00) 15 (60.00) 25 (100)  
Middle age (30-50) 36 (90.00) 04 (10.00) 40 (100)  
Old age (50 above) 15 (42.85) 20 (57.15)  35 (100)  
         Total        61 (61.00) 39 (39.00) 100 (100) 23.62 
 Level of Education     
Illiterate  41 (77.35) 12 (22.64) 53 (100)  
Up to 10th Standard  14 (56.00) 11 (44.00) 25 (100)  
PUC and above  09 (40.90) 13 (59.10) 22 (100)  
         Total       64 (64.00) 36 (36.00) 100 (100) 9.891 

  Land Size      
Small Farmers (< 2 ha) 30 (90.90) 03 (09.10) 33 (100)  
Medium Farmers (2-5) 04 (28.57) 10 (71.43) 14 (100)  
Large Farmers (>5 ha) 05 (18.51) 22 (81. 49) 27(100)  

   Total  39 (52.70) 35 (47.30) 74 (100) 35.25 
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in forest conservation activity by extending their labour. However, out of 25 

respondents who had completed matriculation, 14 were willing to participate in 

conservation process by offering labour. On the contrary, the respondents who had 

completed pre-university education were not willing to participate in conservation 

process by extending labour. 

 An analysis is carried out in this section pertaining to relationship between 

Land Size  and peoples’ willingness/unwillingness to participate in conserving forests. 

Among different size of land holding groups, small farmers having less than 2 ha of 

land were keen to participate by contributing their labour towards forest conservation. 

However, medium and large farmers were not interested in extending their labour for 

conserving forest resources. From the above, it is evident that among different land 

holding classes, farmers having less then 2 ha of land volunteered, in large numbers, 

to extend labour in the process of forest conservation. The chi-values show that the 

calculated values are higher than the table values for all variables: age group, level of 

education and land size. Therefore, age group, level of education and land size and 

willingness to participate by extending labour are associated with one another.  The 

following section deals with the local communities’ willingness to participate by 

making payment towards conservation of forests.  

77..1111..33..  PPeeoopplleess’’  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  TToo  PPaarrttiicciippaattee  bbyy  PPaayyiinngg  MMoonneeyy::  

An analysis is carried out in this section to explore local communities’ 

willingness/unwillingness to participate in conserving forests by paying money. This 

method of exploring peoples’ participation in the process of conservation of forests is 

carried out principally for the reason that some households face time constraints 

participating in conservation activities. It was evident that the sample households 

were willing to pay money, on an average, a sum of Rs.172 per month and Rs.2064 

per annum towards conservation of forests in the study area if any organization came 

forward to take up this task. The local communities’ willingness/unwillingness to 

participate in conserving forests by paying money is presented in Table 7.13.  
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Table 7.13: Households’ Willingness To Participate (WTP) in Conserving 
Forests by Willing To Pay Money 

 

An analysis is carried out in this section with respect to the influence of Age 

Group on willingness to participate in forest conservation by paying money. Among 

different age groups, a majority from old age group follow ed by middle age group 

respondents expressed their willingness to participate by paying money towards 

conserving forests. However, majority of the young generation group expressed 

unwillingness to participate in the process of forest conservation by paying money. 

Among different age groups of respondents, old age group showed a greater interest 

in participating by paying money towards conservation of forests. 

An analysis is carried out in this section in order explore the Level of 

Education among sample households in influencing their willingness or 

unwillingness to participate by spending money towards conservation of forest. 

Among different educational levels surveyed, the respondents who had studied pre-

university education and above showed considerable interest towards participation by 

paying money for conserving SG followed by respondents who had studied 

matriculation and illiterates. 

This section deals with the influence of Land Size  on 

willingness/unwillingness to participate through paying money towar ds conservation 

Items 
Willingness To 

Participate 
Unwillingness 
To Participate  

   Total Chi-
Value 

Age Group     
Young age (18-30) 05 (20.00) 20 (80.00) 25 (100)  
Middle age (30-50) 25 (62.50) 15 (37.50) 40 (100)  
Old age (50 above) 30 (85.72) 05 (14.28)  35 (100)  
         Total        60 (6.00) 40 (40.00) 100 (100) 26.41 
    Level of Education     
Illiterate  10 (10.87) 43 (81.13) 53 (100)  
Up to 10th Standard  15 (60.00) 10 (40.00) 25 (100)  
PUC and above  17 (77.27) 05 (22.73) 22 (100)  
         Total       42 (42.00) 58 (58.00) 100 (100) 26.20 
      Land Size      
Small Farmers (< 2 ha) 08 (24.24) 25 (75.76) 33 (100)  
Medium Farmers (2-5)  10 (71.43) 04 (28.57) 14 (100)  
Large Farmers (>5 ha) 22 (81.48) 05 (18.52) 27 (100)  

   Total  40 (54.05) 34 (45.95) 74 (100) 21.69 
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of forests.  Among different land holding classes large farmers showed greater 

willingness to participate by spending money for conserving forests followed by 

medium farmers. However, a majority of small farmers expressed their unwillingness 

to participate in the conservation process by paying money. The chi-values show that 

the calculated values are higher than the table values for all variables: age group, level 

of education and land size. Therefore, age group, level of education and land size and 

willingness to participate by extending money are associated with one other. 

 Thus from the above analysis, it is evident that the different variables 

considered in the study have a larger influence on local communities in inducing them 

towards pa rticipation in the process of conservation of forests by paying money and 

extending labour. In the following section an analysis is carried out on local 

communities’ willingness to participate in different types of conservation activities.  

77..1111..44..  PPeeoopplleess’’  WWiilllliinnggnneessss  ttoo  IInnvvoollvvee  iinn  CCoonnsseerrvvaattiioonn    
      AAccttiivv iittiiee ss::    

The study in this section explores the local communities’ participation in 

different forest conservation activities. Five forest conservation activities were 

explained to households to choose in terms of priority and the details are given in 

Table 6.14.   

Table 7.14: Local Communities’ Willingness to Involve in Conservation 
Activities 

     Forest conservation activities Percentage of households 

Prevent encroachment of forestlands  51 
Assist in afforestation and soil conservation activities 29 
Check smuggling of forests resources 13 
Stop grazing on forestlands by domestic animals 05 
Prevention and extinguish of forest fire 02 
           Total 100 

 

Local communities expressed displeasure about FD for not properly managing 

forests in recent years. They were ready to participate in different conservation 

activities if they were involved. Of the 100 households interviewed, 51 per cent of 

them were ready to prevent encroachment on forestland by regularly informing FD 

authorities. About 29 households however, were ready to assist in afforestation and 

soil conservation activities; and 13 per cent of households were interested in checking 
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smuggling of timber and other forest resources by maintaining vigil on forestlands 

along with Forest Guards (FG).From the above, it is revealed that local communities 

were mainly interested in preventing of illegal encroachment on forestlands since this 

was found unchecked in the study area in the recent years. The following section 

focuses on the forest management preferences of local communities in the study area. 

77..1111..55..  LLooccaall  ccoommmmuunniittiieess’’  FFoorreesstt  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  PPrree ffeerreenncceess::  

Local communities’ preferences pertaining to different institutional 

managements of forest resources in the study area are elicited in this section. This 

facilitates in recognizing under which institutional regime local communities prefer to 

participate in forest conservation. Six different institutional management options were 

given to make out their options for forest conservation and they were requested to 

give their first priority and hence only their first choice is taken for analysis (Table 

7.15).  

Table 7.15: Households’ Forest Management Preferences 

Of the 100 households surveyed, majority of the households (42 per cent) 

supported JFM and they opined that they were interested in participating along FD 

staff in forest conservation. However, 25 per cent of households preferred village 

panchayat management and they asserted that it would help the local communities 

claim stake over forest resources. A small number of households (17) preferred JPAM 

and insisted that government declare the adjoining forest area as a sanctuary. The 

preceding analysis reveals that local communities preferred JFM to other institutional 

management regimes because of government’s complete failure in checking 

encroachment on forestlands and preventing extensive deforestation in the study area. 

The following section examines communities’ perceptions about forest policies.  

 

 

    Forest Management Preferences Percentage of H ouseholds 

Joint Forest Management (JFM) 42 
Village Panchayat Management (VPM)  25 
Joint Protected Area Management (JPAM) 17 
Pure Government Management (GM) 10 
Village Cooperative Society (VCS) 06 

             Total 100 
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77..1122..  FFOORREESSTT  PPOOLLIICCIIEESS  AANNDD  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN  OOFF    
                    FFOORREESSTTSS::  

In the present section an attempt is made to verify the supposition that wrong 

forest policies are responsible for fast depletion of forest resources or deforestation.  

Undoubtedly , Forest and Wildlife policies meant for conservation and management of 

flora and fauna have had negative effects on local communities’ livelihood needs. 

Therefore, local communities’ attitude with respect to forest and wildlife policies and 

forest conservation needs to be assessed for long-term policy options. Exploitation of 

forest resources and nature of forest policy are closely linked to the state of forests in 

the study area. Implementation of forest policies (in forest conservation and 

management) ha s had a major impact on various stakeholders and interest groups. The 

implications of such policies on the state of forest, environment and forest dwellers’ 

livelihood needs and their perceptions about conservation have been explored in table 

7.16.  

Table 7 .16: Local Communities’ Perceptions Pertaining to Nature of Forest 
Policy 

Conservation 
Nature of Forest Policy Items 

Yes No* 

    
  Total 

Chi-
Value 

Forest Policy which supports 
local communities’ livelihood 
needs and participation  

 
Right 
 

61 
(80.26) 

15 
(19.74) 

76 
(100) 

 
 
 

Forest Policy which is indifferent 
to local communities’ livelihood 
needs and participation  

 
Wrong 

05 
(20.83) 

19 
(79.16) 

24 
(100) 

 

  Total      66  34  100 (100) 28.70  
 Note: (* Deforestation),  (Figures in parentheses represent percentages to the row total) 

 

Local communities were asked to state their perceptions towards the nature of 

forest policy (which supports local communities livelihood needs and their 

participation and vice versa) and its implication for forest conservation or 

deforestation. Out of 100 households interviewed, 76 households responded that 

forest policy, which supported livelihood needs and allowed peoples’ participation, 

was considered right policy. Out of 76 households, a maximum of 61 (80.26 per cent) 

households opined that and it would lead to conservation of forests. However, 15 

(19.74 per cent) households disclosed that even though it was right policy that would 

lead to deforestation. On the contrary, 24 households opined that forest policy, which 
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was indifferent to local communities’ livelihood needs and discouraged their 

participation in forest conservation, was considered wrong policy. Of the 20 

households, 5 (20.83 per cent) households felt that even though it was wrong policy 

that would lead to forest conservation. However, 19 (79.16 per cent) households felt 

that it would lead to deforestation.  

It is hypothesized that “wrong forest policies are responsible for the fast 

depletion of forest resources”. It is assumed that wrong forest policies and fast 

depletion of forest resources are independent. The Chi-value indicates that calculated 

value of chi-square is greater than the table value (6.63) at 1 degree of freedom hence 

null hypothesis is rejected (Ho) at 1 per cent level of significance. Thus, wrong forest 

policies and fast depletion of forest resources are dependent. Therefore, it is evident 

from the perceptions of local communities that wrong forest polices are responsible 

for fast depletion of forest resources in the study area 

It may be concluded that there is less scope for conservation of forests if forest 

polices were apathetic to local communities’ livelihood needs and participation. 

Therefore, forest policies, which show apathy towards peoples’ participation, need to 

be replaced with new forest policies, which encourage and involve local communities 

in forest conservation and management. 

Rapid expansion of plantation crops has relegated the natural forest cover in 

the district mainly due to policy failure, failure of property rights and fluctuating 

coffee prices. The non-involvement of local communities has discouraged them to 

take interest in forest conservation and management. The next chapter deals with 

summary and suggestions of the study. 
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  --   88  
 

SSUUMMMMAARRYY  AANNDD  CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONN  

In this concluding chapter a synaptic view of the study is given in the first 

section.  In the second section major findings emerging from the study are discussed.  

In the third section a ‘blueprint’ for forest conservation with people’s participation in 

the study area is proposed. Finally the vital policy implications emerging from the 

analysis have been furnished.  

88..11..  AA  SSYYNNOOPPTTIICC  VVIIEEWW  OOFF  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY::    

  Forests are an integral component of the earth’s ecosystem. Forests are vital 

and valuable environmental and economic resource base and their importance largely 

lies in their unique productive, protective and regulative services. It is obvious that the 

sustainability of economies of the world is dependent on various goods and services 

derived from forest ecosystem. It is also obvious that human survival and welfare 

depends on the sustainable capacity of forests in providing multitude of benefits. India 

shares only two per cent of world’s land area that is under forest cover and the per 

capita availability of forest in India is 0.08 hectare. Forests comprise 76.52 million 

hectares accounting for 23.28 per cent of the total geographical area of India. India is 

recognized as one of the 12 “mega biodiversity”  countries in the world accounting 

for 60-70 per cent of wor ld’s biodiversity.  

The contribution of forests to the economic development is immense since 

they provide multiple benefits to multiple users. Forests support the livelihood needs 

of nearly 500 million people worldwide. In developing countries 75 per cent of 

population directly relies on traditional medicine and in developed countries 25 per 

cent of medical drugs are based on forest resources. The global market value of 

pharmaceuticals derived from forest resources is estimated at $75-150 billion. Forests 

are considered to be the main source of livelihood for 2/3 of people who are leading 

forest resource based subsistence existence. Forests continue to be an important 

source of livelihood and survival for about 100 million forest dwellers, who live in 

and around the forests and another 275 million rural Indians draw on local forest 

resources. Local communities earn about one -third of their income from sale of minor 
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forest produce and they devote 40-50 per cent of their working hours to fodder and 

fuel wood collection in India. From the above facts it may be construed that forests 

are essentially most important economic resource for meeting the necessary needs of 

both present and future generations.  

On the other hand, an unprecedented pace of deforestation in recent years has 

caused serious economic, environmental and worsening livelihood conditions. India’s 

forest ecosystem is viewed as one of the most critical ecosystems  or hotspots  of 

biodiversity. India has lost annually 235 sq km forest cover in the last two decades. 

India’s forests have provided water regulation and flood control valued at US$ 72 

billion per year and this accounts for 20 per cent of the current gross domestic 

product. India is losing annually 1.45 million hectare of natural forests whose flood 

prevention and water regulation capacity is valued at around 16 per cent of its gross 

domestic product. Unabated depletion of forest cover is a major source of concern for 

the very survival of local communities in the future, not to speak of meeting their 

livelihood needs.  

The root and proximate causes of deforestation are traced to the market 

failure, policy failure, institutional failure, population pressure, agricultural expansion 

and other socio-economic reasons. Policy decisions for state intervention in 

management of forests have excluded local communities without giving them a stake 

in conservation and management of forests for meeting their bonafide needs. These 

causes influence peoples’ interaction with forests, as well as their access to forests and 

their valuation of forests. The non-participation of people in forest conservation and 

management owing to authoritarian forest and wildlife polices, which have scant 

respect for community management of forest, is considered to be the most important 

reason for fast depletion of forest resources. Forests have historically been conserved 

and managed by local communities in a sustainable manner but de -responsibilisation 

and disempowerment of local communities in the process of community management 

of forests by the centralized decisions lead to loss of control over forests. Therefore, it 

is necessitated to effect appropriate amendments in the forest policies by taking 

cognizance of multifaceted roles forests play.  

Deforestation at an unprecedented rate affects environment and economy 

locally as well as globally. Therefore, conservation of forests is very urgent and 
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indispensable for the accomplishment of environmentally sustainable development 

and realizing intragenerational and intergenerational equity. There is an urgent need to 

identify the lacunae and shortcomings in the prevailing forest and wildlife policies 

and other institutional arrangements that are aimed at conservation and management 

of forests. In order to solve this intricate problem, there is a pressing need to identify 

what sort of institutional arrangement can be evolved by keeping in view conservation 

needs and usufructuary rights of local communities without negatively affecting either 

of them.  

The research gaps and deficiencies in this filed have prompted to take up the 

present work on the interface between forests, environment and local community with 

reference to Coorg (Kodagu) district of Western Ghat. Most of the studies on forests 

are impressionistic and there is a lack of systematic studies carried out incorporating 

economic, environmental and institutional aspects that affect both environment and 

usufructs of local communities. Therefore the present study attempts to incorporate all 

these issues by studying the importance of forests for use and non-use purposes, the 

role of NTFPs in contributing livelihood support of local communities, reasons for 

deforestation, forest conservation with people’s involvement, review of present forest 

policies; development of peoples’ institutional arrangements for forest management 

etc. 

The study was undertaken with the objectives of studying the importance of 

forests in meeting bonafide needs of local communities and sustaining environment, 

estimating the extent of dependence of the local community on forests for their 

livelihood, evaluating the status of livelihood of local community on account of 

deforestation and environmental degradation, exploring the perceptions and attitudes 

of local community under three different property right regimes towar ds their 

participation in conservation of forest resources, reviewing the existing forest policies 

in conservation of forests and finally to prepare a blueprint for forest conservation 

with people’s involvement in the study area. 

In view of the economic and environmental importance of forests, these 

emerging issues have necessitated a careful research. The present study, therefore, 

examines the interface between forests, environment and local community in the 

context of Coorg district. The study assesses the extent of dependence of local 
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communities on various forest products in the three different forest management 

regimes and also analyses various socio-economic and institutional factors 

influencing the condition of forests and environment. The study also elicits 

perceptions of local communities on the importance of forests in terms of direct and 

indirect benefits, deforestation, conservation and management of forests, the impact 

of forest policies and other issues in the study area. 

For examining the above issues a thorough and detailed household survey was 

undertaken for collecting primary data in Coorg district of Western Ghat in Karnataka 

state representing three different forest tenure regimes; Nagarhole National Park 

indicates National Park (State Management); Palur village symbolizes Sacred Grove 

area (Community Management) and Garvale village specifies Plantation Area (Private 

Management). The study used both primary and secondary data for interpreting the 

analysis. Random sampling technique was used in selection of households. A total of 

400 households from three different areas were selected and interviewed. The 

statistical techniques of averages, standard deviation, co-efficient of variation were 

used in analyzing the data. Chi-square tests were conducted to test hypotheses of the 

study. Pictorial illustrations are given for clear understanding of the issues. The 

primary data were collected during 2001-2002 on socio-economic issues, dependence 

of local communities on forests for various purposes, generation of employment and 

income from forests. The perceptions of local communities pertaining to importance 

of forests, conservation, peoples’ participation in forest conservation and so on were 

elicited. The next section deals with major findings emerging from the study. 

88..22..  MMAAJJOORR  FFIINNDDIINNGGSS  OOFF  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY::  

The major findings that emerged from the study are presented in this section. 

Forests of Coorg district are an integral part of the Western ghat, which is considered 

as one of the two important biodiversity hotspots  of the world located in the Indian 

sub-continent. Forest resources of the district play a very significant role in protecting 

environment and providing sustainable livelihood needs to local communities. The 

study has found that about 74 per cent of total population of the district is engaged in 

agriculture, plantation and forest -based activities. Coorg district stands first in 

Karnataka in terms of sharing highest per capita income. Forests constitute 32.76 per 

cent of district’s total geographical area. The district is well known for conserving 
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SGs in every village and for housing world famous NNP. Different land and forest 

tenures of the district are ill defined and more complicated in nature. The area under 

Plantation crops represents one -third of the total area of the district. The district shares 

43 per cent of the coffee plantation area of Karnataka and 24 per cent of the coffee 

plantation area of India. Coorg district alone produces 23.20 per cent or one-fourth of 

coffee produced in India and 34.84 per cent of coffee produced by Karnataka. The 

district has relatively high concentration of adivasis, especially in Nagarhole and 

adjoining areas of Virajpet taluk. The district appears to be the best example for 

existence of relatively high degree of social, economic, and technological dualism. 

The study on deforestation has revealed that forests in Coorg district 

underwent dramatic changes in the last five decades due to various root and proximate 

causes. The deforestation process in the district has been traced to the British 

colonization period with the rampant exploitation of timber by the British for 

construction of ships especially Royal Navy and ports, laying railway sleepers and 

planks for coach building. The introduction of coffee plantations in 1854 left a deep 

impact on the biodiversity of forests as coffee plantations began to substitute the 

virgin forests. The root causes such as market failure, policy failure, institutional 

failure and property right failure have theoretically influenc ed deforestation. The 

forest tenure regimes of the district are highly complex, ill defined and non-

enforceable in nature that led to illegal appropriation and regularization of forestlands. 

The rapid growth of population in the district during the last five decades also 

imposed pressure on forestlands. The district lost 2,14,721 ha of forestland for 

purposes of agriculture, coffee and tea plantations between 1920 and 1990. The land 

put to agricultural use considerably increased from 16.8 per cent to 35.2 per cent 

between 1960 and 2001. Moreover, the study has found a considerable shift in the 

cropping pattern from subsistence cropping to commercial cropping due to fast 

advance of plantation crops. The area under coffee plantation has increased from 30 

per cent in 1960-61 to 56.20 per cent in 2000-2001. Expansion of area under 

plantation is considered as the main threat to the loss of forestlands. This has led to 

deforestation, environmental degradation and impoverishment of livelihoods of many 

local communities in the district. Pictures of Land Sat imageries have revealed that 

the area under plantation crop, which was 15 per cent of the total area in 1977, almost 

doubled in two decades i.e. 29 per cent in 1997.  The district lost about 52 per cent of 
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forest cover in the last 70 years. With all these empirical evidences, the study has 

revealed that the hypothesis - there is a positive association between expansion of 

area under plantation crops and deforestation- is found true and valid. The study has 

also revealed that unauthorized encroachment on forestlands and government 

regularization owing to political patronage and lobby by planters led to indiscriminate 

deforestation. The illegal timber logging, livestock pressure and man-animal conflicts 

were some of the other important proximate causes of deforestation in the study area. 

The study has also brought into light the breakdown of community management of 

SGs through traditional institutions based on environmental knowledge. The area 

under SGs shrunk to 4137.20 ha from 4137.20 ha and number of SGs declined from 

755 to 346 between 1900 and 1992.  

The study has found that India has a wide network of 75 protected national 

parks and 421 sanctuaries covering 14 million ha or 4.5 per cent of its total 

geogrphical area. Among the PAs, Nagarhole National Park is recognized as one of 

the unique biodiversity hotspots in the world. A worldwide attention including WB’s 

GEF has been received for the conservation of NNP with the launching of EDP. The 

study has revealed that the biodiversity of the park is under sever threat due to 

frequent forest fires, illegal poaching and logging, encroachment on peripheries of the 

park, livestock grazing, collection of NTFPs and TFPs and man-animal conflicts. 

Deforestation has resulted in extensive environmental degradation such as soil 

erosion, loss of fertility of soil, landslide, flooding and change in rainfall pattern in the 

district.  

The study has brought to light the par excellence experiences of participatory 

forest management practices that are underway in India. The study also finds that JFM 

has achieved remarkable success, in Dhani forest in Orissa state, Sukhomajri village 

in Sivalik range of Himalayas, Jagannathapur and Gundrai villages in MP and 

Behroonguda in AP. The forest resource based cooperatives have also achieved a 

landmark in conserving forests with people’s cooperation in many regions especially 

Vatra village in Gujarat, Bahnala village in HP and in MP. JPAM is successfully 

undertaken in BRTWLS in Karnataka, KWS in Rajasthan and DWS in Bihar. It is 

evident from the study that the forests resources of the Coorg district are not 
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conserved under any participatory forest management mechanism owing to 

government’s apathy vis-à-vis people’s participation. 

The study has found that local communities of NNP depend to a great extent 

on NP for a wide range of NTFPs in supporting their livelihood needs as in many 

other PAs. The subsistence needs rather than economic incentives encourage over 

dependence on forests in case of INP and vice versa in case of ONP.  Households 

depend heavily on fuel wood for domestic use and honey for earning cash income. 

Wild nuts, seeds, spices, bee wax and gum are the other major NTFPs that are 

harvested for deriving cash income. Households also depend on TFPs for meeting 

various domestic and agricultural needs. Collection of forest products is the most 

important economic activity and gathering of NTFPs and TFPs generates more than 

half of the total employment of households. Another imperative source of 

employment for tribals is coffee plantation. Both NTFPs and TFPs contribute to half 

of the household’s total annual income. The plantation work contributes to one-fourth 

of total household’s income. It can thus be summed up that forest resources meet 

livelihood needs, provide employment, generate stable source of income and mitigate 

famine occurance. Despite the fact that access to forest resources is prohibited, as per 

Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972, inside the NP, local communities still collect forest 

products illegitimately though it is the legitimate right of forest dwellers as stated by 

CBD. 

An analysis on local communities’ perceptions on the importance of forest 

resources reveals that they are the important source of livelihood for tribals followed 

by their environmental role. The main cause for deforestation in the NP as the 

households of INP attributed is non-participation of local communities due to the 

apathy of forest and wildlife policies whereas, households of ONP opine it is due to 

expansion of area under plantation crops. The households reveal that the main 

implication for environment owing to deforestation is decline of forest resources and 

habitat. As regards perceptions towards impact of deforestation, the local 

communities opine that they have lost significant sources of their livelihood due to 

non-availability of an array of forest resources.  

Pertaining to peoples’ participation in forest conservation, households of NNP 

are willing to participate if allowed to have access to forest resources for meeting their 
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usufructs needs; and it is established that the hypothesis - there is a positive linkage 

between peoples’ willingness to participate in forest conservation and access to 

forest resources for meeting their bonafide needs - is found valid. Local 

communities are willing to extend labour, on an average, 13.53 (INP) and 9.11 (ONP) 

hours per month by joining conservation work and this is considered as opportunity 

cost of spending time for conservation of forests by postponing their income earning 

activity. In money terms (converted from labour hours) they are willing to contribute 

Rs.1522 (INP) and Rs.1025 per annum and this contribution is estimated at 5.72 per 

cent (INP) and 3.54 per cent (ONP) of total income of households. Local communities 

of NNP are also willing to pay, on average, per household Rs.266.45 per annum 

towards forest conservation if they were permitted to have access to forest resources. 

As regards attitudes towards peoples’ willingness to participate in forest conservation 

activities, majority of households from NNP have shown more interest in preventing 

and extinguishing forest fire. Pertaining to peoples’ forest management preferences, a 

large number of households have expressed their willingness to participate in JPAM. 

The study has also revealed the validity of the hypothesis - wrong forest policies are 

responsible for the fast depletion of forest resources - by studying the interface 

between forest policy and peoples’ participation in forest conservation. It has been 

found that majority of households in NNP agree that forest policies that support local 

communities’ livelihood needs and encourage their participation tend to forest 

conservation and vice versa. The creation of NP has had far-reaching consequences 

on local communities’ livelihood needs as well as their very existence inside the park. 

The study also has found that households of ONP have accepted World Bank 

sponsored EDP households from INP do not favour it. Regarding their displacement, 

local communities of NNP are unwilling to leave their aboriginal lands because of 

threat to their life security and annihilation of their traditional livelihood. The study 

has also found that the economic status of displaced tribals at Nagpura village in 

Hunsur taluk has worsened as compared to their earlier forest based economic status. 

The total annual income of displaced households is less than the income of the 

households of NNP. The households find it difficult to cope with consumeristic and 

materialistic life styles of market economy and are disappointed with their shattered 

socio-cultural identity.  
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The second case study on SGs of Palur village has revealed that SGs of the 

village are under the management of Kodagu District TFC. Households do not rely on 

SGs for meeting their bonafide needs, however, about 60 per cent of households rely 

on other forests for supporting their livelihood needs and for earning cash income. 

The reliance on forest products and forestlands for multitude benefits is influenced by 

the prevailing root and proximate causes. Out of the six NTFPs collected by the 

households, five are collected exclusively for self-consumption and one (fuel wood) is 

for both earning cash income and domestic use. About 47 per cent of households also 

depend on TFPs for various requirements. The employment generation from forest 

resources (NTFPs and TFPs) is low compared to plantation and agriculture and allied 

activities, which provide stable employment to households. On the income front too, 

plantation and agriculture and allied activities are the major sources of income 

generation economic activities and they account for two-thirds of income of 

households as compared to forest products that account for nearly one-fourth of total 

income. It may be observed that forest resources occupy third important place after 

plantation and agriculture and allied activities in generating income and employment. 

Regarding peoples’ perceptions about SGs, the study reveals that religious, 

cultural and existence values of SGs are important for households rather in meeting 

their livelihood needs. Households’ view on deforestation of SGs reveals that 

expansion of area under plantation crops is responsible. Pertaining to environmental 

implications of deforestation, households opine that it leads to loss of soil fertility 

owing to soil erosion and loss of agricultural production and productivity. Further, 

households view that deforestation threatens socio-cultural and religious knowledge 

base of local communities.  

As regard to local communities’ willingness to participate in conservation of 

SGs and forests, it is surprising that households express their willingness to 

participate in conservation of SGs without having access to forest resources; however, 

they expect economic incentives in the form of access to forest resources for 

participating in conservation of reserved forests. Therefore, the hypothesis - there is a 

positive linkage between peoples’ willingness to participate in forest conservation 

and access to forest resources for meeting their livelihood needs - is found null in 

case of conservation of SGs and valid in case of conservation of reserved forests. 
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Households are willing to participate in conservation of SGs by sparing, on an 

average, about 7.50 hours or almost one day per month. Among different age groups, 

old generation is more interested in conservation of SGs. The households are also 

willing to pay money, on an average, a sum of Rs.155 per month and Rs.1860 per 

annum. On conservation of SGs under different institutional arrangements, 

households have preferred community management and they are ready to involve 

themselves in afforestation and soil conservation activities. With regard to forest 

policy and conservation of forests, households express that forest policy which 

supports local communities’ livelihood needs and participation will result in 

conservation of forests and vice versa. Hence, the hypothesis - wrong forest polices 

are responsible for the fast depletion of forest resources - is acceptable.  

The case study on Plantation Area (Private Management) in Garvale village 

has revealed that the genesis of private management of forests (bane) in Coorg district 

is mainly to make available an assured source of biomass to the farmers for 

maintaining the high productivity of agricultural lands and livestock. Households of 

the study area rely on forest resources in many ways from basic needs to agricultural 

needs. Local communities have encroached on forestlands, which are regularized over 

the years due to root and proximate causes in general, and failure of property rights in 

particular. About 48 per cent of households gather seven NTFPs for domestic use and 

income generation; the most important products are fuel wood, wild spices and green 

fodder. Households also depend on TFPs for meeting various needs. Plantation and 

agriculture and allied activities together generate two-thirds man-days of employment 

while collection of NTFPs and TFPs is the third important economic activity in 

generating employment. Plantation and agriculture contribute nearly two-thirds of 

household income followed by NTFPs and TFPs, which account for more than one -

fourth of household income.  

Households perceive that forests are important for plantation and agriculture 

and allied activities because both activities depend on forests either directly or 

indirectly. The main cause of deforestation is encroachment and government 

regularization as per majority of households. With regard to implications of 

deforestation, majority of households opine that it leads to blockade of income from 
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forest resources. Loss of agricultural production and productivity is mainly attributed 

to environmental implication of deforestation by majority of households. 

The study also reveals that local communities’ willingness to participate in 

forest  conservation is conditioned by economic incentive i.e. access to forests for 

meeting bonafide needs of forest dependents. Thus, the hypothesis - there is a positive 

linkage between peoples’ willingness to participate in forest conservation and 

access to forest resources for meeting their livelihood needs - is found valid. 

Households are found positive in extending their labour for conservation of forests 

and willing to extend 6.15 labour hours per month. Households are also willing to 

spend Rs.172 per month and Rs. 2064 per annum towards forest conservation. Local 

communities’ foremost priority for conservation is to prevent encroachment on 

forestlands and they prefer JFM for conservation of forests. Pertaining forest policy 

and conservation of forests, the hypothesis - wrong forest polices are responsible for 

the fast depletion of forest resources - is confirmed as valid.  

The study reveals that among the three different forest management regimes it 

is in the NP that the dependence of households on forest resources for meeting their 

livelihood needs, for employment and income generation is high as compared to other 

two forest management regimes i.e. SG and PA. The perceptions about importance of 

forests differ among the households of different forest management regimes, the 

perception are as follows; forests are important for meeting livelihood needs (NP), 

forests have religious cultural and existence values (SG) and forests are important for 

plantation and agricultural and allied activities (PA). The causes of deforestation in 

their region also differ as households of NP, SG and PA blame it respectively on non-

participation of local communities, expansion of area under plantation crops and 

encroachment on forestland and government regularization. The households of NP, 

SG and PA perceive the implications of deforestation respectively as reducing forest 

resources and habitat, loss of soil fertility due to soil erosion and loss of agricultural 

production and periodicity.  About the impact of deforestation on local communities, 

households perceive that there is a reduction in supply of NTFPs and TFPs for 

meeting their livelihood needs (NP), socio-cultural and religious knowledge base is 

threatened (SG) and blockade of income from forest resources (PA). The analysis has 

shown that households are willing to participate in forest conservation if they had 
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access to forest resources for meeting their bonafide needs barring conservation of 

SGs. Households of NNP are willing to extend more labour hours towards forest 

conservation; and the willingness to pay money towards conservation of SG is high as 

compared to other areas. Households from NP, SG and PA prefer JPAM, community 

management and JFM institutional mechanism in forest conservation respectively. 

Households from all forest management regimes strongly feel that wrong forest 

polices are responsible for fast depletion of forest cover in the district. The next 

section deals with a blueprint for forest conservation with people’s involvement. 

88..33..  AA  ‘‘BBLLUUEEPPRRIINNTT’’  FFOORR  FFOORREESSTT  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN  WWIITTHH  
                PPEEOOPPLLEESS’’  PPAARRTTIICCPPAATTIIOONN  IINN  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY  AARREEAA::    

Conservation of India’s rich and mega biodiversity is absolutely essential for 

its immense contribution not only to India’s long-term economic development but 

also to the entire world beca use, India’s biodiversity is valued and recognized as one 

of the 12 Mega Biodiversity countries in the world. India’s forests are also a 

homeland for millions of forest dwellers and other rural communities for eking out 

their livelihood and very subsistence and forests cannot be conserved without 

people’s participation.  

Historically forests in India have been conserved and managed by local 

communities by applying their age-old traditional environmental knowledge, 

considered as the best strategy evolved by local communities respecting the harmony 

of nature to lead a sustainable way of life. Local communities have traditionally 

managed forests in a sustainable way through self -restrained and regulated use of 

forest resources and also through practice and enforcement of social norms. Local 

communities of Coorg district, historically, are nature lovers and strong 

conservationists as they have been practicing worshiping of trees or SGs for centuries 

by leaving the entire stretch of habitat in its serenity. Their lifestyles are also 

incredibly fine tuned with nature. It is also evident from the present study that 

majority of local communities of the study areas have expressed their willingness to 

participate in forest conservation.  

 However, the successive authorit arian forest and wildlife polices have refused 

to accept the “people’s science” in management of forests and alienated local 
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communities from the management of forests. The appropriation of forests by the 

forest department has uprooted the traditional live lihood structures and socio -

economic and cultural fabric of local communities. This has resulted in conflict 

between people versus forests and wildlife. The creation of national parks has had 

negative impact on local communities and their traditional fores t based economy, 

especially where no provision has been made to accommodate their livelihood needs.  

The Government Forest Act, 1865, was passed by the then British government 

was meant to empower the government to declare any land under tree as forests and 

punish those who violated the act. The Indian Forest Act (IFA), 1878, was designed to 

empower state to protect and control forests throughout India by overlooking 

community control. The IFA, 1927, was in no way different from earlier laws, in fact 

it imposed more stringent punishments to violators of the Act. The first Forest Policy 

(1952) after independence had showed apathy towards local communities for using 

and conserving forests at the cost of national interest while it permitted industrial 

exploitation. The Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972, which aimed at protection of 

Protected Areas or National Parks, had no provisions for joint management of PA 

with local communities. However, the paradigm shift in policies took place with 

passing of the National Forest Policy, 1988 and Wildlife (Protection) Amendment 

Act, 2002, emphasizing the need for conservation of forests and environment 

simultaneously by meeting subsistence requirements of local communities. However, 

JFM is restricted only to degraded forests and JPAM has not yet materialized on the 

ground.  These lopsided polices have adversely affected environment and 

impoverished livelihoods of millions of local communities. 

It is evident that the present forest and wildlife policies empower only the state 

to conserve and manage forests and there is little scope for people’s participation. 

However, Dey, MoFE (Kothari et al, 1996 & 1998), observes that without changing 

the present Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972, adequate opportunities for people’s 

bonafide requirements to be met from PA. He further points out that section 24(2)(C) 

allows local communities to enjoy their rights within sanctuaries at the discretion of 

the chief wildlife warden (CWLW) and section 29 allows human activities in 

specified zones of PA if they are not destructive to wildlife (Kothari et al, 1996). Yet, 

the main bottleneck in allowing local communities to enjoy their bonafide rights is 
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invoking of section 29, which says that any human intervention, which destroys PA, 

will not be encouraged. Further these policies have alienated local communities from 

their homeland and violated fundamental rights to their livelihood needs besides 

resulting in increasing conflicts between conservation priorities and livelihood 

priorities.  

Therefore, if JPAM and JFM were to succeed, several changes in forest and 

wildlife polices are required to accommodate livelihood needs of stakeholders.  

Displacement of local communities from forestlands has impoverished their 

livelihood and destroyed their socio-cultural ethos. Therefore, displacement is 

impractical. The need of the hour is to accept the historically neglected TEK of local 

communities in forest conservation by reforming our attitudes or mindset in order to 

make reconciliation towards JPAM. Reconciliation can aim at substituting 

authoritarian, top-down and elitist forest policy with democratic, down-to-earth and 

community driven forest policy for ensuring both forest conservation and livelihood 

security of the local communities.  

The existing experiences of JPAM have shown the way for implementing 

JPAM in NNP. Community based conservation (CBC) is successfully being 

implemented in BRT Wildlife Sanctuary in Karnataka. Bhimashankar Wildlife 

Sanctuary (BWS), in Western Ghat of Maharastra, is well managed with peoples’ 

participation by forming Sanctuary Protection Committee (SPC). Kialadevi Wildlife 

Sanctuary in Rajasthan and Dalma Wildlife Sanctuary in Bihar are being successfully 

managed by the local communities by forming forest protection committees. The 

lessons of JPAM from abroad are also guiding principles for implementing 

community-based conservation of NNP. Annapurna Conservation Area in Nepal, 

Kakadu National Park in Australia, Khunjerab National Park in Pakistan are being 

successfully managed with people’s participation.  

It is evident from the above examples that formation of JPAM along with 

people’s participation in NNP is the need of the hour. The feasible conservation 

strategies for NNP including zoning pattern of the park area, the nature and extent of 

control over park, management options, areas to be managed by local communities, 

institutional arrangements, local communities’ rights over resources for meeting their 
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bonafide needs and the role of forest department are proposed and presented in Figure 

8.1.   

Figure 8.1: The Proposed Joint Protected Area Management for NNP  
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outer transition area, constitutes the region where sustainable resource management 

practices are promoted and developed. JPAM should be operationalised in managing 

the park along with local communities’ participation and cooperation and benefits 

derived from this area may accrue to stakeholders. Formation of joint management 

committee by the local communities will help in managing transition zone and 

agricultural zone and Forest Department will focus on the core zone. NTFPs 

collection and processing unit has to be set up out side the park to ensure reasonable 

prices and value addition for forest products. The unit can also create sustained 

employment opportunities to local communities. This down-to-earth conservation 

approach incorporates all the objectives including environmental conservation along 

with meeting essential livelihood needs. What is urgently required is policy 

framework for creating legal or institutional mechanism for operationalising JPAM 

through cooperative agreements between various stakeholders. Therefore, policy and 

legal constraint that come in the way of JPAM will have to be removed for 

enlightened conservation approach.   

88..44..  PPOOLLIICCYY  IIMMPPLLIICCAATTIIOONNSS::  

The important wide policy relevance is highlighted below based on the 

analysis and discussion of the results. The wide policy implications are as follows: 

Forests are important environmental and economic resources and they perform 

so many diverse tangible and intangible functions. Conservation of forests is a sine 

qua non for improving human well-being and making development environmentally 

sustainable. Therefore, total economic value (TEV) of forests has to be taken into 

account in decision making while exploiting forest resources for various alternative 

uses. The task of assessment of TEV of forests of Coorg district as well as Western 

Ghat has to be undertaken to check further deforestation and forest resource 

appropriation.  

Forests of Coorg district underwent dramatic changes in the last five decades. 

Therefore, deforestation has to be effectively checked by prudent policy decisions. 

Agricultural policies extending subsidies, export promotion for plantation crops and 

market intervention policies should not encourage deforestation in the district.  
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Property rights over forestlands and agricultural lands need to be clarified 

legally at the earliest to prevent further encroachment. Government regularization of 

encroached forestlands should be stopped; otherwise there is a possibility of further 

encouragement to encroachment.  

Unauthorized expansion of plantation crops on virgin forestlands has to be 

checked with administrative regulation. There should be more thrust on agro-forestry, 

farm forestry and social forestry with financial support by the government.  

Wastelands of the district should be leased out to local communities for 

afforestation and conservation purpose on a co-operative management basis.  

Forests of the district are very valuable since they give birth to a number of 

rivers including the Cauvery. The Cauvery water dispute will be ever lasting unless 

the district receives good rainfall in the catchment areas. Therefore, conservation of 

forests along with massive afforestation programme is indispensable. The survival of 

Cauvery river riparian farming communities both in Karnataka and Tamil Nadu is 

subject to the survival of forests in the district. Hence, they should generate annual 

“afforestation fund” meant for afforestation in Coorg district and this will facilitate 

ease distress sharing of water by the two states in future.  

Forest resources of the district should be brought under different participatory 

management mechanisms in order to check deforestation effectively.  

The study has exposed the high reliance of local communities on NNP for a 

wide variety of forest products. This demonstrates that they have a stake in ensuring 

the productive development of forests for meeting their own usufructs needs. Local 

communities have also expressed their willingness to participate in forest 

conservation. Therefore, it is not correct on the part of the government to expect the 

local communities to participate in the onerous task of forest conservation without 

giving them a stake over forest resources. Thus, launching of JPAM in NNP can move 

in the right direction to achieve twin objectives: biodiversity conservation and 

meeting stakeholders’ bonafide needs in a sustainable way. This participatory and 

decentralized approach can pave the way for responsibilizing and empowering local 

communities in realizing forests for the people and by the people.  
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Strengthening of usufructuary rights of local communities by establishing a 

permanent institutional mechanism for harvesting of NTFPs on a sustainable basis 

and processing of NTFPs is the best viable and sustainable option to improve the 

living standard of the local communities along with forest conservation.  

The overexploitation of forest resources may be discouraged by creating 

alternative employment opportunities in afforestation programmes, eco-tourism, fire 

prevention, forest-guarding etc. Food-for-work programme and targeted public 

distribution system (TPDS) need to be further strengthened in NNP to ease the heavy 

dependence on forests.  

Stringent regulations over forest resources use have resulted in increased 

conflicts between forest authorities and forest dwellers and they have provoked 

further illegal exploitation of forest resources. Therefore, present forest and wildlife 

policies have to be amended to encourage people’s participation in forest conservation 

as local communities are against these policies.  

Local communities of NNP have opposed vehemently their displacement. 

Forced displacement threatens their socio-cultural and traditional livelihood structure. 

Forced eviction violates human rights to existence and right to livelihood. Thus, 

livelihood needs of local communities have to be met sustainably in their aboriginal 

place by involving them in forest conservation. 

Eco-tourism should be encouraged in non-core areas of national park with 

people’s participation. Income generated from eco-tourism should be shared between 

forest department and local communities.  

However, in order to reduce over dependence on forest resources owing to 

growing population in the long run as per the local communities’ demand, they can be 

displaced to the periphery of the park in Virajpet taluk; wastelands may be distributed 

on the periphery of the park to displaced communities for eking out their livelihood.   

Community management of SGs with TEK needs to be further strengthened 

by setting up more village committees. More afforestation programmes need to be 

undertaken in SG areas with diverse plant species with the financial support of the 

government. Since local communities have rich knowledge about biodiversity, 
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documentation of traditional environmental knowledge will serve the long-term 

purposes including forest conservation, boost to the emerging biotechnology sector, 

and to acquire intellectual property rights or patents over bio-resources and this will 

also in turn help in preventing biopiracy.  

People’s participation has to be recognize d as an effective method of forest 

conservation as the state policy has failed to conserve forest resources. For the 

protection of reserved forests, JFM needs to be implemented. Further, conservation of 

forest needs to be linked with meeting the bonafide needs of local communities. 

Planters should be advised not to plant exotic trees such as silver oak and the 

forest department should advice and support planters to grow diverse trees suitable for 

the local environment. 

Price stabilization mechanism for coff ee should be in place as local 

communities resort to distress selling of farm trees for maintaining their standard of 

life in the face of rock bottom coffee prices in recent years. 

The dependence on fuel wood is found high in all the study areas. Hence, fuel-

efficient chullas or improved oven can be encouraged in all the areas. A separate 

forest may be developed for meeting fuel wood requirements in the long run in order 

to reduce over dependence on the park. Collection of other non-wood forest products 

(NWFP) however, should be encouraged.  

Frequent forest fires are destroying flora and fauna irreversibly in the national 

park in recent years. Hence, cooperative fire prevention and control programme 

should be launched with people’s involvement. 

The World Bank sponsored Eco-development programme may be continued 

for some more years without insisting local communities to vacate their homelands. 

The government should give thrust to educate local communities about the 

role of forests in providing tangible and intangible benefits and their total economic 

value. Nature trips and workshops can be conducted to create awareness on forest 

conservation. 
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